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PREFACE 
TO THE SECOND EDITION 

4 
The main object which I had in view in preparing this book' 

was explained in the Preface to the First Edition. The fact that 
the edition was sold out within a few years proved that there 
was need of such a popular book. , Nevertheless, on account of 
my various preoccupations I did not find sufficient time to pre¬ 
pare a revised edition, incorporating the results of later re¬ 
searches on the subject, based mainly on the discovery of new 
archaeological data and new interpretation of the old data. A 
comparison of this edition with the first will show the advances 
made in the study of this subject during the last sixteen years. 
Many dates and sequence of events have been corrected, and a 
great deal of new information has been added. All these have 
been taken into consideration in preparing this new edition. 
1 have spared no pains to make it an up-to-date account of the 
history and culture of the ancient Hindu colonies in the Far 
East without modifying the original plan. Some illustrations 
in the first edition have been omitted, and new ones have been 
added, the total number of plates being increased by five. 

In the Preface to the first edition reference was made to 
my plan to write a series of five volumes on the history of 
ancient Indian colonies in the Far East. In addition to the 
three volumes mentioned therein the following two have since 
been published: 

1. Kambuja-de^a or an Ancient Hindu Colony in 
Cambodia. 

a. Inscriptions of Kambuja. 
They do not, however, complete the series, as the history of 
Burma and Sigm still remains to be written. 

I received many urgent requests from many quarters for 
the publication of the second edition. I apologise to them fbr 
the long delay in bringing it out, and hope it will prove useful 
to the large and growing section of the readers who arc interest- 



ed in this subject. Since the achievement of independence by 
India, Indonesia and Indo-China, political relations between 

them have assumed a new importance, and this small book may 
contribute to the growth of fellow-feeling among the peoples 
of these regions by revealing the part played by India in the 

cultural development of South-east Asia for a period of more 
than fifteen hundred years. If this work, written in a popular 

style, fulfils this object to any extent, I shall consider my labour 
‘ amply rewarded. 

R. C. Majumdar 



PREFACE 
TO THE FIRST EDITION 

Nearly twenty years ago, 1 planned to write a series of five 
volumes on the history of Ancient Indian colonies in the Far 
East. The first volume on Champa was published in igay, 
and the second and third volumes, dealing respectively with 
the political and cultural history of Suvirnadvipa, were pub¬ 
lished in 1936 and 1938. The last two volumes, dealing with 
Kambuja, Siam, Burma and other parts of Indo-China have 
not yet been published. It was my intention, immediately 
after the publication of the whole series, to bring out a single 
short volume dealing briefly with all these colonies. This was 

meant to serve as a popular handbook for those who were 
unwilling or unable to go through the five big volumes of the 
series. As the publication of the last two volumes has to be 
indefinitely postponed bn account of the war I thought it 
better to bring out the short popular volume without further 
delay. 

In this short book I have tried to include all the essential 
facts bearing upon the history and culture of the ancient Hindu 
colonies in the Far East. 1 have avoided all. critical discussions 
and references to authorities. For these, as well as fuller and 
detailed treatment of the topics dealt with herein, the reader 
may refer to the bigger volumes. 

Since the publication of the first volume of the series there 
has been a growing desire in this country for knowledge of the 
ancient Indian colonies, and 1 hope this small book will enable 
even those who are not professed students of history to gain a 
fair idea of this fascinating aspect of ancient Indian Mstory 
and culture. Recently the University of Calcutta has introduced 
the subject in both Intermediate and B.A. Courses in History. 
But the books prescribed are hardly suitable for Under-Graduate 
students. The absence of suitable text-books has proved a great 
handicap to both teachers and students and seeins to be mainly 



responsible for the fact that the alternative Courses including 
the study of this subject have not yet been very popular among 
the students. In writing this book I have specially kept in view 
the need of these University students. If this book facilitate 
their study of the subject and attract a larger number to these 
Cxjurses I shall consider my labour amply rewarded. 

R. C. Majumhar 

February 4, 194^. 
4, Bepin FarRoad, 
Kalighat, r.aliutta. 
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BOOK I 

INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER I 

THE LAND AND THE PEOPLE 

I. THE LAND 

Indo-China is the name given to the large Peninsula which 
stretches out from the south-east of Asia far into the Indian 
Ocean. It lies to the south of China and south-east of India, 
and between the Bay of Bengal and the China Sea. It includes 
Burma, Siam (Thailand), Msday Peninsula, Laos, Cambodia, 
Cochin-China, .Annam and Tonkin. 

Burma comprises nearly the whole of the western part of 
the Peninsula. High mountains starting from Central Asian 
plateau separate it from India and China, and cover the nor¬ 
thern part of the country. These throw out parallel ranges of 
hills, called Yomas, that extend to the extreme south. The 
valleys enclosed by them are watered by three great rivers, viz. 
the Irawadi, with its tributary, the Chindwin, the Sittang and 
the Salween. The wide delta of the Irawadi forms a large 
coastal plain of rich alluvial soil. Two other long narrow 
coastal plains constitute the provinces of Arakan and Tennas- 
serim, two Yomas, named after them, siqE>arating the former 
hrom the Irawadi valley, and the latter from Siam. 

The present independent kingdom of Siam, which includes 
the northern part of Malay Peninsula, is bounded <wi the north 
by Burma and Laos, on the west by Burma and about 550 miles 

coast on the Bay of Bengal, on the south by the Malay 
Peninsula and nearly 1,000 miloi of coast round the Gulf cl 
Siam, and on the east by Laos and Cambodia. 

Northern Siam, lying between the Salween and the Upper 



HXm>U COLONIES IN THE FAR EAST 

Mekong is a land of narrow valleys separated by steep lon^tu* 
dinal spurs rising occasionally to a height of more than 8,000 ft. 
Central Siam is mostly .an alluvial plain intersected by many 
rivers, the largest of which is the Menam which passes by the 
capital city Bangkok and falls into the Gulf of Siam. Southern 
Siam embraces the northern part of the Malay Peninsula up 
to the Isthmus of Kra. 

The Malay Peninsula or the Peninsula of Malacca is a long 
narrow strip of territory which forms the most southerly 
extremity of the mainland of Asia. Politically, it begins at the 
Isthmus of Kra, but geographically it extends from the parallel 
of the head of the Gulf of Siam, in Lat. i3“-3o', to cape Rume- 
nia, a distance of more than 900 miles. The peninsula is 
boQnded on the north by Siam, and is surrounded by the sea 
in all other directions; by the China Sea and the Gulf of Siam 
on the east, by the Strait of Singapore on the south, and by the 
Straits of Malacca and the Bay of Bengal on the west. TTicre 
are many islands along the shores of the peninsula, the most 
notable being Langkawi and Penang on the west, and Singa¬ 
pore, Batan and Bintang on the south. 

The most characteristic physical feature of the peninsula 
is the long range of granite mountains which runs along its 
whole length, descending somewhat abruptly into a wider plain 
on the east, and more gently into a narrower plain on the west. 
Almost the whole of the peninsula—both alluvial plains and 
mountain ranges—is covered by evergreen forests, mostly dense 
jungles, the major part of which is yet untrodden by human 
foot. The rivers are numerous, but small, and in most cases 
navigable for large boats only up to a short distance from the 
mouth. 

Annam occupies the eastern part of the Indo-Chinese 
Peninsula. I| is bounded on the north and the south respec¬ 
tively by Tonkin and Cochin China^ The China Sea forms its 
eastern boundary, while on the west a chain of hills shuts it off 
from Lower Laos and Cambodia. This chain of hills, covered 
with rich forests, runs along the whole length of the country, 
gradually descending from north to south and ranging in height 
from 8,000 to 6,000 ft. The long narrow strip of country 
between the mountains and the sea, which forms the habitable 
zone of the country, is intersected by innumerable spurs of hUls 

» 



THE LAND AND THE PEOPLE 

running in various directions. Sometiines the spurs of hills 
extend as far as the sea-coast, and nowhere does the habitable 
zone exceed a breadth of seventy miles. A large number of 
rivers issuing from the mountains falls to the sea. The whole 
country thus comprises a series of separate river-valleys with few 
routes of communication by land, favouring the growth of a 
number of isolated independent settlements rather than one 
united State. 

Tonkin (also spelt as Tongking and Tonquin), which lies 
to the north of Annam, forms almost a natural part of this 
country. The Red River flows across the whole of Tonkin 
from north-west to south-east, and forms a huge delta on the 
Gulf of Tonkin which forms its eastern boundary. The 
northern part of Tonkin consists of a series of hills and plateaus 
reaching up to the borders of China, while dense forests and hills 
separate it from Laos on the west. 

The region between Burma and Siam on the one hand and 
Tonkin and Annam on the other is occupied in a line from 
north to south by the three countries, Laos, Cambodia and 
Cochin-China, which may be said to constitute geographically, 
and in ancient «times also politically, a single unit, though with 
diversified physical features. Through this entire region flows 
the mighty river Mekong, which issuing from the hills runs 
along the eastern borders of Burma and Siam, and then cuts its 
way through Luang Prabang range into the table-land of Laos 
proper. Running along the western border of Laos, and 
separating it from Siam, the majestic river passes over the 
Dangrek range and enters Cambodia proper near Khong. 

From this point the bed of the Mekong is enlarged to nearly 
double its breadth and covers almost the whole of Cambodia 
by its ramifications. Near the modem capital city of Pnom¬ 
penh it is joined to the vast lake of Tonle Sap, about 6o miles 
to the north-west, by a wide sheet of water, full of islands. 
From this point of junction the river branches off into two 
wide streams, connected by numerous cross canals, till they both 
fall into the China Sea forming the rich delta of Cochin-China. 

The characteristic physical features of the Great Indo>. 
Chinese Peninsula may be summed up as follows: — 

Shut off by high mountains from India and China it is 
traversed by long ranges of hills and mighty rivers, both run- 

3 
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niitg ^north to south. The hill ranges divide the entire country 
into four distinct regions, iHz, (i) Burma and (a) Siam and 
Malay Peninsula in the west; (3) Annam and Tonkin in the 
east: and (4) Laos, Cambodia and Cochin-China in the middle. 
The mighty rivers which fertilise the lands are the Irawadi and 
the Salween in Burma, the Menam in Siam, the Mekong in the 
central region, and the Red River in Tonkin. 

The East Indies, called by various names such as Indian 
Archipelago, Malay Archipelago, Anatic Archipelago, Indonesia 
and Insulinde, comprises a large group of islands of varying 
size, more than six thousand in numl^r. It begins with the 
large island of Sumatra which lies to the west of the Malay 
Peninsula and is separated frcmi it by the Straits of Malacca. 
The narrow Sunda Strait parts Sumatra from the neighbouring 
island of Java to its south-east. Java is the beginning of a 
series of islands lying in a long chain in the direction from west 
to east. These are Bali, Lombok, Sumbawa, Flores and a num¬ 
ber of small idands which almost stretch up to New-Guinea. 
A little to the south of this line are the two important islands, 
Sumba and Timor. 

A similar chain of islands lies to the nordi, along a line 
drawn through the centre of Sumatra towards the east. It 
begins with Borneo; the largest island in the archipelago. Next 
comes Celebes and then the large group of islands known as the 
Moluccas or Spice idands. 

Beyond all these islands, numbering mmre than six thou¬ 
sand, lie the large island of New-Guinea to the east and the 
group of islands known as the Philippines to the north. 

The Archipelago is separated &om IndoChina in the north 
by the South China Sea and from Australia in the south by the 
Timor Sea. To the west there is no large country till we reach 
the shores of India and Africa, the intervening aea being dotted 
with hundreds of islands. The ihost impmrtant of these, begin¬ 
ning from the nsst are Andaman, Nicobar, Ceylon, Maldives, 
Lnc^dives and Madagascar. 

The ancient Hindus designated the country described above, 
.,viz. IndoChina and Malay Archipelago, by the general name 
Suvarnabhumi or Land of Gold. They, however, aUo used the 
name Suvarnadvfpa or Mand of Gold to denote particularly 
the islands, including Malay Peninsula. Particular regions in 
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Indo-China (such as Btirma and Siam) and Malay Arcfaipelagd 
were also called respectively SuvarnabhQmi and Suvar^advfpa. 
The names indicate that the Hindus, like the Arabs, believed 
that this region produced gold in large quantities, m was rich 
in precious cmnmodities. In any case they regarded the lands 
as veritable mines of gold, literally or figuratively. 

II. THE PEOPLE 

The most primitive people in Indo-China probably belonged 
to the Melanesian group inhabiting Australia and New-Guinea, 
but they have hardly left any trace behind. To these sucx:eeded 
an Indonesian group which is now represented by the Chains, 
the remnant of a powerful nation wMch came under the in¬ 
fluence of the Indian colonists and founded the kingdom of 
Champa in the southern part of what is now called Annam. 

Next came the most important group, called Mon-Khmer 
from the names of its two leading representatives. The Khmers 
settled in Cambodia, Cochin-China and a part of what is now 
called Laos to the north of them, though it is very likely that 
they were preceded by savage mountain tribes whom they con¬ 
quered and forced to take shelter in hills and forests. 

The Mons inhabited the lower valleys of the Irawadi and 
the Salween in Burma. The rest of this province was occupied 
by various Mongoloid tribes belonging to the Ttbeto-Burman 
group. The Mons, however, extended further south and, along 
with the Khmers, settled among and dominated over the La^as, 
the primitive population of Siam and Laos. Throughout the 
course of history a distinction is noticeable between the hetero¬ 
geneous Mon-Khmer people of Siam and the pure Khmers of 
Cambodia. 

The Thais inhabited the province of Yunnan and the 
region immediately to its south, full of hills* dales and forests, 
and watered by the upper courses of the Mekong and the 
Menam. The Annamites who have now given their names to 
the whole country on the v eastern coast of the Indo-Chinese 
Peninsula, are probably a branch of the great Thai people and 
occupied at first only Tonkin and the northern part of present 
Annam up to the Hoan Soidi mountains. To tl^ south livdd 
the Qtams. The primitive savage tribes who formed the or^* 
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nal inhabitants of Annam and Tonkin were driven by the 
Chains and the Annamites to the hills and jungles. 

From the point of view of history and ethnography the 
Malay Peninsula belongs to the East Indies, and the two 
together are known as Malayasia. The people of this region 
are usually divided into three strata: — 

(i) The primitive races, such as the Semang and Sakai of 
the Malay Peninsula, who are wild savage tribes living in hills. 

(s) The Ptoto-Malays found all over Malayasia, whose 
languages are distinctly Malay. The Batak, Achinese, Gayo 
and Lampongs of Sumatra, the Dayaks of Borneo, and the 
aborigines of Celebes, Ternate and Tidor islands all belong to 
this type. Some of them are cruel and ferocious. The Bataks, 
for example, are cannibals who eat prisoners and aged relatives. 
Others are more civilised. The Dayaks of Borneo, although 
head-hunters for ritualistic purposes, are mild in character, and 
honest, simple, hospitable and truthful. 

(5) The Malays, who now form the predominant element 
in the population of Malayasia are usually divided under four 
great heads:—(1) The Malays proper who inhabit the Malay 
Peninsula and the coastal regions of Sumatra and Borneo; 
(s) the Javanese of Java, Madura, Bali and parts of Lombok 
and Sumatra; (5) the Bugis of Celebes; and (4) the Tagalas of 
the Philippines. 

The peoples of Indo-China and East Indies described above 
belonged to various stages of culture and civilisation, from 
wild savage tribes, who went naked, to fairly civilised races, 
who not only possessed rudimentary elements of civilisation, 
but also some knowledge of primitive arts and sciences. They 
formed the main elements of population in the Indo-Chinese 
Peninsula and the East Indies when the Indians first colonised 
these regions shortly after or before the beginning of the 
Christian Era. There are, however, reasons fo believe that 
most of these peoples themselves had originally come from 
India and thus represent an earlier wave of Indian colonisation 
in the Far East in pre-historic times. This view is based on a 
study of their languages. It is now generally recognised that 
the languages of the Malays and the people of the numerous 
islands in the Pacific ocean belong to the same family, to which 
the name Austronesian has been applied. Recent linguistic 
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researches have established definite connection between the 
languages of some primitive tribes of India such as the Munda 
and Khasi with Mon-Khmer and allied languages of Indo-China 
including those of Semang and Sakai, and the linguistic family 
to which they all belong is called Austro-Asiatic. The German 
scholar Schmidt connects the Austro-Asiatic family with the 
Austronesian, thereby establishing a larger linguistic hunily 
called Austric, and also indicates the possibility of an ethnic 
unity among them. Schmidt thus regards the peoples of Indo¬ 
china and East Indies as belonging to the same stock as the 
Munda and allied tribes of Central India and the Khasis of 
North-eastern India. He regards India as the original home 
of all these peoples from which they gradually spread to the 
east and south-east. This view must, however, be regarded as 
only a probable one, as it lacks positive and satisfactory 
evidence. 

1 



CHAPTER II 

THE BEGINNINGS OF INDIAN 
COLONISATION 

As in all ages and countries, the prospect of acquiring 
wealth first tempted the Indian traders and merchants to 
explore unknown territories beyond their own frontiers. The 
lands and islands beyond the sea and the hills on the ^st were 
reputed to possess fabulous quantities of gold and precious 
minerals and were called by ^em Suvarpabhfimi or Suvarna- 
dvTpa, ‘the land of gold’. The spices of the east were also as 
great an attraction as they proved to be fifteen centuries later. 
In short, the Indians were attracted to the east by the same 
allurements which proved so irresistible to the Arabs in the 
ninth and tenth and to the Europeans in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries A.D. 

No doubt other forces were at work to speed up the pace 
of emigration. The missionary zeal of the j^rahmans and 
Buddhists, pressure caused by increasing peculation and inva¬ 
sion of foreign hordes, and the spirit of adventure of the 
Kshatriya princes and nobles were added to the commercial 
enterprise of the merchants, and caused a steady flow of Indian 
emigrants to various parts of the IndoChinese Peninsula and 
the East Indies. Many of these emigrants permanently settled 
in these foreign lands. They married wtMnen of the localities 
and the influence of their superior culture gradually Hinduised 
the society. This imperceptible but gradual penetration, often 
aided by active missionary propaganda, gradu^ly^ spread Hindu 
rdigion, art, literature and social ideas in all directions. Semae- 
times a military adventurer seized the political power and 
established a Hindu kingdom. The fusion between the Indian 
settlers and the Hinduised local people was so cmnplete that 
it is not always possible to distinguish between the two. The 
latter assumed Hindu names and adected Sanskrit or Pali 
language and Hindu religion, manners and customs, while the 
Indians imbibed local habits and social usages and merged 

9 
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themadvies into the local commumties. Thus grew up the 
Indian colonial kingdoms wMch wore constantly strengthened 
by &esh streams of immigration £tom the motherland. 

A contemporary account of a »nall State in Malay Peninsula 
by an eye-witness shows such a colony in the making and 
tlurows interesting light upon the whole process. It is named 
Tuen-suin by the Chinese. ‘Tts market was a meeting ground 
between the east and west, frequented evo^ day by more than 
ten thousand men, including merchants from India, Parthia and 
more distant kingdoms who come in large numbers to carry on 
trade and commerce in rare objects and precious merchandises. 
It contains five hundred merchant families, two hundred Bud¬ 
dhists and more than thousand Brahmans of India. The people 
of Tuen-suin follow their religion and give them their daughters 
in marriage, as most of these Brahmans settle in the country 
and do not go away. Day and night they read sacred scriptures 
and make c^erings of white vases, perfumes and flowers to the 
gods.” 

The migration of the Indians on a large scale to the Far 
East and their colonisation in this region are echoed in many 
stories and legends, current in India as well as in the colonies. 
Although tiiese legends cannot be regarded as history, they 
preserve the memory of events long forgotten and the cumula¬ 
tive effect of evidence of this kind cannot be altogether ignored. 
In [particular they throw interesting light on the objects and 
motives of the early colonists, the routes followed by the 
Indians in their journey to the Far East, and the perils and 
hardships encountered by them both in land and sea. 

Several Buddhist Jataka stories which were probably current 
long before the Chrutian era refer to voyages between India 
and Suvar^abhflmi, the general name for the lands and islands 
in the Far East. We may mention a few of them: — 

(i) A king of Videha being ddfeated'and killed in battle, 
the widowed queen fled in disguise to ChampS (Bhagstlpur) 
with tier treasures. When her son had grown up he told his 
mother: “Give half your treasures to me and 1 will go to Suvar- 
^abhiimi and get great riches there and will then seize my 
paternal kingdom.” Having thus got together his stock-im 
trade he put it on board a ship with some merchants bound 
for Suvar^bhumi. “My son”, said the mother, “the sea has 
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few chances of success and many dangers, do not go/' But 
he bade her adieu and embarked on l^ard. The rest of the 
story describes how, although he was shipwrecked, he at last 
regained the kingdom ot Mithila. 

(a) Near the city of Benares was a great town of carpenters, 
containing a thousand families who decided to go to a foreign 
land. The carpenters cut down trees from forest, built a mighty 
ship and launched her in the river. Having put their families 
on board the ship, they proceeded in due course to the ocean. 
There they set sail and reached an island that lay in the midst 
of the sea. In that island grew wild all manner of plants and 
fruit trees, rice, sugar-cane, banana, mango, rose-apple, jack, 
cocoanut and other fruits. So they took up their abode in 
that place. 

(3) There was a sea-port town named Bharukachchha 
(Broach in Gujarat). The son of the master-mariner in that 
city gained at an early age a complete mastery over the art 
of seamanship. Afterwards when his father died he became 
the head of the mariners and plied the mariner's calling. He 
was wise, and with him on board, no ship ever came to harm. 
Unfortunately it so happened that injured by tl^ salt water 
both his eyes lost their sight. But still when some merdiants 
had got ready a ship and were looking out for a skipper they 
selected the blind mariner. Passing through many seas and 
braving many perils the merchants were brought back with a 
rich cargo of diamonds, gold, silver, emeralds and coral. 

Similar stories of mercantile voyages to Suvarnadvipa are 
told in the Brihatkatha, another treasure-house of old Indian 
stories, dating from a period before the Christian era. The 
most interesting of all is, however, the adventurous story of 
Sanudasa of which a summary is given below. 

Sanudasa joins thip gang the adventurer Achera, who is 
preparing an expedition to the land of Gold (SuvarnabhBmi). 
They cross the sea and land at the foot of a mountain. They 
climb up to the top by catching hold oi creeptsn (yctra). This 
is the "creepers’ path” {Vetrapatha), On the plateau there is 
a liver whi^ dianges into stone everything that falls into it. 
They cross it by holding on to the bamboos which overhang 
the banks. This is "the bamboo's path” (Vamiapatha). Fur* 
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ther oa^ they meet a nmrow path between two jmedpices. 
They light a hre with wet In'anches; the smoke attracts some 
KirataS who come and propose to sell them some goats; the 
adventurers get on those goats, the only animals sure-footed 
enough to be able to follow the narrow edge without feeling 
giddy. This is the “goats’ path” {Ajapatha). The adventurers 
do not come to the end of it without some difficulty, as another 
gang is approaching from the opposite direction. A struggle 
ensues, but Achera’s troops are able to pass through idler 
having thrown their enemies into the ravines. Sanudasa begins 
to feel indignant at the fierceness of the gold-seekers. Achera 
orders his followers to slay the goats and to put on their skins 
with the inside out. Huge birds will mistake those men for a 
heap of raw meat, come and carry them away to their aerie. It 
is there the gold ist Sanudasa attempts to save the goat he was 
riding, but his companions are pitiless. Everything takes place 
as Achera foretold, but the bird which carries off SanudiUa is 
attacked by another bird which attempts to steal his prey. The 
goat’s skin bursts open and Sanudasa falls in a tank which is in 
the heart of a luxuriant forest. The next day he comes to a 
river the banks of which are of golden sand; near by, there is a 
hermitage M>m which a hermit comes out. 

The above story refers to several ‘paths’ or ingenious means 
of passing through difficult territory. A few more of these 
paths are referred to in various early books. There is Ja^inu- 
patha where one has to crawl on knees. Sahkupatha was a 
difficult and laborious procedure for ascending a mountain. An 
iron hook, attached to a rope of skin, is thrown up till the hook 
is fixed up in the mountain. Having climbed up the rope, the 
man makes a hole on the hillside with a diamond-tipped iron 
instrument, and fixes a spear. Having caught hold of this, he 
detaches the hook, and throws it aloft again, till it is again 
fixed up in the mountain. Then he ties the rope to the spear, 
and having caught hold of the rope with one hand, strikes it 
by a hammer with the other till the spear is detached. Then 
he climbs up again, again fixes the spear, and repeats the pro¬ 
cess till he ascends the top of the hill. Last comes Chhatru’- 
piUka, the means of coming down from a steep height. Qne 
has to jump down from a precipice with an open parasol made 
of skin, and descends slowly to the ground, on account of the 
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resi$tailK:e the air. In other words, it involved the principle 
of parachute. 

These various kinds of ‘paths* give us some idea of the diffi* 
culties which Indians had to surmount while travelling in 
unknown foreign lands to which diey were attracted by lure of 
wealth. An idea of the dangers attending a sea>voyage in small 
wooden boats is given in the following vivid description record¬ 
ed by the Chinese traveller Fa-hien who went by way of sea 
from India to China early in the fifth century A.D. 

^ “Fa Hien took passage in a large merchantman, on board 
of which there were more than soo men and to which was 
attached by a rope a smaller vessel, as a provision against 
damage or injur)' to the large one from the perib of the naviga¬ 
tion. With a fovourable wind, they proceeded eastward for 
three days, and then they encountered a great wind. The vessel 
sprang a leak and the water came in. The merchants wished 
to go to the smaller vessel; but the men on board it, fearing 
that too many would come, cut the connecting rope. The 
merchants were greatly alarmed, feeling their risk of instant 
death. Afraid that the vessel would fill, they took their bulky 
goods and threw them into the water. 

“In this way the tempest continued day and night, till on 
the thirteenth day the ship was carried to the side of an island, 
where on the ebbing of the tide, the place of the leak was dis¬ 
covered, and it was stopped, on which the voyage was resumed. 
On the sea (hereabouts) there are many pirates, to meet with 
whom is speedy death. The great ocean spreads out, a bound¬ 
less expanse. There is no knowing east or west; only by observ¬ 
ing the sun, moon, and stars was it possible to go forward. If 
the weather were dark and rainy, (the ship) went as she was 
carried by the wind, without any definite course. In the dark¬ 
ness of the night, only the great waves were to be seen, breaking 
on one another, and emitting a brightness like that of fire, witb 
huge turtles and other monsters of the deep (all about). The 
merchants were full of tenor, not knowing where they were 
going. The sea was deep and bottomless, and there was no 
place where they could drop anchor and stop. But when the 
sky' became dear, they could tdl east and west, and (the ship) 
again went forward in the right direction. If she had o>me on 
^ hidden rock, there would have been no way oi escape. 
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After proceeding in this way for rather more than ninety days 
they arrived at a country called Java<dvipa (Java)/' 

Litei^ture is justly regarded as the echo o£ national li£e. 
The stories quoted above, and numerous other Indian folk-tales 
about merchants going beyond the sea indicate that the spirit 
of ex]doration and adventure was a characteristic feature of 

ancient Indian life. 
We possess reliable evidence regarding the sea-routes 

followed by the Indians. Beginning from the north there was 
first the famous port of Timralipti, which is now represented 
by Tamluk in Midnapur distirct, Bengal. From this port there 
was a regular sailing of vessels which either proceeded along 
the coasts of Bengal and Burma, or crossed the Bay of Bengal 
and made a direct voyage to Malay Peninsula and to the East 
Indies and IndoOiina beyond it. There were other similar 
ports of embarkation, one at Palura near Gopalpur (Ganjam) 
in Orissa, and three near Masulipatam (Madras), from which 
ships sailed across Bay of Bengal to the Far East. Thore was 
a regular coasting voyage from the mouth of the Ganges along 
the eastern coast of India to Ceylon, and thence along the 
western coast up to Broach at the mouth of the Narmada rivet 
and perhaps even beyond it. People from all parts of India 
came by land or river route to the nearest sea-port, and then 
made a coastal voyage to Tamralipti, Palura, or one of the 
harbours near Masulipatam whence ships made a direct voyage 
to the Far East across the Bay of Bengal. 

The existence of these ancient trade-routes between the 
eastern islands and the coasts of Bengal, Orissa, Madras and 
Gujarat, is thus established on good authority. It is interesting 
to find that it is predsely in these directions that the andent 
traditions of Indian colonists in the Far East and South-East 
lead us to look for their (niginal homes.. To mention Ixricfly 
only a few of the many traditions, there is first the story of a 
Bengali Prince Vijaya, colonising the island of Ceylon. Secondly, 
the foimdation of Ligor is ascribed by tradition to a descen¬ 
dant of Asoka who fled freun Magadha, embarked a vessel at 
Dantapura and was wrecked on the coast of the Malay Penin¬ 
sula. There is also the story {^reserved in the chronides of Java, 
that the Hindus from Kalinga coast colonised the island. Simi¬ 
lar traditions of colonists from Kling or Kalinga country are pre- 
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served in many other islands. Fourthly, according to traditions 
current among the people of Pegu, Indian colonists from the 
country of the lower courses of the rivers Krishna and Godavari 
had at a remote time crossed the sea, and formed settlements 
in the delta of the Irawadi and on the adjoining coast. Lastly, 
there is the story preserved in the chronicles of Java that the 
island was first colonised by a Gujrati prince who landed there 
in 75 A.D, 

The exact correspondence of colonial traditions with the 
evidence derived from Indian source leads to the hypothesis 
that generally the Indian colonists proceeding by sea to the 
east and south, started from the four centres mentioned above, 
viz. Tamralipti in the coast of Bengal, Gopilpur in ancient 
Kalinga, the three unidentified harbours near Masulipatam, and 
Broach. 

In addition to the sea-route described above the Indian 
colonists also proceeded to the east and south-east by land- 
route through Eastern Bengal, Manipur and Assam. We learn 
from the Chinese texts that at least as early as the second cen¬ 
tury B.C. there was a regular trade-route by land between Bengal 
and China through Upper Burma and Yunnan. Through this 
route the Indians came and established their colonies not only 
in Burma, but also in the mountainous regions of the upper 
valleys of the Chindwin. the Irawadi, the Salween, the Mekong 
and the Red River as frr as Yunnan, which was known by its 
Indian name GandhSra even as late as the 13th century A.D. We 
know the Chinese names of several of these kingdoms. To the 
east of the hill ranges bordering Manipur and Assam there was 
the Hindu kingdom of Ta-tsin. About 150 miles further east, 
beyond the Chindwin river, was another Hindu kingdcmi just 
to the north of the town of Ngan-si. In Yunnan itself was the 
kingdom of Nan-chao or Tali and a local tradition regarded a 
son of the great Indian Emperor Asoka as having founded the 
colony. The whole of Upper Burma was colonised by the 
Indians who established kingdoms at Ftome, Pagan, Tagaung 
and various other places, many of which still retain their old 
Indian names with slight alterations. There is evidence that 
similar Hindu kingdoms existed in Laos, in Central Indo- 
China. The colonists who proceeded by sea established many 
kingdoms in Arakan, Lower Burma, Malay Peninsula, Siam, 
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Cambodia, Cochin-China and Annam on the mainland, and in 
the islands of Sumatra, Java. Borneo and Bali in the East Indies. 

It is interesting to observe that local traditions in many of 
these places jMreserve even today the memory of the founder of 
the colonial kingdoms there as having originally come from 
India. 

According to Burmese tradition, a Sikya chief of Kapilavastu 
came with an army to the country of the middle Irawadi, long 
before Buddha was born. The dynasty he founded ruled for 
31 generations in Burma when it was overthrown by an invasion 
of an eastern tribe coming apparently from China. About this 
time there came a second band of immigrant Kshatriyas from 
Gangetic India. Their chief married the widowed queen of 
the last king of the previous dynasty and established a new 
kingdom. This was the origin of the ruling dynasty of Upper 
Burma. 

According to the traditions of Arakan the first king of the 
province was the son of a king Benares who settled at Rimk- 
vatl, a name which still exists in the corrupted form Rambyi or 
RSmi. The Cambodian annals explain the origin of the king¬ 
dom of Caniibodia in the following way:—^ 

'‘Adityavamia, king of Indraprastha, was displeased with 
one of his sons and banished him from the State. He came to 
the country of Kok Thlok and made himself mastor of it by 
defeating the native king. One evening he was walking on a 
sand bank when suddenly the tide arose and obliged him to pass 
the night there. A NigT of marvellous beauty came to play 
on the sand, and the king, overpowered by her charm, agreed 
to marry her. Then the Nagaraja, the father of the betrothed 
girl, extended the dominions of his would-be son-in-law by 
drinking the water which covered the country, built ,a capitsd 
for him, and changed the name of the kipgdom into that of 
Kamboja." 

While the facts and legends mentioned above testify to the 
existence of colonies in these territories, they do not enable us 
to fix even an approximate date for their foundation. We may. 
however, reasonably infer from the statements of the Greek and 
Chinese writers and the Indian inscriptions found in many 
localities, that some of the colonial kingdoms, even in the 
easternmost parts, must have been founded not later than the 
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second century A.D. and a £ew of them, at any rate, prior to 
this date. Colonisation, as distinguished from the establi^- 
ment of political authority, evidently took place much earlier, 
and the beginnings of trade intercourse, which must have pre¬ 
ceded lolonisation, may thus be placed centuries before the 
Christian Era. 



BOOK 11 

SUVARNADVIPA 

CHAPTER I 

EARLY HINDU COLONIES 

I. MALAY PENINSULA 

Thf Malay Peninsula played a very important part in the 

maritime and colonising activity of the Indians in the Far East 

from a very early period. Its geographical position made it the 

centre of carrying trade between China and the western world. 

It must have been known to India from a very early time, pro¬ 

bably long before the Christian era. 

The Hindu colonists established several States in Malav 

Peninsula dtiring the first hve centuries of the Christian era, 

some of which existed as far back as the second century A.D. 

About one of these, Lang-Kia-su, founded in the second century 

A.D, the following account is preserved in the Chinese Annals. 

“The people of this country say that their State was founded 

more than 400 years ago (i.e, A. D. 100), but that it got weaker 

in course of time, and as there was among the relations of the 

king one who was an excellent man, the people turned towards 

him. When the king heard of this, he put him into prison, 

but his chains snapped spontaneously. On this the king thought 

him to be a supernatural being and dared not hurt him anv 

more, but only drove him from his territory, whence he took 

refuge in India, and was married there to the eldest daughter 

(of it.s king). When on a sudden the king died, the great 

ofHcei's called back the prince, and made him king. He died 

more than 20 years later, and was succeeded by his son Bhaga- 

dato. In A,D. 515 hejjfht an envoy named Aditya with a letter 

to the emperor oi He repeated the embassies in 

531 and 568 A.D. ^ 
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To the north o£ Lang-Kia-su was the kingdom of Fan-pan, 
on the Gulf of Siam, which sent an embassy to China in the 
second quarter (rf the fifth century A.D. It was visited by a 
Hindu named Kaundinya, who is associated with the second 
wave of Hindu colonisation in Fu-nan. 

Among other Hindu States may be mentioned Kamalanka 
or Karmaranga (which has given its name to the fruit mrambotn, 
Bengali Kamrdnga), Kalasapura (in Lower Burma or northern 
part of Malay Peninsula), Kala (Keddah), and Pahang. 

Actual remains of early Hindu civilisation in the Malay 
Peninsula, though scanty, are not altogether lacking. There 
are remains of a Hindu temple and a few stone images at Sungai 
Batu Estate at the foot of Gunong Jerai (Keddah Peak). The 
remains of a brick-built Buddhist shrine, discovered in its 
neighbourhood, at Keddah, may be dated approximately in the 
fourth or fifth century A.D., on the strength of a Sanskrit ins¬ 
cription found in it. Similarly remnants of pillars, which once 
adorned some Buddhist temples, have been found in the 
northern part of Province Wellesley. These also may be dated 
in the fourth or fifth century A.D. on the strength of inscriptions 
engraved on them. A gold ornament, bearing the figure of 
Vishnu on his Garuda, has been unearthed at Seliiming (Perak), 
and also, in a hole left by the roots of a fallen iiee, a Cornelian 
seal engraved with the name of a Hindu prince, .^rT Vishnuvar- 
man, in characters of the fifth century A.D. 

Ruins of shrines and fine images exist in the region round 
Takua Pa, which has been identified with the famous port 
Takkola mentioned by Ptolemy. On the eastern coast, round 
the Bay of Bandon, are the remains of early settlements, specially 
in the three well-known sites Caiya, Nakhon .Sri Dhammarat, 
and Vieng Sra. The temples and images of these places ma\ 
i)e of somewhat later date, but the inscriptions found at Ligor 
and Takua Pa and on a pillar at Caiya show that these settle¬ 
ments could not be later jthan the fourth or fifth century A.D. 

A large number of inscriptions have been discovered in 
different parts of the country. They are written in Sanskrit 
and in Indian alphabets of about the fourth or fifth century 
A-D. Two of them distinctly refer to a Buddhist creed and 
prove the spread of Buddhism in that region. An inscribed 
clay tablet containing three stanzas in Sanskrit—probably part 
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of a Sutra of the Madhyamika school oi Mahay&na—^has been 
found in the nei^bourhood of Keddah. These three Sanskrit 
verses embodying philosophical doctrines of the MahiySna sect 
are to be found in a Chinese translation of the Sagaramaii- 
parifirichchlia. This testifies to the prevalence of MahSyana 
Buddhism in Malay at least in or before the (ith century A.I). 
1’lie large iiuinl>er of inscriptions found in Malay Peninsula 
clearly show that the Indians had established colonies in the 
tiorihern, western and the eastern sides of the Malay Peninsula 
by at least fourth and fifth centuries A.D., and that the colonists 
l)elonged to both northern and southern India. 

One of these inscriptions refers to “the captain {Maham- 
x/ika, lit. great sailor) Huddhagupta, an inhabitant of Rakta- 
niriitika.” Rakta-inrittikii. which means “Red clay/' has been 
identified with u place, still called Ruhgamati (Red clay), 12 
miles south of Murshidahad, in Bengal. 

Tile art haeological remains in the Malay Peninsula confirm 
what might have been deduced on general grounds from literary 
evidence. I'akkola, nuKlern Takua Pa, was the first landing 
stage of the Indian traders and colonists. From this some 
crossed the mountain range over to the rich wide plain on the 
opposite coast round the Bay of Bandon. From this centre 
they tonld proceed by land or sea to Siam, Cambodia, Annam, 
and even I’luther east. This trans-peninsular route, marked by 
remains of Indian settlements, was followed by many who 
wanted to avoid the long and risky voyage through the Straits 
of Malacca. That this second route was also very popular and 
largelv used is indicated by the archaeological remains in the 
Province Wellesley. This all-sea route was naturally preferred 
by many traders who wanted to avoid transhipment, and offered 
a shorter passage to Java and southern Sumatra. On the whole 
the Malay Peninsula may l)e regarded as the main gate of the 
Indian colonial empire in the Far East. » 

I'he report of the Archaeological Mission in Malay Penin¬ 
sula contains interesting observations regarding Hindu coloni- 
.sation in this land w'hich may be summed up as follows: 

“The colonies were large in number and situated in widely 
remote centres, such as Chumphon, Caiya, the valley of the 
river Bandon, Nakhon Sri Dhammarac (Ligor), Yala (near 
Patani), and Selensing (in Pahang) on the eastern coast; and 
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Malacca, Province Wellesley, Takua Pa, and the common delta 
of the rivers Lanya and Tenasserim on the western, 

"The most important of these was unquestionably that of 
Nakhon Sri Dhammarat (Ligor). It was an essentially Buddhist 
colony which probably built the great stupa of Nakhon Sri 
Dhammarat and part of the hfty temples which surrounded it, 
A little to the north was the colony of Caiya, which appears 
to have been at first Brahmanical, and then Buddhist. These 
two groups of colonies were mainly agriculturists. The others 
which occupied Selensing, Panga, Puket, and Takua Pa, pros- 
j^red by the exploitation of tin and gold-mines. 
^ "The available evidence justifies the assumption that the 
Sieigion around the Bay of Bandon was a cradle of Further 
Eastern culture, inspired by waves of Indian influence spread¬ 
ing across the route from Takua Pa. There is a strong persis¬ 
tent local tradition in favour of an early migration of Indians 
across the route from the west. At the same time persons of 
an Indian cast of features are common on the west coast near 
Takua Pa, while colonies of Brahmans of Indian descent survive 
at Nakhon Sri Dhammarat and Patalung, and trace the arrival 
of their ancestors from India bv an overland route across the 
Malav Peninsula." * 

II. JAVA 

The island of Java is one of the largest of what are usually 
known as the Sunda islands, in the Malay Archipelago. Its 
length is about 6«a miles, while its breadth varies from 55 to 
lai miles. The area of Java, including Madura and adjacent 
islands, is about 51,000 sq. miles. Java is bounded on the 
north by the shallow Java Sea which separates it from Borneo. 
On the south is the deep Indian ocean, stretching as far as the 
Antarctic Pole without a single patch of land. On the east a 
narrow strait, about vwo miles broad, separates it from the 
island of Bali. To the north-west is the Sunda Strait separating 
Java from Sumatra. The strait, at the narrowest, is only 14 
miles wide, its extreme breadth being nearly 50 miles. There 
are many islands to the north of Java. Madura, the chief 
among them, is regarded as a part of Java for all practical 
purposes being separated by a strait which, in some places, is 
less than a mile. 

so 
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An uninterrupted range of mountains, volcanic in character, 
runs along the whcrfe length of the island through its centre. 
There are innumerable rivers in Java, but, with two exceptions, 
they are small and not navigable beyond a short distance. 

Although the rivers of Java are mostly useless for purposes 
of navigation and commerce, they are excellently adapted for 
irrigation. Java is one of the most fertile countries in the 
whole world. Any one who travels in the country cannot fail 
to be charmed by its evergreen fields, meadows, and hills, with 
traces of abundant harvest everywhere around him. Indeed, a 
railway journey from Batavia to Surabaya gives the traveller 
the impression that he is passing through a well-laid garden. 

The Hindu colonisation of Java is by far the naost out¬ 
standing event in the early history of that island. Many 
legends associate the original colonists and their leader Aji Saka 
with the heroes of the Mahabharata ruling at Astina, i.e. Has- 
tinapura, as their capital. A modified version of these legends 
takes the descendants of these princes to Gujarat, whence a 
further wave of einigTatioii to Java took place at a later date. 

Another cycle of legends gives the credit for the colonisation 
of Java to th^ people of Kalinga. In one of them we read that 
"twenty thousand families were sent to Java by the prince of 
Kling. These people prospered and multiplied. They con¬ 
tinued, however, in an unicivilized state till the year 289 (of 
Javanese era i.e. 8aka era) when the* almighty blessed them with 
a prince, named Kano." After describing three generations • of 
kings, who ruled for a total period of four hundred years, the 
story continues: "Another principality, named Astina, sprang 
up at this time, and was ruled by a prince called Pula Sara, 
who was succeeded by his son Abiasa, who was again succeeded 
by his son Pandu Deva Natha.” 

In the last part of the above story, theye is no difficulty in 
recognising the names of epic heroes like Parasara (Pula Sara), 
Vyasa (Abiasa), and Pandu. 

A tradition preserved in Java, in a late period, seems to 
refer the foundation of the Hindu Stale to A.D. 56. The 
Javanese era., commencing from Aji Saka, starts from 78 A.D., 
the epoch of the 8aka era in India. Pttrfemy in the second 
century A.D. refers to the island as Javadion (Javadvipa) which 
shows that the Indian name of the island was mu^ eariier# 
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But in any case the Hindus must have established their autho¬ 
rity in Java by the beginning of the second centur) A.D., for 
in 13a A.D., king Devavarman of Java sent an embassy to China. 

We have more definite information regarding a Hindu 
kingdom founded in Western Java from four Sanskrit in.stTip- 
tions of king Puri^avarman. His father, called Rajadhiraja, 
and grandfather, called Rajarshi, ruled before him. The capi¬ 
tal of Pdrnavarman was named Taruma and he ruled there for 
at least twenty-two years. The inscriptions may be referred to 
the fifth century A.D. 

There was also a Hindu kingdom in (^cniral Java which 
the Chinese called Ho4ing or Kalinga, and evidently the 
colonists from that Indian province dominated in this region. 
It was a strong centre of Buddhism in the yih century A.l). 
Ho-lo-tan was the Chinese name of another kingdom which is 
located in Java by many scholars. It sent embassy to (4iina 
between 430 and 452 A.D. 

in. SUMATRA 

Sumatra is the most westerly, and next to Born^’o. the largest 
island of the Malay Archipelago. It is very narrow at its two 
ends and broad at the centre. I'hc equator passes tiirough it, 
dividing it almost into two equal halves. Its total length is 
1060 miles, and the extreme breadth, 248 miles, giving ^ total 
area of 167, 480 sq. miles. 

A series of mountains run along the whole length of the 
i.sland, and contain about 90 volcanoes, of which 12 arc yet 
active. The strip of territory between the hills and the Indian 
ocean on the west is extremely narrow, while there is a vast 
alluvial plain in the east. In spite of its rich natural resources 
Sumatra is but a poor and thinly populated country. 

The geographical '^position of Sumatra marks it out as 
pre-eminently the site of the earliest Hindu settlement in 
Indonesia. Being situated midway on the route between India 
and China, important harbours and trading stations must have 
developed on its eastern coast from an early period. A stone 
linage of‘Buddha of the Amaravatl school has been found at 
Palembang* From this fact as well as from what has been 
stated above, it will not be wrong to place the beginning of 
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Hindu colonisation in Sumatra at the banning of, if not two 
or three centuries before, the Christian era. 

The earliest Hindu kingdom in Sumatra "was Sri-Vijaya 
(Palembang). It was founded in or before the fourth century 
A.D. and rose to great eminence towards the close of the 
seventh century A.D. It had by that time conquered another 
Hindu kingdom named Malayu (modern Jambi) and established 
its political supremacy over the neighbouring island of Banka. 
In 684 A.D. it was ruled over by a Buddhist king named 
Srl-Jayanasa (or Jayanaga). In 686 A.D. this king (or his suc¬ 
cessor) sent an expedition against Java and issued an interesting 
proclamation of which two copies, engraved on stone, have 
reached us. 

It begins with an invocation to the gods who protect the 
kiiigdoni of Srl-Vijaya. U holds out threats of severe punish¬ 
ment to the inhabitants of countries, subordinate to 8ri-Vijaya, 
if they revolt or even aid, abet, or meditate revolt, against the 
suzerain autliority. Punishment was to be meted out not only 
to actual rebels, but even to their family and clans. On the 
other hand, the people who would remain loyal to the govern¬ 
ment of .^ri-Vijaya, together wiili their clan and family, would 
be blessed with all sorts of blessings divine. 

I-tsing tells us that ^rl-Vijaya was a centre of Buddhist 
learning in the islands of the Southern Sea, and that the king 
of ^rl-Vijaya possessed trading ships sailing between India and 
8rI-Vijaya. We also learn from his memoir that the city-of 
8rI-Vijaya was the chief centre of trade with China, and that 
there was a regular navigation between it and Kwan-Tung. 

That 8rI-Vijaya was fast growing into an unportant naval 
and commercial power appears clearly from an inscription dis¬ 
covered at Ligor (Malay Peninsula). This inscription, dated in 
8aka 697 (=775 A.D.), refers to the mighty prowess of the 
king of ^rT-Vijaya. He is said to be the overlord all neigh¬ 
bouring States whose kings made obeisance to him. It shows 
that the Buddhist king of ^rl-Vijaya had extended his political 
supremacy over the Malay Peninsula, as far at least as the Bay 
of Bandon, before 775 A.D. 

The inscriptions thus give dear indication, in iMfoad outline, 
of a purely aggressive policy pursued by the kingdom of 
Sri-Vi|aya during the century 675-775 A.D. By 686 A.D. it had 
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absorbed the neighbouring kingdom of Malayu, conquered the 
neighbouring island of Banka, and sent a military expedition 
to the powerful island kingdom of Java. Before a century was 
over, we find its power lirmly established in the Malay Peninsula, 
The extension of the kingdom of SrI-Vijaya towards the Strait 
of Malacca on the north-west and the Sunda Strait on the 
south-east was undoubtedly motivated by the ambition to 
control the two great passages from the Indian Ocean to the 
Sea of China. The possession of these two made Srl-Vijaya 
the master of the extensive trade and commerce between the 
East and the West. The Chinese Annals state that several 
embassies came from SrT-Vijaya to China during the period 
between 670 and 741 A.D. 

The kingdom, called Kan-to-li in the Chinese history, was 
probably in Sumatra. Some time between 454 and 4()4 A.D. 
its king, the Chinese form of whose name is equivalent to 
^rl Varanarendra, sent a Hindu, named Rudra, as ambassador 
to China. In tjost ruled the Buddhist king Gautama Subhadra, 
whose son Vijayavarman sent an embassy to China in 519 A.D. 

IV. BORNEO 

Borneo is the largest island in the Malay Archipelago, but 
it is little known and thinly populated. The earliest 
evidence of the Hindu colonisation in Borneo is fur¬ 
nished by seven Sanskrit inscriptions. These were discovered 
in the district of Koti (Kutei), at Muara Kaman on the 
Mahakam river, an important sea-port in old days. The 
inscriptions are engraved on stone pillars which were sacrificial 
pillars (yupa) set up by Brahmans to commemorate the rich 

, donations.and sacrifices of king Mulavarman, son of A^vavar- 
hian and grandson of king Kiinduhga (Kaundinya), Mulavar¬ 
man performed a sa^crifice called Bahu-Suvarnakam (large 
((uantity of gold) and made a gift of 20,000 cows to the 
Brahmans in the holy field of Vaprake^vara. 

These inscriptions have been referred to about 400 A.D. 
Thus there is no doubt that by the fourth century A.D., the 
Hindus had established kingdoms in the eastern part of Borneo. 
The inscriptions show the thorough-going nature of the 
Brahmanical teligion in that locality. The Brahmans evidently 
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forntcd an important element of the population, and the Brah- 
manical rites and ceremonies were in great favour at the court. 

In addition to the antiquities at Muara Kaman described 
above, a beautiful bronze image of Buddha, in Gupta style, 
has been found at Kota Bangun in the district of Koti. 
Remains of ancient Hindu culture have also been found in 
other localities in east Borneo. The most notable among these 
is the cave of Kombeng situated considerably to the north of 
Muara Kaman and to the east of the upper course of the 
Telen river. 

The cave consists of two chambers. In the back-chamber 
were found twelve sandstone images, pieces of carved stone, 
and a few half-decayed iron-wood beams. All these may be 
taken as the remains of a temple which were hurriedly secreted 
in the dark chamber of a cave, apparently for safety. That 
the images were brought from elsewhere is clearly indicated 
by the fact that most of them have a pin under the pedestal, 
evidently for fixing them in a niche. The images were both 
Buddhist and Brahmanical. The latter included those of 5iva, 
Ganesa, Nandi, Agastya, NandKvara, Brahma, Skanda and 
Mahakala. • 

The antiquities secreted in the Kombeng cave must have 
been brought there for safety from plains or lower regions more 
exposed to a hostile attack. The original site of the temple 
was probably in the valley of the Mahakam river. The river 
undoubtedly played the chief part in the colonisation of east 
Borneo by the Hindus. A great river is a necessity in the 
early stages of colonisation by foreigners. In the first place, 
its junction with the sea serves as a good sea-port and trading 
centre, which receives goods from without and distributes them 
in the interior and, by the reverse process, collects articles 
from inland a. d ships them to foreign lauds. Secondly, the 
foreign colonials, having secured a firm footing in the port, 
find in the river an excellent, and in many cases the only safe, 
means of communication with the interior, as a preliminary 
stage to the spread of their power and influence along its course. 

But the Mahakam river was not the only one in Borneo 
to play such an important rdle in the early colonisation of the 
country by the Hindus. Another river, the Kapuas, offered 
the saj.ie facilities for colonisation of western Borneo. At 
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various places on or near the bank of this river, vie come across 
archaeological remains of the Hindu period, which, taken 
together, imply a Bourishiiig period of Hindu colonisation of 
fairly long duration. It is thus evident that Hindu colonists 
settled in diffcTent parts of Borneo during the early centuries 
of the Christian era. It has been suggested with a great degree 
of plausibility that Borneo, which was caHed PVni by the 
Chinese, rcprc.senls the Varhina-dvTpa mentioned in the Vayu- 
Purana (Clh. 48, v. 12). 

V. BALI 

riie island of Bali i.s situated to the east of Java, separated 
fioiii it by a very narrow strait, less than two miles wide. Its 
dimensions are quite small. Its extreme length is 95, and 
extreme breadth, about 50 miles. Its area is estimated to be 
2,095 square miles, and its population, about a million. 

A chain of volcanic mountains, apparently a continuation 
that of java, runs throughout the island from west to east, 

leaving fertile valleys and plains on both sides.^ 
The coast-line is difficult of approach and has but one or 

two harbotirs. Inhere are numerous rivers, but they are small, 
and navigable, only for small vessels, up to the reach of the tide, 
rhe island abounds in lakes at high elevation, which supply 
abundant means of irrigation. The land is fertile, and the 
whole country has the appearance of a beautiful garden. 

'I'he island of Bali possesses the unique distinction of 
being the only colony of the ancient Hindus which still retains 
its old culture and civilisation, at least to a considerable extent. 
Islam has failed to penetrate into this island, and it still affords 
a unique opportunity to study Hinduism as it was modified 
by coming into coptact with the aborigines of the archipelago. 

The Chinese History of the Liang dynasty (502*556 A.D.) 
contains the earliest account of P’o4i, the Chinese name for 
Bali. It gives us the following interesting account of the king 
of the country: 

“The king’s family natoc is Kaui^inya and he never before had any 
intercourse with China. When asked atxmt his ancestors or about thtii 
age, he could not state this, but said that the wife of Suddhodana was a 
daughter of his country. 
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"Tlic king nsiCit a lexture of flowered silk wrap]>ed round liis butiy; 
on his head he wears a golden bonnet of more than a span high, resemb¬ 
ling in shape a Chinese helmet, and adorned with various precious stones 
(ittpla ratna or seven jewels). He carries a sword inlaid with gold, and 
sits on a golden throne, with his feet on a silver foot-stool. His female 
attendants are adorned with golden floweis and all kinds of jewels, some 
of them holding chowries of white feathers or fans of peacork-feathcis. 
When the king goes out, his tartiage, which is made of difl^erent kinds 
of frag] ant wood, is drawn by an elephant. On the top of it is a flat 
canopy of fcalhcis. and it has embroidered cuitains on both sides. People 
blowing foiichcs and beating drunts precede and follow him.” 

The above account leaves no doubt that the island of Bali 
uas the seat of a rich and civilised kingdom ruled by Hindu 
colonists who professed Buddhism. The kingdom existed as 
early as the .sixth century A.D, For wc arc told that in 518 
.A.D., the king scni an envoy to China. 

I-isiiig enumerates Bali as one of the ‘islaud-s of the 
.Southern Sea where the Mulasarvasliv^la-nikaya has been 
almost iiniver.sally adopted.’ 'I'he prevalence of Buddhism in 
Bali is hinted at in the earliest Chinese records dating from 
the sixth cetiuiry A.l). It may thus be fairly inferred that 
Buddhism had a liriii fooling in the island in the early centuries 
of Hindu colopisaiion. 

VI. HINDU CIVILIZATION IN SUVARNADVIPA UP TO 

THE END OF THE SEVENTH CENTURY A.l). 

Archaeological discos cries prove beyond doubt that most of 
the peoples in St)uih-ca.st Asia, de.scribed above, had the neo¬ 
lithic culture when they came under the influence of Hinduism, 
it was the case in Sumatra and Java in Indonesia, and Annam, 
Cambodia and Malay Peninsula in lndo<Ihina. Even in dis¬ 
tant Celebes, a bronze image of Buddha of the Amaravatl school 
was found at Sempaga just above the neolithic strata. 

It seems almost to a universal law, that when an inferior 
civilisation comes into contact with a superior one, it gradually 
lends to be merged into the latter, the rate and the extent of 
this process being determined solely by the capacity of the one 
to assimilate, and of the other to absorb. When the Hindus 
hrst settled in Suvarnabhunii and came into dost* association 
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with her peoples, this process immediately set in, and produced 
the inevitable result. 

The Sanskrit inscriptions discovered in Borneo, Java and 
Malay Peninsula lead to the conclusion that the language, 
literature, religion, and political and social institutions of India 
made a thorough conquest of these far-off lands, and, to a 
great extent, eliminated or absorbed the native elements in 
these respects. 

The Kutei inscriptions of Mulavarman, as noted above, 
hold out before us a court and a society thoroughly saturated 
with Hindu culture. The inscTiplions discovered in western 
Java also present before us a strongly Hinduized society and 
court. We have reference to Hindu gods like Vishnu and 
Indra, and Airavata, the elephant of Indra. The Indian 
months and attendant astronomical details, and Indian system 
of measurement of distance are quite familiar to the soil. 
Besides, in the river-names Chandrabhaga and GomatT we have 
the beginnings of the familiar practice of transplanting Indian 
geographical names to the new colonies. 

The images of various gods and goddesses discovered in 
Borneo and Malay Peninsula corroborate the qvidence of the 
inscriptions. As already noted above, the images of Vishnu, 
Brahma, ^iva, Ganeia, Nandi, Skanda and Mahakala have been 
found in Borneo, and those of Durga, Gane^a and Nandi in the 
Malay Peninsula. The thorough preponderance of the Puranik 
form of Hindu religion is also proved by the remains at Tuk 
Mas in Java. Here we get the usual attributes of Vishnu and 
5iva, viz. the ^aihkha (conchshell), Chakra (wheel), Gada (mace), 
and Padina (lotus) of the former, and the Tri^ula (trident) of 
the latter. Besides, the inscription refers to the sanctity of the 
Ganges. (Plates XIII, XIX, XX, XXI). 

The images and inscriptions prove that in addition to 
Brahmanical religion Buddhism had also made its influence felt 
in these regions. Taken collectively, the inscriptions prove that 
the Sanskrit language and literature were highly cultivated. 
Most of the records are written in good and almost flawless 
Sanskrit. Indian scripts were adopted everywhere. The images 
show the thorough-going influence of Indian Art. 

The archaeological evidence is corroborated and supple¬ 
mented by the writings of the Chinese. First of all, we have 
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the express statement of Fa-hien that Brahmanism was flourish¬ 
ing in YavadvTpa, and that there was very little trace of Bud¬ 
dhism. The 200 merchants who boarded the vessel along with 
Fa-hien were all followers of Brahmanical religion. This state¬ 
ment may be taken to imply that trade and commerce were 
still the chief stimulus to Indian colonisation. As the mer¬ 
chants belonged mostly to Brahmanical religion, we get an 
explanation of its preponderance over Buddhism in the 
Archipelago. 

But that Buddhism soon made its influence felt in Java 
appears clearly from the story of Gunavarman, preserved in a 
Chinese work compiled in A.D. 519. Gunavarman, a prince 
of Kashmir (Ki-pin), was of a religious mood from his boy¬ 
hood. When he was thirty years old, the king of Kashmir 
died without issue and the throne was offered to him. But 
he rejected the offer and went to Ceylon. Later he proceeded 
to Java and converted the queen-mother to Buddhism. Gra¬ 
dually the king, too, was persuaded by his mother to adopt 
the same faith. At this time Java was attacked by hostile 
troops and the king asked Gunavarman whether it would be 
contrary to the Buddhist law if he fought against his enemy. 
Gunavarman replied that it was the duty of everybody to 
punish the robbers. The king then went to fight and obtained 
a great victory. Gradually the Buddhist religion was spread 
throughout the country. The king now wished to take to the 
life of a monk, but was dissuaded from this course by his 
ministers, on the express condition, that henceforth no living 
creatures should be killed through the length and breadth of 
the kingdom. 

The name and fame of Gunavarman had now spread in 
all directions. In A.D. 424 the Chinese monks requested their 
emperor to invite Gunavarman to China.^ Accordingly the 
Chinese emperor sent messengers to Gunavarman and the king 
of Java. Gunavarman embarked on a vessel, owned by the 
Hindu merchant Nandin, and reached Nankin in A.D. 431. 
A few months later he died at the age of sixty-five. 

The story of Gunavarman shows how Buddhism was intro¬ 
duced and then gradually took root in Java in the fifth 
century A.D. The accounts left by I-tsing leave no doubt that 
towards the close of the seventh century A.D. Buddhism had 
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spread over other regions. On his way to India, the pilgrim 
halted in .^rT-Vijaya for six months, and learnt the ^abdavidya 
(Sanskrit Grammar). During his return journey also he 
stopped at SrT-Vijaya, and after a short stay in China, he again 
returned to the same place. Here he was engaged in copying 
and translating the vdluminous Buddhist texts which he had 
brought with him from India. Why he chose this place for 
his work is l>est explained in his ow'ii words: 

"Many kings ami rhiel'iaitis in (he islands of the Southern Oioan 
.idniiiT and lielieve (Buddhism), ami their hearts aie set on accumulating 
good art ions. In the forlilied city of SiT-Vijaya Buddhist pi tests number 
more than i,ooo whose minds are bent on learning and good practices. 
They investigate and study all the subjects that exist just as in India; 
(he rules and ccieinonics ate not at all different. If a Chinese priest 
wishes to go to the West in order to hear (lectures) and read (the original), 
he had better stay heie one or two years and prattisc the proper rules 
and then proceed to India." 

It is thus evident that in the seventh century Buddhism 
and Buddhist literature had their votaries in SuvarnadvTpa and 
there were in this region important centres of Indian learning 
and culture w'hich attracted foreigners. The importance of 
.*>rTVijava in this respect deserves, however, more than a passing 
notice. Apart from its position as a great centre of Buddhism, 
it merits distinction as the earliest seat of that Mahayuna sect 
which was destined ultimately to play such a leading part in 
the whole of SuvarnadvTpa. Several eminent Indian Buddhists 
visited this region and helped to spread there the new develop¬ 
ments in Buddhism. For the seventh century A.D. we have a 
distinguished example in Dharmapala, an inhabitant of KanchT, 
and a Professor at Nalanda, who visited SuvarnadvTpa. Earh 
in the eighth century A.D., Vajrabodhi, a South Indian monk, 
went from CiCylon to China, stopping for five months at 
j5rT-Vija>a. He and his disciple Amoghavajra, who accompanied 
him, were teachers of Tantrik cult, and are credited with its 
introduction in China. 

The Chinese accounts and stories like those of Gunavar- 
raan, Dharmapala, and Vajrabodhi clearly indicate that there 
was a regular intercourse between India and SuvarnadvTpa. 
A story told in connection with Lang-ga-sii, quoted above, 
shows that there was even social intercourse between the two. 
A brother of the king, being expelled from the kingdom, 
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betook himself to India and married the eldest daughter of 
the ruler of that country. Indeed, everything indicates a 
regular, active, and familiar intercourse between India and her 
colonies. 

In addition to religion, the influence of Hindu civilisation 
is also clearly marked in the political and social ideas and the 
system of administration. We may refer in this connection to 
a State called Tan-Tan, the exact location ol which it is diHiciilt 
to determine. This kingdom sent ambassadors to Clhina in 
530, 535, and 666 A.l). We get the following account in the 
Chinese annals: 

"The family name of its king was Kchsairiya (Kshatiiya) and his 
personal name Sitingkia (Srihga). He daily attends to btisiness and has 
eight great ministers, called the "Eight Seats," all chosen from among 
the BiShmanas. 'Ilie king nilis his body with perfumes, wears a very 
high hat and a necklace of different kinds of jewels. He is clothed in 
muslin and sliod with leather slippers. For .short distances he rides in a 
larriage, but foi long distances he mounts an elephant In war thev 
always blow conches and beat dtums." 

The fcfllowing customs of Ka-la, referred to b) the Chinese, 
are also Indian in origin: 

"When they marry they give no other presents than arrca-niils. some¬ 
times as many as nvo hundred tiays. The wife cmejs the faitiily of her 
husband. Their musical instruments are a kind of guitar, a transveisal 
flute, copper cymbals, and iron drums. Tlieir dead arc burned, the ashes 
put into a golden jar and sunk into the sea." 

The Indian colonists in the Far East tran.splanted to their 
lands of adoption the cultural ideas with which they were 
imbued at home. Indeed, even now, when the political siipre 
macy of the Indians in those far-off lands is meiely a dream 
of the past, they contain unmistakable traces of the Indian 
religion and its handmaid, art and architecture. 

The study of Indian religion, as developed in these coun¬ 
tries, is one of profound interest. Although it is a familiar 
story, how Buddhism made extensive conquests in foreign lands, 
Hinduism is generally believed never to have made its influence 
felt outside the boundaries of India. Yet it is precisely the 
conservative form of Brahmanical religion that mostly pre¬ 
vailed in these colonies (except Burma and Siam) and domi¬ 
nated the entire development of Hindu civilisation. 

The Brahmanical religion that flourished in these colonics 
^was not the Vcdic religion of old but the neo-Brahmanical 
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religion that was evolved in India almost at the same time as 
Buddhism and Jainism. The essential characteristic of this 
new religion was its sectarian character, the chief God being 
recognised as either Brahma, Vishnu or 5iva. The worship of 
a multiplicity of gods which prevailed in Vedic times was 
replaced by absolute faith and devotion to one personal God. 
Gradually the new faith inspired a new literature, the Puranas, 
and ushered in elaborate rituals and ceremonies. We find an 
echo of the pomp and grandeur of Buddhism in the magni¬ 
ficent temples erected to Vishnu, J5iva and the hosts of gods 
associated with them. These gods formed the centre of new 
philosophical speculations and hosts of myths and legends, and 
on them was lavished the wealth and luxury of an opulent 
people. 

In course of time the sectarian Brahmanical religion 
triumphed over Buddhism which for long played a dominant 
part in India. But although worsted in the struggle. Buddhism 
maintained its existence for centuries to come and was gradually 
assimilated to the Brahmanical religion. Thus the religious 
history of India during the first thousand years of the Christian 
era presented a new spectacle, the gradual rise of the new 
sects and the corresponding decline of the (?nce triumphant 
Buddhist religion. 

All these characteristic features can be traced in minute 
detail in the religious history of the Indian colonies in Suvar- 
nabhiimi with the help of the large number of inscriptions, 
religious texts and images of deities that are still to be found 
in that far-off land. 

Of the two Brahmanical sects Saivism was by far the more 
influential and exercised a profound influence on the whole 
course of' religious development. The hold of the Vishnuites 
and the Buddhists was poor in comparison. But there is no 
trace of any rdligious struggle. On the other hand, we have 
abundant evidence of mutual good will and attempts at recon¬ 
ciliation between the different sects. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE ^AILENDRAS 

I. THE 5AILENDRA EMPIRE 

In the eighth century A.D. most of the small States in Suvar- 

nadvipa formed part of a mighty empire. The rulers of this 

vast empire, at least for the first four centuries, belonged to 
the Sailendra dynasty, and we may, therefore, call it the 
^ailendra empire. Inscriptions found in Java and Malay 
Peninsula prove that the iiailendras established their authority 

in Malay Peninsula in the eighth century A.D. They wrested 
the Ligor region from the kingdom of Srl-Vjjaya some time after 

775 A.D., and established their authority in Java by 782 A.D. 

Thus duryig the last quarter of the eighth century A.D, 
the Hindu kingdoms of Sumatra, Java, and Malay Peninsula 

had all to succumb to, or at least feel the weight of, this new 
power. The ^ailendras ushered in a new epoch in more senses 

than one. For the first time in its history, SuvarnadvTpa, or 
the greater part of it, achieved a political unity as integral 

parts of an empire, and we shall see later, how this empire 

rose to a height of glory and splendour unknown before. But 
the ^ailendras did more than this. They introduced a new 

type of culture. The new vigour of the MahaySna form of 
Buddhism, and the highly developed art which produced such 
splendid monuments as Chandi Kalasan and Barabudur in 

Java, may be mainly attributed to their patronage. The intro¬ 

duction of a new kind of alphabet, which has been called the 
Pre-NagarT script, and the adoption of a new name Kalinga 

for Malayasia, at least by the foreigners, may also be traced 

to the same source. , 
Yet, strangely enough, we have as yet no definite know¬ 

ledge of the dhief seat of authority of the Sailendras. It was 
once generally held that they were originally rulers of ^ri*Vijaya 
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(in Sumatra), and extended their authority gradually over Java 
and Malay Peninsula. But there are far better grounds for 
the belief that the original seat of authorit) of the ^ailendras 
was either in Java or in Malay Peninsula. For the present 
the question must be left open. 

But whatever might have been the original seat of the 
^ailendras, there is no doubt that from the eighth century A.D. 
they were the dominant political power in SuvarnadvTpa. The 
Sailendra empire is referred to by various Arab writers, who 
designate ii as Zabag, Zabaj, or the empire of Maharaja, and 
describe its wealth and grandeur in glowing terms. It is quite 
clear from these accounts that the authority of the king of 
Zabag extended over nearly the whole of SuvarnadvTpa, and 
possibly also, for some time, over the two mights Hindu king¬ 
doms in Suvarnabhurai, vi/., Kambuja (Cambodia) and Champa 
(Annam). 

The fleet of Java raided more than once the distant coast of 
Champa during the last quarter of the eighth century A.D. 
.Although definite evidence is wanting, there are reasons to 
believe that the successive naval raid.s overthrew the royal 
dynasty of Champa. But even if it were so, th^ success was a 
shortlived one. For a new dvnasty soon established itself in 
Champa. On the whole, therefore, while there is nothing to 
show that the fleet of Java gained any permanent material 
success in Champa, the raids indicate their power, prestige, 
and daring nature. As Java was at that time either included 
within the empire of the .‘5ailendras, or ruled by a member 
of the same dynasty, we are justified in regarding the naval 
raids as ultimately emanating from the empire of the .^ailendras. 

The emergence of the Sailendras as the leading naval power 
in Indonesia constituted an international event of outstanding 
importance. The Arab merchant Sulayman narrates a romantic 
story of the conquest of Kambuja by the Sailendra king and 
condudes by saying that "this incident raised the king (of ZSbag) 
in the estimation of the rulers of India and China.” 

The empire of the iSailendras reached the high-water mark 
of its greatness and glory in the eighth century A.D. The 
fbllowing century saw the beginning of the inevitable dedine. 
By the middle of the ninth century A.D., their suprcmac}' was 
successfully challenged by the two great neighbouring states 
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of Katnbuja and Java. The Kambuja king Jayavarman II 
(8ojt-850 A.D.) threw off the yoke of the ^Sailendras, and there 
is no evidence that the latter had any pretension of supremacy 
over that kingdom after Jayavarman’s time. About the same 
time, the ^ailendras lost, their hold on Java. Unfortunately 
we know almost nothing of the circumstances which led to the 
loss of the kingdom some time before 879 A.D. 

The .^ailendra Emperors had intimate relations with the 
Pala Emperors of Bengal. As early as 782 A.D., we find 
Kumaraghosha, an inhabitant of Bengal, as the royal preceptor 
(guru) of the Sailendra kings who were followers of MahaySna 
Buddhism. An inscription on a copper-plate found at Nalandd, 
in Bihar, dated about the middle of the ninth century A.D., 
records that the illustrious Balaputradeva, king of SuvarnadvTpa 
and son of SamaragravTra, built a monastery at Nalanda, and 
at his request the Pala Emperor DevapMa granted five villages 
for defraying the expenses of the monastery. 

In spite of the loss of Cambodia and Java, the Sailendra 
empire retained its position as a great power, and, to the outside 
world, it was still the greatest political power in Indonesia. 

In additioiT to the- Nalanda copper-plate, which describes 
the .^ailendras as rulers of SuvarnadvTpa, our knowledge of 
them about this period is derived from the accounts left by 
Arab writers, who, as already remarked, refer to their country 
as Zabag or Zabaj. Ibn Khordadzbeh (844-848) says that the 
king of Zabag is named Maharija. His daily revenue amounts 
to two hundred mans of gold. He prepares a solid brick of 
this gold and throws it into water, saying 'there is my treasure.’ 
A part of this revenue, about 50 mans of gold per day, is derived 
from cock-fight. A leg of the cock which wins belongs by right 
to him, and the owner of the OKk redeems it by paying its value 

in gold. 
But the most detailed account of Zabag is furnished by 

Abu Zayd Hasan who published, about A.D. 916, the account 
originally written by Sulayraan in 851 A.D., with additional 
remarks of his own. He applies the name ZSbag both to the 
kingdom and its capital city. His remarks may be summe4 
up as follows — 

"Hie distance between ^bag and China is one month's journey by 
sea^route. It may be even less if the winds are favonrabk. 
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“The king this town has got the title MahSraja. The area of the 
kingdom is about 900 (square) Parsangs. The king is also overlord of a 
large number of islands extending over a length of 1000 Parsangs or more. 
Among the kingdoms over which he rules are the island called ^buza 

(ssiStT'Vijaya) with an area of about 400 (squarej) Parsangs, and the island 
called Rami with an area of about 800 (square) Parsangs. The marine 
country of Kalah, midway between Arabia and China, is also included 

among the territories of Maharija. The area of Kalah is about 80 (square) 
Parsangs. The town of Kalah is the most important commercial centre 
for trade in aloe, camphor, sandalwood, ivory, tin, ebony, spices, and 
various other articles. There was a regular maritime interrourse between 
this port and Oman. 

“The MahSraja exercises sovereignty over all these islands. The island 
in which he lives is very thickly populated from one end to the other. 

“There is one very extraordinary custom in Z3bag. The palace of 

the king is connected with the sea by a shallow lake. Into this the king 
throws every morning a brick made of solid gold. These bricks arc 
awered by water dining tide, but are visible during ebb. When the 
king dies, all these bricks are collected, counted, and weighed, and these 
are entered in official records. The gold is then distributed among the 
members of the royal family, generals, and royal slaves according to their 
rank, and the remnant is distributed among the poor.” 

Mas’udi (943 A.D.) remarks:'— 

"In the Bay of ChampS is the empire of the MahSraja, the king of 
the islands, who rules over an empire without limit ariti has innumerable 
troops. Even the most rapid vessels could not complete in two years a 
tour round the isles which are under his possession. The territories of 
this king produce all sorts of spices and aromatics, and no other sovereign 
of the world has as much wealth from the soil." 

Alberuni (r. 1030 A.D.) says: — 

"The eastern islands in this ocean, which are nearer to China than to 

India, are the islands of the Z3baj, called by the Hindus Suvarnadvipa, 
i.e. the gold islands. . . . The islands of the ZSbaj are called the Gold 
Country because you obtain much gold as deposit if you wash only a little 

of the earth of that country." 

The accounts of the Arab writers quoted above leave no 
doubt that a mighty empire, comprising a large part of the 
Malay Archipelago and Malay Peninsula, called SuvarnadvTpa 
by the Hindus, flourished from the middle of the ninth to at 
least the end of the tenth century A.D. Thus we must hold 
that even after the loss of Java and Cambodia, the Sailendra 
empire continued to flourish for more than a century, and 
Sribuza or Srl-Vijaya formed an important and integral part of it. 

The Chinese annals contain references to a kingdom called 
San-fo-tsi which undoubtedly stands for the Sailendra empire. 
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We learn from them that several embassies of the SaOendras 
visited China during the tenth century A.D. 

The detailed Chinese accounts testify to the political and 
commercial greatness of the ^ailendra empire throughout the 
tenth century A.D. 

11. THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN THE 5AILENDRAS AND 
THE CHOLAS 

In the eleventh century A.D., the one outstanding fact in 
the history of the Sailendras, known to us, is a long-drawn 
struggle with the powerful Chola rulers of South India. 

The Chola State was one of the three kingdoms in South 
India which flourished from a hoary antiquity. It extended 
along the Coromandel coast, and its traditional boundaries were 
the Pennar river in the north, the Southern Vellaru river on 
the south, and the borders of Coorg on the west. The rise of 
the Pallavas within this area kept the Cholas in check for a 
long time. But the Cholas re-asserted their supremacy towards 
the close of the ninth century A.D. With the accession of 
Parantaka I iq 907 A.D., the Cholas entered upon a career of 
aggressive imperialism. By a succession of great victories 
Rajaraja the Great (985-1014 A.D.) made himself the lord 
paramount of Southern India. His still more famous son 
Rajendra Chola (1014-1044 A.D.) raised the Chola power to 
its climax, and his conquests extended as far as Bengal in the 
north. 

The Cholas were also a great naval power and this naturally 
brought them into contact with Indonesia. At first there 
existed friendly relations between the Chola kings and the 
^ailendra rulers. We learn from a Chola Inscription that the 
^ailendra king, Chudamanivarman, commenced the construction 
of a Buddhist Vihdra at Nagapauana, modern Negapaum, in or 
shortly before the sist year of Rajaraja, when a village was 
granted by the Chola king for its upkeep. King Chudamani- 
varman, however, died shortly after, and the Vihdra was com¬ 
pleted by his son and successor, 5ii-Maravijayottuhgavarman.^ 

This interesting record naturally recalls the Nilanda copper¬ 
plate of the time of Devap^a. In both cases an Indian king 
grants villages to a Buddhist sanctuary, erected in India by a 
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Sailendra king. Both furnish us with names of Sailcndra kings 
not known from indigenous sources. 

Fortunately the Chola inscription can be precisely dated, 
for the aist year of Rajaraja falls in 1005 A.D. We thus come 
to know that king Chudainanivarman was on the throne in 
J005 A.D., and was succeeded shortly after by his son SrI-Mira* 
vijayottuhgavarman. So the relations between the Chola and 
Sailendra kings were quite friendly at the commencement of the 
eleventh century A.D. There were also commercial relations 
between the two countries. 

The friendly relations between the Chola kings and the 
Sailendra rulers did not last yong. We know from a Chola 
inscription that *‘the king of Kamboja sent his chariot as a 
present to the Chola monarch in order to win the latter’s 
friendship and thereby save his own kingdom”. It may be that 
the ruler of Kamboja (Kambuja or Cambodia), threatened by 
the ^ailendras, asked for the protection of Rajendra Chola and 
this gave him a pretext or opportunity to attack the Sailendras. 
It is also not unlikely that after defeating the iSailendras 
Rajendra Chola threatened Kambuja, and its ruler conciliated 
him. In any case, hostilities broke out, and R|jendra Chola 
sent a naval expedition against his mighty adversary beyond the 
sea. The details preserved in the Chola records leave no doubt 
that the expedition was crowned with brilliant success, and 
various parts of the empire of the ^ailendras were reduced by 
the mighty Chola emperor. 

It appears that the chief stronghold of the iSailendra power 
at this time was Kataha or Kadara (Kedda in Malay Peninsula), 
and they also exercised suzerainty over ^rl-Vijaya and other 
smaller States in Sumatra, Malay Peninsula and the neighbour¬ 
ing islands. Rajendra Chola defeated the ^ailendra king, con¬ 
quered ten or eleven of these States specifically named in the 
records, and concluded the campaign by taking Kadara itself. 

Rajendra Chola’s conquests extended practically over the 
whcde of the eastern coast-region of Sumatra and the central 
and southern parts of Malay Peninsula, and included the two 
capital cities Ka(3ha and 5rI-Vijaya. That the story of this 
victory is not merely an imagination of the court-poets, but 
based on facts, is proved, beyond all doubt, by the detailed 
references to the vassal States. It is interesting to note that 
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many of these States are included in the ^ailendra empire by 
later Chinese authorities. 

This great catastrophe befell the ^ailendra empire some 
time about 1095 A.O., but the hostility broke out much earlier, 
and as early as 1017-18 A.D., or some time before it, a Ghola 
naval expedition was sent against Kataha. 

Although it is impossible now to ascertain exactly the cause 
of either the outbreak of hostility or the complete collapse 
of the Sailendra power, reference may be made to at least some 
important factors which contributed to the one or the other* 
According to the Chola records, the conquest of Kalihga and 
the whole eastern coast up to the mouth of the Ganges was 
completed before the oversea expedition was sent. The mastery 
over the ports of Kalihga and Bengal gave the Ghola king well- 
equipped ships and sailors, accustomed to voyage in the very 
regions which he wanted to conquer. The naval resources of 
the whole of the eastern coast of India were thus concentrated 
in the hands of Rajendra Chola, and it was enough to tempt a 
man to get possession of the territory, which served as the meet¬ 
ing ground of the trade and commerce between India and the 
western countries on the one hand, and the countries of the 
Far East on the other. The geographical position of the 
^ailendra empire enabled it to control almost the whole volume 
of maritime trade between western and eastern Asia, and the 
dazzling prospect which its conquest offered to the future com¬ 
mercial supremacy of the Cholas seems to be the principal reason 
oi the oversea expedition undertaken by Riijendra Chola. But 
it is the conquest of the easteirn coastal regions of India that 
alone brought such a scheme within the range of practical 
politics. 

The ^ailendra kings evidently asserted independence after 
the death of Rajendra Chola. But VTrarajertdra, the Chola king 
(1063-70 A.D.), claims to have conquered Ka^mra and given it 
back to its king who paid homage to him. Thus in spite of the 
arduous nature of the task, the Chola Emperors tried to main¬ 
tain theif bold on the distant oversea empire for nearly half a 
century. But at last amity was established between the two 
powers before 1090 A.D. For in that year the Chola kiffg 
Kulottuhga, at the request of the king of Ka^a, communicated 
by his envoys Rajavidyadhara SSmanta and Alffiimanottuhga 
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Samanta, exempted from taxes the village granted to the 
Buddhist monastery called ^ailendra-Chudamanivarma-vihara 
(t.e., the one established by king Chudamanivarman as referred 
to above). 

III. THE DECLINE AND FALL OF THE 
.UILENDRA EMPIRE 

The long-drawn struggle with the Cholas, which continued 
throughout the eleventh century A.D„ and at one time threa¬ 
tened utter destruction to the Sailendras, thus ended in a draw. 
After fruitless efforts of nearly a century, the Cholas finally 
abandoned the impossible enterprise of maintaining suzerainty 
over Sumatra and Malay Peninsula. The Sailendra kingdom, 
exhausted and humiliated as it was, slowly recovered its former 
position. 

But, although we can definitely trace the existence of the 
kingdom for nearly three centuries more, when it was finally 
destroyed, the Sailendra dynasty passes from our view. After 
the beginning of the twelfth century A.D., we hear no more of 
that powerful ruling family that dominated Suvgrnadvipa since 
the end of the eighth century A.D. This does not, of course, 
mean that they vanished, or even ceased to reign, but the fact 
is that we do not possess any definite information of them. For 
all we know, they might have still continued to rule over the 
kingdom. 

The continuity of the kingdom is, however, clearly attested 
by the Chinese, and, perhaps also by the Arab accounts, which 
still refer to the prowess of San-fo-tsi and Zabag, the Chinese 
and Arabic names, respectively, of the mighty empire. 

We possess an interesting Chinese account of this kingdom 
in the twelfth century A.D., according to which, San-fo-tsi was 
master of the Straits of Malacca and thus controlled the mari¬ 
time trade between China and the western countries. San-fo-tsi 
itself was a great centre of trade, and fourteen States in Sumatra 
and Malay Peninsula were dependent upon it. This account 
of the great power of San-fo-tsi is corroborated by the history 
of its king Chandrabhanu who ruled in lago A.D. The 
detailed account, as given in the Ceylonese Chronicle Chulla- 
vathsa, may be summarised as follows:^ 
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“la the dleventh year oi the rdgn of king PartkraunaULhu II of Ceylon, 
a king of Jivaka, calkd Chandrabhknu, landed with an army at Kakkhaia. 
on the pretext that they were Buddhi&ts and therefore came on a peaceful 
mission. The soldiers of JSvaka, who used poisoned arrows, treacherously 
occupied the passages across the rivers, and having defeated all those who 
opposed them, devastated the whole of Ceylon. .But the regent VIrabShu 
defeated them in several battles and forced them to withdraw from the 
land. A few years later, king Chandrabhinu again landed at Mahfttlrtba, 
and his army was, on this occasion, reinlorced by a large numbo^ of Pi^tjya, 
Chola, and other Tamil soldiers. After some initial successes the jSvaka 
army was surrounded and completely defeated by the Ceylonese troops under 
VTral^hu. King Chandrabhinu somehow fled with his life, leaving behind 
his family and treasures in the hands of the victorious enemy. The two 
invasions of Chandrabhinu probably took place in A.D. 1^56 and IS56.’' 

The very fact that Chandrabhanu could lead a successful 
expedition against distant Ceylon indicates the power of his 
kingdom. But Chandrabhanu’s invasion of Ceylon was an act 
of extreme imprudence, and had the most regrettable conse¬ 
quences. The two expeditions to the distant island must have 
raxed the strength of the Javaka kingdom to the utmost, and 
the disastrous end of the second expedition weakened its prestige 
and authority beyond recovery. 

Some tirne before 1264 A.D. Chandrabhanu was defeated 
and killed by the Pandya king Jatavarman VTra-Pandya. The 
fact that the Pandya king boasts also of having conquered Ceylon, 
seems to connect the Ceylonese expedition of Chandrabhanu 
with his defeat and death at the hands of Jatavarman. It may 
be recalled that during his second expedition against that 
island, Chandrabhanu was helped by troops from Chola and 
Pandya countries. Perhaps he made an alliance with these two 
powers and organised a joint expedition against Ceylon. But 
as in many other similar allied expeditions, it was dissolved on 
the failure of the project, and then VTra-Pandya presumably 
took advantage of the helpless situation of Chandrabhanu and 
turned against him. 

The catastrophic end of Chandrabhanu completed the dis¬ 
ruption and gave a unique opportunity to the Javanese king 
Kritanagara to extend his authority over the dominions of the 
^ailendras. He conquered Pahang in Malay Peninsula which 
was a vassal State of San-£o-tsi. He also sent an expedition 
against Malayu Qambi) in 1275 A.D., and converted it into a 
separate State under his own authority. Thus Java planted 
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important outposts in the very heart of the empire of San^o-tsi, 
from ^hich she could gradually extend her power and authority 
in all directions. 

For the time being, however, these calculations were upset 
by the tragic end of Kritanagara and the fall of his kingdom. 
The Javanese army of occupation was withdrawn from Malayu, 
and therewith the Javanese authority vanished from the land. 
But San-fo-tsi, which was not strong enough to resist the Javanese 
encroachments, was also too weak to take advantage of this 
opportunity to re-assert its authority over Malayu. Malayu 
remained an independent kingdom and soon became a powerful 
rival of San-fo-tsi. 

The fact is that San-fo-tsi had not only to reckon with the 
growing menace from the side of Java, but also to contend with 
another great military power, the Thai, who had overrun Siam 
towards the close of the thirteenth century A.D., and conquered 
the northern part of the Malay Peninsula. Hemmed in be¬ 
tween the rising power of the Thais in the north and the grow¬ 
ing kingdom of Malayu in the south, the discomfiture of San- 
fo-tsi was complete. She lost her position of supremacy and 
sank into a local power. Henceforth her possessions in the 
Malay Peninsula formed a bone of contention between Malayu 
and Siam. 

San-fo-tsi continued this inglorious existence for nearly a 
century, and the Chinese accounts refer to its conquest by Java 
some time before 1377 A.D. Its condition in 1397 A.D. is thus 
described in a Chinese History of the Ming Dynasty: — 

“At that time Java had completely conquered San-fo-tsi and changed 

Its name to Ku-Kang. When San-fo-tsi went down, the whole country was 

distuibed and the Javanese could not keep all the land. For this reason, 

the local Qiinese residents stood up for themselves and elected as their 

chief a man from Nan-hai in Canton." 

In other words, a Chinese pirate set himself up as a king 
in a part at least of what was once the flourishing kingdom of 
the ^ailendras. This was no doubt due to the weakness of Java. 
Java was able to destroy the old kingdom, but could not build 
up a new one in its place. Some have even suggested that the 
destrurtioii of San-fo-tsi was a deliberate act on the part of Java. 
In order to wipe off from the face of the earth a power that 
had been in the past, and might be in future, a great rival in 
political and economic spheres, she intentionally and systemati- 
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.ally laid waste the country, which afterwards became a strong 
hold of Chinese adventurers. 

From the beginning of the fifteenth century A.D. San-fo-tsi 
passes from our view. Kadaram (Keddah) continued as a petty 
State and the local annals refer to seven Hindu rulers of the 
State, the last of whom adopted Islam in 1474 A.D. 
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JAVA 

I. THE KINGDOM OF MATARAM 

Reference has been made above to an important Hindu 
kingdom in Western Java, under king Purnavarman, in the fifth 
or sixth century A.D. For the next two or three hundred years 
we have no definite information regarding the political history 
of the country. But about the beginning of the eighth century 
A.D. a powerful kingdom was founded in Central Java. Its 
capital was probably at Mataram which nearly nine hundred 
years later gave the name to a powerful Muslim principality in 
Java. The old Hindu kingdom of Mataram was founded by 
king Sannaha who is said to have ruled righteously like Manu 
for a long time. He was succeeded by Sanjaya, wjio was a very 
powerful king and a great conqueror. After subduing the 
whole of Java and Bali, he is said to have led expeditions to 
.Sumatra, Cambodia and other lands beyond the sea. Sanjaya 
set up a Sivalinga at Changal in Kedu, in A.D. 732. He pro¬ 
bably ascended the throne in A.D. 717, as an era, called after 
him, began from that year. 

Not long after the death of Sanjaya Central Java was con¬ 
quered by the iSailendras. The exact status and position of the 
royal dynasty founded by Sanjaya, during the period of Sailen- 
dra supremacy, cannot be determined. It appears that the kings 
of Mataram continued to rule from a capital abom 150 miles 
further towards the east. But before the dose of the ninth 
century A.D. the old capital of the kingdom was recovered by 
them. Balitung or Dharmodaya MahS^ambhu, who reigned 
at least from A.D. 899 to 910, certainly ruled both over Central 
and Eastern Java. Probably he was originally a ruler of the 
east who got possession of the central part by marriage. In his 
inscription we find for the first time reference to Matar§m as 
the name of the kingdom and an era named after Safljaya. 
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Contemporary inscriptions leave no doubt that Central Java 
continued to be the chief seat of culture and political authority 
throughout the eighth and ninth centuries A.D. But Eastern 
Java now gradually came into prominence, due no doubt to the 
long residence of the Javanese kings in the east during the 
dominance of the ^ailendra rulers in the central region. 

Dharmodaya Mahi^ambhu was succeeded, in or before 913 
A.D., by Dakshottama who had the titles Vajra-bahu and Prati- 
pakshakshaya. He and his two successors, Tulodong and Waw^a, 
ruled over both Central and Eastern Java. But Wawa, who 
ruled during A.D. 924-8, may be regarded as the last ruler of the 
kingdom of Mataram which was founded two centuries ago. 

With the acces-sion of Sindok, in A.D, 928-929, the centre 
of political authority dehnitely, and finally (so far as the Hindu 
period is concerned), passed to Eastern Java, At the same time 
we notice almost a complete collapse of culture and civilisation 
in Central Java. The circumstances that brought about these 
two important changes are not known to us. Some have attri¬ 
buted them to a volcanic eruption or violent epidemic in Central 
Java which the superstitious people might regard as a divine 
manifestation ^to the effect that Central Java should no longer 
be inhabited. Some attribute the change to a deliberate policy 
adopted by the kings of Java to guard against the danger of an 
invasion by the Sailendras. The ^ailendra kings who were still 
ruling in Sumatra and Malay Peninsula undoubtedly cherished 
the ambition of reconquering the lost territories. It was easy 
for their fleet to transport an army to Central Java within a 
comparatively short time. All these might have induced the 
kings of Java not only to shift their seat of authority to the 
cast, but deliberately to leave Central Java to its fate, so that 
it would soon be reduced to a no-man's land and serve as a pro¬ 
tection against the possible invasion of the Sailendra kings from 
that side. 

This view satisfactorily explains the removal of the seat of 
authority to the east, but it would be too much to believe that 
the kings of Java would deliberately sacrifice a flourishing region 
merely at the possibility of a foreign invasion. Nor is it neces¬ 
sary to resort to such a hypothesis. As we have seen above, the 
kingdom of Matarim continued to exist from the middle of the 
eighth century. During the period of Sailendra supremacy it 
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shiilcd its scat of authority towards the east Although it 
recovered Central Java by the middle of the ninth century A.D., 
and probably the official capital was once more formally restored, 
there is no doubt that the political centre of gravity, if we might 
use the expression, still remained in the east. This might be 
partly an effect of the first change, and partly the result of a 
deliberate policy of guarding against the ^ailendra invasion as 
suggested above,.but the fact admits of no doubt. The culture 
and civilisation of Central Java continued for nearly a century 
after this, but gradually the shifting of political authority pro¬ 
duced its natural effect. Slowly but steadily the flow of Javanese 
life and culture followed the political change, and Central Jara 
lost political importance as well as cultural pre-eminence. 
Some unknown reasons, such as a volcanic eruption, outbreak 
of an epidemic, or the ravages by the fleet of the ^ailendras 
might have hastened the progress of decay, but the decay itself 
had become inevitable on account of the transfer of the seat of 
authority to the east. 

But whatever may be the reasons, the broad fact remains 
that from the middle of the tenth century A.D., the Hindu 
culture and civilisation began to lose its hold in Central Java, 
as was the case in Western Java about five hundred years 
before. Henceforth the political centre shifted to Eastern Java, 
which remained, for another period of five hundred years, the 
only stronghold of Hindu culture and civilisation in Java. 

II. THE RISE OF EASTERN JAVA 

Siudok, the first ruler in Eastern Java, is a great name in 
Javanese history, and for centuries the later kings were eager to 
trace their relationship with him. Yet we are unaware of any 
great achievements that may be set to his credit. He is not 
even definitely known as the founder of a new ‘dynasty, and 
seems to have ’gained the throne by ordinary rules of succession. 
But there must have been some special reason, unknown to 
us at present, why his name was singled out by posterity and 
he was regarded as the remote ancestor of a long line * of 
Javanese kings. 

' The ceremonial name which Sindok assumed at the time 
of coronation was $rT-H§na-Vikrama Dharmottungadeva. He 
ascended the throne about 9*9 A.D., and ruled for nearly twenty 
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ye^rs, his last known date being 948 A.D. Sindok was succeeded 
by his daughter, who ruled as queen 8rT I^anatuhggavijaya. She 
was married to king ^rl-Lokapala, and the issue of this marriage 
was king ;$ri-Makuuvamfavardhana. 

King Makumvaih^vardhana had a daughter, Mahendra- 
datt§, also known as Gunapriyadharmapatnl. She was married 
to Udayana, and they had a son named Airlangga. Airlangga 
was married to the daughter of Dharmavarhia, king of East Java, 
and possitdy the successor of Makutavaih<avardhana. Bali was 
at that time under the political authority of Java, and Udayana 
and Mahendradatta were ruling the island on behalf of the 
Javanese king Dharmavaih^a. 

The Balinese records of Udayana and Mahendradatta fall 
between 989 and looi A.D, while the name of the former 
alone appears in records dated 1011 and ios2 A.D. It would 
thus appear that Mahendradatta died some time between 1001 
and ion A.D., and Udayana alone ruled from that time 

King Dharmavam^a ruled in Java towards the close of the 
tenth and the beginning of the eleventh century A.D In 992 
A.D., he sent an envoy to China and an account of it is pre¬ 
served in the Chinese history. This account clearly shows that 
Java was not in touch with China for a long period. The 
embassy to China may, therefore, be taken to indicate a new 
epoch in the foreign policy of Java, when after a long life of 
Isolation, she was again renewing her diplomatic intercourse 
with her neighbours. The imposition of political supreinacv 
over Bali, referred to above, shows that she had begun to pursue 
a policy of aggressive imperialism. After the conquest of Bali 
she evidently turned her attention to her neighbours, the 
.^ailendras. 1 he struggle with the Sailendras had probably 
begun a long time before 990 A.D., when the kingdom of 
San-fO'tsi itself was invaded by Java. That kingdom was 
reduced to such straits that its envoy even sought the aid of 
the Chinese emperor against Java. Possibly the Javanese 
embassy of 992 AuD, was sent to counteract the activity of the 
enemy in that direction. In any case there can be hardly 
any doubt that Java took the offensive and gained great success 
at about 990 A.D. Thus under king Dharmavaxhfa the intef- 
national glory and prestige of Java were revived towards the 
close of the tenth century A.D. 
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But the success of the king was shortlived. By 1003 A.D., 
the Sailendra king had evidently hurled back the invasion of 
Java and was able to send an embassy to China without any 
hindrance from the latter. 

Within four years of this a great catastrophe befell Dhar- 
mavami$a and his kingdom. The exact nature of this catas¬ 
trophe is not known to us, but we learn from a record that in 
1006 A.D. Java was destroyed by a great calamity (pralaya) 
which overwhelmed it like a sea. ‘Then the flourishing capital 
city, which was hitherto a seat of joy and merriment, was reduced 
to ashes, and the great king met his end in 1006 A.D.’ 

It has been suggested that the reference is to a natural 
calamity like a volcanic eruption. But it is more likely that 
the catastrophe was caused by the invasion of a hostile king. 
Who this king was, it is difficult to say. 

But whoever the enemy may be, his efforts were eminently 
successful, and the disruption of Java was complete. King 
Dhariiiavarh^a died, and his palace and kingdom perished with 
him. His young son-in-law, Airlangga, then only sixteen years 
old, took shelter in the forest, accompanied by only a few faithful 
followers. Being pursued by the enemy they shut themselves 
up in a small monastery, clothed themselves in bark of trees, 
and lived on food supplied by monks and hermits. Three years 
passed in this way. Evidently the partisans of Dharmavaih^a 
came to know of Airlangga’s whereabouts. In 1010 some people, 
including eminent Brahmans, met him with a request to assume 
the royal authority. He was then acclaimed as the legitimate 
king by the partisans of Dharmavaih^a. By loig A.D. Airlangga 
made himself master of the small territory in the neighbour¬ 
hood of Pasuruhan, and the ceremony of his consecration by 
the revered priests of Buddhist, $aiva, and Brahmanic faith 
was held in that, year, when he assumed the royal name of 
^rl-Loke^vara Dharmavaih^a Airlangga Ananta-Vikramottuhga- 
deva. 

By loaS A.D. Airlangga felt powerful enough to make a 
bold bid for the lost kingdom. He had to fight with a number 
of kings during the first four years. Some of them submitted 
to his authority and those that refused to do so were either 
killed or expelled. 

The king of Vengker, a small State in the modem district 
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o£ Madiun. with its capital at Setana, now remained the only 
powerful foe of Airlangga. Already in 1030 A.D. Airlangga 
had inflicted a defeat upon this enemy. Although it was not 
of a decisive character, it forced Vijaya, king of Vengker, to 
remain on the defensive and left Airlangga free to reckon with 
his other powerful enemies. In 1035 Airlangga led an expedi¬ 
tion against Vengker on a large scale, and gained a great victory. 
Two months later Vijaya was imprisoned by his own troops 
and killed. This, we are told, was due to the diplomatic move 
of Airlangga, which he learnt from the book of Vish^ugupta 
(Kautilya). With the fall of Vengker, the war of restoration 
came to an end, and Airlangga became the undisputed master 
of Java. 

During Airlangga’s reign Java came into contact with 
foreign lands. His records contain a long list of foreign peoples 
who used to come to Java for purposes of trade or other peace¬ 
ful pursuits of life. The list includes Kling, Singhala, Dravida, 
Karnataka, Champa, and Kmir which may be easily identified 
as Kalinga, Ceylon, Chola country, Kanara in South India, 
Viet Nam, and Kambuja. 

An inscription informs us that the Brantas river burst its 
banks and caused great havoc when Airlangga built a dam to 
stop it. It is interesting to note that even irrigation works 
undertaken in the nineteenth century have profited by this 
dam built by Airlangga. The same inscription informs us that 
the work of Airlangga caused great joy to the foreign merchants 
and captains of ships who thronged the port at the mouth of 
the Brantas river. This was either Surabaya or a former port 
in its immediate neighbourhood which played the same role 
as Surabaya does now. From another inscription, we come to 
know of another sea-port at or near modern Tuban. All these 
indicate that maritime trade and commerce flourished in Java 
during the reign of Airlangga. 

According to a later Javanese tradition, Airlangga retired 
from the world old age and lived the life of an ascetic. 
His latest record is dated 1042 A.D. With the adoption of an 
ascetic life, king Airlangga passes from our view, and we do not 
know anything about his last days. He died in 1049 AD. 
There is no doubt that his career was one of the most inter¬ 
esting in the history of Java. The various phases of life 
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through which he passed ever since he was married, at the 
age of l6, mark him out as a striking personality. He was 
indeed a hero> in the arts of war as well as in those of peace. 

Airlangga was regarded as an incarnation of Vishnu, and 
Was cremated at Belahan, where a fine statue of Vishnu on 
6aru<la has been found. The figure of Vishnu is a beautiful 
piece of sculpture, and we can probably see in it the actual 
portrait of the famous king who |>assed such an eventful life. 
We may also infer from it that the art of sculpture flourished 
highly during the reign of Airlangga. That the king was a 
patron of literature, too, appears clearly from the fact that the 
famous old'Javanese kdvya, Arjunavwdha, the first book of its 
kind, was written under his patronage by poet Kanva. 

III. THE KINGDOM OF KADIRI 

Before his death Airlangga had divided his kingdom into 
two parts and bestowed them upon his two sons. This parti¬ 
tion of the kingdom gave rise to two States in Eastern Java 
which continued to divide the country for a pretty long time. 
It is, no doubt, a matter of surprise and regret, that Airlangga, 
who had experienced more than anybody else the evils of a 
divided kingdom, and the aim and crowning success of whose 
life was to undo the evils thereof by a reunion of the country, 
should have himself sacrificed his life-work by such a fatal 
measure. There must have been very strong reasons for induc¬ 
ing him to this decision. Two sons of Airlangga claimed 
succession to the throne, and both felt powerful enough to 
contest it by force. It seems that the aged father, unable to 
reconcile them, and in order to avoid the inevitable civil war, 
was compelled to take the only step which offered some reason¬ 
able chance of a peaceful succession after his death. 

Thus {Uiose the two kingdoms of Panjalu apd Janggala. 
Panjalu, the official dame of the western kingdom, was soon 
changed to Ka^iri, and towards < the close of the thirteenth 
century it was called Gelang^elang. The capital of the king¬ 
dom was, throughout, the city of Ka^iri, also* called Daha. 
There is no doubt that this j^ace is now represented by the 
town of Kediri which has thus preserved the old name. 

Nothing is known as to the name or position of the capital 
Janggala. The probability is that Kahuripan, the capital of 
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Airlangga, still continued to be' the capital of the eastern 
kingdom. We possess very little information regarding the 
kin^mn of Janggala. Indeed, it may be doubted if the 
kingdom of Janggala continued to exist for a long time. 

On the other hand, we know the names a large numbcs' 
of kings of Kadiri, who were great patrons of literature and 
under whom the kingdom of Java was raised to great power 
and affluence. The first king of Kadiri whose name is Iwown 
to us is $rl-jayavarsha Digjaya ^straprabhu, who reigned in 
A.D. 1104 and under whose royal patronage the poet Trigu^a 
composed the Krish^yana. 

The old'Javanese haavya, Smaradahana by Dharmaya, refers 
to a king Kamefvara who probably ruled from si 15 to 1155 
A.D. The poet describes the king as the incarnation of the 
god Kama (Cupid), and his abode, the wonder of the world, 
is called Dahana. ^ri-Mnadharma is referred to as the founder 
of the family. Thus, like Airlangga himself, his descendants, 
the kings of Kadiri, traced their ancestry to Sindnl^'I^na. 
Kamefvara’s queen is referred to as &:T-Kirana. 

Kamefvara was succeeded by his son Jayabhaya, one of the 
few royal names that have lived in popular tradition in Java. 
In the case of Jayabhaya, the explanation is perhaps to be 
found in the fact that he was the -patron of the famous poem 
Bhdrata-yuddka. He probably rul^ from about 1155 to 1157 
A.D. The poet Sedah could not complete his poem Bhdrata- 
yuddha, and the task was accomplished by Panuluh, presumaUy 
in the reign of Jayabhaya. 

The names of a few more kings are known to us, such as 
Sarvefvara (1160-i), Aryefvara (1171), KroficharyadTpa (1181), 
and Kamefvara II (1185)1 but we know very little about them. 
The last king of the Kadiri dynasty was Kyitajaya. According to 
Pararaton, a Javanese historical work, he demanded that the 
clergy should make obeisance to him, and when they refused, 
showed them some mirades to overawe them. But far from 
submitting to the royal command, the dergy left him in a body 
and sought refuge with the ruler of Tumapel. The latter 
attacked Kadiri, and Kyitajaya, being defeated, took to flight 
(laaa A.D.) and sought refuge in a monastery. With the defeat 
of Kyitajaya perished the kingdom of Kadiri. 

Before, however, we leave the history of the Kadiri dynasty, 
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We must take note of the very interesting accounts of Java which 
the Chinese chronicles furnish us. It appears there were three 
political powers exercising authority over the different parts of 
the island. The most powerful kingdom, comprising the greater 
part of the island, is named Sho-po whose dependencies, both 
in and outside Java, numbered fifteen. Sho-po is equivalent to 
Ka^iri, and among its fifteen dependencies, eight are said to be 
situated in islands. The Chinese author describes the inhabi¬ 
tants of these islands as barbarous. Although it is difficult to 
identify the islands individually, it is almost certain that they 
refer to the eastern isles of the Archipelago. Two of them are 
almost certainly Bali and Borneo. It is thus quite clear that 
Java had begun to exercise political domination over Bali. 
Borneo and the savage and semi-savage peoples of numerous 
other islands of the east. Kadiri had thus already laid the 
foundation upon which ultimately Majapahit built an imperial 
structure of vast dimensions. 

As we have had occasion to note above, the Kadiri period 
witnessed a high degree of development both in art and litera¬ 
ture. On the whole this period is one of the most remarkable 
in the whole history of Java. It saw the beginnings of the 
Javanese empire and a remarkable outburst of intellectual 
activity. It is a prominent landmark in the history of Indo- 
Javanese culture. 

IV. THE DYNASTY OF SINGHASARI 

Like many other founders of royal families, the life of 
Ken Angrok, who established a new kingdom in Singhasari, has 
been the subject of many popular legends. Bereft of super¬ 
natural elements, which make him an offspring or incarnation 
of Brahma, Vishnu and $iva, Angrok is represented in these 
legends as the son of a peasant at Pangkur who spent his early 
life in highway robbery till he was taken in the service of Tung- 
gul Ametung, the governor of Tumapel (Singhasari). Angrok 
assassinated his master, married his widow. Queen pedes, and 
made himself ruler of the territory to the east of Mount Kavi. 

The establishment of his authority soon brought Angrok 
into conflict with Kritajaya, king of Kadiri. Fortune again 
^iled on Angrok. As we have seen above, king Kritajaya was 
involved in a quarrel with the dergy and Angrok took advan- 
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tage of this to declare himself openly as king. He took the 
name ‘Rajasa* and probably also 'Amurvvabhumi.* 

A fight between the kingdoms of Kadiri and Tumapel 
(Singhasari) became inevitable. Rajasa. evidently still helped 
by the clergy of Kadiri, declared war against his enemy. A 
decisive battle took place at Ganter in laaa A.D. After a long 
and bloody encounter Kritajaya’s brother and commander-in¬ 
chief, MahTsha Walungan, died in the battlefield, and the army, 
bereft of its leader, took to fii^t. The rest of Kritajaya’s army 
was again defeated near Kadiri. Kritajaya fled from the battle¬ 
field of Ganter with a few followers and was heard of no more. 
Kadiri was henceforth included within the kingdom of Rajasa 
and probably placed in charge of a member of the late royal 
family. 

Rajasa thus united the whole of Eastern Java under his 
authority. The new kingdom was at first called Tumapel. 
Gradually the kingdom was called after its capital, .Singhasari. 
With the foundation of Singhasari, we enter on a new phase of 
Javanese history. The downfall of the dynasty that traced its 
descent from the royal house of Mataram finally snapped the 
connecting link with the old traditions and the history of Gen¬ 
ual Java. Therewith the old Hindu culture and civilisation 
rapidly receded into the background and more and more a 
purely Javanese element took its place. 

Rajasa restored peace in the country, but met with a violent 
end. We are told that prince Anushapati, the son of queen 
Dedes by her first husband, noticed the difference in the king’s 
attitude towards him and his other brothers and sisters. On 
inquiry he learnt from his mother that he was really the son 
of the former king who was killed by Rajasa. He, therefore, 
employed a high official to murder the king, and as soon as the 
deed was done, he himself killed the assassin, as if to avenge 
the death of the king. This probably took place in A.D. 1**7. 

Anushapati succeeded Rajasa. He maintained his hold on 
the whole kingdom and died in 1248. He was killed by his half- 
brother Tohjaya while watching a cock-fight, and thus atoned 
for the foul crime by which he came to the throne. 

King Tohjaya ruled only for a few months when he was 
Willed by his nephew Rangg^ Wuni, son of Anushapati, who 
ascended the throne in 1*48 A.D. under the name of SrT-Jaya 
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Vishnuvardhana. Vishnuvardhana died at Mandara^ri in ia68 
A.D., the first and the only king of SinghasSri to die a natural 
death. 

Kyitanagara, fhe son and successor of Vishnuvardhana, had 
already been anointed king by his father in 1*54 A.D. Since 
ia68 A.D. Kyitanagara ruled alone. The reign of Kritanagara 
was an eventfuj one both in home and foreign politics. After 
a long interval Java entered into political relations with the 
neighbouring lands. A military expedition was sent to Bali in 
1x84 A.D. to re-establish the supremacy of Java over that island, 
and the king of Bali was brought a prisoner before Kyitanagara. 
The success over Bali was however a shortlived one—for it soon 
became independent again. 

The expedition against Bali was evidently the result of a 
deliberate imperial policy of expansion, and the authority of 
the king was established over Malayu, Pahang, Gurun, Bakula- 
pura, Sunda and Madhura. 

Malayu in this list undoubtedly denotes the kingdom of 
that name in Sumatra, now called Jambi. We have already 
seen that it formed an independent kingdom till it was conquer- 
red by SrTvijaya, and formed a part of it since seventh century 
A.D. The Javanese military expedition against Malayu left the 
port of Tuban on ships in 1*75 A.D. By is86 A.D. the king¬ 
dom of Malayu, which extended far into the interior of Sumatra, 
formed a vassal State of Java. It was a great achievement and 
may be regarded as the aowning glory of Kyitanagara. He 
established a Javanese military outpost in Sumatra, from which 
the authority of his land ultimately penetrated into the farthest 
corners of that country. 

Among the other conquests of Kyitanagara, Pahang repre¬ 
sents the district of ^ that name in the Malay Pbninsula, and 
Bakulapura, the south-western comer of the island of Borneo. 
Gurun, probably Gorong or Goram, means the eastern r^ons. 
Thus Kritanagara established his political authority in Jambi in 
Sumatra, parts of Borneo and Malay Peninsula, Bali, Sunda, 
and Madura, and under him Java rose to be the leading power 
in *Suvan^advIpa. Th'e very fact that the i$ailendras (or their 
successors) could neither prevent Java from obtaining a secure 
footing in the heart of Sumatra, nor remove her from the pos|- 
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tioA so obtained, shows that the stin of their had set and a 
hew power was gradually taking their jdac^. 

. It is perhaps not altogether unconnected with the imperial 
policy of Java that we find about this time a princess of that 
island, named TapasT, married to Jayasiihhavarman 111, king of 
Champa (c. 1*87-1307 A.D.). At that time Champi had, after 
an arduous struggle, delivered herself from thf yoke of KuUai 
Khan, the dreaded Mongol ruler of China. Possibly the alliance 
between Java and Champ5’ was the result of a common enmity 
to the Mongol Emperor. For the latter had, as usual, invited 
the king of Java to Come in person to the imperial court and 
pay homage to the Mongol Emperor (isSi A.D.). Kritanagara 
avoided the task on one pretext or another till the crisis came 
in 1289. Unable to bear any longer with the importunate and 
pressing invitation to humiliate himself in the imperial court, 
Kritanagara sent back the Chinese ambassador after mutilating 
his face. It was a defiant challenge and Kublai did not fail 
to take it up. He organised an expedition against Java, but 
before it could reach that island an internal revolution had 
removed Kritanagara from this world.' 

For, in spite of the brilliant success of his foreign and 
imperial policy, Kritanagara failed miserably in his internal 
administration, and we hear of frequent revolutions. In 1*70 
A.D., the king had to put down the rebellion of one Chayarij* 
(or Bhayaraja) who was evidently powerful enough to assume 
the royal title. Ten years later he had to suppress another 
rebellion, headed by one MahTsha Rangkah. 

But the final blow was given by the governor of Kadiri. 
The details supplied by the Javanese chronidc Poraraton attri¬ 
bute the debacle mainly to the wrong choice of his officers by 
the king. His first minister Raganatha served him well and 
exerted himself for the welfare of the State.* But the king not 
having paid any heed to his advice, he threw up his office in 
disgust. The king now appointed Artgani as his minister. 
The new minister’s only care was to serve the king with good 
dishes and wine. Another capricious act of the king was to 
raise a very low man, Arya Virariija, to a high position in coui't. 
What was worse still, when this man proved to be untrust¬ 
worthy, the king appointed him to be governor of Sungeneb in 

East Madura, 
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According to Pararaton, VfrarSja and Aragani were the ’fevil 
geniuses of the king. Aragani was instrumental in sending the 
expedition to Malayu, thus denuding Java of most of its troops. 
VZraraja saw the opportunity and entered into a treasonable 
correspondence with his friend Jayakatvang, the governor of 
Ka^iri since isyi, who longed for an opportunity to secure the 
throne by any means. At the instigation of Viraraja, Jayakat¬ 
vang undertook the perilous venture. He sent a small part of 
his army towards Singhasari by the northern route and it 
advanced with music and banners. King Kritanagara, who all 
this while was doing nothing but drinking wine, would not at 
first believe of the revolt of Jayakatvang, whom he regarded as 
favourably disposed towards him. But when at last the sight 
of the wounded men convinced him of the reality of the situa¬ 
tion, he sent all the available troops against Jayakatvang’s army 
in the north. The royal army was commanded by two sons-in- 
law of the king. One was Prince Vijaya and the other was 
Ardharaja, the son of Jayakatvang himself. The royal army 
obtained a victory and drove back the rebel troops in the north. 
In the meantime, however, another larger and better equipped 
army from Kadiri advanced stealthily along the southern route 
and reached Singhasari without any opposition. They stormed 
the palace and, according to Pararaton, found the king and his 
minister drinking wine. Both fell by the sword of the Kadirian 
troops. This took place in the year 129* AD. 

The detailed account of Pararaton, depicting the king in 
the blackest colour, is in striking contrast to the other accounts 
that we possess about him. According to Ndgara-Kritdgama, a 
famous historical poem, the king was “well-versed in the six-fold 
royal policy, expert in all branches of knowledge, quite at home 
in (Buddhist) scriptures, and eminently righteous > in life and 
conduct.” This may appear to be an obvious exaggeration, but 
similar praise for scholarship and spiritual excellence of the 
king, the lord of the four continents (dvipa), is also found in 
the inscriptions. Indeed, the king's passionate love for Bud¬ 
dhism had become proverbial. He scrupulously followed in his 
life all the rules, regnlations, and injunctions of the religion. 
He was deeply versed in Buddhist writings, particularly the 
Tarka and Vyakarana-iSastra (logic and grammar) and that which 
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concerns the inner sdf of man. The king |»ractised Yoga and 
Samadhi, and made many'pious foundations. 

The curious contrast between the two opposing views of 
the life and character of Kritanagara may perhaps be understood 
if we remember that the particular Tantrik form of Buddhism 
to which the king was devoted ^was accompanied by objection¬ 
able and even revolting practices such as ^e free use of wine. 
When Pararaton refers to the drinking debout of Kyitanagara 
he was evidently telling the truth, though he viewed it in a 
different light from others who remarked in an approving 
manner that the king scrupulously followed the prescriptions of 
religion. 

While we may not be prepared to accept the picture of the 
king, as given in Pararaton, drinking wine even while the enemy 
was within the palace, we may take, as historical, the general 
outline of the story as given above. Engrossed by his imperial 
policy abroad, and religious practices at home, the king was 
indiflercnt to the internal dangers that threatened him, and did 
not evidently take sufficient precautions against them. The 
imperial policy of Kritanagara was sure to weaken the resources 
of Java in men and money, and the troops stationed in the 
various newly conquered territories to maintain the authority 
of the king very likely denuded Java of the best part of its 
troops when the serious rebellion broke out. One trait of the 
royal character, alleged in Pararaton, viz. the king's childlike 
faith in the goodness of others, e.g. Jayakatvang and VTraraja, 
even when they deserved it least, may not be absolutely un¬ 
founded. A religious enthusiasm, which almost bordered on 
fanaticism, is hardly compatible with a true discernment of men 
and things. We can well believe that the king, engrossed in his 
books and keenly busy with his religious practices, had hardly 
any time or capacity to look around and keep a vigilant eye on 
the possible disturbing factors of the kingdom. His implicit 
trust in others gave him a false idea of security. Heedless of 
the impending dangers that threatened him on all sides, he 
wildly pursued his imperial and religious activities and rushed 
headlong towards destruction. Thus it was that his ruin was 
brought about by precisely those traits in'his life and careef 
which rendered him so high and noble in the estimation of 
some. It was this paradox and contradictory dements in his 
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life that is mainly responsible for such radicaUy different pic- 
tures oS king Kyitanagara as have been preserved to us by our 
two chief authorities, Pararaton and NSgara-Kritagama. 

In concluding the account of king Kptanagara we may 
refer to the very brief but interesting account of his kingdom 
contained in the writings of .Marco Polo (isgs A.D.). The 
Venetian traveller describes Java as a prosperous kingdom 
under a great king. It was very rich and noted for its trade 
and commerce. 

V. THE FOUNDATION OF MAJAPAHIT 

With the death of Kritanagara, the kingdom of Singhasiri 
fell to pi^es, and Jayakatvang established the supremacy Of 
Kadiri. The success of Jayakatvang may be viewed in different 
tights. To the family of Kritanagara he, no doubt, appeared 
as a usurper and traitor. But it is also possible to regard him 
as having restored the supremacy of Kadiri, which had been 
lost nearly seventy years ago, after a glorious existence of about 
two centuries. Whatever that may be, his success was shortlived. 
The danger which overwhelmed him and his kingdom at no 
distant date arose from two sources, viz., prince Vijaya, who 
commanded the northern forces of Singhasari at the time of 
the catastrophe; and secondly, the dreaded Mongol chief 
Kublai Khan, who was provoked beyond measure by the cruel 
offence of Kritanagara as mentioned above. 

It has been already mentioned that when the forces of 
Kadiri invaded the kingdom of Singhasari from the north, 
king Kritanagara sent all his available troops against them 
under his two sons-in-law. Princes Vijaya and Ardharaja. 
AftCT three brilliant victories over the army of Kadiri Vijaya 
naturally thought tjiat the enemy was totally 'routed. Then 
followed a strange reverse. Suddenly a new Kadirian army 
appeared to the east, and Ardharfija, the colleague of Vijaya, 
deserted the royal cause. The army of Vijaya suffered a serious 
reverse and he fell back. There is no doubt that this crisis 
was the result of the fall of Singhasari and death of king 
Kritanagara. The southern Kadirian army which had aoxxoi- 
plished this task must have now been released to assist the 
northern troops, and Ardharffja, the son of Jayakatvang, 
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naturally deserted the cause erf his dead tather-in-laei^, and 
jenned his successful and Victorious father. 

The position of Vijaya was rendered hopeless. With six 
hundred men that now remained with him he proceeded north¬ 
wards, and after great difficulties and privations, readied Madura 
with only twelve followers. 

Vijaya went to Madura, as he hoped to find an ally in its 
governor VTraraja, who owed everything to the late king 
Kfitanagara. He was, of course, ignorant of the treasonalrfe 
correspondence between VirarSja and Jayakatvang. VTrarSja, 
astounded at first by the sight of Vijaya, soon collected himself 
and received Vijaya with all outward signs of honour. Vijaya 
made a passionate appeal to him: “VTraraja, my father,'* 
said he, “my obligations to you indeed are very great. If I 
ever succeed in attaining my object, I shall divide Java into 
two parts; one part will be yours and one part will be mine." 
This bait was too much for Virarlja. This arch-conspirator 
now betrayed Jayakatvang and entered into a conspiracy with 
Vijaya. 

VTraraja's plan was in short as follows: 
Vijaya should submit to Jayakatvang and ingratiate him¬ 

self into the favour of the latter. As soon as he had sufficient 
influence with the king he should ask for a piece of waste land 
near Trik where the people from Madura would establish a 
settlement. As soon as Vijaya could gather sufiRcient informa¬ 
tion about the men and things in Kadiri, he would ask for 
leave to settle in the new region, and gather there his own trusty 
followers from Singhasari and all the discontented elements 
from Kadiri. 

* « 

The plan was admirably carried out. A new settlement 
sprang up, and as one of the settlers tasted a Maja (Vilv^ 
fruit and threw it away as bittca* (pahit), it*came to be called 
Majapahit or its Sanskrit equivalent "Vilva-tikta" or “Tikta- 
vilva.” From his new home at Majapahit Vijaya sent word to 
VTraraja that everything was ready. But before they could 
achieve anything Java was invaded by the army of KuUai Khan. 

It has already been mentioned how Kritanagara had pro¬ 
voked the wrath (rf the great Rublai Khan by mutilatii^r the 
face of his envoy. In order to avenge this insult the emperor 
organised an expedition against Java. In 1x95 A.D., the 
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expedition reached the port of Tuban on the northern coast of 
E. Java. There the Chinese army was divided into two parts. 
Half the army marched overland, and the other half went by 
sea to the mouth of the Solo river and from there to the 
Surabaya river. 

Vijaya, who had already established himself at Majapahit, 
thought of utilising the Chinese expedition to his advantage. 
He immediately offered his submission and sent his Prime 
Minister with fourteen other officials to meet the Chinese army. 

Jayakatvang, on the other hand, made preparations to 
defend his country. He sent his Prime Minister Hi-ning-kuan, 
with a flotilla of boats, to guard the mouth of the Surabaya 
river, and himself advanced against Majapahit. 

The Chinese army reached the Surabaya river and com¬ 
pletely defeated the hostile fleet, guarding the mouth of the 
river. Hi-ning-kuan left his boat and fled overnight, where¬ 
upon more than a hundred large ships were captured. This 
took place on the first day of the third month in 1*93 A.D. 

After this naval victory the Chinese leaders advanced to 
Majapahit to assist Vijaya against Jayakatvang. On the seventh 
day the soldiers of Kadiri arrived from three sides to attack 
Vijaya, but they were defeated. 

Majapahit was saved, but the main army of the king of 
Kadiri was still at large. So, on the 15th, the Chinese army 
was divided into three bodies, in order to attack Kadiri. 

On the 19th they {i.e. the different divisions of the army) 
arrived at Daha, the capital of Kadiri, 'where Jayakatvang 
defended himself with more than a hundred thousand soldiers 
The battle lasted from 6 A.M. till s P.M. and three times 
the attack was renewed, when the Kadirian array was defeated 
^nd fled; several thousand thronged into the river and perished 
there, whilst more than 5,000 were slain. The king retired 
into the inner city'which was immediately surrounded by the 
Chinese array. In the evening Jayakatvang came out of the 
fortress and offered his submission. His wife, his children 
and officers were taken by the victors, who then went back. 

Jayakatvang’.s son had fled to the mountains, but a 
Chinese general went into the interior with a thousand men 
and brought him back a prisoner. 

In the meantime, Vijaya asked for permission to return 
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to his country, in order to prepare a new letter of submission 
to the Emperor, and to take the precious articles in his posses¬ 
sion for sending them to the imperial court. On the and day 
of the 4th month Vijaya left the Chinese camp, and the Chinese 
generals sent two officers with aoo men to accompany him. 

Vijaya, having got rid of Jayakatvang, had no more need 
of his Chinese allies, and wanted to get rid of them. He killed 
his Chinese escort on the 19th, and having collected a large 
force, attacked the imperial army on its way back from Kadiri. 
The Chinese generals fought bravely against him and threw 
him back, though not without great loss. 

The Chinese generals now thought of carrying on the war 
against Vijaya, but one of them, Yi-ko-mu-su, wished to do 
as the emperor had ordered them, and first send a messeng^ 
to the court. The two others could not agree to this; therefore 
the troops were withdrawn and on the S4th day of the 4th 
month they returned with their prisoners and the envoys of the 
different smaller States which had submitted. Jayakatvang and 
his son were killed by the Chinese before they left Java. With 
the death of Jayakatvang the shortlived kingdom of Kadiri 
came to an end. 

Thus ended the strange episode of the Chinese invasion 
of Java. They came to punish Kritanagara, but really helped 
the restoration of his family by killing his enemy Jayakatvang. 
The net result of the expedition was to make Vijaya the 
undisputed master of Java with Majapahit as its capital. He 
soon re-established the friendly relations with the Chinese 
emperor. For we find embassies from Java at the imperial court 
in i«97, 1*98, 1300 and 1308 A.D. 

VI. THE JAVANESE EMPIRE 

Vijaya assumed the name of Kxitarajasa Jayavardhana after 
his accession to the throne. Majapahit, which played such an 
important role in the recent happenings, became the capital of 
the new king, who rightly proclaimed himself, in the record of 
1*94 A.D., as the master of the whole of Java. Although the 
capital was changed, the new kingdom may justly be regardetf 
as the continuation of the kingdom of SinghasSri, with a short 
break of two years, due to the assumption of royal authcnrity by 
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Jayakatvang. For Kritarajasa combined in himself various 
daims to be regarded as the rightful heir to the throne of 
Singbasiri. He was not only descended hrom the old royal 
family, but had also married four daughters of the late king 
Kyitanagara who had no male issue. Although Kritarajasa 
ruled by his own right, the daughters of Kyitanagara probably 
also exercised some royal authority derived from their father. 
This would explain why the royal power was assumed, d few 
years after Kritarajasa’s death, by the youngest of his queens, 
who ruled not as dowager-queen or queen-mother, but on her 

. own right as daughter of Kritanagara. The name of this queen 
was Gayatrl, though she is usually referred to as Rajapatnl, the 
queen par excellence. By her the king had two daughters, but 
the three other queens had no issue. 

Kritarajasa had a fifth queen, a princess of Malayu. This 
kingdom in Sumatra had been already conquered by Kritana¬ 
gara. As soon as the Javanese army of occupation at Malayu 
heard of the catastrophic end of their king, they must have 
naturally made preparations to return. They reached Java ten 
days after Vijaya had finally triumphed over the Chinese army 
and brought with them two princesses of Malayu. The younger, 
Dara-Petak, also known as Indre^varl, was married by Kyitara- 
jasa. Dara-Petak bore a son to Kritarajasa, and the boy was 
heir-presumptive to the throne. In 1*95 KritarSjasa anointed 
the son, named Jayanagara, as the prince of Kadiri. 

The reign of Kritarajasa was full of troubles. It appears 
that the first rebellion broke out in 1295 A.D. The leader of 
this, Rangga Lawe, aspired to the office of Prime Minister, but 
having failed in his object, organised a rebellion at Tuban. He 
was joined by a number of persons, but the rebellion was soon 
subdued, and Rangga Lawe perished with most of his followers. 
Then came the turn of VTraraja. He was indeed the highest 
dignitary in the court, enjoying large grants of land in the 
eastern corner of Java, but this was a' poor compensation for 
half the kingdom of Java which the king had promised him 
in his dark days of exile and penary. 

He followed the policy which he had su^ested to Vijaya. 
He ingratiated himself into the favour of the king and then 
asked for leave to settle in Lumayang. There he declared 
himself independent and never came back to Majapahit, not 
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even'at the time o£ the official Durbar oi the ei^th month. 
The king put up. with it and there was no open Next 
came the turn of Namhi, the son of Vfraraja« and one of the 
few companions of Vijaya during* his flight. He took leave to 
see his father who was ill. He then established himself at 
Lembah, built a fort there, and collected an army. 

Another companion old days, Sora, rebelled against the 
king, who subdued him after two years' fight (1x98-1500). 
Then Juru Demung, a partisan of Soro, revolted in 130X, but 
was not finally defeated till 1515 A.D. 

Kyitarajasa died in 1509 and was succeeded by his son, 
Jayanagara, who assumed the name Sundarapandyadevadhldvara 
Vikramottungadeva—a name which recalls some association with 
the P^n^ya Kingdom in South India. 

The new king^ also, was troubled by a series of revolts. 
VIraraja died in 1311 and the revolt of Nambi was finally 
suppressed in 1316. There were several other revolts, but the 
most serious was that of Kuti in 1319. Kuti was one of the seven 
Dharmaputras who occupied a high position in the kingdom. 
The Pararaton has given us a long and romantic account of this 
rebellion. It is said that in course of this rebellion the king 
left his capital city and fled during night with only a body-guard 
of twenty-five men under the command of Gajah Mada who was 
destined to become famous at no distant date. Gajah Mada 
returned to the capital and reported that the king was killed by 
Kuti’s men. This caused a great sorrow in the capital. Gajah 
Mada concluded from this that the people were yet attached 
to the king and did not like Kuti. Thereupon he divulged the 
secret to the ministers, who killed Ku^, and the king was 
restored to the throne. 

Gajah Mada was suitably rewarded for his services. He 
first became governor of Kjpihuripan, and, after*two years, that 
of Daha, and he remained in this post till he became Prime 
Minister. The rebellion of Kuti in 1319 was the last (H-ganised 
attempt against the central authority, -which was now firmly 
established. 

We have a short reference to Java about this time in the 
writings of Odoric -of Tordenope who visited the archipelago 
in 13x1. He says that the king of Java exercises suzerainty over 
seven other kings, the land is very populous and produces qnces. 
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and that the palace is decorated with gold, silver and precious 
stones. 

The political greatness of Java is also reflected in an inscrip¬ 
tion of 13*3 A.D. It refers to the kingdom as comprising the 
whole of Java and includes among its foreign possessions 
Madura, Borneo etc. Thus although Java might have lost its 
influence in the west, its political supremacy in the east was yet 
unimpaired. Java also maintained good relations with China 
and sent regular embassies. 

According to the story of Pararaton the closing years of 
Jayanagara were again full of troubles and he was assassinated 
in 13*8 A.D. A part of the group of temples at Panataran was 
built during his reign. 

As Jayanagara left no male heir, the nearest female heiress 
was ‘RajapatnT,’ mentioned above, viz. the daughter of Kritana- 
gara, and the widow of Kritarajasa. As she had adopted the 
life of a Buddhist nun, her eldest daughter Tribhuvanottung- 
gadevl JayavishnuvardhanI acted as regent for her mother. She 
was known to posterity as the princess of JTvana or Kahuripan 
(Bhre Kahuripan), a title which she bore probably before, and 
certainly after her period of regency. During the regency she 
was called the queen of Majapahit, while her son, the heir- 
presumptive to the throne, bore the title, ‘Prince of JIvana.’ 
Her personal name appears to be GTtarjja. 

In 1331, Sadeng and Keta revolted against the regent. 
These places were in the neighbourhood of Besuki. The revolts 
were put down by the royal troops. During the same year 
Gajah Mada, the governor of Daha already mentioned above, 
became the Prime Minister. From this time Gajah Mada played 
a prominent part in the Government, and is credited with the 
conquest of a number of islands in the archipelago. An expedi¬ 
tion was sent against the island of Bali in 1343 A.D., and it was 
thoroughly subdued. A process of Javanisation of the island 
began, and it was intensifled during the next reign. 

In 1350 died queen RajapatnT. Prince Hayam Wuruk, the 
son of the regent TribhuvanottunggadevT, came to the throne in 
1350, on the death of his grandmother RajapatnT. He was then 
only sixteen years old. His coronation name was Rajasanagara, 
though he is generally referied to by his old name Hayam 
Wuruk. 
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The first notable incident in the reign of the king was his 
marriage with a Sunda princess in 1357 A.D. After the preli¬ 
minary negotiations about the match were settled, the king of 
Sunda, called Maharaja, came to Bubat near Majapahit with 
his daughter. A difference, however, soon arose. The Sunda- 
nese king desired that the daughter should be treated on an 
equal footing, and the marriage ceremony should be as between 
equals. The Majapahit court, on the other hand, regarded the 
Soudanese king as subordinate and wanted to celebrate the 
marriage as between a suzerain king and his feudatory. The 
Soudanese would not tolerate this indignity and refused to give 
up the princess. Thereupon the Majapahit troops surrounded 
the whole party. The nobles of Sunda preferred death to 
dishonour, and after brave fight, perished to a man. 

The aggressive policy towards Sunda in 1357 was merely 
an indication of the strong imperialism which was to distinguish 
the period of Rajasanagara. During the same )ear a military 
expedition was sent against the island of Dompo, which was 
crowned with complete success. Although details of further 
conquest are lacking, there is .scarcely any doubt that during 
the reign of this king the kingdom of Java rose to be the supreme 
political power in the Archipelago, and established its suzerainty 
in almost all the principal islands and a large portion of the 
Malay Peninsula. It is not to be supposed, however, that all 
these foreign possessions were directly administered by, and 
formed part and parcel of, the Javanese kingdom. But the king 
of Majapahit was regarded as the suzerain power by all of them, 
and his mighty fleet maintained his hold upon their rulers, 
excluding effectually the active exercise of any authority by 
other powers. The rulers of these subordinate States owed 
allegiance to him and paid tributes or other dues as agreed 
upon, although they were left free and independent in matters 
of internal administration of their States. 

A detailed list of such .subordinate States is given in the 
poem Ndgara Kritagama, which was composed in 1365 A.D., 
during the reign of this king. The long list shows the hegemony 
of nearly the whole of Malay Peninsula and Malay Archipelago 
under the kingdom of Majapahit in Java, the only notably 
exception being the Philippines. Roughly speaking, the empire 
comprised the pre-war Dutch possessions in the East Indies, 
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with the addition of Malay Peninsula, but excluding, perhaps, 
northern Celebes. Other evidences also indicate that by the 
year 1365 A.D., when the Nagara Kritdgama was composed, 
Java reached the height of her political greatness and estaUished 
her unquestioned supremacy over Malay Peninsula and Malay 
Archipelago. She also occupied a position of international 
importance. The Nagara Kfitdgama refers to the intimate and 
friendly intercourse of Majapahit with the neighbouring States 
such as Siam with Ayodhyapura (Ayuthiya), DharmanagarT 
(Ligor), Martaban, Rajapura, Singhanagarl, Champa, Kamboja 
and Yavana (North Viet Nam). 

It also refers to a number of countries, including some of 
those just mentioned, which had trade relations with Majapahit, 
and from which Brahmanas and Sramanas visited the Javanese 
capital. Thus we read: “There came unceasingly, in large 
numbers, people from all lands such as JambudvTpa, Kamboja, 
China, Yavana, Champa, Karnataka, Gauda, and Siam. They 
came in ships with merchandise. Monks and distinguished 
Brahmanas also came from these lands and were entertained." 
JambudvTpa, of course, refers to India, while Karnataka and 
Gauda are specifically mentioned, probably to indicate a closer 
intimacy with Bengal and Kannada districts. The Javanese 
had indeed a high regard for India, for in one verse (83.*) 
the Nagara Kritdgama says that JambudvTpa and Java are the 
good lands par excellence. The intimate relation between the 
two countries is also indicated by the fact that laudatory poems 
in honour of the Javanese king were written by the monk 
Budhaditya of KanchT (Conjeeveram) and the Brahmana named 
Mutali Sahridaya, probably a Tamil Brahmana. 

It thus appears from all accounts that the reign of Rajasa- 
nagara witnessed the high-water mark of the power and glory 
of Java. In view of the increase in power and ;*esponsibility of 
the empire, we find a thorough organisation of the administra¬ 
tive machinery to cope with the new and heavy task. There is 
hardly any doubt that the credit for this, to a large extent, 
belonged to Gajah Mada. He had risen from a humble position 
to be the Prime Minister of the empire and brought to his task 
an unusual degree of devotion and skill. When Gajah Mada 
died in 1364, no other Prime Minister was appointed as his suc¬ 
cessor. The king, his father, mother, unde, aunt, and hit two 
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sisters with their husbands fcormed a scnrt of inner royal council 
which kept the chief direction of affairs in its hands, 

In 1371, however, we find a neW Prime Minister appointed. 
This was Gajah Enggom, who served for the remaining eighteen 
years of Rajasanagara*s reign, and continued in the post under 
the next king till his death in 1598. 

VII. THE DOWNFALL OF THE EMPIRE 

King Rijasanagara had a long and prosperous reign, and 
under him, as stated above, Majapahit became the seat of a vast 
empire. But he took an unwise step in his old age which was 
mainly instrumental in pulling down the vast imperial fabric 
reared up with $0 much care. In order to understand this fully 
we must have an idea of the royal family. The king had by 
his chief queen Parame^varT only a daughter named Kusuma- 
vardhanT. The queen’s sister, IsvarT, called Princess of Pajang, 
had one daughter, called NagaravardhanT Princess of VTra- 
bhumi, and a son called Vikramavardhana, Prince of Mataram. 
Vikramavardhana was married to the crown-princess Kusumavar 
dhani, and was thus the next heir to the throne. But king 
Rajasanagara had also a son by a concubine. In order to settle 
him well in life, the king had him married to NagaravardhanT 
He thus became the Prince of VTrabhumi and was adopted by 
the Princess of Daha. In order to strengthen his position still 
further the king made him governor of the eastern part of Java. 
Although nominally under the authority of Majapahit, the 
Prince of VTrabhClmi really exercised almost independent powers, 
so much so that the Chinese annals refer to two kings in Java 
even during the lifetime of king RSjasanagara, and both of 
them sent envoys to the imperial court. Thus were sown the 
seeds of a future civil war which was destined to pave the way 
for the final overthrow, not only of the kingdom of Majapahit, 
but also of the Hindu kingdom and Hindu culture in Java. 

King Rijasanagara died in 1589 A.D., and Vikramavar¬ 
dhana, also known as Hyang Vifesha, succeeded him at Maja¬ 
pahit. As the Prince of VTrabhumi was ruling like an indepen¬ 
dent king in Eastern Java even during the lifetime of Rijasana- 
gara, it may be easily presumed that the relation between die 
two States did not improve after the death of that king. It 
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appears that as early as 1401 A.D., king Vikramavardhana was 
involved in a fight with the Prince of VTrabhiimi, but the result 
was indecisive. War broke out again in 1404 or shortly before 
that. At first the fortune of war turned against Vikramavar¬ 
dhana. and he decided to retire. But then the two powerful 
chiefs of Java, Bhre Tumapel and Bhra Parame^vara, son and 
son-in-law respectively of the king, came to his aid, though they 
had at first stood aloof. This proved decisive. The Prince of 
VTrabhumi was defeated and fled during night in a ship. He 
was, however, caught and put to death, and his head was 
brought to Majapahit in 1406 A.D. 

The defeat and death of the Prince of VTrabhumi once more 
restored the unity of Java. But the internal dissensions for 
nearly a quarter of a century, ending in a disastrous civil war, 
must have taxed to the utmost the military and financial 
resources of the country and left it weak and exhausted. Its 
first fruits were seen in the loss of that political supremacy which 
Java had secured in Suvarnadvipa. Her position as suzerain 
power now passed over to China, and gradually new kingdoms 
and commercial centres arose, which were destined to overwhelm 
Java herself at no distant date. 

With the beginning of the fifteenth century A.D., we can 
clearly perceive the decline of Java as an international power. 
This may be best explained by reviewing the position of a few 
kingdoms which had acknowledged the supremacy of Java in 
the middle of the fourteenth century A.D. 

1. West Borneo (Pu-ni)—In 1370 the king of Pu-ni at first 
did not dare to send even an envoy to China for fear of Java. 
But we read in the History of the Ming Dynasty that in 1405 
he not only got investiture as king from the hands of the Chinese 
emperor, but even went with his whole family tp China to pay 
respects to the emperor. Henceforth the kings of Pu-ni sent 
regular tributes to the imperial court, and some time even per¬ 
sonally attended the court with their family. 

2. San-fo-tsi—7’he same Chinese history tells us that 
although Java had completely conquered San-fo-tsi, she could 
not keep all the lands. Two States were established there with 
two Chinese adventurers at their head. Although they nomi¬ 
nally admitted the suzerainty of Java, they sent regular tributes 
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and envoys to the imperial court. In 14*4 a king of San-fo-tsi 
even asked permission of the emperor to succeed his fathelr. It 
is evident that from the beginning of the fifteenth century A.D. 
Java exercised but little real authority in that country. 

Similarly various small States in Sumatra and Malay Penin¬ 
sula transferred their allegiance to China. This shows in a 
remarkable manner the change in the position of Java as an 
international power. Everything indicates that China was now 
by common consent the recognised suzerain. Java silently 
acquiesced in the new rcMe of China and accommodated herself 
to the changed state of things. 

The reign of Vikramavardhana or Hyang Visesha was thus 
inglorious both at home and abroad. In addition to the 
disastrous civil war, Java suffered terribly from a volcanic 
eruption in 1411 and a great famine in 1426. A new Prime 
Minister, Kanaka, carried on the government from 1413 to 1430. 
The king died in or shortly before 1429 A.D. 

After the death of Vikramavardhana probably his daughter 
Suhita ascended the throne. She superseded her two brothers 
and this was presumably due to her high rank on the mother’s 
side. 

We know of no important events during the reign of Suhita. 
She died childless in 1447 A.D., and was succeeded by Bhre 
Tumapel, probably the younger of her two brothers 6i that 
name. The king was called .^rl Kritavijaya, and died after an 
uneventful reign of four years (1451 A.D.). 

The events immediately following the death of the king are 
not quite clearly intelligible from the account of the Pararaton. 
It appears that three kings ruled during t|ie period between 
1451 and 1478 when Java suffered from a foreign invasion. 
In i486 there was a new ruling dynasty founded by Girlndra- 
vardhana Ranavijaya, king of Daha, whose known elate is i486 
A.D. Girindravardhana Ranavijaya is the last Hindu king of 
Java about whom we possess any authentic details. But the 
Hindu kingdom continued there for 30 or 40 years more before 
it was finally conquered by the Muhammadans. The last 
emba.ssy from Java visited China in 1499, and the last definite 
trace of Hindu rule in Java may be dated 1513-15 A.D. 
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VIII. THE SYSTEM OF ADMINISTRATION 

There are three Old-Javanese prose texts on the political 
theory and public administration, which hold up a high and 
noble political ideal. 

1. Kamandaka. An Old-Javanese text, in which Bhagavan 
Kamandaka explains to his pupils the duties of the king. The 
book was also known as Rdjaniti. The characters from the 
Rdmdyana and the MahdbMrata are cited as illustrations of the 
political principles. Yudhishthira, for example, is held up as 
an ideal. 

a. Indraloka. In this book Bhagavan Indraloka gives 
lessons on politics to his pupil Kumarayajha. 

3. Nttipraya. This book describes the duties of a king 
towards his enemy. It was communicated by Vishnu to Vyasa. 

The absolute power of the king formed the basis of State. 
No form of government other than an absolute monarchy is 
ever referred to, and there was never any idea, far less an 
attempt, to put any check upon the unrestrained power of the 
king. Indeed the king was often conceived as the incarnation 
of God, and thus the theory of divine right, which we find in a 
fully developed form in the ManuSamhitd, had a complete sway 
in Java. This is further exemplified by the deification of 
kings after death. This was accomplished by making divine 
images on the model of the king’s person, and always referring 
to the dead king as god (Bhatara) of such and such a place, 
meaning thereby the place of his cremation. 

The framework of administration followed the Indian 
model to a certain extent. The king was at the head of a 
State, but all large kingdoms were divided into smaller units, 
each under a governor appointed by the king, and the smallest 
unit was formed b^" a village which had some form of local 
self-government under a headman. 

The king was surrounded by a large group of officials 
whose number and designation varied at different periods. 
The records o£ Eastern Java refer to a large number of officials. 
The names are mostly Javanese, but we have, besides MantxT, 
also two other Indian designations, SenSpati (Commander-in- 
chief) and Senapati Sarva-Jala i.e. admiral. These records also 
introduce a stereotyped form of government which continued, 
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with slight changes and occasional modifications, throughout 
the Hindu period. Next to the king were three great Mantris, 
called Mantri Hino, Mantri Sirikan, and Mantrl Halu; and 
after them three chief executive officers, Rakryan Mapatih, 
Rakryan Demung, and Rakryan Kanuruhan. The former 
gradually became ornamental figures, while the chief powers 
passed to the Rakryans whose number was increased to five 
and occasionally even to seven. 

Besides these high executive officials there were two other 
classes of important functionaries, viz., Dharmadhikaranas and 
Dharmadhyakshas. The Dharniadhikarana, as in India, 
denoted judicial officer. The two Dharmadhyakshas were the 
Superintendent of the Saiva insiitutions and the Superintendent 
of the Buddhist institutions. 

On the whole, we must conclude tliat there was a highly 
oiganised and efficient system of bureaucratic udiiiinistration 
in Java under an absolute monarch. 

Finally, a word may be said regarding the administration 
of the empire. It appears that nowhere except in Bali was there 
any idea of direct administration from the capital city of Java. 
The dependent States were left free in respect of their own 
internal administration so long as they acknowledged the 
suzerainty of Majapahil and paid their taxes and other dues. 
The Bhujanggas and MantrTs from Majapahit visited these 
States to collect these dues, and the former possibly took advan¬ 
tage of this opportunity to make a supervision of religious 
endowments. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE END OF HINDU RULE IN SUVARNADVTPA 

I. SUMATRA AND THE RISE OF ISLAM 

Tlie disintegration of the Sailendra empire loosened the 
bonds which united politically the petty States of Suiitatra and 
Malay Peninsula. But there shortly arose a new power in 
Sumatra, which sought to rival the exploits of the decaying 
empire, and revive it on a new basis. "I bis was Malayu, which 
is usually identihed with Jambi in the eastern coast of Sumatra. 
The existence of this kingdom in the seventh century A.D., and 
its ultimate absorption by the neighbouring kingdom of $rT- 
Vijaya, have already been noted above. Since then Malayu 
disappeared as a separate political unit until the eleventh cen¬ 
tury A.D., when it sent two embassies to China in 1079 and 1088 
A.D. But in the thirteenth century it was conquered by the 
Javanese king Kritanagara. The tragic end of Kritanagara 
enabled Malayu to throw off the yoke of Java, and it soon felt 
powerful enough to enter into a contest with Siam for the 
possession of the petty States in the southern part of Malay 
Peninsula. 

Thus the end of the thirteenth century A.D. saw the 
decline of the Sailendras and the rise of the new kingdom of 
Malayu which sought to occupy the position so long held by 
the fornier. As we have seen above, the new kingdom owed 
its existence to Java, and for a long time there was a close 
attachment between the two States. When the Javanese army 
retired from Malayu after the death of Kritanagara, two princess¬ 
es of Malayu accompanied it to Java. One of them, Dara- 
Pe(ak, was married to the Javanese king. The elder daughter, 
Dara-Jingga, married one ‘Deva* and had by him a son named 
Tuhan Janaka who afterwards became king of Malayu. He 
was also known as ^rf Marmadeva and was probably the successor 
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of Maulivarmadeva who was ruling in ia86 A.D., as a vassal 
of Kritanagara. The account of Marco Polo shows that in 
laga A.D. Malayu (Malaiur) was a flourishing kingdom and a 
prosperous centre of trade and commerce. 

The next king of Malayu known to us is Adiiyavarmadeva. 
Adityavarinan was a Tantrik Buddhist, and ruled for at least 
a8 years (1347-1375 A.D.) over a fairly extensive kingdom, which 
comprised the central portion of Sumatra and extended from 
the eastern to the western coast. According to the Javanese 
chronicle, Ndgara-Kritagama, this kingdom of Malayu acknow- 
ledged the supremacy of the Javanese king. If that were so, it 
would really mean a sort of nominal allegiance. It is interest¬ 
ing to note that the Javanese poem refers to Sumatra by the 
general name of Malayu, and thus gives an indirect evidence 
of the supreme position of that kingdom in Sumatra. 

The influence of Malayu, however, did not extend to 
Northern Sumatra. This was now divided into a number of 
petty States which paid a nominal allegiance, some time to Java, 
and some time to China, as suited their convenience, and were 
all the while engaged in internecine wars. This paved the way 
for the gradual establishment of Islam as a political power which 
was destined in the long run to overwhelm nearly the whole of 
SuvarnadvTpa, 

The first definite information of this changed political 
condition is obtained from the account of Marco Polo (laga 
A.D.). Marco Polo calls the island "Java the less," and says 
that it had eight kingdoms and eight king's. Of these he gives 

detailed account of six kingdoms visited by him. Of the six 

kingdoms, Ferlec is undoubtedly Perlak on the north-east, and 

Lambri the same as Lamuri or Great Atjeh (Acheh) on the 

north-west. Two other kingdoms, named 'between them, viz. 

Basma and Samara, probably represent Pase and Samudra. 

The kingdoms had their own kings, but all, except Ferlec, 

called themselves subjects of the Great Khan i.e. the Chinese 

emperor Kublai Khan. The subjection, however, was more 

nominal than real, as would appear from the following 

statement of Marco Polo : "They call themselves subjects *of 

the Great Khan, but they pay him no tribute; indeed they are 

10 far away that his men could not go thither. Still all these 
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islanders declare themselves to be his subjects and sometimes 
they send curiosities as presents/’ 

About Ferlec Marco Polo observes as follows: 
“Thiii kingdom is so much frequented by the Saracen merchants that 

they have converted the natives to the Law ot Mahomet.'* 

Thus Perlak. was the only Muhammadan State in Sumatra 
in tags A.D. when Marco Polo visited the island. Within a 
few years another Muslim State was founded in Samudra, a 
petty kingdom which ultimatel) gave its name to the whole 
island. 

In A.D 1345 Ibn Batuiah visited the kingdom of Samudra, 
which he calls Sumutra. Pie was welcomed by the Muham- 
madan ruler of the place, Sultan Malik az /ahir. Ibn Batutah 
describes him as one of the most illustrious and generous 
kings, but says nothing dehnite about the extent of his king 
dom. But that there were Hindu kingdoms on ail sides is 
quite cleat fiom his statement that the Sultan ficqucntly fought 
with and defeated the inhdcls who lived in the neighbourhood, 
and they paid him tribute for living in peace. 

Ibn Batutah’s account shows the gradual spiead of -Islam 
as a political factor in northern Sumatra. There is no doubt 
that India, and not Arabia, served as the base from which the 
stream of colonisation carried the influence of Islam towards 
the Far East. An examination of the tombstones of the Sultans- 
of Samudra-Pase reveals their close resemblance to those found 
in Gujarat, and there is hardly any doubt that they were import¬ 
ed from the latter place. We may thus presume a brisk trade 
activity between Gujarat and Sumatra, and this indirectly led 
to the furtherance of Islam in the Far East. 

The importance of Sumatra as a centre of Islam was no 
doubt due to the fact that Pase (in Sumatra) had succeeded 
Kedah as the chief centre of trade. In the fifteenth centurv 
Malacca succeeded Pase and played the rdle of the leading 
Muslim State. After the fall of Malacca at the beginning of 
the sixteenth century, .4cheen in northern Sumatra became the 
chief centre of trade and Islam. 

II. THE RISE AND FALL OF MALACCA 

Of the independent States in Malay Peninsula that rose 
into prominence about the beginning ot the fifteenth century 
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A.D.. the most important wa$ undoubtedly that of Malacca, 
which rapidly grew to be the leading commercial centre in 
that region. The early history of this kingdom is involved in 
obscurity. The following account given by Albuquerque may 
be regarded as generally true. 

‘There reigned a Ling Bataratajnurd (Bha(3ra Tumapel) in Java, 
and'a king Parimisiira (Parame^vaj-a) in Palemtang. As there were fre¬ 
quent hghLs between the two came to an agreement. Parimisura 
married the daughter of the king of Java, called Parimisuri (Parame^vari), 
and agreed to pay tribute to his father-in-law. He, however, socui repented 
of his decision, and refused to pay either homage or tribute to the king 
of Java. The king of Java thereupon invaded Palcmbang, and) Parimisura, 
being defeated, fled with his wife, children and some escorts to Singapura 
(Singapoic). It was then a large and wealthy city under Siam and its 
governor hospitably received the loyal fugitive. Parimisura, however, killed 
his host and made himself inastei of the city. On hearing this news his 
lurmei subjects of Palcmbang, iiuiiiberiug 3000, came to Singapoie. Pati- 
inisuia welcomed them and lived there for five year-s, pillaging, with his 
Heft, the ships that passed thiough the Strait of Singapore. 

“ Then Parimisura was attacked by the chief of Patani, brother of the 
governor of Singapore whom he had so foully murdered. Being defeated, 
Parimisura fled with his people to the mouth of the Muar river inhabited 
only by a few fishermen. About this time no or 301 fishermen invited 
him to settle in their village, which was very fertile and yielded all neces¬ 
saries of life. Parimisura, being satisfied by an examination of the locality, 
removed there with his family. The pirates in the sea touched at this 
port to take water, and beitig aided and encouraged by Parimisura they 
caiiie theie to sell their stolen goods. Thus it grew to be a commercial 
centre, and in two years the population rose to sooo. Paximisura named 
the settlement Malacca. Gradually inerihants from Pase (in Sumatra) and 
Bengal came to tiade there, and its importance rapidly increased." 

According to another account, Parameivara was a noble¬ 
man of Java and married the daughter of the king. On account 
of civil war in Java, he (led, about A.D. 1401, to Singapore, 
murdered his host after a few days, and was driven away in 
140s or 1403 A.D. Whichever version is true, it is generally 
agreed that Parame^vara ultimately settled in Malacca, some 
time about 1402 A.D., and paid tribute to Siam. He received 
a Chinese envoy in 1403, and two years later sent an embassy 
to the Emperor of China who appointed him the king of 
Malacca, and sent him rich presents. Other embassies were 
exchanged, and in 1411 Parame^vara himself went to Chiifa 
with his family and ministers—altogether 450 persons. He 
again visited China in 1414. In 14x9 he went to China with 
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his family and induced the Emperor to issue an order to the 
king of Siam not to pursue any aggressive designs against 
Malacca. 

King Parame^vara* married a daughter of the king of Pasai, 
who had recently adopted the Islamic faith, and himself became 
a Musalman, either at the entreaty of his wife or at the persua¬ 
sion of his father-in-law. He then assumed the title of Sekandar 
Shah. 

Parame^vara or Sekandar Shah laid the foundations of the 
greatness of Malacca. He farst of all tried to divert the trade 
centre from Singapore to Malacca. With this object he guarded 
the Straits of Malacca and neighbouring sea with a strong 
Hotilla, and compelled the ships passing through it to take to 
Malacca instead of to Singapore. As it threatened complete 
ruin to the trade of Singapore, the king of Siam made pre¬ 
parations to fight. Sekandar, however, entered into an agree¬ 
ment with him. He acknowledged the suzerainty of Siam, 
and agreed to pay as tribute a sum equivalent to the revenues 
derived from Singapore. In return, all the islands from 
Singapore to Pulan Sembilan and the corresponding coastal 
region were ceded to Malacca. By this master-stroke of policy 
Sekandar Shah laid the foundation of the greatness of Malacca 
on the ruins of Singapore. He died in 1424 A.D. 

Sekandar was succeeded by his son, SrT Maharaja, who 
ruled till A.D. 1444. His son and successor was named Raja 
Ibrahim at his birth, but later assumed the name Sri Parame- 
iSvara Deva Shah. This probably indicates a reversion to the 
Hindu faith. After a reign of two years he was killed in 
course of a palace revolution which placed on the throne his 
half-brother, born of a concubine, daughter of a Tamil Musal¬ 
man merchant of Pasai. The new king, who assumed the name 
Muzaffar Shah, conquered Pahang, in the Malay Peninsula, 
and Kampar and Indragiri in Eastern Sumatra. When kings 
of Pahang and Indragiri revolted in the next reign, they were 
defeated and their tribute was doubled. 

Muzaffar defeated the Siamese who attacked Malacca both 
by land and 'sea. He sent an embassy to China in 1456 and 

* His son and successor, named Sekandar Shah, according to Albu¬ 
querque. But this is now generally discredited. 
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was the first ruler of Malacca who was designated as Sultan 
by the Chinese and the Portuguese. The next king, Sultan 
Mansur, who ruled from 1459 to 1477, extended the power of 
Malacca still further, both in the Peninsula and in Sumatra. 
The kingdom was, however, convulsed by palace intrigues. 
Mansur was succeeded by a younger son through the influence 
of his maternal uncle, the Bendahara, an official who virtually 
wielded the supreme authority in the State. The new king, 
however, died mysteriously in 1488, and was succeeded by his 
younger brother Mahmud, 

Mahmud began his reign well and completely defeated 
the fleet of Siam. But though he thus gave promise of a 
vigorous and prosperous reign, he was destined to bring his king¬ 
dom to utter ruin. The Sultan was addicted to opium and 
left the cares of government to his Bendahara and maternal 
uncle, .^rT Maharaja Tun Mutahir. The term ‘Bendahara,' 
perhaps derived from Sanskrit ‘Bhandagarika,’ was the desig¬ 
nation of a minister who had by this time practically usurped 
the royal power in Malacca. 

In 1509, a few Portuguese ships arrived at Malaccq. At 
(irst they were well received, but subsequently the Bendahara 
imprisoned twenty Portuguese and refused to set them at 
liberty. Most probably the Bendahara, himself a half-Tamil, 
did not like the Portuguese to be rivals of the Indian traders 
in Malacca. The local Gujarati Muslims also "dreaded tres¬ 
passers on their monopoly, and preached a holy war against 
the infidel, who came to contest their trade". After the 
departure of the Portuguese ships, the king quarrelled with 
the Bendahara and killed him. When the country was thus 
passing through a period of turmoil and confusion, Albuquerque 
reached Malacca with a strong fleet (July, 1511) to avenge the 
wrongs done to his countrymen. The Sultan conceded most 
of the demands of Albuquerque. He set the Portuguese pri¬ 
soners at liberty and even granted permission to Albuquerque 
to build a fort. But the latter soon came to know of the 
internal condition of Malacca, and was joined by Timutaraja 
or Utimutaraja, the chief of the Javanese settlers in Malacca. 
Throwing aside all ideas of compromise Albuquerque invaded 
the city which surrendered in August. The unfortunate Sultan 
fled, at first to Pahang and then to Bintan. A few years later. 
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he made an attempt to recover Malacca, but his efforts proved 
unsuccessful. 

Thus perished a great and flourishing kingdom after a 
glorious career for about a century. Malacca was a strong 
centre of Hindu culture in the fifteenth century. The Tamil 
recension of the Ramayana was translated into Malay, and 
Indo-Javanese culture remained a strong force even after the 
conversion of the rulers to Muslim faith. This was strengthened 
by the Tamil strain in the royal family and in one branch 
of the Bendaharas. 

Malacca was not only the seat of a great political power, 
but also a big centre of trade and commerce. Its commercial 
importance is described in glowing terms by the Portuguese 
writers who saw it in its days of glory, Duarte Barbosa, writ¬ 
ing at the beginning of the sixteenth century A.D, gives the 
following graphic account of its trade and commerce. 

“Many Moorish (Muhammadan) merchants reside in it and also Gentiles 
(Hindus, particularly Chetis who are natives of Cholmendel (Coromandel 
coast): and they are all very rich and have many large ships, which they 
rail jungos (junks), rhey deal in all sorts of goods in different parts, and 
many other Moorish and Gentile merchants flock thither froim other coun¬ 
tries to trade, .some in ships of two masts from China and other places, 
and they bring thither {here follow a long list of articles of merchandise). 

There also come thither many ships from Java which have four masts 
From this place many ships sail to the Molucca islands. . . . They also 
navigate to Fanasery (Tennasscrim), Peygu (Pegu), Bengala (Bengal). 
Palecate (Pulicat), Cholmendel (Coiomandel), Malabar, Cambay and Aden 
with all kinds of goods, so that this city of Malacca is the richest trading 
port and possesses the most valuable merchandise and most numerous 
shipping and extensive traffic, that is known in all the world. And it 
has got such a quantity of gold that the great merchants do not estimate 
their property, nor reckon otherwise than by bahars of gold, which arc 
four quintals each bahar. There are merchants among them who will 
take up three or four ships laden with very valuable goods, and will 
supply them with cargo from their own property . . . The king eff Malacca 
has got much treasure, and a large revenue from the duties which be 
collects.” 

In the Commentaries of Albuquerque we find a similar 
description of the commercial importance of Malacca as a 
trading centre between the east and the west, where the ships, 
coming from the eastern countries such as China, Java, For¬ 
mosa, and other islands of the Archipelago, exchange cargo 
with that coming from Northern Sumatra and different part in 
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India and Arabia on the west. This city contained 100,000 
souls and extended over a great length along the sea-coast. 

Malacca played a very prominent part as a stronghold of 
Islam, and a centre of propaganda of that faith in the Far East. 
We have already seen how the hrst king married a Muham¬ 
madan lady and himself adopted the new faith. Although it 
is likely that he was followed by two Hindu kings, under his 
grandson, Muzaffar Shah, the new faith was rapidly extended, 
partly by force, and partly by persuasion. When he defeated 
the kings of Pahang, Kampur, and Indragiri, he converted them 
to Islam by force and married them to three daughters of his 
brother. A number of Muhammadan merchants from Gujarat 
and Persia settled in Malacca, and, with the patronage of the 
king, these became powerful instruments of conversion. The 
following passage in the account of Jean de Barros clearly 
indicates that Malacca was a strong proselytising centre of the 
new faith. 

‘'4t the instigation of the Moors of Persia and Gujarat who had 
settled at Malacca for puiposes of trade, the people were c<«tverted to 
the sett of Muhammad. The conversion rapidly spread among different 
nations, and Islam began to be propagated, not only in the neighbour¬ 
hood of Malacca, but also in Stimitra, Java and all the islands situated 
round these countries.” 

There is thus no doubt that the wealth and the commer¬ 
cial importance of Malacca gave a great impetus to the cause 
of Islam in Suvarnadvipa, and must be regarded as the deciding 
factor in the almost complete triumph of that faith in Malay 
Peninsula. 

The last Malay ruler of Malacca became the first ruler of 
Johor. By him and his descendants Islam was introduced into 
Johor, Riau and Lengga. It is to be noted that almost ail the 
present Sultans of Malay (outside Selangor) claim descent from 
Pararae^vara, and they are all followers of Islam. Even as late 
as 1537 A.D., vestiges of Hindu culture remained in Malacca, 
and the people used to write with Indian letters. 

III. THE END OF HINDU RULE IN JAVA 

The accounts of the Chinese traveller Ma Huan (1416 A.D.) 
clearly indicate that while the Muhammadans formed an im¬ 
portant colony in Java, mainly composed of fcareign traders. 
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permanently settled there, they had not as yet acquired any 
political power in the country. 

It appears, however, from the Portuguese accounts that 
towards the close of the fifteenth century some of the harbours 
of Java were in the hands of Muhammadan chiefs, most pro¬ 
bably Javanese converts. But they still recognised the authority 
of the Hindu king, and there is no reason to suppose that the 
latter had suffered much in power or prestige. In 1509 the 
great Sultan of Malacca was afraid of an invasion by the king 
of Java, a fact which testifies to the latter’s power and com¬ 
mand over the sea. But gradually Islam spread in the interior, 
by marriage relations and other peaceful means. Thus we find 
that the dethroned Muslim Chief of Pase, Zain-ul-Abedin, took 
refuge with the king of Java who was related to him. The 
royal family apparently also contained some converts to the 
new faith. By these means Islam got a firm hold on a small 
but influential tomniunity including a number of ruling chiefs, 
as well as members of royal family and high officials at court. 
When they felt themselves powerful enough, the members of 
the new faith naturally tried to oust the Hindu king as he 
steadily refused to give up his own religion. It seems to be 
almost certain, that the Hindu kingdom fell as a result of 
internal disruption brought on by the clash of religious beliefs, 
and not by any organised Muslim invasion from outside. The 
traditions even connect the new Muslim ruling dynasty with the 
old Hindu royal family, but this may or may not be true. 
The episode of Giruidravardhana (p. 69) makes it very doubtful 
whether Majapahit was still the chief seat of Hindu authority. 
Even if it were so, it is by no means certain that the fall of Maja¬ 
pahit meant the downfall of the Hindu authority in Java. The 
Hindu king fought bravely against his own kith and kin who 
had adopted the new faith and wanted to seize the political 
authority. Even alFter the loss of Majapahit, he held out for 
some time in the eastern part of Java, and only a second defeat 
loinpelled him to leave Java and seek shelter in Bali. This 
took place about 1522 A.D. 

The Muhammadan conquest of Majapahit was followed 
shortly by tliat of Sunda. It is clear from the Portuguese 
acxxHtnts that the Hindu kingdom of Sunda was overthrown 
by the coastal Muhammadan chiefs between 15S2 and 1526 
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A.D. The king and nobles of Madura thereupon voluntanly 
accepted the new faith. 

The overthrow of Majapahit and Sunda dealt a death* 
blow to the Hindu culture and civilisation which had flourished 
in Java for well-nigh fifteen hundred years. Hindu civilisa¬ 
tion, and even Hindu rule, however, did not vanish altogether, 
but maintained a desperate struggle for existence in the outlying 
regions, in the east as well as in the west- In the cast, the 
regions around and beyond mount Smeroc (Sumeru) offered 
the Hindus a safe retreating place. According to a Portuguese 
account, the Muhammadan besiegers of Pasuruhan were forced 
to retreat in the middle of the sixteenth century. Even as late 
as 1600 A.D. Balambangan was an independent Hindu State, 
and remained as such for nearly two hundred years more. 

But although these petty States kept alive the traditions of 
Hindu rule in Java, the main currents of Hindu culture now 
shifted to the east, and flowed freely only in the island of Bali, 
where the royal family and the aristocracy fled with a consi¬ 
derable element of the well-to-do people in Java. That idand 
now possesses the unique distinction of preserving the old Hindu 
culture and civilisation, while in Java the old monuments 
alone remain to tell the tale of its past glory and grandeur. 

IV. THE BALI ISLAND 

Recent investigations clearly prove that Bali was a Hindu 
colony with a distinct culture of its own, derived directly from 
India, and it was in no way a mere offshoot of the Indo-Javanese 
colony or civilisation. The fact that the language of the old 
inscriptions is Old-Balinese, and not Old-Javanese, is enough to 
discredit the generally accepted view that Bali derived its Hindu 
culture through Java, and we must regard the Hindu colony in 
that island as developing independently, and side by side with 
that of Java and other islands in Suvarnadvipa. There is no 
doubt that Java often established her authority over Bali. 
King Saftjaya of Java in the 8th century, as mentioned above 
(p. 44), claimed to have conquered Bali, and there were 
simil2U' conquests in later times which must have established a 

.dose assodation between the two neighbouring islands. 
The first historical king of Bali, definitely known to us, is 
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Kesarfvarmadeva whose only known date is 914 A.D. The 
next king is Ugrasena (915-94^ A.D.). Then follow kings 
Tabanendravannadeva and Chandrabhayasinghavannadeva with 
dates 955 and 960 A.D., respectively. We next hear of king 
Janasadhuvarmadeva, ruling in A.D. 975, and queen Srl-Vijaya- 
mahidevl ruling in 984. 

Not long after this, the island of Bali was conquered by 
the Javanese king Dharmavaih^a, and ruled over by Udayana 
and Mahendradatta, as noted above. This introduced a new 
epoch in the cultural history of Bali. Henceforth Indo-Javanese 
culture made a deep impress upon that of Bali, so much so that 
the culture and civilisation of Bali after loas has been 
regarded as Old-Javanese in character. 

The catastrophe that overwhelmed Java in A.D. 1006 
enabled Bali to overthrow the yoke of that country some time 
about lOM. We know of several independent rulers of Bali 
whose names are given below with the extreme dates, so far 
known: Dharmavaihiia-vardhana Marakata-pahghajasthanot- 
tuhgadeva (10*4-26), Anak Wungsu (1050-78), and Sakalenda- 
kirana (1098). The last-named king may be identical with 
8ur3Ldhipa whose known dates cover the period 1115 to 1119 
A.D. All these kings probably belonged to the family of Air- 
langga. Another king, Jayafakti, ruled at least from 1146 to 
1150 A.D. Other known kings are Jayapangus (1178-1181), 
Sakalendu (isoi), A^ikuntiketana (1204), his son Paramef- 
vara 8rT Vir2ma (1204), and Paramefvara ^rl Hyang ning hyang 
Adilaiichana, ruling in 1250 A.D. But during the reign of 
Kritanagara Java again found means to subdue the neighbour¬ 
ing island. A military expedition was sent to Bali in 1284 A.D. 
and its king was brought a prisoner before Kritanagara. 

For more than half a century after the tragic end of 
Kfritanagara Bali remained an independent State. With the 
growth ot the empire of Majapahit attempt was made to re¬ 
establish the supremacy of Java over Bali. The king of Bali 
strove hard to maintain his independence, but he was totally 
routed in 1545 and his kingdom was added to the growing 
*mnpure Majapahit. 

From this time Bali fmrmed an integral part of the empire. 
The Majapahit conquest of Bali carried still hirther the pro¬ 
cess (rf Javanisadon of that island which had already begun 
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in the nth century A.D. Henceforth, the two islands were very 
closely associated both in politics and culture. Bali formed 
a centre of Javanese literary life, which grew in importance 
in the same proportion in which it dedined in Java itself. 
Bali carried on and developed the traditions of Java, first as 
a dependency of Majapahit, and then as an independent 
Javanese kingdom. 

For, as we have seen above, the king of Majapahit, unable 
to withstand the onrush of Islam, took refuge in Bali with his 
followers. His example was followed by a large number of 
Javanese who found in migration to Bali the only means to 
save their religion and culture. Bali thus received a strong 
influx of Javanese element, and became the last stronghold of 
Indo'Javanese culture and dvilisation, a position which it still 
happily maintains. It has not only contributed to the further 
development of Indo-Javanese culture, but has also preserved 
from^ oblivion much of it which Java herself lost as a result of 
conversion to the Muhammadan faith. 

The subsequent history of Bali may thus be regarded as 
merely a continuation .of Majapahit. Indeed, the popular 
notion in this respect is so strong, that most of the inhabitants 
of Bali style themselves, with pride, as Wong Majapahit or men 
of Majapahit. Only a few primitive tribes, scattered in hilly 
regions, are called, by way of contrast, ‘Bali aga' or indigenous 
people of Bali. 

The later history of the island may be briefly told. A 
prince of the royal family of Majapahit made himsdf oveii(»'d 
of the island. He assumed the title Deva-agung Ketut, and 
restored peace and order in the country. He chose Gelgel as 
his capital, and there his successors ruled till the end of the 
seventeenth century A.D., when the town was flestroyed by the 
people of Karangasem, and the capital was removed to 
Klungkung. 

Among the kings of Gelgel, Batu-Renggong occupies a 
prominent place. He ruled in the third quarter of the sixteenth 
century A.D. In addition to the whole of Bali, he ruled over 
Sasak and Sambawa, and a considerable part of Balambangan. 

The death of Batu-Renggong was followed by a period 
.unrest and revolutions in course of which Bali lost all her 
foreign possessions. Balambangan proved the bone of conten- 
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tion between Bali and Mataram, and in 1659 
Mataram invaded Bali. The invasion proved unsuccessful, and 
Bali retained its hold upon Balambangan, until the latter passed 
into the hands of the Dutch towards the close of the eighteenth 
century. 

From the very beginning of this period the kingdom of Bali 
was divided into several districts, each being placed undei a 
governor. These governors gradually assumed an independent 
position, so that in the eighteenth century Bali was practically 
divided into nine autonomous States, till the Dutch conquered 
them all and established their supremacy over the whole island. 
This conquest of Bali did not, however, prove to be an easy 
task. The Dutch suzerainty was first acknowledged by the 
Balinese in 1839, but many expeditions were necessary before the 
Dutch could finally curb the independent spirit of the ruling 
chiefs. In 1908, the Deva-agung of Klungkung, the last heir 
of the Emperors of Majapahit, made a final effort to free him¬ 
self from the foreign yoke. Even when his palace was besieged 
by the Dutch, and there was no hope of success, he refused 
with scorn the offer of his enemy to save his life and family 
by an unconditional surrender. Remembering the proud 
examples of his Kshatriya forefathers, he seized the sacred 
sword, and boldly rushed out with his nobles, wives and chil¬ 
dren to meet with an end worthy of his race. Klungkung fell, 
and the remaining warlike elements of the place were interned 
at Lombok. In 1911, Klungkung was formally incorporated in 
the Dutch empire, and with that the Hindu rule in Bali came 
to an end. 
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CHAPTER V 

PROGRESS OF HINDU CIVILISATION IN 
SUVARNADVIPA 

I. SOCIETY 

The fundamental basis of the Hindu society, and one which 
distinguishes it from all other known societies, is the system of 
caste. That this was introduced in Java, Madura and Sumatra 
is clear from the occurrence of the word caturvarna in early 
records, and frequent reference to the Brihmanas, Kshatriyas, 
Vaifyas and Sudras in literature and inscriptions. This caste 
system, however, was not the same as is prevalent in Hindu 
society to-day, but, rather as it was in earlier times, such, for 
example, as we find depicted in the ManuSarhhitd, 

In order to convey an idea of the caste-system after its 
transplantation in the distant colonies, we can do no better than 
draw a picture of the system as it prevails to-day among the 
Balinese of Bali and Lombok. 

The people are divided into four castes, Brihmana, Kiha- 
triya, Vesya (Vaifya), and SCldra. The first three castes are 
twice-born {dvijdti), while the ^udras are ekajati (once-born). 

Marriage among different castes is prevalent, but while a 
man can marry a girl of his own or lower caste, a woman can 
only marry one of equal or higher caste. The union between 
a woman with a man of lower caste is punishable by death. 
The children of mixed marriages belong to the caste of the 
father, though they differ in rank and status according to the 
caste of their mother. 

The Brahmanas are divided into two broad classes accord¬ 
ing as they are worshippers of $iva or Buddha. The first it* 
again sub-divided into five groups, originating mainly from the 
marriage with lower castes. 
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The Kshatriyas are also sub-divided into five classes. Some, 
but not all the xoyal families in Bali belong to this caste. Their 
usual title is ‘Deva’ for the man and 'Desak' {Skt, DdsJ}) for the 
woman. 

Among the third caste, the Vailyas, the Aria (Arya?) forms 
the chief group to which belong the royal families in Bali who 
are not Kshatriyas. 

The :$udras, known generally as Kaulas, are not despised as 
impure or untouchable. The different castes are not tied down 
to specific occupations; for example, men of all castes take to 
agriculture. The Sudras, in addition to agriculture, also follow 
other arts and crafts. 

In Bali, we meet with another characteristic feature of 
ancient Indian caste-system, viz., the privileges enjoyed in law 
courts by the higher caste. Here, agiiin, for the same offence, 
the law lays down punishment in inverse ratio to the superiority 
of the caste of the offender, and in direct ratio to that of the 
offended. 

As to the superiority, although the four castes hold a rela¬ 
tive position similar to that in India, the ruling princes, be 
they of Kshatriya or Vai^ya caste, are regarded as superior to 
their Brahmana subjects. This is due to the theory that kings 
are representatives of God. It must be noted, however, that 
although superior, even a king cannot marry a Brahmana girl. 
In practice, however, even this is done by legal subterfuge. 
“Mr. Zollinger, in his interesting account of Lombok, gives an 
example. The young Raja of Mataram in that island, a 
Balinese, fell in love with the daughter of the chief Deva. In 
order to possess her, friendly legal ceremony became necessary. 
The BrShmana went through the form of expelling his daughter 
from his house, denouncing her as a 'wicked daughter.’ She 
was then received into the Raja’s house as a Vaiiya and became 
a princess.” 

Two other social institutions in Bali may be referred to in 
connection with the caste system. First, the SatJ or the burn¬ 
ing of a widow along with the body of her dead husband. This 
is forbidden in the case of the Sfidras, and in late periods came 
to be confined only toi royal' families. 'Htere were two kinds of 
self-immolation. In one case the wife first killed herself by the 
Kris (sword) and then her body was placed on the funeral pyre; 
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in the other case the wife jumped into the funeral pyre. Some* 
times even the slaves and concubines of the dead al^ perished 
with him. 

Secondly, we may refer to the slaves as fuming a distinct 
class in society. Slavery may be due to one of the following 
circumstances: (i) birth, (*) non-payment of debt or fines, (3) 
imprisonment in war, or (4) poverty. Although severely 
punished for crimes or attempts to escape, the lot of a slave is 
on the whole tolerable. 

In general, the position of a woman in Java seems to have 
been much better than in India, so far as the political rights 
were concerned. Gunapriya Dharmapatnl ruled in her own 
right, and in the official record her name was placed befOTe 
that of her husband. The records of Airlangga show that a 
lady named Sri Sangramavijaya Dharmaprasadottunga-devI 
occupied the post of ‘rakryan Mahamantri i hino’, next only to 
that of the king. Rajapatnl succeeded Jayanagara, and her 
eldest daughter acted as regent for her although this daughter 
had a son. Again, we know that after the death of Vikramavar* 
dhana, his daughter Suhita ascended the throne although she 
had two brothers. It is also interesting to note that on cere¬ 
monial occasions, such as the establishment of a freehold, the 
wives of officials are stated in the inscriptions to have received 
presents from the king along with their husbands. 

There does not appear to have been any purdah system in 
vogue, and the women freely mixed with men. This is evident 
from literature as well as present-day customs in Bali. Women 
could choose their own husbands, and we find actual reference to 
Svayamvara in the case of princess Bhreng Kahuripan. There 
seems to be no restriction as to the degree of relationship within 
which marriage relation was prohibited. The case of Aji Jaya¬ 
nagara shows that even marriage with a siep-sister was not 
forbidden. 

The details of marriage ceremony in Java may be gathered 
from the following description: 

“When a man marries, he goes first to the house of the bride to om- 
dude the mairiage, and three days afterwards he brings his wife home, cm 
which occasion the relations of the bridegroom beat cc^per drums and 
gongs, blow on oocoanut shells, beat drums made of bandmo, and bum 
fireworks, whilst a number of men armed .with small swords surround them. 
The bride has hair hanging loose, the upper part of bar body and feet 
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naked; round her waist a piece ot green flowered cloth is fastened; on her 
head she wears strings of golden beads, and on the wrists bracelets of gold 
and silver nicely ornamented/' 

Some of the Chinese accounts testify to a very high degree 
of conjugal love and fidelity. In Hsing-Cha Sheng-lan (15th 
century A.D.) occurs the following passage about the people of 
Ma-yi-tung which has been identified with Banka. 

"They highly value chastity, and when a husband dies, his wife cuts 
her hair, lacerates her face and does not eat for seven days, sleeping all 
the time together with the dead body of her husband. Many die during 
this time, but if one survives after seven days, her relations t^ort her to 
eat; she may then live, but never marries again. On the day that the 
husband is burned, many wives throw themselves into the fire and die also." 

The king occupied an exalted position and was sometimes 
regarded as divine. From a very early period the king imitated 
the grandeur and luxury of the Indian Court. 

The residence of the king and the nobles was built of brick 
and wood, sometimes covered by Chinese tiles, while the dwel¬ 
lings of the people were mostly bamboo cottages covered with 
straw, the walls being filled in with leaves, and the poles fastened 
with rattan. Rice formed the ordinary article of food, at least 
in Java. Another Indian characteristic was the chewing of 
betel. They drank wine made from flowers, cocoanuts (pro¬ 
bably palm-tree), penang or honey. 

The people had various amusements to enjoy their lives. 
Gambling seems to have been widely prevalent. The people of 
San-fo-tsi played pa~kui, chess, and arranged cock-fight, in all 
cases staking money. Cock-fighting was also a favourite pastime 
in Java. More innocent amusements were trips to mountains 
or rivers. We are told about Java: 

"In the fifth month they go in boats for their amfusement, and in the 
tenth month they repair to the mountain to enjoy themselves there. They 
have mountain ponies which carry them very well, and some go in moun¬ 
tain diairs." 

The women of java had their own modes of enjoyment. 
"On every fifteenth and sixteenth day of the month, when the moon 

is full and the night is clear, the native women form themselves into troops 
of so or 30, one woman being the head of them all. and so they go arm 
in arm to walk in the moonshine; the head wtMnan sings one line native 
song and the others afterwards hill in together; they go to the houses of 
their relations and of rich and high pec^le when they axe rewarded with 
copper cash and such things. This is called "making music in the motm- 
shine." 
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Music seems lo have been fairly cultivated all over Suvar- 
nadvlpa. Dancing has always been a very popular entertain¬ 
ment in Java. Sometimes even princesses are described as 
proficient in the art of dancing. 

The most important amusement was the H^ayang or shswlow- 
play which originated in Java. It still forms one of the most 
interesting and unique forms of amusements in Java, Bali, Ixmi- 
bok, Malay Peninsula, and other places. 

The Javanese have several kinds of theatrical performances. 
First, the ordinary kind, in which the dramatic characters are 
represented by men. The only feature that deserves special 
notice herein is that the actors wear masks except when they 
perform before their sovereign. Secondly, the fVayang proper. 
Although the term Wayang is now used for theatre in general, 
it technically means a shadow-play. The essential features of 
a IVayang proper are that the actors are represented by shadows 
which the puppets throw from behind on a white screen in 
front of the audience. The puppets are made of leather, gene¬ 
rally of buffalo's hide, and painted and gilt with great care. 
The performer (dalang) sits behind the screen under a lamp, 
and manipulates the puppets so as to suit their actions to the 
speech which he himself recites from behind on behalf of all 
the actors. The movements of the puppets are rendered quite 
easy as they are cut in profile and have loose arms which can 
be moved by wooden sticks. The themes are usually derived 
from the two Indian epics, the Ramdyana and the Mahabharata. 

Thus, on the whole, we find that poetry, drama, music, and 
dance formed the highest classes of amusement, at least in Java, 
and the spirit of these was undoubtedly derived from India. 

Lastly, we may turn to the final rites of a man, which form 
such a characteristic feature of every society. As regards the 
disposal of the dead, burning, throwing into water, and exposure 
to wilderness for being devoured by birds or dogs seem to have 
been the chief practices. It is said about Dva-pa-tan, usually 
identified with Bali, that “when one of them dies, they fill 
his mouth with gold, put golden bracelet on his legs and arms, 
and after having added camphor oil, camphor baros and other 
kinds of perfumery, they pile up firewood and burn the corps;.“ 
In Kora or Kalah (Malay Peninsula), after the bodies were 
burnt the ashes were put in a gcAden jar and sunk into the sea. 
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In this connection we may refer to the present practice of 
cremation at Bali. It consists of a series ^ ceremonies and 
requires much time and much money. Immediately after death 
the body is embalmed, i.e. co\ered successively with spices, 
coins, clothes, mats, and a covering of split bamboo. In this 
state the body remains for a length of time, until three days 
b^ore the cremation, when the corpse is stripped of its coverings 
and the relatives look upon the dead for the last time. The 
dead body is then placed on the funeral carriage which is a 
sort of moving chariot, consisting of a base made of bamboo 
with a superstructure of bamboo or wood, in the form of a 
pyramid of three to eleven storeys Of course the structure 
and its decoration vary with the wealth of the family and 
are very gorgeous in the case of princes 

The funeral carriage is then taken to the cremation ground 
in a long procession, accompanied by music, and also by armed 
men in the case Of members of a royal family. The artides 
of daily use and holy water from the sacred places, both Hindu 
and Buddhist, are carried with the procession. 

At the place of cremation the corpse is taken down from 
the carriage and placed into the coffin, which stands on a two- 
storeyed chamber. At last, after the Padanda (priest) has 
muttered the sacred texts and sprinkled the holy water on the 
body, a fire is kindled beneath the coffin. After the corpse is 
consumed, the bones are collected and carried the next day 
with great state to the sea, and thrown into it together with 
money and offerings. 

II. JAVANESE UTERATURE 

From an early date Indian literature was carried to Java, 
though the nature and'extent of this importation are not exactly 
known. The study of this literature led to the growth of an 
Indo-Javanese literature, which forms one of the most charac¬ 
teristic features of Indian colonisation in that island. No¬ 
where else, outside India, has Indian literature been studied 
with so much advantage and with such important consequcmces. 

As we have seen above, the history of the Indian oilony 
in Java may be divided into three broad chrondiogicai periods, 
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according a$ the chief seat of political authority was in the 
west, centre, and the east of the island. For the fim of these 
periods, we have no trace of any literature proper, although 
the inscriptions of POrnavarman dearly testify to the know¬ 
ledge of Sanskrit language and literature. This knowledge 
became more intensive and extensive during the second period. 
This is proved not only by inscriptions, but also by the exten¬ 
sive monuments of the period, both Brahmanical and Buddhist, 
as the sculptures carved therein are mostly, if not exclusively, 
illustrations of Indian books. This period allso probably saw 
the beginnings of Indo-Javanese literature: I say* probably, 
because only three books may be tentatively ascribed to this 
period, and the date of each of them is a subject-matter of 
great controversy. It is only when we come to the third period 
that we find the Indo-Javanese literature taking a definite shape. 
For nearly five hundred years (1000-1500 A.D.) this literature 
had an unbroken and flourishing career in the east under the 
patronage of the kings of Ka^iri 01 Daha, Singhasari and 
Majapahit. 

The Muslim conquest of Majapahit brought to an end what 
is usually called the Old-Javanese literature. The subsequent 
development of Javanese literature took place in different 
localities. The Javanese who took refuge in Bali continued 
the literary efforts, and their literary products are referred 
to as Middle-Javanese. On the other hand, there was a revival 
of literary culture in Central Java, in the new Muslim kingdom 
of Mataram, and the result was the growth of what is called 
the New-Javanese literature. 

The artificial classic language of the New-Javanese litera¬ 
ture is called Kavi. Formerly this word was used to denote 
the old language of Java in general, but jnow the term Old- 
Javanese is used to indicate the language which was current 
up to the fall of Majapahit, and the Middle-Javanese to indi¬ 
cate that used by the Javanese in Bali. We thus get three 
broad divisions of Indo-Javanese literature, viz.—- 

i. Old-Javanese. *. Middle-Javanese. 3, New-Javan«e. 

In the following pages we shall make an attempt to give a 
short account oi the first two only, as the third really falls 
beyond the Hindu period in Java. 
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The Old'Javanese literature is marked by several important 
characteristics. Its poetry follows rules of Sanskrit metre, its 
subject-matter is derived mainly from Indian literature, and 
it has a strong predilection for using Sanskrit words and quot¬ 
ing Sanskrit verses. But even in subject-matto* the deviation 
from the Sanskrit original is often considerable. 

As already said above, the beginnings of this literature may 
be traced to the period when Central Java was the political 
centre of the island. The earliest book that we may definitely 
refer to this period is an Old-Javanese version of a Sanskrit 
work, Amaraniald, which, like Sanskrit Amarakoia and other 
Indian lexicons, contains synonyms of different gods, goddesses, 
and other animate and inanimate objects. 

The composition of the Old-Javanese Rdmcyana may also 
be referred to the same period. This is one of the best and 
most famous works of Indo-Javanese literature. It is not a 
translation of the Sanskrit epic, but an independent work. 
Its subject-matter agrees quite well with that of Sanskrit 
Rdmdyana, but it concludes with the reunion of Rama and 
SIta after the hre-ordeal of the latter, and does not contain 
the story of her banishment and death. 

The next important landmark in connection with the 
development of Old-Javanese literature is the prose translation 
of the great epic Mahdbhdrata during the reign of Dharmavarii^a. 
The Old-Javanese translation of Adi-Parva, Virata-Parva, and 
Bhishma-Parva may be definitely ascribed to the initiative and 
patronage of this king, while the Airama-Parva, Musala-Parva, 
Ptasthanika-Parva, and Svargirohana-Parva are of later date. 
There is also a version of Udyoga-Parva, written in very 
corrupt Sanskrit, and full of lacunae. The Virata-Parva was 
composed in 996 A.D., just ten years before Java was over¬ 
taken by the great catastrophe which destroyed both Dharma- 
vaihia and his kingdom. 

The Old-Javanese translations closely follow the original 
epic, but are more condensed. Their style is very primitive 
and lacks literary merit. Their importance, however, cannot 
be* over-estimated, as they made the Great Epic popular in 
Java and supplied themes iav numerous litmu7 wor^ which 
exhibit merits of a very high order. 
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The first work of this kind is Arjuna-vtmha, written by 
Mpu Kanva under the patronage of Airlan^a (1019-1041 A.D.). 
It deals with an episode from the MahabhSrata in which 
Arjuna helps the gods in their fight against Nivita Kavacha. 

Two other poetical works may be referred to the begin¬ 
ning of the Kadiri period. The first is KrishnSyana by 
Trigui^a. It deals with the famous episode of the abduction 
of RukminI by Krishna and his consequent fight with Jara- 
sandha. The next work Sumanasdntaka (death caused by a 
flower) is based on the story of the death of IndumatT, the 
queen of Aja and the mother of Da^aratha, so marvellously 
dealt with by Kalidasa in his immortal w'ork Raghuvawfa. 

We next come to the most flourishing period of the Old- 
Javanese literature, xnz., the reign of Jayabhaya (c. 1135-1157 
A.D.). The greatest work of this period, which has all along 
enjoyed a very high degree of reputation, is Bhdrata-yuddha, an 
independent work based on the Udyoga-Parva, BhTshma-Parva, 
Drona-Parva, Karna-Parva, and Salya-Parva of the Sanskrit 
Mahcbhdrata; in other words, those parts of the great epic of 
India which deal with the great war. It is written in simple 
but epic style, and its grandeur, according to eminent critics, 
is comparable to that of the Greek epics. It was written by 
Mpu Setjlah in 1157 A.D., by order of the Kadirian king 
Jayabhaya. According to one tradition, the poet incurred royal 
displeasure and the work was completed by Mpu Panuluh. 

Mpu Panuluh, who completed the Bhdrata-yuddha, evi¬ 
dently during the reign of Jayabhaya, also composed another 
poetical work, Harivamia, during the same reign. This book, 
like its Indian prototype, deals with the abduction of RukminT 
by Kyishna and the consequent war with Jarasandha and the 
Pandavas who helped the latter. This last episode is not in the 
original Indian work. 

Kime^vara II (1185 A.D.) maintained the brilliant literary 
traditions of the Kadirian court. The most famous work 
written under his patronage was Smaradahana. This work is 
based on the well-known episode of the burning of Smara*or 
the god of Love by 8iva, which has been so masterly dealt 
with by K3lidSsa in his immortal work Kumdra-sambhavam. 

The famous Bhomakdvya is also attributed to the period of 
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KSme^vara 11. It describes the defeat of Indra and other gods 
by Bhoma, or Naraka, son of PrithivT, and finally his death 
in the hands of Krishna. 

In the fourteenth century, during the flourishing period of 
Majapahit, we get a unique poem, the Nagara-Krit&gama, 
written by Prapaheha in A.D. 1365. Unlike the usual poems 
based on the Indian epics, it takes as its theme the life and 
times of Hayam Wuruk, the famous king of Majapahit, and 
supplies us very interesting information about the king, his 
capital city, his court, and his vast empire. 

The class of poetical works we have hitherto described is 
called Kakawin. from ‘Kavi’, meaning Kav\a. They are all 
written in Old-Javanese language and their subject-matter is 
derived mostly from Indian Epics and Purilnas. In addition 
to the works mentioned above, there are many other Kakawins, 
which, however, cannot be dated even approximately. 

Special [reference may be made to the Kakawin work, 
called in Java 'NtHidstra-kawin,‘ but now known in Bali as 
Nitisdra. The work may be referred to the closing years of 
the Majapahit period. It consists of a number of detached 
Hokas containing wise sayings, maxims, mmral precepts, religi¬ 
ous doctrines, etc., such as we find in Sanskrit works called 
Nttis&ra, Padchatantra, Chdnakya-iataka, etc. in India. In many 
cases the Javanese verses may be easily traced to their Indian 
original. 

The Kakawins form the first of the three grand divisions 
of the Old-Javanese literature. The second division comprises 
religious and doctrinal texts, like SuryaSevana^ Gdnideya 
mantra, etc. The third, the prose works, may be subdivided, 
according to their contents, into four dasses. Two of these 
deal with law and religion and the third comprises prose works 
based on Indian Epics and Purinas. 

The Mahabhirata series begins with the Old-Javanese 
translation of the different Parvas the Mahdbhdrata. 
Another work of the same series is Koravdirama, a late work, 
in which a great deal of modification of the epic is noticeable. 
To this class also belongs Sdra^samuckchaya, an Old-Javanese 
trandation of a large number of moral precepts chiefly drawn 
from Anul^anaparvan of the Mah&bhdrata> It is interspersed 
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mth quotations o£ Sanskrit verses from the epics and other 
Indian books sudi as PaAcAatantra. 

Navaruchi, a vcr>' popular work in Bali, describes the 
exploits of Bhlma. Of the other epic, we have the prose 
translation of Uttarakin^a in Old-Javanese. It is interspersed 
with Sanskrit verses and its last two chapters are named Rima- 
prasthinikara and Svarggarohanam, agreeing in all these 
respects with the Javanese version of MahabhSrata. Like the 
Old-Javanese Riimlyana, it shows divergences from the original 
Sanskrit text. 

Of the Purina class of works Brahmifida-Pumna is un¬ 
doubtedly the most important. It closely follows the model 
of the Indian Pur^a, though Javanese touches occur here 
and there. 

Another work of the same class is Agastyapawa, where 
Agastya describes to his son Dyiddasyu the creation of the 
world in right Puranic style. 

The fourth category of Old-Javanesc prose literature com¬ 
prises texts of secular character, dealing Avith a variety of 
subjects such as history, linguistics, medicine, etc. 

After having made a brief survey of the Old-Javanese 
literature we may next turn to the Middle-Javanese. 

The extent and compass of the Middle-Javanese literature 
is fairly large. The most important works are those of his¬ 
torical character written both in prose and in poetry. The 
poetical wturks of the Middle-Javanese literature use new kinds 
of metre and are known as Kidung. 

Of the prose works the most important is Pararaton which 
has been already referred to in the historical account of Java. 
It begins with the story of Ken Angrok (or Arok) and gives the 
outline of the political history of Java for nearly three centuries 
during the Sing^asSri and Majapahit periods. The work was 
composed in 1613 A.D. 

Another work, the Usana Java, contains traditions about- 
the history of Bali. 

Next there is a class of historical chronicles known as 
PamaUckangah. We have not only general works of this name 
but also local chronicles, written both in prose and poetry. Of 
the remaining poetical wtu-ks, called Kidung, the most impor- 
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tant is the Panji series, i.e., those dealing with the romantic 
adventures of the famous hero Panji. 

Next to the Panji-cydc may be mentioned the class of folk¬ 
tales and fables known as Tantri. These works are based on 
HitopadeSa and Pahchatantra, but contain many new stories. 
This class of literary works is found not only in Javanese but 
also in Balinese, Siamese and Laotian languages, showing the 
great popularity of the subject. The preamble is, however, 
different. Instead of the usual introductory episode of Vishtiu- 
barman instructing his royal disciples, the stories arc put in the 
mouth of a queen, the last of a long series who were daily 
married and put off by the king for a new one, thus reminding 
us of the introduction of the Arabian Thousand and One 
Nights. 

Epic and mythological stories form the basis of many 
poetical works of the Kidung class. The Sang Satyavan is of 
more than passing interest as it gives a Javanese version of the 
famous episode of Savitri. There are some Kidungs with 
independent plots of romantic character and not based upon 
epic or mythology. 

III. RELIGION 

We have described above in a broad outline how the reli¬ 
gious systems of India—both Brahmanical and.Buddhist.—^werc 
spread in Suvarnadvipa and took deep root in its soil even 
during the early period of Hindu colonisation. As centuries 
rolled by, the Indian religions made a more thorough conquest 
of the land, and it would hardly be an exaggeration to say that 
so far as faiths, beliefs, and religious practices were concerned, 
the colonies in the Far, East were almost a replica of the mother¬ 
land. Of course, we should not expect that the indigenous 
faiths and practices vanished altogether. As in India itsdf, 
these were partly eliminated by, and partly absorbed into, the 
higher and racwe developed system, but in some respects the 
latter also was affected and moulded by the former. 

All these observations are specially applicable to Java and 
Kambuja, the only colonies which furnish us detailed evidence 
of the various stages of religicms development. 
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1. The Brahmanical religion in Java 

About the beginning of the eighth century A.D. we find 
the Pauranik form o£ Brahmanical religion firmly established 
in Java. In essence, it consisted of the worship of three prin¬ 
cipal divinities, viz., Brahma the creator, Vishnu the protector, 
and 5iva the destroyer, together with their ^aktis or divine 
spouses and a host of minor gods and goddesses related to them. 

The position of supremacy among them was undoubtedly 
accorded to Siva. That it was not a mere personal or local 
factor, but generally true of both Central and Eastern Java, 
clearly follows from a stud) of the literature, inscriptions 
and monuments of Java. 

This great god Siva was regarded not only as the agent for 
the destruction of the world, but also of its renovation. He 
had thus both a benevolent and a terrible nature. These two 
aspects are represented in Javanese iconography by the two 
human forms of the god known as Mahadeva and Mahakala or 
Bhairava. 

To these forms of ;Siva correspond two different forms of 
his 5akti. The Sakti -of Mahadeva is Devi, Mahadevi, Parvatl 
or Uma, the daughter of Himalaya. A particular form of this 
goddess is Durga or Mahishasuramarddinl. The ^akti of 
Mahakala or Bhairava is Mahakall or Bhairavi. 

The image of Gane4a, the son of Siva and Parvatl, was very 
common in Java, and followed in general the Indian prototype. 
The war-god Kartikeya, another son of 5iva, was also well-known 
in Java. Lastly, it may be mentioned, that l$iva was also wor¬ 
shipped in the form of Linga. 

Vishnu, the second member of the trinity, never attained 
in Java a position or importance equal to that of his rival Siva, 
though under some dynasties he enjoyed very high honour and 
rank. His $akti, $rl or Lakshml, is usually represented with 
four arms holding lotus, ear of corn, fly^hisk and rosary, and 
the rider (vahana) Garuda is also representd in Java. Most of 
his avataras or incarnations specially Krishna, Rama, Matsya, 
Varaha, and Narasimha, are represented by images. The 
devotees of Vishnu were undoubte^y less in number than those 
of $iva and Buddha, and Vaishi^avism ranked in importance 
next only to ^ivism and Buddhism. 
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The images of Brahma, the remaining member of the 
trinity, are comparatively few in number. 

The image of Trimurti i.e., of Brahma, Vishnu and !§iva 
combined together, is also found in Java. 

Another image, which is very popular in Java, is usually 
styled Bhatara-Guru. It is a two-armed standing figure of an 
aged pot-bellied man with moustache and peaked beard, and 
holding in his hands, trident, water-pot, rosary and fly-whisk. 
This image is usually regarded as a representation of ^iva 
Mahayogin (the great ascetic), and his universal popularity is 
explained by supposing that an originally Indonesian divinity 
was merged in him. Some are, however, of opinion, that the 
image represents the sage Agastya. The extreme veneration for, 
and the popularity of the worship of, Agastya in Java are 
reflected in the inscriptions, and this view seems eminently 
reasonable. 

In addition to the principal gods and goddesses described 
above, we come across the images of various minor gods in Java. 
In short, almost all the gods of Hindu pantheon are represented 
in Java, and the following observation of Crawfurd* made more 
than a century ago, can hardly be regarded as an exaggeration. 

“Genuine Hindu images, in brass and stone, exist throughout Java in 
such variety, that I imagine there is hardly a personage of the Hindu 
mythology, of whom it is usual to make representations, that there is not 
a statue of.” 

There was an extensive religious literature in Java, based on 
Indian texts. They show how the theology, mythology, religious 
concepts, and the philosophy of Pauranik Hinduism made a 
thorough conquest of Java. 

8 Buddhism 

« 

We now turn to the other great religious sect, viz.. Bud¬ 
dhism. We have seen above that the HInayana form of Bud¬ 
dhism was prevalent all over Suvarnadvipa towards the dose 
of the seventh century A.D. But the next century saw a great 
change, at least in Java and Sumatra. The HInayana form was 
practically ousted by Mahayana which had a triumphant career 
in Sumatra and Java during the period of the Sailendra 
supremacy. 

In Java, it led to the erection of the femous Barabu4ur and 
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several other magnificent temples. Buddhism, particularly iti 
Mahayana form, became a very popular religion in Java and 
Sumatra among the masses. On the whole it may be safely 
presumed that as in the old days, Suvarnadvipa continued to 
be a strong centre of Buddhism. The international character 
of Buddhism gave Suvarnadvipa a status and importance, and 
brought it into intimate contact with India and the other 
Buddhist countries. It has already been stated above that the 
Sailendra kings were in close touch with the political powers of 
India and that the Buddhist preachers from Bengal exerted 
influence on Javanese Buddhism. It is also on record that 
eminent Buddhist scholars like AtT^a DIpankara of Bengal 
(eleventh century A.D.) and Dharmapala of Kanchl, who was a 
Professor at Nalanda in the seventh century A.D., went to 
Suvarnadvipa for study, as it formed an important seat of Bud¬ 
dhist learning. The study of Buddhist literature in Java is 
proved not only by the discovery of important Buddhist texts 
but also by the sculptures of Barabudur and other religious 
monuments which presuppose a wide range of knowledge in its 
various branches. 

The international character of Buddhism perhaps explains 
the absence of any material modification of its principal tenets 
and beliefs. This is best illustrated by a study of the Buddhist 
iconography in Java. Here the entire hierarchy of the Maha- 
yanist gods makes its appearance. 

The later phases of Mahayana Buddhism in India are also 
met with in Java. We may note in particular four of them, 
viz. (i) The adoption of Hindu gods in the Buddhist pantheon, 
(s) introduction of minor and miscellaneous divinities, some of 
a terrible appearance, (3) the development of Tantrik mode of 
worship, and (4) the gradual rapprochement between Mahayfina 
and Brahmanical religion. 

The close association between Siva and Buddha was a 
characteristic feature of Javanese religion. The two deities have 
been identified in such books as KuHjarakarna and Sutasoma. 
In modern Balinese theology Buddha is regarded as a younger 
brother of iSiva, and there is a close affinity between the two* 
doctrines. A similar ^iva-Buddha cult existed in Java. Further, 
Siva, Vishnu and Buddha were all regarded as identical and so 
weie their Saktis. 
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5. Religion in Bali 

■the picture of Javanese religion, based on literature and 
iconography^ corresponds to the present religious views and 
practices in Bali. Nevertheless, as Hinduism is still a living 
religion in Bali, we get naturally more details about its actual 
wttfking than is possible in the case of Java. The following 
account of Balinese religion should, therefore, be regarded more 
as a supplement to the sketch we have drawn above than as an 
independent picture. 

The Balinese mind is strongly dominated by a religious 
feeling inasmuch as they have a strong belief in the unbounded 
influence of gods and Butas, i.e. good and evil spirits, over the 
entire destiny of man. Their whole life may almost be des¬ 
cribed as an unceasing struggle to befriend the former and to 
appease the latter. The religious performances thus occupy a 
prominent place in Balinese life, and their ultimate object may 
be described as honouring the gods and ancestors and propitiat¬ 
ing the evil) spirits. The Balinese worship may be divided into 
two classes, domestic and public. The most important in the 
first category is Surya-Sevana or worship of 5iva as Surya (Sun). 
The following account of an actual performance given by an 
eye-witness may serve as an apt illustration. 

“The Fadai(^4^ (priest) is clothed in white, with the upper part of the 
body naked, after the Balinese-lndian manner. He sits with his face to the 
east, and has before him a board upon which stand several small vessels 
containing water and flowers, some grains of rice, a pan with Are (dhUpa- 
pStra) and a bell. He then mumbles, almost inaudibly, some words or 
prayers from Vedas (sic), dipping the flowers into the water and waving 
them and a few grains of rice before him (towards the east) with the fore¬ 
finger and thumb of his right hand, whilst at the same time he holds up 
the pan containing fire. After having proceeded with his prayers for some¬ 
time, durini; which he makes all kinds of motions with his fingers and 
turns bis rosary, he appears to be inspired by the deity; $iva has, as it 
were, entered into him; this manifests itself in convulsions of the body, 
which grow more and more severe, and then gradually cease. The deity 
having thus entered into him, he no longer sprinkles the water and flowers 
towards the east alone, but also towards his own body, in order to pay 
homage to the deity which has passed into it. The bells are not used in 

"the ordinary daily worship, but only at the full and new moons and 
cremations.” 

In addition to Surya-Sevana, there are other domestic 
religious ceremonies of the type described in the Gphya-Sdtras, 
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performed on important occasions of a man's life, such as the 
birth of a child; the cutting of the navel string; the name-giving 
ceremony; the piercing of the ears; marriage; death; funeral; 
birthdays of family members; and also on occasions of illness, 
beginning of harvest etc. 

Each house has got a domestic chapel where daily worship 
is offered to the tutelary deities with flowers and delicacies. 
These are prepared by the ladies of the family who bring them 
to the chapels and reverently deposit them before the god. The 
chapel is usually enclosed by a wall, along the side of which 
are wooden or stone niches dedicated to particular gods who 
receive occasional worship. 

For public worship each district has three or four general 
temples. In addition to the regular worship in these temples 
there are annual religious ceremonies or feasts on fixed dates, 
e.g. (i) Menjepi, on a new-moon day, for driving away the evil 
spirits; (a) Usaba (utsaba ?) in honour of 5rT, the goddess of 
agriculture; (3) Sara-Sevati (Sarasvatl) for consecration of books 
or manuscripts; (4) Tumpek-landep, for consecration of weapons; 
and others on the birth-days of principal gods and chiefs, on 
the anniversary of the foundation of each temple, on the coro¬ 
nation of kings, on the conquest of a State, on the outbreak of 
epidemics for the welfare of domestic animals, etc. 

The worship of ancestors forms an important part of the 
Balinese religion. Each dwelling house has got one or more 
small temples for this purpose. The worship consists mainly 
of presenting offerings and chanting (or secretly uttering) 
mantras from scriptures. These vary for different deities and 
different occasions. The offerings are usually made up of ordi; 
nary articles of food (grains, fruits and meat) and drink, clothes, 
and money. Animal sacrifices are chiefly Reserved for Kala, 
Durga, Butas, Rakshasas and other evil spirits. Hen, duck, 
young pig, buffalo, goat, deer and dog are usually sacrificed. 
But sometimes we hear even of human sacrifices. 

The well-known accessory articles of Indian worship such 
as ghrita (clarified butter), Auia-grass, tila (sesamum) and madhu 
(honey) are also used in Bali. One of the most important items 
is the holy water. Although rivers in Bali are named after the 
sacred rivers in India, viz. Ganga, Sindhu, Yamuna, KSveri, 
Sarayu and Narmada, the Balinese recognise that those rivers 
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are really in Kling (India), and the water o£ these Balinese rivers 
is not regarded as holy. The water is therefore rendered sacred 
by the priests by uttering mantras. 

The Pada^40' or priest who conducts the worship is usually 
a Brahmana. He attains to this position by learning the sacred 
texts, both Sanskrit and Kavi, and following a course of religious 
training under a Guru, who then formally consecrates him. 
The Padanda is rewarded for his services by a portion of the 
offerings. Remnants of his food and drink (which he takes 
after finishing the religious ceremony) are regarded as holy and 
are consumed by the people present. The Toyatirta or holy 
water used in the ceremony is eagerly solicited and even bought 
by the people. Besides domestic and public religious ceremo¬ 
nies, his services are also required on the occasion of cremations. 
In addition to these he works as teacher, astronomer, and astro¬ 
loger for the public. One of his most important funaions is 
to consecrate every newly made weapon, as otherwise it would 
not be effective. 

IV. ART 

The art in Suvamadvlpa, like its parent art in India, and 
the sister-art in other colonies, may be described as the hand¬ 
maid of religion. All the monuments of this art, so far dis¬ 
covered, are religious structures, and religion has provided its 
sole aim and inspiration from beginning to end. Although 
numerous temples once decorated various parts of Malay Penin¬ 
sula and the East Indies, these are mostly in ruins, except in 
Java, where a few are still in a fair state of preservation. These 
alone enable us to form some idea of the grandeur and magni¬ 
ficence of the art of SuvarnadvTpa which was derived from India. 
Indeed Indo-JavaAese art and Indo-Javanese literature consti¬ 
tute the greatest and most durable memorial of the Indian 
culture and civilisation in these far-off regions. (Plates XIX— 
XXIV). 

Indo-Javanese art excels both in architecture and sculpture, 
*and these are closely associated, inasmuch as the important 
specimens of the latter are furnished either by the decoration of 
religious structures or the images enshrined therein. A fair 
idea of both may be obtained by the description of a few select 
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specimens out of the numerous monuments which lie scattered 
all over Java. 

The religious structures in Java are known by the general 
appellation Chandi, and, with a few notable exceptions, they 
are all temples. The general plan of the temples is more or 
less uniform with variations in details. They consist of three 
distinct parts,—a high and decorated basement, the square body 
of the temple with a vestibule in front and projections on all 
other sides, and the roof. The roof consists of a series of 
gradually diminishing storeys, each repeating on a minor scale 
the general plan of the temple itself, viz. a cubic structure with 
four niches on four sides. To the four corners are four dimi¬ 
nutive turrets which again are miniature reproductions of the 
temple. In the cases of some great structures, the upper stages 
of the roof are made octagonal, instead of rectangular, in order 
to relieve the monotony. 

The interior of the temple is a plain square chamber. Its 
walls, rising vertically up to a certain height, support a series 
of horizontal courses of stone which, projecting one in front 
of the other, form an inverted pyramid of steps, and is termi¬ 
nated by a high and pointed hollow cone,—'the whole corres¬ 
ponding to the storied pyramidal roof outside. The decorative 
ornaments, which consisted of well-known Indian motives such 
as rosette, garland, floral scroll, arabesque, various naturalistic 
designs and floral or geometrical patterns, are derived from 
India and there is no trace of local flora or fauna. One very 
frequently occurring motive, however, deserves particular notice. 
The Dutch archaeologists describe it as KMa-Makara. It really 
consists of two separate notives Kala and Makara, though some¬ 
times they are found united to form a single combined motive. 
The KMa-head is shaped like the head pf a monster, and is 
taken to be an effigy of the terrible god Kala, But it is really 
derived from the Indian motive of lion’s head, and Coomara- 
swamy rightly describes it as a grotesque KTrttimukha. It is a 
conventional lion’s head with protruding eyes, broad nose, and 
thick upper lip with two big projecting teeth on two sides. 

The Kala-head is usually placed right over a gateway,, or 
above a niche, in the centre of the enclosing arch, ending in a 
Makara-head at its two ends. Makara-heads are also placed at 
the foot of doorjambs. These motives arc also found at the 
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top of the staircase and various other parts ot the building. In 
short, the Kala-Makara motive, combined, or separated into two 
elaments, occurs almost everywhere, and is one of the most 
favourite decorative devices of Indo-Javanese art (PI. XIII). 

Two peculiarities of Javanese temples may be noted here. 
In the first place, columns and pillars are wholly lacking. 
Secondly, the arches are all constructed on horizontal principle, 
as in ancient India, and the true or radiating arches are cons¬ 
picuous by their absence. 

It is not necessary here to describe in detail the various 
temples in Java which conform to this standard type. They 
are often found in groups with one or more big temples in the 
centre, surrounded by numerous smaller ones. Although, there¬ 
fore, with a few exceptions, no individual temple in Java is of 
vast dimensions, this grouping of numerous temples within one 
enclosuie served to give a colossal character to the whole 
structure. 

In Central Java, which contains the earlier structures, 
ranging in date between the eighth and eleventh centuries A.D., 
we have several such groups of both Brahmanical and Buddhist 
temples. 

On Dieng plateau, 6,500 ft. high and surrounded by hills 
on almost all sides, are a number of temples called after the 
heroes and heroines of the Mahdbharata. They are generally 
regarded as the oldest in Java and probably belong to the 
eighth century A.D. Although they are comparatively small in 
dimensions, their simple and dear outline, and restrained but 
wdl-conceived decorations endow them with a special impor¬ 
tance The sculptures are also characterised by a simplidty 
and vigour worthy of the temples which they adorned. On the 
whole the art of Dieng is characterised by a sobriety and dignity 
which reminds us of the Indian temples of the Gupta period 
<P1. I). 

The images found in the plateau of Dieng belong exdu> 
sively to the Brahmanical pantheon. We have images of Siva, 
Dur^, Ganesa, Brahma and Vishnu. The temples were thus 
Brghmanical, and to judge from the extant remains, mainly df 
daivite character. 

A famous group of Buddhist temples lies in the Prambanan 
valley which forms a rich treasure-house of the products of the 
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art of Central Java. Th© region stands on the border erf the 
modem districts of Jogyakerta and Surakeru. It was a seat of 
one or more cities or capitals, and not merely a city of temples 
like Dieng. The most notable temples in this region are Ohandf 
Ralasan, Chandi Sari and Chandi Sevu. Chandi Sevu is the 
biggest Buddhist sanctuary except Barabu^ur. A rectangular 
paved courtyard, measuring about «oo y^. by i8o yds., is 
surrounded on each side by two rows of temples, altogether i€8 
in number. The main temple which occupies the centre of the 
courtyard is similarly surrounded by two rows of temples in 
the form of squares, with is and 8 respectively on each side, 
thus making a total of ys. The main temple is thus surrounded 
by *40 temples, and there are traces of five more between the 
first two and the last two rows. The group thus formed had, 
again, one anterior temple on each side, at a distance of about 
330 yds. There were thus altogether 250 temples including the 
main temple (PI. II). 

The main temple, situated on an elevated plane, formed 
the worthy centre of this vast complex of sanctuaries, each 
successive row of which was on a lower plane than the others. 
The sloping roofs of the vestibules of the first and last rows of 
temples accentuated the gradual slope and gave a pyramidal 
appearance to the whole which was probably constructed in 
ninth century A.D. 

About midway between the Dieng Plateau in the north¬ 
west and the Prambanan valley in the south-east stands the 
Kedu plain which contained some of“the noblest monuments 
of Indo-Javanese architecture, belonging nearly to the same 
period as those described above. There are ruins of numerous 
fine temples, both Brahmanical and Buddhist, and two of them, 
Chandi Mendut and Chandi Pavan, which are fairly preserved, 
are beautiful specimens of Indo-Javanese art. But all these 
have been cast into shade by the famous Barabudur, the colossal 
structure which is justly looked upon as a veritable wonder by 
the whole world. The massive proportions and the fine quality 
of its immensely extensive decorations invest it with a unique 
character, and it has no parallel in the world save perhaps the 
Angkor Vat in Cambodia. 

Tfie construction of Barabudur may be referred to the 
"century 750^50 A,D., and there is hardly any doubt that we 
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owe it to the patronage of the Sailendra kings who ruled over 
a vast empire during that period. 

The Barabudur is situated on the top of a hillock which 
commands a fitfe view all round across the green plains of Kedu 
to the distant hill-ranges that surround them. The site was 
admirably chosen for what was destined to be the greatest monu¬ 
ment of Indo-Javanese art, and an immortal tribute to the 
genius and resources of a gifted people and the culture and 
refinement of the civilisation of which it was the product. 

The site was, however, even more suitable than is apparent 
to a modern visitor. There was a rocky eminence on the top 
of the hillock which served admirably as the core of the huge 
structure. The big monument that stands before us to-day in 
its massive grandeur is really an outer covering of that primitive 
rock which lies hidden beneath it. 

The noble building (Pll. Ill, IV, XXV) really consists of a 
series of nine successive terraces, each receding from the one 
beneath itj and the whole crowned by a bell-shaped stupa at the 
centre of the topmost terrace. Of the nine terraces the six lower 
ones were square in plan, while the upper three were circular. 
The lowest terrace has an extreme length of 131 yds. (including 
projections) and the topmost one a diameter of 30 yds. The 
five lower terraces were each enclosed on the inner side by a 
wall supporting a balustrade, so that four successive galleries 
are formed between the back of the balustrade of one terrace 
and the wall of the next higher one (PI. IV, Fig. 1). The three 
uppernv>st terraces are encircled by a ring of stupas, each 
containing an image of Buddha within a perforated frame¬ 
work. From the ninth terrace a series of circular steps lead 
on to the crowning stupa. The balustrade in each terrace 
consists of a row of arched niches separated by sculptured 
panels. All the niches support a superstructure which resembles 
the terraced roof of a temple, with bell-shaped stupas in the 
corner and the centre, and contain the image of a Dhyanl- 
Buddha within. There are no less than 43s of them in the 
whole building. 
r There is a staircase with a gateway in the middle of each 
side of the gallery leading to the next higher one (PI. IV, 
Fig. a). The doorway is crowned by a miniature temple-roof 
like the niches of the balustrade. The beautiful decorations 
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the doorways and the masterly plan in which they are set- 
commanding from a single point a fine view of all the doorways 
and staircases from the lowest to highest—introduce an un¬ 
speakable charm and invest them with a high degree of impor¬ 
tance in relation to the whole construction. 

The series of sculptured panels in the galleries form the 
most striking feature of Barabudur. On the whole there are 
eleven series of sculptured panels. The total number of these 
sculptured panels would be about fifteen hundred. 

It may be safely presumed that the sculptures in the differ¬ 
ent galleries follow prescribed texts, and it is not possible to 
interpret them without the help of those texts. Fortunately, 
they have been traced in many cases, and thus the work of 
interpretation has been comparatively easier in these instances. 
They depict the life of Gautama Buddha, the Jatakas, i.e. pre¬ 
vious births, and Avadanas or great deeds of the Buddha, and 
the story of Sudhanakummra, who made sixty-four persons his 
gurus, passed through a hundred austerities and ultimately 
obtained perfect knowledge and wisdom from Manjuiri. The 
other reliefs have not been satisfactorily interpreted. All of 
them show a high artistic skill. 

The detached images of Buddha in Barabudur (PI. V) and 
of Bodhisatvas in Mendut (PI. VI) may be regarded as the finest 
products of Indo-Javanese sculpture. Fine modelling, as far as 
it is compatible with absence of muscular details, refined ele¬ 
gance of features, tasteful pose, close-fitting, smooth robe and a 
divine spiritual expression of face are the chief characteristics 
of these figures. The art must have, therefore, been ultimately 
derived from the classical art of the Gupta period in India. 

Although no Brahmanical Temple m Java makes even a 
near approach to Barabudur, the Lara-Jongrang group in the 
Prambanan valley may be regarded as the next best. It consists 
of eight main temples, three in each row with two between 
them, enclosed by a wall, with three rows eff minor temples 
round the wall on each side making a total of 156. 

Of the three main temples in the western row, the central 
one is the biggest and the most renowned, and contains an 
image of ^iva (Pis. VII-VIII). The one to the north has an 
image of Vishnu, and that to the south, an image of BrahmS. 
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The Sxva-temple in the centre is the most magnificent. Its 
basement, about lo ft. high and 90 ft. long, supports a platform 
on which the temple stands, leaving a margin about 7 ft. wide 
on each side, which served as a path of circumambulation. The 
platform is enclosed by a balustrade decorated with reliefs on 
both sides. 

The inner side of the balustrade consists of a continuous 
series of relief-sculptures in forty-two panels, depicting the story 
of the Ramdyana from the beginning up to the expedition to 
Lanka. The story was presumably continued on the balustrade 
of the temple dedicated to Brahma. These reliefs constitute 
the chief importance and grandeur of the Lara-Jongrang 
temples. They may justly be regarded as the Hindu counter¬ 
part of the Buddhist reliefs on Barabudur and are hardly, if at 
all, inferior to them. 

The art of Lara-Jongrang is more naturalistic than that of 
Barabudur and is characterised by a greater feeling for move¬ 
ments and human passions. It is more informed by human 
life and activity, though not devoid of the graceful charm of 
idealism. It has brought the divinity of idealism to the earth 
below, but with less abstraction and more animation than is 
the case with Barabudur. It is dramatic and dynamic, while 
the latter is passive and static. In short, Barabudur and Lara- 
Jongrang represent, respectively, the Classic and Romantic 
phases of Indo-Javanese art. 

From a strictly technical point of view, the figures of these 
reliefs perhaps suffer in comparison with the finished products 
of Barabudur. But the artist has shown a very high degree of 
skill in delineating not only human figures but also apes, aquatic 
animals and plants (PI. IX, Fig. 1). 

% 

The fine images of Buddha and Avalokite^vara in Chandi 
Mendut (PI. VI) are very beautifully modelled and belong to 
the classical style of Central Java such as we find in Barabudur. 
They show the same characteristic features with perhaps a 
greater degree of refinement and delicacy. 

« The images of Chandi Banon. though Brahmancial, belong 
to the school of Barabudur rather than that of Lara-Jongrang. 
There is an indescribable charm in every detail, and although 
the figure is shown as standing erect, its grateful posture offers 
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a striking contrast to the somewhat stiff attitude of the Mah9 
deva of Lara<Jongrang. 

Having described the greatest monuments of Central Java 
we may briefly refer to a few notable monuments in Eastern 
Java. 

The first, of which enough remains to give us a fair idea 
of its architectural preculiarities, is Chandi Kidal, which was 
the cremation-sanctuary of King Anushapaii. As this king died 
in A.D. 1448, the temple must have been built within a few 
years of that date. 

To the north-west of Singhasari lies the tower-temple known 
as Chandi Singhasari. Two characteristic features distinguish 
this temple. In the hrst place, the projections of the basement 
which cover almost its entire height up to the cornice, do not 
correspond to any similar projections in the main body of the 
temple and are developed into separate chapels. These 
have independent profiles and look like four additional build¬ 
ings added to the original structure. Secondly, the cella inside 
is within the basement, the western side chapel serving as its 
vestibule. Thus what appears from outside as the main body 
of the temple is really above the cella and should rather be 
regarded as its roof. 

Chandi Jago is one of the most important monuments of 
the Singhasari period. It is the burial-temple oi King Vishnu- 
vardhana in which he was represented as a Buddhist god. As 
king Vishnuvardhana died in 1268 the temple must have been 
erected some years before or after that date. 

The temple, badly damaged, stands on three platforms, each 
of which is not only smaller than the lower but also consi¬ 
derably set back behind it. This gives the temple a peculiar 
appearance, like a tower-temple on the back portitm of a raised 
structure. 

The greatest and most famous monument in Eastern Java 
is the temple complex of Panataran (old name Palah,) to the 
north-east of Blitar. Unlike Chandi Sevu, the various structures 
that compose the group of Panataran were not parts of the 
same plan dr design, but grew up sporadically around what bad 
come to be regarded as a sacred ground from early times. The 
building activities can be traced throughout the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries A.D. The great temple which naturally 
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occupies our chief attention belongs probably to the middle of 
the fourteenth century A.D. 

The whole temple area, 196 yds. by 65 yds., was enclosed 
by a wall with its chief entrance to the west. The enclosed area 
was again divided into three parts by two cross walls. The 
main temple occupied the rearmost i.e. the eastern part. Three 
terraces, each smaller than, and having a different ground-plan 
from the lower, supported the main temple. The temple has, 
however, disappeared altogether, and the terraces alone remain. 
Its characteristic features were the decorated pilasters at the 
corners which project in front and support a miniature temple 
above the floor of the terrace, and the narrative reliefe on the 
central part representing scenes from the Rdrmyana. In the 
second terrace, the central part is covered by continuous reliefs 
illustrating the Krishndyana. 

The temples in Eastern Java are decidedly inferior, both 
in plan and execution, to those of Central Java. The first thing 
that strikes even a casual observer is the lack of symmetry in 
the general plan of the temple-complex. Unlike Central Java, 
the main temple does not occupy the central position with sub¬ 
sidiary temples arranged round it in a definite order. Here 
the temples are arranged pell-mell without any plan or design. 
Besides, the smaller temples are not replicas of the central big 
temple, but the different temples have different designs. The 
most conspicuous example of this is furnished by Chan^i 
Panataran. 

Secondly, the several parts of the same temple have propor¬ 
tions very different from those of Central Java. The basement 
is given an undue importance while the pyramidal roof domi¬ 
nates the whole temple. 

Thirdly, there are important variations in architectural 
decorations, the place of the Kala-Makara ornament; e.g., being 
taken mostly by the Nagas. Besides, the ornaments are not 
generally suited to the architectural parts to which they are 
applied. They are not only exuberant and excessive, but 
Instead of emphasising the different parts of the structure, they 
serye to hide them. Far from being subservient to architectural 
plan they seek to play an independent rdle. 

The sculptured narrative reliefs (PI. IX, Fig. a) in different 
temples bear a decided stamp of their own and fmm the most 

no 
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characteristic distinguishing feature of the art of Eastern Java. 
The chief peculiarities of the style arc the following: 

(а) The human figures are coarsely executed. They arc 
vulgar and ugly, and sometimes queer and distorted 
like the puppets of Wayang. 

(б) There is no idea of symmetry, rythm, harmony, or 
perspective in the composition or grouping, the figures 
being arranged in a line with trees or other objects 
interspersed between them. , 

(c) The figures, lifeless and devoid of expression, usually 
look like silhouettes. 

(d) Exuberance of decorative ornaments such as trees, 
scrolls, and spirals. 

(e) The busts are always shown in their frontal aspect, 
even though the head or legs, or both, are turned 
sideways. 

(/) The figures are carved in low relief. 

These characteristics are illustrated by the well-known 
reliefs of Chandi Jago and Chandi Panataran. 

Anyone who compares the Rdmdyana reliefs of Panataran 
(PI. IX, Fig. 2) with those of Lara-Jongrang (PI. IX, Fig. 1) can 
immediately perceive the great gulf that separates the two 
schools of art. The degradation of one of the best forms of 
art into one of the lowest is difficult to explain simply by the 
lapse of time. The reason must lie in the racial characteristics. 
In other words, the predominantly Javanese element in the East 
now asserts itself against the Indianised central region which 
lost its supreme position in the ninth and tenth centuries A.D. 

Nothing illustrates more forcibly the conservative forces 
of religious traditions than the divine images of Eastern Java. 
In contrast to the degraded forms of men,^ and occasionally 
also of gods, which we meet with in the relief sculptures, the 
images ctf gods and goddesses in the round are made in old 
style. 

The finest image in the whole series is that of PraJnSpSra- 
mita of Singhasari, the best specimen of Eastern Javanese sculp; 
ture (PI. X). Her calm divine expression and serene beauty, 
recalling the earlier days of Javanese art, have evoked much 
enthusiastic and perhaps somewhat extravagant praise. 

Ill 
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In addition to the ordinary images of gods we have to note 
a series o£ remarkable images of gods which are designed as 
portraits. The Vishnu image of Belahan (PI. XI) is one of 
the finest in this series. Vishnu has a serene majestic face, but 
the image is not an idealisation of divinity but realislic repre¬ 
sentation of an individual. There are good grounds to believe 
that the figure is that of the famous King Airlangga (iith 
century A.D.). The modelling of the image is good and the 
composition as a whole shows skill of high order. It is also 
probable that the image of Prajiiaparamita, described above, 
is a portrait of queen Dedes. A fine Siva image, now in the 
Colonial Museum at Amsterdam, is supposed to represent 
Anushapati. It is perhaps the finest specimen of figure sculp¬ 
tures of the thirteenth century A.D., combining as it does 
serenity with ideal beauty. 

Another fine example is furnished by the Hari-Hara image 
of Simping (PI. XII) representing the features of king 
Kritarajasa. 

Beautiful naturalistic figures, single or in groups, are 
occasionally met with in the ruins of temples. Their exact 
meaning and purposes are uncertain, but they show that pure 
aesthetic ideas were not altogether foreign to the art of 
Eastern Java. 

In spite of the degraded character of the reliefs and 
images, the purely decorative sculpture of Eastern Java occa¬ 
sionally reaches a fairly high standard. 

In spite of vital differences it may be held as more or 
less certain that the Eastern Javanese art is not an independent 
growth but a derivation from that of Central Java. It is held 
by many scholars that the differences are to be explained by a 
systematic process of degeneration and degradation. But, as 
noted above, we have to reckon with one very important addi¬ 
tional factor, viz. the Indonesian spirit proper, which was less 
dominated by Indian culture in Eastern than in Central Java, 
and in course of time strongly asserted itself. 

Some idea of the old temples of Bali may be fonned from 
their later forms (Plates XXII, XXIII, XXIV). 
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BOOK III 

CHAMPA 

CHAPTER I 

THE FOUNDA riON OF THE HINDU KINCiDOM 
OF CHAMPA 

The ancieiu Hindu kingdom o£ Champa comprised the present 
vStates of North and South Viet Nam or old Atinam (excluding 
Tonkin and Gochin-C^hina) with the exception of the three 
northern districts of Than Hoa, Nghe An an Ha Tinh. [t thus 
extended from i8° to io° of N. Latitude. It is a long narrow 
strip of territory, cunHned between the mountains on the west 
and the sea in the east, and intersected by innumerable >purs 
of hills. 

The large number of river valleys in the country, rich in 
fertile lands, formed the centies of civilisation. But as these 
were practically unconnected by any land route, and could onU 
communicate with one another by means of sea, it looks as 
though the whole kingdom consisted of a number of indepen¬ 
dent isolated settlements. That this was indeed the case to a 
ver) large extent is shown by the grouping of ancient monu¬ 
ments in different valleys without any connecting link between 
one another, and the constant tendency of the different parts 
of the kingdom to set up as independent States. 

The country was originally inhabited•b) two classes t)f 
peoples. F.thnographically they both belonged to the same 
Auslronesian race, but while one class was still in a .savage 
condition, the other had a more advanced culture. The latter 
is known as Cham, a term derived from Champa, the Hindu 
name of the kingdom. The name by which they called thef*}- 
selves before the Hindu colonisation is not known. The 
Charas looked down upon the savages and called them by the 
general names of Mlechchhas and Kirdtas (two wcU-ltiiown 

ns 
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designations applied to barbarians in India) in addition to 
various local names. 

As early as *14 B.C., the whole of Tonkin and a consi¬ 
derable part of Northern Annam were under the supremacy 
of the Chinese. The people who lived in Tonkin and northern 
Annam were undoubtedly the Annamites who, after centuries 
of Chinese subjugation, ultimately formed themselves into a 
powerful nation, as we shall see later on. The Annamites, 
however, did not as yet extend beyond the “Col de Nuages" 
in the district of Quang Nam. To the south of it lived the 
indigenous savage population, but already in the first century 
A.D. we find the Chams firmly established in sufficiently large 
number as far north as Quang Nam. The Chams constantly 
harassed the southern frontier of the Chinese possessions. They 
must have been encouraged in their incursions by the tacit 
sympathy of the population—^their own kinsmen—-who were 
placed under the yoke of the Chinese. 

The Cham incursions sometimes took a fairly serious turn. 
In the year 137 A.D. about 10,000 Chams attacked the 
southernmost Chinese districts, destroyed the forts and ravaged 
the whole country. 

But the death-blow to the Chinese authority came from 
within. The Cham inhabitants of Siang-lin were particularly 
turbulent and now and then broke into open rebellion. In 
100 A.D. nearly «ooo of them revolted and attacked the 
Chinese possessions in the north. They killed many officials 
and destroyed many villages, but retraced their steps as soon 
as the Chinese forces arrived. In course of time they grew 
bolder, and about 19a A.D. a native of Siang-lin, named Kiu 
Lien, killed the officer in charge of the city and proclaimed 
himself as king. 

The city called Siang-lin by the Chinese, ,and Champa- 
nagarl, Champa-purd or simply Champa by the Chams, is now 
represented by Tra-kieu, a little to the south of Quang Nam. 
It would thus appear that the first Cham kingdom was estab¬ 
lished in Quang-Nam, and this explains the presence of two 
§uch magnificent groups of temples as Myson and Dong-Duong 
in the neighbourhood. 



CHAPTER II 

THE EARLY HINDU DYNASTIES 

I. KINGS OF CHAMPA-PURA 

The successful raids into the Chinese territory and the estab¬ 
lishment of a powerful kingdom testify to the growth of a 
new spirit in the Chams during the second century A.D. which 
was due to the introduction of a new element among them, 
viz. the Indian colonists. 

From this time forward until the conquest of the country 
by the Annamites in the 15th century A.D., the Chams, as 
such, never played any distinctive part in the political history 
of the country. They submitted to their Indian masters and 
adopted their manners, customs, language and religion. They 
were practically merged in the Indian elements and there was 
a complete cultural fusion between the two races. 

The first historical Hindu king, so far known, is iSrT Mara, 
who established a dynasty about the second century A.D., and 
is probably identical with Kiu-Lien of the Chinese history 
referred to above. 

Nothing is known about the early Hindu kings of 
Champa, but the troublesome events in China, which brought 
about the downfall of the imperial Han dynasty in a«o A.D., 
must have offered them a splendid opportunity to extend and 
consolidate their kingdom. Some time between **o and 230 
A.D. the king of Champa sent a diplomatic mission to the 
Governor of Kia Che (Tonkin) on the invitation of the latter; 
nevertheless, in 248 A.D. the Cham army made a naval attack, 
ravaged even the provincial capital with several other towns, 
and defeated the fleet that was sent against them. At las^ a 
treaty was concluded by which the district of Kiu Su, corres¬ 
ponding to modem Thua-Thien, was ceded to Champi. 

The Chinese history has preserved the names of several 
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kings of this period. Each of these names begins with Fan 
which probably corresponds to ‘Vannan,'• the epithet of every 
Cham king in later times. King Fan Hiong, who succeeded 
to the throne of Champa some time between 970 and s8o 
A.D., was probably a descendant of .^ri Mara by the female 
line. He continued the policy of extending the Cham territory 
to the north at the cost of the Chinese. He allied himself 
with the king of Fu-nan (in Cambodia) for this purpose, and 
continually ravaged the Chinese possessions in Tonkin. For 
ten years the struggle went on, and ihe Chinese were reduced 
to great straits. At last peace was concluded in s8o A.D., 
probably on terms unfavourable to the Chinese. 

Fan-Yi, the son of Fan Hiong, succeeded 'him on the 
throne. He had a long and peaceful reign, and devoted his 
energies to increasing the military power and strengthening 
the defensive works of the kingdom. He was the first Cham 
king to send an embassy to the Imperial court of China 
(284 A.D.). 

Fan-Yi died in 336 A.D. On his death the throne was 
usurped by his commander-in-chief Fan Wen. Wen w’as a 
capable ruler and soon made himself the undisputed master 
of the whole kingdom by defeating the savage tribes who had 
founded independent Stales within the kingdom. In 340 he 
sent an envoy to the Chinese emperor with a request that 
Hoan $onh mountains should be recognised as the frontier 
between the two States. This would have meant the cession 
of the fertile province of Nhut-Nain (corresponding to Thua 
Thien, Quang Tri and Quang Binh) to Champa, and naturally 
the Chinese emperor refused the request. But Wen decided 
to take by force what he could not gain by diplomacy. The 
people of Nhut-Nam were mutinous on account of the exactions 
of the Chinese governor. Taking advantage of this situation 
Fan Wen led an expedition in 347 A.D., and conquered Nhut- 
Nam. In 349 he again defeated a vast Chinese army; but he 
was himself wounded in the fight, and died the same year. 
Fan Wen thus carried his conquests to the “Porte de Annam” 
and the kingdom of Champa now reached its furthest limit 
to the north. 

During the reigns of the next two kings. Wen’s .son Fan Fo 
(349-380 A.D.) and grandson Fan-Hu-ta (380-413), there was 
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almost a continual war with the Chinese. The Chinese 
inflicted a severe defeat upon Fan Fo in 358 and advanced 
up to the very walls of the city of Champa. In 359 a treaty 
was concluded by which the district of Nhut-Nam was ceded 
to the Chinese. 

Fan-Hu-ta scored some successes at lirst. He not oiil) re¬ 
covered Nhut-Nam but carried his arras even further to the 
north, as far as Than Hoa. But in 413 A.D., the Chinese gov¬ 
ernor of Kiao-Che (Hanoi) defeated Fan-Hu-ta in a pitched 
l)atiie and then laid siege to Than Hoa. He occupied the top of 
the hills overlooking the city and barricaded the course of the 
river by means of hedges of trees. Exciting attacks and counter¬ 
attacks took place almost under the ramparts of the city, and 
the Chinese governor retreated after killing and wounding lots 
of enemies, but without apparently being able to take the city. 

The end of Fan-Hu-ta is not known with certainty. There 
is no doubt that he was a great general and increased the power 
.uid prestige of his kingdom to a very great extent after the 
late reverses. One of the most important works done by him 
was the Fortilieation of the city of Kin Su which occupied 
the site which is now <overed by ruins immediately to the 
south-east of Hue. I'his king, whom the Chinese call Fan- 
Hu-ta, is probably the same who is referred to as Bhadra- 
varman in the inscriptions of Champa. 

Whatever we might think of this identification, Bhadra- 
varman must be regarded as one of the most important kings 
in ancient (jhainpa. His full name was Dharma-MahSraja SrT- 
Bhadravarinaii. He ruled over the northern and central 
portion of the kingdom, the provinces of Amaravati and 
Vijaya. and probably also over the southern province of 
Pandurahga. But the famous work by which he was destined 
to be immortal was the erection of a temple of iSiva, under 
the name of BhadresvarasvamI, at My-son. This temple 
became the national sanctuary of the Chams, and the practice 
he thus set on fool, of calling the tutelary deity by the name 
of the reigning king, came to be almost universally adopted 
in later times. King Bhadravarman seems to have been » 
scholar, and it is expressly stated in an inscription that he was 
versed in the four Vedas. 

Acau-ding to the Chinese accounts, Fan-Hw-ta was sue- 
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ceedcd in 413 by his son Ti-Chen. We are told that Ti-Kai, 
the brother of this king> fled with his mother, and the king 
could not induce them to come back. Grieved at heart, he 
abdicated the throne in favour of his nephew and himself went 
to India. The departure of the king was followed by anarchy 
and civil war in Champa. It led to murders and rapid succes¬ 
sions to the throne till the dynasty was dispossessed of the 
kingdom of Champa after a reign of about 80 years (336-4«o 
A.D.), Ti-Chen is probably the same as king Gahgaraja who 
is mentioned in an inscription as having abdicated the throne 
in order to spend his last days on the Ganges. 

The civil war was brought to an end by the accession of 
Fan Yang Mai (4*0 A.D.) whose origin is unknown. The 
Chams carried on their usual raids into the Chinese territory, 
attended by pillage, massacre and horrible cruelties, and in 
the year 4*0 the Chinese inflicted a crushing defeat upon the 
Chams. Yang Mai died within a few years, and was succeeded 
by his son who assumed the name of his father. The usual 
frontier raids against the Chinese territory continued, and in 
431 Yang Mai II sent more than 100 vessels to pillage the 
coast of Nhut-Nam. This provoked the Chinese governor who 
sent a strong expedition both by land and sea against Champa. 
Yang Mai II had gone to marry. He hurried back by way 
of sea and fell in with the Chinese fleet. His chief pilot was 
struck down by an arrow and his fleet dispersed, pursued by 
the Chinese. The Chinese fleet, however, could not follow up 
their victory on account of bad weather, and retreated. Con¬ 
sequently their army had also to raise the siege and fall back 
(431 4.D.). 

Yang Mai 11 was, however, elated with the result of the 
battle, and his ambition knew no bounds. Hardly a year passed 
without an invasion ^of Tonkin by his troops. All the while, 
however, he continued to pay his tributes regularly to the 
Chinese emperor. The Chinese emperor now decided to bring 
his turbulent vassal to sense by another military expedition. 
The preparations took three years, and in 446 A.D. the Chinese 
a?my under T’an Ho-Che invaded Champa. The Chinese gene¬ 
ral at once advanced and laid siege to Kiu-Su, the principal 
stronghold of Champa. Yang Mai II sent an army in aid of 
I dti Fu Long who defended the place, but although the Chams 
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scored some successes at first, the Chinese ultimately captured 
the stronghold. The general Fan Fu Long was beheaded and 
all the inhabitants above the age of 15 were put to the sword. 
The palace halls were inundated with blood and heaps of dead 
bodies covered the yard. An immense booty of gold, silver and 
various other precious objects was gained by the victors. 

The Chinese continued their advance and were at last met 
by Yang Mai himself at the head of an immense host. Yang 
Mai placed a large number of elephants in front of his army. 
This terrified the Chinese soldiers. But the ingenuity of a 
Chinese general saved the situation. He prepared numerous 
figures of lions by means of bamboos and papers, and these were 
thrown before the elephants. The latter took fright and fled, 
and in so doing threw into confusion and disorder the very 
army they were intended to protect. Yang Mai suffered a most 
terrible defeat and fled from the battlefield with his son. The 
victorious Chinese general l”an Ho-Che then entered the capital 
Champapura in triumph and obtained a rich booty of very 
precious objects. The whole country was occupied, all the 
temples were sacked, and their statues were melted for the metals 
contained in them. About 100,000 pounds of pure gold were 
obtained from this source. The Chinese victory was complete. 

After the retreat of the Chinese army Yang Mai came back 
to his capital. But the city wasi in ruins and Yang Mai 11 died 
in a broken heart in 446 A.D. 

Yang Mai 11 was succeeded by his son and grandson. The 
latter, named Fan Chen-Ch’eng, pursued a policy of peace and 
sent tributes to the Chinese emperor on at least three different 
occasions, in 456,458 and 47a A.D. The tributes were very rich 
and the emperor was pleased to confer high honours and titles 
on the ambassador. 

The death of Fan Chen-Ch’eng was followed by a trouble¬ 
some period. Taking advantage of this a man called Fan 
Tang-Ken-Chuen or Kieu Ch’eu Lo usurped the kingdom. He 
was the son of Jayavarman, king of Fu-nan. He had com¬ 
mitted some crime in his country, and, fleeing from the wrath 
of his royal father, took refuge in Champa. But the usurper» 
was defeated and dethroned by Fan Chu-Nong, great-grandson 
of Fan Yang Mai II. The reigns of Fan Chu-Nong, and his 
three successors, are without any importance. The last king 
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Vijayavariiiun sent two embassies to China in gab and 547 A.D. 
V'ijayavarman was succeeded by !$rl Rudravarman who claimed 
descent from king Gahgaraja who abdicated the throne and 
retired to the banks of the Ganges. He belonged to the 
Brahma-Kshatriya family and sought for his investiture from 
the Chinese Emperor in 5*9 by payment of tribute. He renewed 
the tribute in 534 A.D. 

Rudravarman was succeeded by his son Pra^astadharma 
who took the name of i^ambhuvarnian at the time of his coro¬ 
nation. j^ambhuvarnian took advantage of the weakness of the 
Imperial Ch'en dynasty to stop the customary tribute, but 
renewel it in 595 A.D. after the Sui dynasty was established on 
the Iiii{)erial throne. But this did not save him from a Chinese 
iiitasion. I he Chinese general Liu Fang advanced both by 
land and sea, and reached tlic estuary of Linh Giang in 605. 
Sainbluivarman stationed his soldiers to guard the passes which 
separate the valley of Linh Giang from that of the Do Le (Tou 
Li). Liu Fang defeated them and pitched his camp on the 
Do Le. He then crossed the river without difliculty and over¬ 
look the enemy a few miles to the south. A .sanguinary battle 
ensued. I'hc elephants on ‘which ihe Chains mainly relied 
were ili.sperscd by the Chinese archers, and they trampled under 
foot I he very army they were engaged to protect, .'^ambhuvar- 
man Hed from the batllehcld; the Chinese took about 10,000 
prisoners and cut oH‘ their left ears. Liu Fang pursued his 
lictory and occupied Kiu .Sii. Near alxiut this place he inflicted 
.several more defeats upon .^anibhuvarnian and reached the capi¬ 
tal of (Champa ((>05 A.D.). ^ambhuvarman fled by sea. Litt 
Fang thereupon .sacked the capital city, and put into captivity 
all the inhabitants he cotild lay hands on. He further took the 
golden tablets of eighteen kings who had ruled over Champa 
before .saiiibhiivarman, and 1350 Buddhist works. Among his 
captives were include some mu.sicians from Fu-nan who carried 
to the Imperial court the musical arts of India, 

As soon as the invaders had left, ^mbhuvarman came back 
to his capital, and to avoid further difSiculties, sent an ambassa¬ 
dor to the Imperial Court for asking pardon. Then he again 
withheld tribute, but after the establishment of the T'ang 
dynasty ((ii8 A.D.) .sent embas.sies in 683,695 and 6*8 A.D. 
Sainhhuvariiian was sticcccded in 6*9 A,D. by his son Randar- 
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paclharma (Fan I 'eu Li of the Chinese). The king had a 
peaceful reign. He kept peace with China by regular payment 
of tribute. Kandarpadharma’s son and successor Prabhisa- 
dharma. Fan Chen-Long of the Chinese history, had a tragic end. 

The di.sastrou$ defeat inflicted by the Chinese upon Sam- 
bhuvariiian must have considerably weakened the authority of 
the government. As usually happens, the national calamity 
served as an opportunity to adventurers, and in this particular 
instance the female line seems to have coveted the throne as 
against the male line. During the long reign of Sambhuvarman 
the interests of two such female lines were cemented by the 
marriage of the daughter of Kandarpadharma with Satyakau^ika- 
svamT, the grandson (daughter’s son) of Rudravarman. It is 
probable that an attempt was already made by this party after 
the death of Kandarpadharma to secure the throne, but it 
proved unsuccessful and its authors had to fly to the court of 
Kamt)uja. But a few )ears later the attempt was renewed, and 
Prabhasadharnia was killed with all the male members of the 
f.nnih ((>45 A.D.). Saiyakau^ika-svatnT at first occupied the 
ihrone, but was dri\cii away b) the nobles, and his wife ahmc 
tilled the State. But a female ruler was hardly likely to cope 
with the difficulties of the time, and Satyakausika-svamT returned 
to Champa. It is extremely likely that tfie king of Kambuja 
was really pulling the wire from behind in all the successive 
c\enis. 'File new party had all along been intimately associated 
with that court, for the father of SatyakauFika-svamT had taken 
refuge in Kambuja after committing some fault in Champa, and 

Jagaddharma, the grandson of Satyakauilika-svamT, was married 

to sarvani, daughter of the Kambuja king Hanavarman. 

Satyakausika-svaml ruled for at least eight years from 645 

to G53 A.D. with an interval. Whether his son and grandson 

ruled after him caimpt be finally decided, Jbut if they did, they 

must have very short reigns. For by 653 A.D. Pi'aka^adharma, 

the son of jagaddharma and Sarvani, had already ascended the 

throne under the title of Vikrantavarman, He sent embassies 

to China in A.D. 653, 657, G6g and 670. We have no precise 
knowledge about the successor of Praka^adharma-Vikrantavar- 

iiiai]i 1. We may, however, provisionally accept the foilowhig 

liiib of succession. 
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Prakaiadharma-Vikrantavarman I 

N ara vahanavarman 

I 
Vikrantavarinan IX. 

T’hc last known date of Prakailadhanua is 687 A.D. and the 
earliest known date of Vikrantavarman II is 713 A.D. Narava- 
lianavarinan's reign therefore falls between these two dates. 

Vikrantavarman II was probably succeeded by Rudravar- 
man II who sent tributes to China in 749 A.D. We do not 
know anything more about him. He died about 757 A.D. and 
with him probably ended the dynasty which was founded by 
Rudravarman I about the year 5*9 A.D. 

The inscriptions of this dynasty are mostly found in the 
neighbourhood of Myson, but its power extended very nearly 
over the whole of the kingdom. The province of Quang Nam 
in which Myson is situated was the chief stronghold of the 
dynasty from beginning to end. 

II. THE DYNASTY OF PANDURANGA 
• • 

After Rudravarman II the kingdom of Champa passed on 
to a new dynasty which originally belonged to the Kauthara 
region in the south but exercised suzerainty over the entire 
kingdom. The founder of this dynasty was named PrithivTndra' 
varman. He enjoyed a long reign and died some time before 
774 A.D. His successor, king Satyavarman, was his nephew 
(sister’s son). 

The chief event in the reign of the new king is the raid of 
the Javanese sea-men who devastated the land, and in particular 
destroyed a temple containing a Mukhalihga. There was a 
halo of sanctity around the temple, as popular tradition ascribed 
its foundation to a kftig Vichitrasagara in the year 5911 of the 
Dvapara Yuga. In the year 774 A.D. the Javanese, "vicious 
cannibals coming from other countries by means of ships," burnt 
this temple and carried away the image together with all the 
properties of the temple. King Satyavarman pursued these 
mai’auders in his own ships and inflicted a crushing defeat upon 
them. But the object of the pursuit was not fully realised, and 
king Satyavarman was very much dejected to learn that the 
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^ivamukha, together with its property which was in the enemy 
ships, was thrown into water, and that the Sivalinga was des¬ 
troyed. The victorious king, unable to recover the old image, 
installed a new ^ivamukhalihga, together with images of other 
deities, in the year 784 A.D. and gave rich endowments to the 
god. For this reason he came to be regarded as the second 
Vichitrasagara or an incarnation of that king. 

Satyavarman was succeeded by his younger brother Indra- 
varman. He is said to have fought with many enemies and 
ruled over the whole of Champa. The chief event in his reign, 
like that of his predecessor, was a raid of Javanese sea-men. 
In the year 787 A.D. they burnt the temple of Bhadradhipatl^- 
vara, a celebrated deity of the kingdom, who was regarded as 
having been established there for many thousands of years. 
King Indravarman re-installed the deity under the name of 
Indrabhadre^vara, and endowed it with various treasures in the 
)ear 799 A.D. In addition to this, king Indravarman endowed 
many other pious establishments. He at first installed Indra- 
bhoge^vara at VIrapura. He then installed in the excellent 
house of Satyavarman (t.e. in a temple erected by that king) 
the god Indraparame^vara, and endowed him with various 
riches in 801 A.D. Lastly, Indravarman made a rich donation 
of all kinds of treasures to the god ^ahkara-Narayana (i.e. 

Siva and Hari united in one body). 
Indravarman was succeeded by his brother-in-law (sister’s 

husband) Harivarman. His full name was VTra Jaya 5rT Hari- 
varmadeva and he assumed the proud title of ‘Rajadhiraja 
5rT-Champapura-Parame^vara’ (king of kings. Lord of Champa). 
In January, 803, he conquered the two Chinese districts of 
Hoan and Ai, and renewed the expedition in 809 A.D. But 
the Chinese governor forced him to retreat after inflicting 
a crushing defeat upon him, and wreaked ^is vengeance upon 
the people of the two districts who helped the king of Champa. 

Harivarman entrusted his son Vikrantavarman with the 
government of Pandurahga district (modern Phanrang), but 
as he was too young for the responsible post, he was placed 
in charge of a general named Par. This general led an 
expedition against Kambuja on behalf of his young master, 
and ravaged the town of the Kambujas. 

Harivarman, who ruled from c. 800 to c. 820 A.D., was 

1*3 
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succeeded by his son Vikrantavarman III, who was the nephew 
(sister’s son) of the two kings Satyavarman and Indravarman. 
Vikrantavarman HI died without issue and with him ended 
the dynasty founded by Prilhivindravarinao which held sway 
for about a century from the middle of the eighth to the 
middle ol ninth centur) A.D. The dynasty had its strong¬ 
hold ill the south, and it has been styled the dynasty of 
I'anduranga, but Champa was still the official capiikl. 

HI. IHE BHRIGU DYNASTY • 

'I'hc new dynasty that supplanted the old seems to have 
been ioundc<i bv Indravarman II, though this is not quite 
lertain. I hc Dong Duong Inscription issued by this king in 
«75 A.D. giv es the following account of the family. 

“Fr«un tlie stni (or family) of Paranie^vara was born Uroja, the king 
of the world. From him was 1x>rn the fortunate and intelligent Dhar- 
iiiaraja. Ftom him was born the intelligent King Rudravarman. Tito 
son of the latter wa.s the far-famed king $rT Bhadravarman. The son of 
.sri Rhadi aval man, known as .4rT Indravarman, has become the king of 
( hamp^ ihiough the grace of Mabe^vara.” 

Thus a dis’iue origin is attributed to the family, which 
is elsewhere referred to as the ‘Bhrigu family,’ evidently 
because of ihc mythology contained in the above inscription 
according to which Bhrigu was sent to Champa by Mahadeva 
himself. 

I'he king was originally called Lakshmindra 
BhumTssara CirHinasvainin, and on gaining the sovereignty of 
(Uiaiupa, he assumed the title .^ri Jaya Indravarnia Mahara- 
jadhiraja. J’he Dong Duong Inscription praises him in extra¬ 
vagant terms, and commemorates the erection of a monastery 
and a temple for Svabhayada i.e, Buddha. This is very 
interesting, for it shows that the king had leanings towards 
Buddhism. But he had, of course, the traditional faith in 
.^aivism. For the inscTiption not only refers to a .^ivalinga 
installed by him, but also contains a long invocation of the 
gcxi iSambhubhadreivara. 

Indravarman II must have enjoyed a fairly long and 
peaceful reign between 854 A.D., the date of Vikrantavarman 
HI, and 898 A.D., the earliest date of his successor. He seems 
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to have been succeeded by his nephew Jaya Simhavarman 
wiiose known dates are 898 and 903 A.D. 

We possess live inscriptions belongiiijj;' to the reign of 
jaya Siiiihavarinan. but they merely give a list of his pious 
donations and do not contain any reference to political events. 
Only we hear a great deal of the wealth and splendour of 
Indrapura which seems to have been the real capital of this 
dynasty, although the citv t>f (lhampa was still officially rwog- 
nised as such. 

King Jaya Simhavarman sent an embassy to java, and 
this diplomatic relation was continued by his successors. He 
was succeeded by his eldest son 8rT Jaya^aktivarman who pro¬ 
bably reigned for only a short time. 

The next king was Bhadravarman whose relationship to 
his predecessor is not known. The way in which he is intro¬ 
duced in the Nhan Bieu instription seems to indicate that 
he did Wiot (Kcupy the throne by any unfair means. For 
instance, Rajadvarah, the son of the cousin of Jaya Sithha- 
varinan’s queen, continued to occupy a high position under 
Bhadravannan, as he did under his two predecessors, and was 
again sent on a diplomatic errand to Java. This, of rourse, 
proves nothing, but gives rise to a fair presumption that there 
was no violent disturbance in the internal policy of the 
kingdom. 

The inscriptitms of Bhadravarman mention his victories 
over enemies and refer to the multitude of royal ambassadors 
<oming from different countries. One of his ministers is said 
to have understood thoroughly the meaning of messages sent 
by kings from different countries, and he sent a diplomatic 
mission to Java. These isolated statements', <KCurring in 
different contexts, leave no doubt that the kingdom of 
Champa was now' recognised abroad as an important and 
powerful kingdom and look part in international politics. 
The first stage of this new departure we have already noticed 
in the reign of Jaya Simhavarman. 

Bhadravarman III must have had a very short reign and his 
known dates are 908 and 910 A.D. He was succeeded by hjjs 
son Indravarman HI. He is said to have mastered the six 
systems of Brahmanical philosophy as well as the Buddhist 
philosophy, the grammar of Panin! together with its coni- 
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mentary Kaiika, and the Uttarakalpa of the ^aivites. In spite 
of obvious exaggerations, the king must be taken to have 
been a remarkable scholar in his day. 

But while the king was busy with the study of philosophy 
and grammar, the kingdom was invaded by the Kambujas 
some time between 944 and 947 A.D. Indravarman ultimately 
hurled back the hostile forces, and died about 959 A.D. He 
was succeeded by his son Jaya Indravarman 1. In 965 he 
restored the temple of Po Nagar, but his straitened circum¬ 
stances are indicated by the fact that the golden image of 
Bhagavatl which was carried away by the invading troops 
could only be replaced by a stone figure. He sent six embassies 
to China between 960 and 971 A.D. 

196 



CHAPTER III 

THE ANNAMITE INVASIONS 

For nearly a centuiy aftei tlie death of Jaya Indravarman 1 

the history of Champa is obscure in the extreme. The out¬ 
standing event of this period is a series of Annamite invasions, 
leading to internal disintegration of the kingdom. 

Jaya Indravarman I seems to have been succeeded by king 
Parame^varavarman. He was soon involved in a quarrel with 
the Annamites which brought ruin upon himself and his 
kingdom. It has already been related above that Tonkin and 
northern Annam had passed into the hands of China in iii 
B.C. But the tyranny of the Chinese, both officials and colonists, 
told heavily upon the people. In 36 A.D. they broke into 
revolt but a Chinese army easily overran the country. 

The Annamites again revolted in 183 A.D., but were sub¬ 
jugated in ss6 A.D In 541 Ly Bon or Ly Bi, an Annamite of 
Chinese origin, revolted against the Chinese governor and 
declared himself king. He and his two successors ruled for 6* 
)ears, but the Chinese reconquered the province in 603 A.D. 
Ly Bon ruled o\er the whole of Tonkin and in the south his 
kingdom reached the frontier of Champa. His fight with 
Rtidravarman has already been referred to above. From 603 
to 930 A.D. the Chinese remained the undisputed master of 
Tonkin. In 72a an Annamite chief, Mai Thuc Loan, made 
alliance with the king of Champa and revolted against the 
Chinese governor. But the revolt was easily suppressed by the 
Chinese generals. 

At last, unable to bear the miseries of Chinese yoke, the 
Annamites again broke into revolt early in the loth century A.t). 
The moment was very opportune. The downfall of the Im¬ 
perial T'ang dynasty in 907 A.D. was followed by a period of 
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anarchy and disintegration in China, lasting for more than ^«flf 
A rentuiy. The Annamiies took full advantage of this sil^iation 
and freed themselves from the iron yoke of the Chinese. 
Heiuftojth Annaiii lieeame an independent tountry, nominally 
acknowledging su/erainty of Cihina at times, but quite free 
from (Chinese control for all practical purposes. A new power 
thus came into existence which was ultimately destined to plav 
an important part in the history of south-eastern Asia. 

The first independent royal Annainite dynasty was founded 
!)> Ngo Quven in 939 A.D. But the supreme power did not 
remain with a single chief for a long time. By 965 A.D. twelve 
important chiefs had partitioned the country among themselves. 
In 968 A.D. Dinh Bo Linh defeated the twelve chiefs and pro 
claimed himself emperor. He ruled for is years but was mur¬ 
dered in 979 A.D. Ngo Nhiit Khanh, one of the twelve chiefs 
defeated by the emperor, had taken refuge in the court of 
Champt. As soon as the news of the emperor's death reached 
him he planned to seize the throne and asked for the aid of 
Paramesvaravannan. 

The latter readily consented and led a naval expedition 
against Tonkin in person. The Cham fleet made good pro 
gress and reached within a few miles of the capital. At night, 
however, a storm broke out and destroyed the whole fleet with 
the exception of the royal vessel which safely returned to 
C^hampa. A large number, including Nhui Khanh, was 
drowned, and the rest fell into the hands of the Annamites 

(979 A.D.). 
Shortly after. Le Hoaii was elected by the Annamite chiefs 

as their emperor (980 A.D.) He successfully opposed a Chinese 
expedition sent by the Emperoi Kiiang Yi to reconquer the 
province. He sent an ambassador to Parame^varavarman, but 
the latter imprisoned him against diplomatic ’convention of all 
ages and countries. Le Hoan was naturally furious and led 
an expedition in person against Champa. Parame^varavarman 
was defeated and killed at the hrst encounter, and the Annamite 
king marched towards the capital. Although a new king was 
hastily set up, he could not save the capital city which fell into 
thfc hands t»f the Annamites. After pillaging the city and burn¬ 
ing its temples, Le Hoan made arrangements for governing the 
province and returned with an immense booty {98* A.D.). 
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Among others, he took with him too ladies of the royal harem 
and an Indian Bhikshu. 

The new king, Indravarman IV, took refuge in his southern 
territories and sent a Brahmana envoy to the Chinese court 
complaining against the Annamite occupation of Champa. But 
the emperor was not in a mood to renew the fight with the 
Annamites, and advised the king of Champa to.protect his own 
kingdom and live on friendly terms with his neighbours. 

In the incantimc the Annamite chiefs were quarreling 
among themselves. I’hc history of the internal quarrels and 
dissensions is but impel i'cctly known to us, but they ultimately 
led to the usurpation of the throne of Champa by Lu‘u*Ky- 
I'ong, an Annamite chief, who revolted against Le Hoan. Le 
Hoan advanced with an army to punish him, but the difficulties 
of the routes, added to the inclemency of the weather, forced 
him to retreat (983 A.D.). 

Lu’u-Ky-Tong was now quite secure in his dominion in 
northern Champa. His power was on the increase, and after 
the death of Indravarman IV he was officially proclaimed king 
of (Champa. The foreign domination, however, pressed hard 
on the people, and they began to emigrate to the Chinese 
territories in large numbers. Fortunately, a national hero 
appeared about this time at Vijaya; Lu’u-Ky-Tong disappeared 
and the former was crowned king under the name of Sri Hari- 
varnian (II) in 989 A.D. The capital was fixed at Vijaya 
(Binh-Dinh). 

Shortly after his accession Harivarman II found his terri¬ 
tories again ravaged by Le Hoan. He sent an embassy with rich 
presents to the Imperial Court of China complaining about the 
conduct of Le Hoan, and the emperor commanded Le Hoan to 
keep within his own territory. Harivarman^ II also wanted to 
conciliate the Annamite king and refused assistance to an 
Annamite Chief who had rebelled against Le Hoan. The 
latter, touched by this signal mark of friendship, and probably 
also intimidated by the order of the Chinese emperor, not only 
stopped his incursions but also released a number of Cham 
prisoners (99* A.D.). During the same year the Chinese em 
peror sent a rich present to Harivarman II, who was glad beyond 
measure at such an unexpected honour, and sent in reiuni an 
envoy with rich tribute. 
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Outwardly Harivarman was on equally good terms with Le 
Hoan, the Annamite king, and sent diplomatic missions to him. 
Nevertheless, the Cham soldiers ravaged the Annamite territory 
to the north. Once Le Hoan rebuked the Cham envoy and 
refused to accept the tribute brought by him. Harivarman 
hastened to pacify him and sent his own grandson as hostage 
to his court (995 A.D.). But the Chams continued to raid the 
Annamite territory. In 997 a Cham array marched up to the 
borders of Tonkin but returned without invading it. 

Harivarman II was succeeded by Vijaya Sri. He ascended 
the throne some time before 999 A.D. when he sent an envoy to 
China. King Harivarman II, although proclaimed king at 
Vijaya, had re-established the Court at the ancient capital Indra- 
pura. But that city was sacked by Le Hoan and had suffered 
all the horrors of foreign domination. Vijaya Sri definitely 
abandoned it, and, in order to avoid the domination of the 
Annamites, retired to Vijaya which henceforth became the 
capital of Champa and remained as such till the end. 

Vijaya Sri was succeeded by Harivarmadeva III. He sent 
three embassies to China in 1010, 1011 and 1015, and one to 
Tonkin in 1011. With his envoy to China in 1011 he sent a 
few lions which were objects of great curiosity to the Imperial 
Court. His successor Parame^varavarraan II sent tribute to 
China in 1018 A.D. Early in the year losi the Annamites all 
on a sudden attacked the camp of Bo Chanh which protected 
the northern frontier of Champa. The Cham general opposed 
them, but was killed, and his army retreated in disorder. The 
invading army, however, also suffered great loss and did not 
dare to advance any further. 

The next king 5rT Vikrantavarman IV was on the throne 
in 1030 A.D. when he sent an embassy to China with tribute. 
His reign seems to be full of civil wars and revolutions. For, 
twice, in 1038 and 1039 A.D., his son sought protection at the 
court of Tonkin, and a few months later, the entire garrison of 
the camp of Bo Chanh sought refuge with the Annamite Em¬ 
peror. Vikrantavarman died in 1041 A.D., and the year follow¬ 
ing, his son jaya Siihhavarman II asked for investiture from the 
Chinese court. 

Jaya Siihhavarman’s indiscretion brought another terrible 
calamity upon the unfortunate kingdom of Champa. In 1043 
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his navy harassed the Annamite coast but was forced to retreat 
in the face of a large force sent against them. The Annamite 
Emperor Phat Ma now decided on an expedition on a large 
scale to chastise his turbulent neighbours, who had, besides, 
ceased to perform any act of vassalage for the last sixteen years. 
He constructed loo new vessels and drilled his soldiers for both 
offensive and defensive war. At length, on the lath January, 
1044, he led the expedition in person against Champa. The 
flotilla safely reached the bank of the river Ngu Bo where Jaya 
Siihhavarman was waiting with his troops. The Annamites 
disembarked and offered battle. The Cham army was com¬ 
pletely routed. Jaya Siihhavarman himself lay dead with 30,000 
of his soldiers. Moved by pity Phat Ma at last stopped his 
fearful carnage and marched towards the capital city Vijaya. 
Vijaya was easily captured and ravaged by his army. At last 
the Annamite Emperor turned back with an immense booty and 
large number of prisoners, including all the women of the 
palace. It is recorded about one of these, that when summoned 
to the royal vessel she threw herself into the sea, preferring 
death to dishonour in the hands of her foreign foe. The 
emperor admired her fidelity and gave her a posthumous title 
meaning ‘very chaste and very sweet lady.’ 

The dynasty which came to power in 989 A.D. after the 
Annamite usurpation perished with Jaya Siihhavarman II amid 
the disasters of the second Annamite invasion. But a new 
dynasty was founded by Jaya Parame^varavarmadeva Ilvara- 
murti, descended from the old royal family of Champa. 

The new king had to face a heavy task. For nearly seventy 
years (980-1050 A.D.) the kingdom was a prey to foreign inva¬ 
sions and internal dissensions. The repeated incursions of the 
Annamites had brought untold miseries upon the kingdom and 
exhausted its resources. As the central authority became weak, 
provincial revolts began. The southern province of PSndu- 
rahga, for example, repeatedly rebelled and set up a new king 
on the throne. The Kambujas also probably took advantage 
of the weakness of their neighbour to push on their plundering 
raids into the kingdom. * 

It reflects great credit on Jaya Parame^varavarman that he 
bravely faced the dangers and restored peace and order in the 
kingdom to a considerable extent. He fost turned his attention 
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towards the province of Pandurahga which was almost in a 
chronic state of rebellion. Three armies were sent against it, 
one led by the king in person and the two others by two of his 
nephews, the Ynvaraja Mahascnapaii, and Devaraja Maha* 
scnapaii. The revolted people of Pandurahga were completely 
defeated and came to terms (1050 A.D.). Half of the people 
were released in order to re-establish the city, and the other half 
were distributed as slaves to various religious cstablishineiits. 
Two columns of victory were raised to conmicmorate the victory, 
one by the king himself and the other by the Yuvaraja Maha- 
senapali, atid two lifigus of stone were insialle<l by the two gene¬ 
rals. I hesc were intended to impress the people with an idea 
of the wealth, splendour and piety of the king of ('.hatnpa, and 
they produced the desired effect. 

Having brought the ailairs of Pandurahga to a satisfactory 
conclusion, the king turned his attention towards his western 
neighbour, the Kambujas. Here also his efforts proved com¬ 
pletely successful. The Yuvaraja Mahasenapati, who had 
played such a distinguished part in the Pandurahga war, inflicted 
a crushing defeat upon the Kambujas and took the town of 
.^umbhupura. He destroyed a large number of temples there 
and distributed the Khmer captives among the temples of 
Srlsana-Bhadresvara. 

King Paramesvaravarman had to devote a great deal of 
aitcmion to the restoration of the religious institutions which 
had suffered during the troublesome period that preceded his 
reign. In 1050 A.D. he reinstalled the image of the famous 
goddess of Po Nagara and endowed her with lands, slaves and 
various other costly articles. He sent three embassies to China 
between A.D. 1050 and 1056 and five to Annam between 1047 
and 1060. He was succeeded by Bhadravarman III who reigned 
in 1061 A.D. He was succeeded by his brother Rudravarinan III 
(or Rudravarinan IV, if wc include the legendary king of that 
name in the Bhrigu dynasty). He was born in the family of 
Jaya Paramesvara, but the relationship between the two is not 
dcliiiiiely known. He sent an embassy to China in io6* A.D. 
and three embassies to Annam in 1063, 1065 and 1068 A.D. 
From the very beginning he made preparations for attacking 
his northern neighbour. He organised his array and trained 
his soldiers for the purpose. He then sent an ambassador to 
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China, in io6s A.D., for securing assistance against the Anna- 

mites. But although the Chinese Emperor was friendly and 

sent him some presents, he was not in a mood to send any effec¬ 

tive aid against the Annamites. For some years, therefore, 

Rudravarman III thought it politic to keep on friendly terms 

with the Annamite Emperor and regularly sent tributes to him 

in 1065 and loCS. 

But all the while Rudravarman III had been continuing 

his preparations, and at last opened hostilities towards the end 

of 1068 A.n. The Annamite Emperor, Ly Thanh Ton. took 

up the challenge and moved his troops on the 16th February. 

io()9 A.D. He gradually arrived at the port of SrT Banoy and 

there disembarked his troops. The Cham army, drawn up on 

the bank of the 'Fu Mao, oHered battle to the invader. They 

fought furiously for a long time, but their general l>citig killed, 

thc) lost heart and fell back in disorder, leaving a large number 

on the held. As soon as Rudravarman learnt the news of the 

defeat, he left the capital with his fantily. He was, however, 

pursued and taptured within the borders of Kambuja 

(1069 A.D.). 

fhe victor now took up his residence in the royal palace at 

\'ij.iya and telebraled his triumph by feasts and dances. He 

then gave orders to pul to lire all the houses in the capital and 

its suburbs. 'I'his done, he gave orders for ten cat. On the 

lyih July he nude a triumphaf entry into his capital. Escorted 

by the two aimies, and .surrounded by his officers on horseback, 

he himself rode on a chariot behind w'hidi marched Rudravar- 

nian and his family accompanied by live executioners. About 

50,000 C'.hains were taken to Tonkin as prisoners of war. 

Rudravarman was not kept in captivity for long. He 

obtained his release by ceding the three northern districts of 

Champa viz. Dia Ly, Ma Linh and Bo Chanh, corresponding 

roughly to the whole of modern Quang Birth and the northern 

part of Quang Tri, and brought the frontier of Champa to the 

mouth of the river Viet (1069 A.D). The Chains could never 

reconcile themselves to this cession of important territories and 

it gave rise to many a battle in future. 

On his return to Champa Rudravarman III found it to be 

a seat of anarchy and civil war, as several persons had proclaimed 

themselves kings in different parts of the kingdom. Amid 
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these disorders Rudravarman Ill passes from our view, and the 
dynasty which began to rule in 1044 A.D. ended with him about 
thirty years later. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE DYNASTY OF HARIVARMAN 

Among the many claimants to the throne of Champa one name 
stands in bold relief, that of Harivarman IV. The full name 
of the king was ^rf Harivarmadeva prince Than-Yan Vishnu- 
murti or MadhavamOrti or Devatamurti. He was the son of 
Praleye^vara Dharmaraja of the Cocoanut clan. As his mother 
belonged to the Betelnut clan, he represented in his person the 
two chief rival families of the kingdom. 

Within ten years of the capture of Rudravarman, Harivar¬ 
man established his authority over the greater part of the 
kingdom. But the civil war continued throughout his reign, 
and he had to tight with rival chiefs for the throne of Champa. 
To make matters worse, the Annamite king sent a new expedi¬ 
tion in 1075, and the. Kambuja king also began his plundering 
raids. It reflects great credit upon Harivarman that he not only 
checked his internal foes but also guarded his kingdom against 
his powerful neighbours. No wonder, that his reign was full 
of military campaigns, as we are told in the Myson Inscription: 

"He has dispersed the hostile troops in the field ctf battle as many as 
twelve times. He has cut off the heads of kings, generals, chiefit and other 
men in the field of battle nine times. He defeated the troops of Kambuja 
at Some^vara and captured the prince iSiT Nandavarmadeva who commanded 
the army.” 

The defeat ol the Annamite forces assured the safety of the 
newly established power, and by dint of numerous military 
successes “the king of Champa became prosperous as of old.” 
Then king Harivarman celebrated his coronation and probably 
assumed the title Utkrishtaraja. After this he 'enjoyed a com¬ 
plete happiness and tasted royal felicities.’ 

But Harivarman had another important task before him. 
The country had been ruined by the Annamite invasions ai\d 
the civil war and it was necessary to repair the damages as far 
as possible. 
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Two inscriptions at Myson describe in detail the work of 

restoration as well as the rich endowments to the temple of 

SrT0na-Bhadre^vara made by the king and his brother Yuvaraja 

Mahasenapati. 

King Harivarman also turned his attention to secular 

buildings and “re-established the edifices and the city of Champa 

during the troublesome days of the war. And the city of 

Champa and all the edifices were enriched, as if by nature, and 

freshly decorated.” 

King Harivarman thus successfully accomplished the two 

important tasks of establishing law and order and restoring 

material piosperity in the kingdom. With the exception of 

the southern district of Panduranga, the whole of Champa was 

probably united under his sceptre, and he vigorously set himself 

to the task of repairing damages and reviving the old pros¬ 

perity of the kingdom. 

In 1080 A.D., at the age of forty-one, Harivarman IV 

abdicated in favour of his eldest son, j5rT Rajadvara, and 

devoted himself to spiritual exercises and worship of Siva. He 

did not, however, long enjoy the rest and died within a month 

(1080 A.D.) It is interesting to note that fourteen of his wives 

followed him to death in right Indian fashion. 

Rajadvara ascended the throne under the name of .'^rT Ja)a 

Indravarniadeva. He was a boy of nine years and was 

obviously unfit to hold the reins of Government in those 

troublesome da\s. He had hardly reigned for a month when 

the necessity of a stronger government impressed itself upon all, 

and the throne was offered to Pu-lyan SrT Yuvaraja Mahasena- 

paii, younger brother of Sri Harivarmadeva. The event is thus 

described in the Myson Inscription of Jaya Indravarman himself. 
"His Majesty Sri Jaya Indravarmadeva reigned about a month. Then 

as SrT Jaya Indravarmadeva was very young, did not know what was good 
or bad in the government of the kingdom, and made everything contrary 
10 the rules of goxernntent, Srt Jaya Indravarmadeva with all the generals, 
BrUhmai^as. astrologers, learned men, masters of ceremonies and the wives 
of SrT Harivarmadeva searched for a prince to govern the kingdom. Now 
they found that StT Yiivarlja MahSsenSpati prince PSA, uncle of Sri Jaya 
Indravarmadeva, and younger brother of Sri Harivarmadeva, had all the 
marks of a MaharSja according to the canon of RSjachakTavartin, and that 

had the knowledge of the good and the bad.Sri Jaya Indravar¬ 
madeva, nephew of Pu-lyan Sti YuvarSja MahSsenSpati, with the BrShmanas, 
Ksbatriyas, pandits, astrologers, masters the ceremonies, and all the 
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ladies, carrying royal insignia, went to YuvarSja MahSsenipati and made 
him King. 

The Yiivaraja ascended the throne under the title Parama- 

bodhisattva in 1081 A.D. “He gave bounties to the generals 

and to all the people of C’hauipa, and uninterrupted bliss reigned 

as lyefore.” 

Paramabodhisattva quelled the disturbances in the king¬ 

dom and completed the task of his elder brother by recovering 

the southern district of Pandurahga. There a usurper had set 

up an independent kingdom after the Annainitc expedition of 

1069 A.D. and maintained his position for i(i years. Parania 

iKidhisativa imprisoned him with all his followers. He spared 

their Uses but conltscated their property. 

Thus alter i(i ^ears there was once more a united kingdom 

of C.hampu. Paramabodhisattva did nor enjoy a long reign. 

He was succeeded in 108O b\ his nephew .*>rT Indravaimadeva 

Paramarajadhiraja who had jlidicated the throne in his favour 

in 1081 A.D. 

Although Jaya Indravarman IT paid his tribute to the 

court of Annam with fair regulatiiy, he deplored the loss of the 

three districts ceded b> Rudravarman. The two peoples were 

so much estranged oyer this question, that when their ambassa¬ 

dors, having airived at the Chinese court at the same time, W'cic 

introJucetl to the fniperoi on the same cla\, ihc) kept them¬ 

selves aloof from each other. At a dinner in which they were 

invited thc) were seared at two ends of the table. 

At last in 1103 a lefugee from Annam instigated king Iiidra 

vat man to light against his country. He represented that 

Annam was enfeebled by internal dissensions and had not the 

powei to resist an invasion fiom Champa. Misled by these 

hilse statements Jaya Indravarman led an army and conquered 

the three ceded districts. But his triufnph was shortlived. He 

was soon defeated and compelled to abandon those districts. To 

avoid further troubles he immediately sent tribute to Annam. 

Henceforth the two countries lived in peace and tributes were 

regularly sent from Champa to Annam. 

Jaya Indravarman II died in 1113 A.D. and was succeeded 

by his nephew Harivarman (V) who reigned in peace. , 
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CHAPTER V 

THE STRUGGLE WITH KAMBUJA AND CHINA 

Harivarman V seems to have left no heir, and the next king 
known to us is Jaya Indravannan III. Jaya Indiavarman was 
born in the year 1106 A.D. He became Devaraja in iijg and 
Yuvaraja in 1133 A.D. Finally he ascended the throne in 1139. 
His religious foundations at Myson in 1140 and at Po Nagar 
in 1143 indicate that he established his authority in the north 
as well as in the south. 

Unfortunately Jaya Indravarman III was involved in a 
quarrel with both his powerful neighbours. Suryavarman, the 
bellicose king of Kambuja, ascended the throne in 1113 A.D., 
and began to harass the kingdom of Champa. Then in iis8 
he sent an expedition, so,000 strong, against the Annamite 
kingdom, and induced the king of Champa to join with him. 
This was probably not a difficult task, as Champa had many 
old scores to pay off, and was ever ready to seize any opportunity 
to recover the three northern districts ceded by Rudravarman. 
Unfortunately, the Cham army could not join the Kambujas 
in time, and both armies were separately defeated. Baffled in 
his enterprise Suryavarman despatched next year a navy of 700 
vessels to harass the coast of Than Hoa. A similar attempt was 
again made in 113s when Jaya Indravarman invaded Nghe-An 
in concert with the army of Kambuja, but was easily defeated 
by the Annamites. ' He then settled matters with them by 
paying tribute to Annam and wihdrawing from the offensive 
alliance he had lately formed with the king of Kambuja. 

But this pusillanimous conduct did not save the unfortunate 
king. Unsuccessful in his expedition against the Annamite 
king, Suryavarman now wanted to make amends for his loss by 
attacking his faithless ally, the king of Champa. In 1145 he 
invaded the kingdom and made himself muster of Vijaya. 
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Jaya Indravarman III was either killed in the battle, or made 
a prisoner. In any case we do not hear of him any more. 

When the kingdom of Champa lay prostrate under the 
victorious army of Kambuja, a scion of the old ruling family, a 
descendant of king Paramabodhisattva, proclaim^ himself 
king and took refuge in the southern district of Pan^urahga. 
His name was Rudravarman Parama-Brahmaloka. He was 
formally consecrated to the throne, but did not enjoy a long 
reign and died in 1147 A.D. 

On the death of the king the people of Pandurahga invited 
his son Ratna-Bhumivijaya to be the king of Champa, and he 
ascended the throne in 1147 tinder the name of Sri Jaya 
Harivarrnadeva prince Sivanandana. Jaya Harivarman ascend¬ 
ed the throne at a very critical moment. The greater part of 
the kingdom was under a foreign foe who was now extending 
his aggressions to the south, and the Annamites as well as the 
Kiratas and other semi-barbarous tribes on the frontier took 
advantage of the situation to carry on plundering raids into its 
very heart. But Jaya Harivarman was equal to the task that 
faced him, and steered the vessel of State safely through these 
shoals, amid heavy storms, back to the harbour. 

Scarcely had the king ascended the throne when the king 
of Kambuja commanded Sankara, the foremost among his gene¬ 
rals, to go and fight him in the plain of Rajapura. Sankara was 
aided by a large number of troops from Vijaya i.e. the portion 
of Champa subject to Kambuja. Jaya Harivarman met the 
hostile army at Chaklyan and gained a great victory. This hap¬ 
pened in 1147 A.D. Next year “the king of Kambuja sent an 
army thousand times stronger than the previous one to fight in 
the plain of VTrapura.” Jaya Harivarman met them at the field 
of Kayev and completely defeated them. 

Having defeated the two armies $ei\t against him, Jaya 
Harivarman now felt powerful enough to take the offensive. 
The king of Kambuja did not underrate the danger. He hastily 
consecrated Harideva, the younger brother of his first queen, 
as king of Vijaya, and “commanded various generals to lead the 
Kambuja troops and protect the prince Harideva until he 
became king in the city of Vijaya.” Jaya Harivarman also 
marched tow;ird that city aid “destroyed king Harideva with all 
his Cham and Kambuja generals and troops/' Then the vie- 
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torious king, duly consecrated, ascended the throne of his fore¬ 
fathers with du& pomp-and ceremony (1149 A.I>.) and reigned 
as supreme king, from this time. But the difficulties of Jaya 
Harivarman were far from being over yet. The king of Kam- 
buja, thrice baffled, now hit upon a different plan. He incited 
the barbarous mountain tribes of Champa against their king. 
The Rade, the Mada and other barbarous tribes, collectively 
known by the general appellation of the “Kirala,” now invaded 
the plain in the neighbourhood of Vijaya. A battle took place 
near the village of Slay, and the Kiratas were defeated. Unfor¬ 
tunately, jaya Harivarman had not to fear his external enemies 
alone; his own lelatives betrayed him. The brother of his wife, 
called Variiiaraja, now joined his enemies and the Kiruta kings 
proclaimed him as king in the tity of Madhyamagrama. The 
undaunted king bravely met this new danger. Jaya Harivar¬ 
man led his army, defeated Vaiii^araja, captured the Kirata 
army, and defeated them all. 

The Kiraia difficulty was over, but Vamiaraja remained. 
He took refuge in the Annamesc court and asked the Emperor 
for military assistance in order to place him on the throne of 
Champa. The Annaniese Emperor acceded to his request and 

declared him king of Champa. The sequel is thus described: 
“The king ot Yavanas (Annainiies), learning that, the king of Kambnja 

had created diflicultics in the way ot Java Harivarman, prodaimed 
Vaiii!iaia|a, a ciii/eii ot C.hampS, as king, lie ga\e him sevcial Yavana 
geneials logeiho with hiindied thousand valoious Yavana soldieis . 
Then Jaya Harivarman (ondiKted all (he iioops of Vijaya. The two panics 
weie engaged in a tenible combat. Java Harivarman defeated Vam^araja 
.and largo number t>l Yavana troops lav dead on the field” 
(iir,o A.D.). 

After having thus quelled the external enemies Jaya Hari¬ 
varman probably hoped to reign in peace. But that was not 
to be. Civil war broke out, first at Amaravati (1151) and then 
at Pandiirahga (1155). Jaya Harivarman successftilly put them 
down, but the embers of conflict were not finally extinguished 
till 1160 A.D. 

Having secured the throne of Champa Jaya Harivarman 
turned his attention to the restoration of temples and the repair 
of- damages. He died about 1166-67 A.D., and was probablv 
succeeded by his son Jaya Harivarman II, But within a year 
ibe throne of Champa was occupied by :SrI Jaya Indravarman 
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IV, an inhabitant of Grainapura Vijaya. It docs not appear that 

he wai related in any way to Jaya Harivarrnan I or II. On the 

other hand, wc know that the latter had at least two sons who 

had afterwards ruled in Champa. There is, therefore, hardly 

any doubt that Jaya Indravaniian IV was a usurper. 

Jaya Indravannan IV was formally consecrated to the 

throne about iihy A.D. Immediately after his consecration, he 

sent an ambassador to C^hina asking for investiture from the 

Imperial court. I he presents whicli the ambas.sador took to 

(diina had been plundered frotti Arab merchants. The amount 

of tribute appealed to the (Chinese emperor to be so very large, 

that he was at lust inclined to accept only one-tenth of it; but 

wlicn he came to know of the source from which the.se articles 

had come, by the complaints of the Arab merchants themselves, 

he refused to take anything at all, and ordered a letter to be 

written to Jaya Indravannan explaining the cause of his refusal. 

Moreover, tlie council of ministers decided that it would not 

be prudent to invest the king of Champa with the customary 

honorary titles till the commotion caused by the incident had 

subsided. 

Jaya Indravannan IV now turned his attention to the 

conquest of Kambuja. He assured the neutrality of the Anna- 

mese Emperor by payment of rich presents and sending an 

ambassador to pay the usual homage. Being secure in the 

north, he attacked the kingdom of Kambuja (i 170). That 

kingdom was then ruled over by king Tribhuvanadityavarman, 

Both the opposing forces were equally matched and the war 

went on for a long time without any decisive result. At this 

time a Chinese officer, shipwrecked on the coast of Champa, 

taught the king a new cavalry manoeuvre and the art of throw¬ 

ing arrows from the back of a horse (iiyi.A.D.). Jaya Indra¬ 

vannan IV now asked the Chinese officer to buy horses for him 

in his own country. With the help of these horses he was 

enabled to secure sonic advantage against the enemy, and this 

induced him to look for more hor,scs. In 1171 he sent a large 

number of men to Kiong Cheu, in the island of Hai Nan, with 

the object of purchasing as many horses as possible. They wdfe 

ill received there, and therefore retaliated by plundering a nura- 

her of inhabitants they came across. The terrified pec^le then 

allowed them to make their purchases. But the affair came to 
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the knowledge of the Chinese Emperor, and in 1175 he issued 
an order prohibiting the export of horses outside the empire. 

Jaya Indravarman IV now gave up the idea of invading 
Kambuja by land. He equipped a fleet and sent a naval expe¬ 
dition in 1177. Proceeding along the coast, the fleet, guided 
by a shipwrecked Chinese, reached the mouth of the Grand 
River (Mekong). Then going up the river it reached the capi¬ 
tal city. Jaya Indravarman plundered the capital and then 
retired, carrying an immense Ixroty with him. 

The glorious victory of Jaya Indravarman IV indicates the 
revival of the old prosperous days of Champa. This was further 
shown by the rich donations of the king to various temples. An 
inscription has preserved relics of something like a military 
feudalism that prevailed at the time. Three dignitaries of the 
kingdom took an oath of allegiance to the king which contained, 
among other promises, an undertaking to the effect that they 
and their children would fight for their lord in case of war as 
long as they lived. 

After Jaya Indravarman IV we find a new king in Champa 
named Jaya Indravarman V. Whether there was any relation¬ 
ship between the two is yet unknown, but the latter continued 
the "forward” policy of his predecessor and carried on an 
aggressive campaign against Kambuja. In 1190 A.D. the king 
of Kambuja, Jayavarman VII, sent an expedition against Jaya 
Indravarman. The leader of this expedition, who was ulti¬ 
mately destined to play an important part in history, was Sri 
Suryavarmadeva, prince 5ri Vidyanandana. He was apparently 

an inhabitant of Champa, but betook himself early in life to 

Kambuja (ii8a A.D.). The king of Kambuja, pleased at his 

valour, conferred on him the dignity of Yuvaraja, and when 

war broke out with Champa, as related above,* he "sent the 

prince at the head of Kambuja troops in order to take Vijaya 

and defeat the king Jaya Indravarman.” 5rT Suryavarmadeva 

obtained a complete victory. He captured the king of Champa 

and took him to Kambuja as a captive. 

' The king of Kambuja now divided Champa into two por¬ 

tions. He placed his own brother-in-law Surya Jayavarmadeva 

aii king of the northern part, with Vijaya as capital, while 

Sfiryavarmadeva, prince 5rl Vidyanandana, the victorious gene- 
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ral, became king of the southern portion with his capital at 
Rajapura in Panran. 

Suryavarmadeva, prince Sri Vidyanandana, defeated a num¬ 
ber of thieves ot pirates, apparently the adherents of the late 
regime that had revolted against him, and reigned in peace at 
Rajapura. The northern kingdom, however, was soon lost to 
Kambuja. Within two years, Prince Rasupati, a local chief, 
led a revolt against the Kambuja usurper, Sri Surya Jayavarman. 
The latter was defeated, and returned to Kambuja, while 
Rasupati ascended the throne under the name of SrT Jaya 
Indravarmadeva. 

The king of Kambuja now sent an expedition against 
Vijaya (1192 A.D.). With a view, probably, to conciliate the 
national sentiments, by placing the captured king of ChampSl 
SrT Jaya Indravarman V on the throne, as a dependant of 
Kambuja, he sent him along with this expedition. The Kam¬ 
buja troops first went to Rajapura. There the king SQryavar- 
madeva, prince Sri Vidyanandana, put himself at their head, and 
marched against Vijaya. He captured Vijaya and defeated and 
killed Jaya Indravarman Rasupati. Henceforth Suryavarma¬ 
deva Vidyanandana threw off his allegiance to Kambuja and 
ruled over the whole of Champa without opposition (119* A.D.) 
as an independent king. But he had shortly to reckon with 
the king of Kambuja whom he had so basely betrayed. In 1193 
an expedition was sent against him, but he gained an easy 
victory. Next year the expedition was repeated on a larger 
scale, but he vanquished the generals of the Kambuja army. 
This was the crowning triumph of 5rT Suryavarmadeva, prince 
^rl Vidyanandana, who began his life as an exile, but after a 
romantic career gained the undisputed supremacy over the 
whole of Champa. • 

After the Kambuja war was over, the king marched to 
AmaravatT and set himself to the task of restoration, which was 
badly needed after the late troublesome period of civil war and 
foreign domination. But the king was not destined to enjoy 
his sovereignty for a long time. He was defeated in 1203 A.D. 
by his paternal uncle, called Yuvaraja Dhanapatigrama, wfto 
was sent by the king of Kambuja against him. 

The career of this Yuvaraja was analogous in many respects 
to that of king Surpvarman himself. He, too, lived as an exile 
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in the court of Kaiiibuja and obtained the favours of the king. 
The king of Kambuja, twice baffled in his attempt lo defeat 
Suryavarman, at last sent the uncle against the nephew. In 
iao3 king Suryavarman was defeated and the Yuvaraja Dhana- 
patigrama ruled over Champa. He had a hard time before 
him. Rebellion broke out in various parts of the kingdom. 
The most formidable was one led by Putau Ajna Ku, but he 
was put down. The king of Kambuja, pleased at his valour, 
conferred high dignities on him and apparently formally 
appointed him the ruler of Champa in 1207 A.l). 

But soon a new figure appeared on the scene. This was 
Jaya Parame^varavariiiadeva, son of Jaya Harivarman II. He 
was the legitimate owner of the throne of Champa of which 
his father had been wrongly dispossessed by Jaya Indravarman 
IV Grainapura Vijaya. During the period of usurpation by that 
monarch, and the disastrous Kambuja war that followed, he 
•lived as an exile and at last took refuge in the court of Kambuja. 

In 1201 A.D. the king of Kambuja conferred upon him the 
title of “Pu Poh pul yah Sri Yuvaraja,” and afterwards gave him 
permission to live in Champa with the Governor Yuvaraja 
Dhanapatigrama. It must have been with a mixed feeling of 
joy and sorrow that the exile returned to his native land, only 
to find the throne of his forefathers occupied by a usurper. 
Why he w'as sent to Champa, and what he had been doing there 
for the next twenty years arc yet unknown. 

Champa was at this time very hard pressed by the Anna- 
mites. Since about 1207 A.D. a long .series of battles followed, 
in w'hich victory more often inclined to the Annamites. These 
long drawn battles must have exhausted the Kambujas. As a 
matter of fact, the series of warfares in which they were involved 
ever since ngo A.D., when they conquered Champa, must have 
proved too great a burden for them. At last in 1220 A.D. the 
Kambujas evacuated Champa, and a formal peace was probably 
concluded with jaya Parame^varavarman in 1222 A.D. In any 
case the latter ascended the throne of his ancestors and was 
formally consecTated to the throne in 1226 A.D. Henceforth 
the king reigned in peace. He restored order in the different 
parts of his kingdom and set himself to the task of repairing 
damages caused by the “Kambuja war of 32 years’* (1190-1222 
A.D). 
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Towards the end of his reign, about 1*5* A.D., King Jaya 
Paramefvaravarmari II was involved in a war with Annam. 
About this time a powerful dynasty was established on the 
throne of Annam. The new king of Annam made remons¬ 
trances to the court of Champa against the conduct of Cham 
pirates who pillaged the Annamite population on the sea-shore. 
The king of Champa demanded in reply the restitution of the 
three northern districts of Champa conquered by Annam. 
This irritated the Emperor of Annam who led in person an 
expedition against Champa. The campaign was long and 
arduous, but did not lead to any decisive result. The Emperor 
returned with a number of prisoners, including a queen and a 
number of nobles and concubines of the king of Champa. 

Jaya PararaeJvaravarman II died shortly after and was 
succeeded by his brother, Jaya Indravarman VI, Prince Harideva 
of Sakahvijaya, who lived at peace with his northern neighbour 
and devoted his time to pious works. 

In the year 1257 murdered by his 
nephew, sister’s son, who ascended the throne under the name 
of ^rl Jaya Siihhavarman in 1257 A.D., and was formally 
consecrated to the throne in 1266 A.D. under the name 
Indravarman (V). 

The new king wanted to remain at peace. So immediately 
after his coronation he sent an ambassador with tribute to the 
court of Annam (1266) and renewed it in 1267, 1269, and 1270. 

But the reign of king Indravarman V was destined to 
involve Champa in one of the greatest calamities that ever 
befell her. She had just passed through Kambuja incursions 
lasting 32 years; now she was to suffer the unspeakable horrors 
of a Mongol invasion. 

The Mongols had suddenly risen as a great power in Asia 
towards the close of the twelfth century A.D. Their great 
leader Chenghiz Khan (1162*1227 A.D.) had conquered large 
territories in Asia and eastern Europe, and planned the ebn* 
quest of China when he died. At his death his empire extended 
l^yond the Caspian sea and the Black sea on the west, as ^ as 
Bulgaria, Servia, Hungary and Russia. To the east it included 
KcMrea and reached the Pacific ocean, and on the south it was 
bounded by India, Tibet and the ruins of the splendid empire 
of Khwarezm. Ogotai, the son and successor of Chenghiz 
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Khan, conquered a portion of China. In 1148 A.D. the 
Mongol empire passed on to Mangku (1 >48^1 <59) and then to 
his l»rother, the famous Kublai Khan, a grandson of Chenghiz 
Khan. Kublai, who crowned himself as the Chinese Emporor 
and fixed his capital at Peking, looked forward to the conquest 
of the whole of the Chinese Empire by putting an end to the 
Sung dynasty. This he finally accomplished in 1x79 A.D. But 
even while he was carrying on the struggle with the Imperial 
dynasty, Kublai Khan sought to exact the oath of allegiance 
from all foreign States that had hitherto accepted the Chinese 
Emperor as their suzerain. So an invitation was sent to the 
kings of Annam and Champa, to come and pay their homage 
as vassals to the Great Khan. Indravarman sent two embassies, 
one on the 13th August, 1x81, and the other, two months later, 
so that Kublai at last decided to confer on him the insignia of 
“Prince Imperial of the second rank.” 

Kublai now treated Champa as part of his empire. He 
appointed Sagatu and Lieu Cheng as viceroys to administer 
Champa in the name of the king. The old and feeble king 
submitted to this humiliation, but his proud son, the prince 
Harijit, could not bring himself to yield to it. He fanned the 
popular discontent which ultimately became so serious that the 
viceroys the Khan, no longer feeling their position secure, 
returned to their country. 

Kublai now decided on an expedition against Champa and 
entrusted it to Sagatu. In ix8x Sagatu, invested with the title 
of “the governor of the province of Champa,” embarked his 
troops on thousand vessels—the land route through Tonkin 
being refused by the Annamite king—and landed his army 
unopposed on the coast of Champa. The Cham army was led 
by prince Harijit in person. Sagatu tried the method of conci¬ 
liation, but failed. »At last the battle took plate in January, 
1x83- The Chams, 10,000 strong, fought obstinately for six 
hours, but then beat retreat. King Indravarman V put his 
magazine to fire and then retired with his troops to the 
mountains. 

Sagatu sent a detachment of his army against the king. 
Although successful at first, the Mongol troops were harassed 
by the enemy in the unknown mountain forests, and regained 
the camp with great difficulty and alter heavy losses. But 
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Sagatu being re-iiifor<%d from China, himsdf toc^ the offensive 
mi the 14th Jtine, laSg, and inflicted great loss on the Cham 
army. King Indravarman again retired to the mountains. 

The Cham campaign had already cost Kublai Khan heavily 
in men and money. Nevertheless, in 1^84, he arranged to send 
another supporting army of 15,000 soldiers. The first division 
of the navy, carrying the first batches of soldiers, completely 
disappeared, and no one knew what became of her. The rest 
of the troops safely reached the coast of Champa under the 
leadership of Wan Hu. But arrived at 8ri Banoy, Wan Hu 
learnt to his great surprise that Sagatu had burnt his camp and 
started on his return journey a few days before. He then 
advant^d alone and sent an ambassador to Indravarman asking 
him to come in person with his son. But the king was now 
in no mood to obey. He sent his grandson to the Emperor to 
renew the oaths of allegiance (1S84), and four months later, 
sent an embassy of 18 persons with a prayer for the withdrawal 
of troops on condition of regular payment of tribute. Two 
months later still, the same ambassadors again presented them¬ 
selves to the court ol the great Mongol with rich presents. 

But in spite of all these embassies and assurances of sub¬ 
mission, things continued as befmre. The king stationed him¬ 
self in the mountains, re-inforcing his army as soon as it was 
dispersed by the Mongols, while the latter, unable to secure 
any solid advantage, suffered from heat, diseases and want of 
provisions. So, in order to bring the campaign to a successful 
end, at all costs, the great Khan resolved to send by land an 
army sufficiently strong for the final conquest of Champk. 

In order to reach Champa it was necessary to pass through 
Annamite territory. The king of that country, like Indravar- 
m^n, had obstinately refused to pay homage in person. So 
when he at last received a peremptory order* to give passage to 
the troops bound for Champi, he opposed their advance into 
his territory. 

The Mongol troops were commanded by Togan, the son of 
Kublai. Failing to win over the Annamite king by diplomat)', 
he at last invaded the passes leading to that country and carried 
them one afrer anotha. Then winning victory after victory, 
he crossed the Red River and entered the capit^ of Axmam as 
victor. At the same time Sagatu advanced from the south and 
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defeated the enemy at Nghe-An and Than Hoa. At last the 
Annamite Emperor took the offensive. He defeated Togan in 
the north and drove back his army beyond the Red river. 
Sagatu,unaware of this defeat, was still advandng into the 
enemy's country, when he was surprised and completely defeat¬ 
ed. He was killed in the action and his head was presented to 
the Annamite Emperor. 

Thus Champa was at last delivered from the scourge of 
Mongol invasion. In order to prevent a repetition of the 
catastrophe Indravarman hastened to send an ambassador with 
rich presents to Kublai (1985). The great Khan now renounced 
all hopes of conquering Champa and released the prisoners. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE ANN AMITE CONQUEST OF CHAMPA 

I. THE TRIUMPH OF ANNAM 

King Indravannan V, who had heroically sustained the arduous 
struggle against his powerful foe, probably did not long survive 
his final triumph. It appears from the account of Marco Polo, 
who visited Champa about ia88, that king Indravarman was 
already dead. 

He was succeeded by his brave son Prince Harijit, born of 
the queen Gaudendralakshml, who had bravely stood by his 
father in his hours of trial, and now ascended the throne under 
the name of Jaya Siihhavarman III. He restored peace in the 
kingdom which it badly needed after the long and arduous 
campaign. 

The proud king dispensed with all marks of vassalage in 
respect of the great Kublai Khan. He also stopped the pay¬ 
ment of usual tribute to Annam. There king Nho’n-Ton had 
abdicated the throne in favour of his son Anh-Ton and retired 
to hermitage. After spending a secluded life for some time, 
Nh’on-Ton desired to visit the holy places of different countries, 
and in 1501 A.D. came to ChampS. He lived there for g 
months and was so hospitably treated by Jaya Siihhavarman that 
before his departure ha promised the king the hand of one of 
his daughters. 

The court of Annam coldly received the proposal. But 
Jaya Siihhavarman, who had already married a princess of Java 
(or Malay Peninsula) named Tapasi, was eager for this new 
alliance. Negotiations continued as late as 1305, but Jaya Siih¬ 
havarman, impatient at the delay, sent an ambassador with 
nuptial presents and promised to cede to Annam, on the day 
of marriage, the two northern provinces of his realm, corres¬ 
ponding to Thua Thien, the southern portion of Quang Tri 
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and the northern part of Quang Nam. It is an irony of fate 
that the man who fought so valiantly for his country even at 
the risk of his own life, did not scruple to part with two of the 
most valuable provinces of his kingdom, including the famous 
stronghold of Kiu S’iu, for a mere hobby. Thus was Champ2 
dismembered a second time (cf. Bk. Ill, Ch. III). The Anna- 
mite council made a last attempt to prevent the alliance which 
they considered as humiliating for the daughter of an emperor, 
but Anh-Ton, more practical than his ministers, was ready to 
sacrifice his sense of prestige and brotherly sentiments for the 
good of the country. He accepted the provinces and sent the 
princess to Jaya Siihhavarman. But king Jaya Simhavarman 
did not live long after this marriage, and died in 1307 A.D. 

Jaya Simhavarman III was succeeded by his son prince 
Harijitatmaja, born of the queen BhaskaradevT, and known as 
Mahendravarman. He regretted the cession of two provinces 
by his father which brought the ntnrthern boundary of Champa 
far to the south, and the people of the two provinces also chafed 
at the foreign domination. The result was rebellions and 
frequent incursions into those provinces, so much so that the 
Annamite colonists, installed in the two provinces, found it 
impossible to live there. So at the beginning of 131*, the 
Annamite Emperor, Anh Hoang, decided to send an expedition 
against Champa. 

The Emperor himself led the expedition and king Mahen- 
dravarman was induced to submit without any fight. The 
king with his whole family went by sea and presented themsel¬ 
ves before the Annamite Emperor. His soldiers, however, were 
enraged at this humiliation, and attacked the camp of the 
Emperor. They were, however, soon defeated and took to 
flight. Thereupon Mahendravarman was made prisoner, and 
his brother Che-da-a-ba-niem was entrusted with the govern¬ 
ment of Champa with the title ‘‘Feudatory prince of the second 
rank.” The campaign was over in six months and Anh Hoang 
came back to his capital with his royal prisoner. 'He gave him 
high honours but that was poor conflation to the captive who 
4ied at the beginning of 1313. 
' ' Qie-da-a-ba^iem, who had been placed on the throne by 
the Annamites, assumed the name of C^e Nang after coronaticm 
(131* A.I>.).^ 'Two years later, Anh Hoang abdicated the 
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throne in favour of his son, Ninh Hoang. Che Nang took 
advantage of this change of master by attempting to throw off 
the yoke of Annam. He had some successes at first, but was 
soon drfeated and took to flight. Afraid of meeting with his 
brother s fate, he fled from the country and took refuge in Java 
(c, 13*8 A.D.). With him ended the dynasty founded by 
Rudravarman Parama-Brahmaloka in 1145 A.D. 

II. THE RECOVERY OF CHAMPA 

The kingdom of Champa was now without a king and 
there was probably no legitimate heir to the throne. On the 
recommendation of the victorious Annamite general, the 
Emperor appointed a military chief called A-Nan as his viceroy 
in Champa (1318 A.D.). 

A-Nan behaved exactly like his predecessor. As soon as he 
felt powerful enough he wanted to shake off the Annamite 
yoke. For this purpose he commenced negotiations with the 
Mongols, and in 135(3 sent his brother to the Chinese Emperor 
asking assistance against his powerful neighbour in the north. 
The Emperor Jen Tseng agreed to this and sent ambassadors 
to Ninh Hoang asking him to respect the integrity of Champa 
(13*4). Ninh Hoang replied to this message by sending an 
expedition against Champa in 1326, but it led to disasters. 
A-Nan defeated his army and henceforth ceased to consider 
himself as his vassal. 

For some time A-Nan continued his relations with the 
Mongols, and sent ambassadors to the Chinese court in 1327, 
1328 and 1330. Then he ceased to send them. Thus A-Nan 
reigned during the last eleven years as an independent king 
and brought back peace and tranquillity to the kingdom which 
had not known it for a long time. , 

A-Nan was succeeded in 1342 A.D. by his son-in-law Bo 
Dc. A-Nan’s son, Che Mo, did not take this act of usurpation 
lying down. He collected the loyal people and fought with 
Bo De for the throne. Being defeated he sought protection in 
the court oi Annam. The king dE Annam sent an expedition 
(*S58). but ** tbe army did not meet with the navy at the 
appointed place, it came back. Che Mo, who was with the 
army, died shortly afterwards. 
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Bo De, elated beyond measure at the retreat of the Anna- 
mite troops, now took the offensive in order to reconquer, the 
northern districts, but he was defeated in his first attack (135$) 
and gave up the enterprise.. 

Bo De was succeeded by Che Bong Nga. The date of his 
accession and his relationship with Bo De are alike unknown. 
But it is probable that he came to the throne some time about 
1360 A.D. 

The reign of Che Bong Nga was remarkable for a series of 
victorious campaigns against Annam. In 1361 he suddenly 
raided the port of Da Li (Li-Hoa in Botrach). Having put to 
flight the soldiers who defended it, he pillaged the town and 
its neighbourhood, massacred the population and returned by 
sea with an immense booty. Next year he plundered the chief 
town of Hoa Chau. In 1365 the Chams carried away the boys 
and girls of Hoa Chau who gathered to celebrate a festival 
according to local custom. 

At last in 1368 Du Hoang, the Emperor of Annam, sent a 
powerful army against Champa, but Che Bong Nga lay in 
ambush, surprised it completely and put it to a precipitate 
retreat. 

Du Hoang, the Emperor of Annam, died in June, 1369. 
One of his younger sons was placed on the throne by the intri¬ 
gues of the queen-mother. But Phu, the brother of the deceased 
king, revolted against him, put him into prison and ascended 
the throne under the name of Nghia-Hoang (1370 A.D.). The 
queen-mother then fled to Champa and enlisted the help of Che 
Bong Nga. In 1371 the latter sailed with a fleet and marched 
unopposed to the capital. He pillaged the city, burnt the royal 
palace and returned with a rich b^ty (1371). 

A year later, Nghia-Hoang abdicated the throne of Annam 
in Bivour of Kham Hoang (137a). The new ruler resolved to 
avenge the insult that Champa had inflicted upon his dynasty, 
and made preparations on a large scale. 

After a great deal cff delay, Kham Hoang at last marched 
at the head of more than 1,20,000 men in January, 1377, and 
arrived un<^posed before the town of Vijaya which was sur¬ 
rounded by a palisade. There a Qiam reported to Kham 
H(Nmg that the town was deserted, that the king had taken to 
flight, and that by a quick mardi he could yet overtake the 
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king. Heedless of the prudent counsels of his generals, Kham 
Hoang marched with his army, which advanced pell mell with¬ 
out any order or organisation. When they had proceeded some 
distance the Chams suddenly fell upon them and intercepted 
their passage. This product such a panic in the Annamite 
army that it was completely routed. The Emperm: with his 
two commanders-in-chief and several other nobles lay dead on 
the held. 

Immediately after this great victory Che Bong Nga sailed 
with a fleet towards the capital of Annam, Gian Hoang, who 
was hastily proclaimed king, made arrangements for defending 
it, but Che Bong Nga entered into the town, pillaged it for a 
whole day, and returned with an immense booty. Next year 
he again marched towards Annam. Having conquered Nghe- 
An, and appointed there his own governor, he plundered the 
capital and returned with an immense booty. 

Henceforth the people of Annam lived in constant terror 
of Champa. The Emperor Gian Hoang removed his treasures 
to the mountains of Thien Kien and the caves of Kha-lang for 
saving them from the cupidity of the Chams (1379). And it 
was well indeed that he had done so. For Che Bong Nga led 
a new expedition against Annam in 1380. The old ruler of 
Annam made preparations for defending the country both by 
land and sea, and at last succeeded in inflicting a defeat upon 
Che Bong Nga who took to flight. 

In spite of this defeat Che Bong Nga made constant incur¬ 
sions against the Annamites. In 1389 Che Bong Nga com¬ 
pletely defeated the Annamite army and advanced towards the 
capital. He reached the river Hai Trieu and there was nothing 
to prevent him from occupying the whole country. 

But at this moment the treachery of a Cham military officer 
changed the whole complexion of things. As Che Bong Nga 
advanced with about 100 vessels to reconnoitre the forces of the 
enemy, one of his officers, who was reprimanded and afraid of 
his life, passed over to the enemy and told them that the king’s 
vessel was easily recognisable by its green colour. On learning 
this the Annamite commander made for the Cham navy and 
asked his men to concentrate the fury of their attack on the 
royal vessel. Suddenly a volley of musketry was fired at Che 
Bong Nga and he fedl dead. The Chams lost heart at the 
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sudden death of their chief and beat a precipitate retreat to 
rejoin the main army which was stationed at the river Hoang 
under the command of the general La Rhai (February, 1390). 
La Khai immediately led back the army by forced marches day 
and night. The enemy overtook him but was easily defeated. 
As soon as he reached Champa he proclaimed himself king of 
the country. The two sons of Che l^ng Nga, deprived of their 
legitimate rights, sought protection in the Annamite court. 
But although received there with honours and distinction they 
could not secure any support to regain their throne. 

III. THE FINAL VICTORY OF THE ANNAMITES 

La Khai, who thus established a new dynasty, is almost 
certainly to be identified with 5rl Jaya Siihhavarmadeva 5rl 
Harijatti VTrasimha Champa-pura, the founder of the Brishu 
family of kings. 

Immediately after the death of Che Bong Nga, the two 
provinces, Tan Binh and Thuan Hoa, which he had annexed, 
made submission to .\nnam. It is probable that other parts 
of Champa, too, did not acknowledge the authority of Jaya 
Siihhavarmadeva IV. He ruled for ten years (1390-1400), and 
was succeeded by ^rl Vrishu Vishnujatti Vlra Bhadravarmadeva. 
The king was at first called prince Nauk Glauh Vijaya, and 
after a reign of 3s years he was consecrated and took the name 
of ^ri Brishu Indravarman, 

The Annamites had never given up their intention of 
conquering Champa and led an expedition against it in 1401. 
VTra Bhadravarinan, who had just ascended the throne, opposed 
the enemy vigorously and forced them to retreat. It was with 
considerable difficulty, that the Annamite forces could regain 
their own territory. 

In 140S, the Annamite troops again invaded Champi. 
Bhadravarman sent his general to oppose them, but he was 
killed in a fight with the vanguards of the enemy. The king 
was now terribly afraid of his life and throne, and sent his 
maternal uncle with rich presents to treat with the enemy. He 
oGfrred the rich province of Indrapura on condition of cessa¬ 
tion of hostilities and the retreat of the Annamite troops. The 
Annamites demanded Quang Nghia, in addition, and thus the 
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whole of Quang-Nam and Quang^Nghia, the andent Amarivatl. 
was c^ded to the enemy. . It was a terrible Mow to the power 
and prestige of Champa. The andent capital of Indrapura 
was full of accumulated riches and trophies and was associated 
with the glcnrious days of the past. The province of Amarivat! 
was also one of the richest and the most fertile. By this 
humiliating treaty the kingdom of Champa was reduced to half 
its size; it lost its rich fertile regions in the northern plain, and 
was confined to-the poor mountainous region in the south. 

King Bhadravarman soon repented of his act. He sent a 
pathetic appeal to the Chinese Emperor (1405), and the latter 
sent two plenipotentiaries to the Annamite court, asking it to 
leave its neighbour in peace. The Annamites replied by send¬ 
ing a force zoo,oop strong against Champa both by land and sea. 

The Chinese Emperor became furious. He sent battle¬ 
ships in aid of Bhadravarman. These met the Annamite fleet 
which retreated before it without fighting. The Annamite 
army which besieged Vijaya also raised the siege and turned 
back, because their provisions ran short and the town was well 
defended. 

But the Chinese Emperor was now inclined to fight with 
his turbulent neighbour, and the king of Champa excited him 
to this action. Although the Annamite king tried to avoid 
the war, he was forced to it, and it was fatal to himself and 
to his dynasty. In July, 1407, he fell into the hands of the 
Chinese with his father and son, and they all died in exile. 

VTra Bhadravarman, gratified beyond all measure at this 
defeat of his implacable enemy, sent a sumptuous tribute to 
the Emperor, and received in return a still more sumptuous 
present. He then sent an expedition to recover the ceded 
provinces. The Annamite forces who defended it were easily 
defeated, and the two provinces, ceded iir 140s, passed again 
into the kingdom of Champa. 

Free from troubles in the north by the Chinese victory 
over the Annamites in 1407, Bhadravarman invaded Kambuja. 
and gained great successes. Vtra Bhadravarman or Indravar- 
man VI died in 1441 A.D. and was succeeded by his nephew 

Mahi Vijaya. 
Immediately after his accession Mahi Vijaya sent an 

ambassador to ^e Chinese Emperor and asked for investiture. 
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representing that his uncle had left the throne to him by a 
formal testament. The Emperor nominated him king of 
Champa and sent presents for the king and the queen. 

Having thus been assured of friendship or at least the 
neutrality of China, Maha Vijaya commenced the old tactics 
of harassing the Annamite frontier. He sent an expedition 
against the border province of Hoa Chau in 1444, and again 
in 1445. The second one was disastrous, for the army was 
suddenly caught during an inundation at the citadel of An 
Dung, and suffered severe losses. 

The Annamite court, tired of these border campaigns, 
resolved to carry the fight into the heart of Champa. The 
Annamite army entered into Champa, defeated the enemy 
troops and besieged the capital city Vijaya (1446 A.D.). Mahk 
Vijaya shut himself up in the city with all his troops and 
hoped to be able to defy the enemy. But he was betrayed by 
his nephew Maha QuiTai. On condition of being recognised 
as king of Champa he delivered up the city to the Annamites. 
Maha Vijaya was made prisoner with his wives and concubines 
and the enemy returned to their country with an immense 
booty. 

Maha Qui-Lai could not long enjoy the sovereignty which 
he had won by betraying his king and his country. He was 
dethroned by his younger brother Qui-Do who threw him into 
prison and declared himself king (1449). 

Towards the close of 1457 or the beginning of the next 
year Qui-Do was assassinated by the son of a nurse at the 
instance of Maha Ban-La Tra-Nguyet. The new king was 
recognised by China, but he did not pay any homage to the 
Annamite Emperor. The result was the renewal of hostilities 
between the two countries, and once the Cham king lodged a 
formal complaint to the^ Chinese Emperor against the incursions 
of the Annamites. The king did not reign long, having abdi¬ 
cated the throne in 1460 in favour of his younger brother, 
Ban-La Tra-Toan. 

The new king inherited the enmity of Annam which his 
predecessor’s action had provoked. The Annamite Emperor 
Th*anh Ton pretended that Champi was a feudatory State of 
his. Tra-Toan, however, resolved to maintain the indepen- 
^nce of his country at any cost and decided to risk a war. 
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He first sent a naval expedition against Hoa Chau (1469), and 
next year invaded the province at the head of an army ioo»doo 

strong. He had a strong cavalry and a number of war elephants 
with him. The Annamite general, unable to oppose this 
vast army, shut himself up in his stronghold, and informed 
Thanh Ton of his precarious situation. 

The Emperor was waiting for this very opportunity. He 
at once made extensive preparations for the campaign. He had 
despatched a magnificent fleet containing 100,000 men and 
started in person with 150,000 soldiers. The huge army 
reached the soil of Champa in safety (1471). Tra-Toan sent 
his younger brother with 5,000 men on elephants to surprise 
the enemy camp. But the small force was hemmed round on 
all sides and practically cut off by the enemy. 

Tra-Toan was very much alarmed at the news of this 
disaster and sent a member of his family to the Emperor, to 
offer submission. But the latter continued to advance, seized 
$rl Vini, and at last invested the capital city Vijaya. The city 
was taken by assault without much difficulty. 60,000 Chams 
were put to the sword, and 50,000 made prisoners. The king 
and fifty members of the royal family fell into the hands of the 
conqueror. Tra-Toan did not long survive the disgrace and 
died in a ship on his way to Annam. 

Meanwhile a Cham general, Bo Tri Tri, collected the 
remnants of the army and took refuge in Pandurahga. There 
he proclaimed himself king and sent an ambassador to offer 
the oath of allegiance and tribute to Thanh Ton who accepted 
them. The mountains which separate the present provinces of 
Phu Yen and Khanh-Hoa and terminate in Cape Varella hence¬ 
forth formed the boundary between Annam and Champa. A 
boundary stone marked the limit. * 

Thus not only the whole of Amaravatl, which was once 
ceded in 140a, but retaken by the Chams again in 1407, but 
also the whole of the province of Vijaya passed into the hands 
of the Annamites. The kingdom of Champa, which now con¬ 
sisted only of Kaulhira and Pandurahga, was thus reduced to 
nearly one-fifth of what it was even in the days of Che Bong 
Nga. Even the small territory that remained {viz. the modern 
districts of Khan Hoa and Binh Thuan) was absolutely at the 
mercy of the powo'ful Annamites. 

*57 
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But old prestige dies hard. The petty Cham chiefo of the 
south still bore the proud name of the king of Champa, and 
the Chinese Emperor not only invested them as such, but even 
called upon the Annainites to restore the provinces of Vijaya 
and Amaravatl to them. Three kings received formal investi¬ 
ture in this way from the Chinese court. The first, Chai-Ya- 
Ma-Fu-Ngan, said to be the nephew of a former king, died in 
1478. He was probably killed by his brother Ku Lai who 
succeeded him and ruled from 1478 to 1505 A.D. His son and 
successor Cha-Ku-Pu-Lo received formal investiture from the 
Chinese court in 1509 A.D., and sent an ambassador to China 
in 1545 A.D. This was the last embassy from the king of 
Champa to the Chinese court. 

The king had a tragic end. Taking advantage of some 
troubles among the Annamites he made a last desperate effort 
to free himself from the Annamite yoke. But he was defeated 
and confined in an iron cage where he died. The Annamites 
on this occasion annexed the Cham territory up to the river of 
Phanrang. The seat of the kingdom of Champa was then 
removed to Bal Chanar at Phanri. There, in 17SO, the officers 
of the SS, Galathee saw the king of Champa seated on a throne, 
and have left us an interesting account of the palace. In 
course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the Chams 
were dispossessed of Khan Hoa and Phan Rang. In 182s, Po 
Chong, the last king, unable to bear the oppressions of the 
Annamites passed over to Kambuja with a colony of exiles, 
leaving princess Po Bia to guard over the so-called "Royal 
treasures of Cham’* at Bal Chanar. She died full of years and 
honours, mourned by her faithful subjects who looked upon 
her as the last emblem of their independence. 

Thus closed a brilliant chapter in the history of Indian 
colonisation. Brave sons of India, who planted h» banner in 
far off lands and maintained its honour and dignity for more 
than 1500 years, at last vanished into the limbo of oblivion. 
But the torch of civilisation which they carried dispelled .the 
darkness of ages and still throws its lig^t over the pages of 
hhtory. 



CHAPTER VII 

ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM 

Monarchy was the form of government in Champa from begin* 
ning to end. The king administered the whole State with 
almost absolute authority. The central administration might 
be broadly divided into three classes, civil, military and religious. 
At the head of the civil administration were two chief ministers 
with three grades of officials under them. The Captain of 
Guards and Senapati were the chief military officers, while the 
religious establishment consisted of a High Priest, the Brah- 
manas, Astrologers, Pandits and Masters of ceremonies. 

The kingdom was divided into three provinces. 
(i) Amaravatl, the northern part, corresponded to Quang 

Nam. Here* were the two famous capital cities. 
Champapura and Indrapura. The latter occupied 
the site of Dong Duong. 

(a) Vijaya, the central portion of the kingdom, corres¬ 
ponded to Binh Dinh. Its chief city, Vijaya, served 
for some time as the capiul of the whole kingdom. 
It contained the famous port ^rl Vinaya. 

(5) Pandurahga, the southern part, corresponded to the 
valleys of Phan-ranh and Binh Thuan. Its chief 
town VIrapura, also called Rajapura, once served as 
the capital of the whole kingdom. The region called 
Kau^ara, corresponding to Khan Hoa, was usually 
included in thb division, but sometimes formed an 
independent {U'ovince. 

These provinces were divided into districts, the total num¬ 
ber of which, accc^ding to a Chinese authority, was thirty-eight 
in the reign of Hartvaniian IV (1080 A.Di). Each district 
contained a number towns and villages whidb were the lowest 
feiritorial units. 

It would appear that two high functicMiaries^ a “governor” 
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and a ‘‘senapati/’ were placed at the head of each provindai 
administration. The provincial governors had under them 
nearly fifty officials of different grades for general administration 
and collection of revenue. None of these officials was paid in 
cash, but got something like a jagir or maintained themselves 
at the cost of the people under them. The people were bound 
to provide for these officials, and the system of corvee or forced 
labour was in vogue. 

The principal source of revenue seems to be the land-tax 
which consisted usually of one-sixth the produce, though some¬ 
times reduced to one-tenth. The kings sometimes made a gift 
of this royal share to a temple for its maintenance. In addi¬ 
tion, the king often exempted the lands belonging to a temple 
from taxes. Taxes were also imposed on all industrial products 
and articles of merchandise. 

Justice was administered in accordance with the Hindu 
principles. We are told that Jaya Indravarman II "followed 
the eighteen titles of law prescribed by Manu." Harivarman IV 
also did the same. King Jaya Indravarman IV is said to have 
been versed in the Dharma^astras, notably the Naradlya and 
Bharggavlya. 

Certain crimes were punished by confiscation of goods and 
loss of personal freedom. Slavery was also a punishment for 
debts. Crimes were ordinarily punished by flog^ng. The 
criminal was stretched on the ground, while two men on the 
right and two on the left alternately struck him as many as 50, 
60 or even 100 times according to the gravity of the offence. 
Theft and robbery were punished by the mutilation of fingers. 

Capital sentence was inflicted in many ways. Ordinarily 
the condenmed person was fastened to a tree; then his neck 
was pierced through by means of a sharp spear and afterwards 
his head was cut off. For cold-bloodi murder, or murder 
accompanied by robbery, the criminal was either delivered up 
to the people who throttled him to death, or trampled under 
the feet of an elephant. The rebd was tied to a post in a 
lonely [dace and was not released till he submitted. Lastly, 
cmain crimes were punished by deportation. 

A large regular army was maintained by the State. At the 
time of Fan Wen the army was nearly forty to fifty thousand 
strong. It must have been considerably increased in lat» 
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times. At the time of Che Bong Nga, the royal guard alone 
numbered 5000. The armament of the soldiers consisted of a 
shield, javelin, halberd, bow and cross-bow. The arrows were 
not feathered but their tips were poisoned. The soldiers 
marched with their standards at the sound of drums and <x>nch* 
shells. They were arranged into groups of five who were 
responsible for one another. If any one of them fled, the other 
four were liable to death. 

The Cham army consisted of infantry, cavalry and ele¬ 
phants. The Chams learnt from the Chinese in 1171 the art 
of throwing arrows from the back of horses, a somewhat difBcult 
operation, inasmuch as both hands of the rider had to be kept 
free. The elephants formed an important part of the army. 
The number of war elephants maintained in Champi was 
nearly one thousand. Odoric of Pordenone says that at the 
time of his visit to Champa (c. 1323 A.D.) the king had 14,000 
tame elephants. 

The navy consisted of large turret-ships as well as light 
junks. The total number of vessels was fairly large and we 
have several references to squadrons of more than 100 vessels 
supporting the movement of an army on land. 



CHAPTER VIII 

INDIAN CULTURE IN CHAMPA 

I. SOCIETY 

The Indian colonists in Champa tried to build up a society of 
the orthodox Hindu type, but it had to be modified in some 
essential aspects by the pre-existing traditions, manners and 
customs. T^c people were theoretically divided into four 
castes, Brihmana, Kshatriya, Vai^ya and SOdra. But this divi¬ 
sion hardly existed in practical life except with regard to Brah- 
ma^as and Kshatriyas. 

The Indian colonists belonged mainly to the ranks of 
Kshatriyas and Biilhmanas, while there was probably no very 
sharp distinction between the other classes of society. The 
merchants, on account of their wealth, probably occupied a 
high position in society, but beyond this there were probably 
no social divisions among the common rank of people, whether 
Indians or Chams. There is no clear indication in the inscrip¬ 
tions that the conquered Chams were specially marked out for 
the servile position. 

The distinction between Brahmanas and Kshatriyas seems 
more akin to one of dasses than that of castes. For one thing, 
it is evident that intermarriage between the two was in vogue, 
and such marriages were pretty frequent. 

The Brihmanas occupied a high position in sodety. They 
did not dominate over the king and the State to the same extent 
as in India. But otherwise they occupied a position of great 
dignity. The BrShma^as were regarded as g^s among men, 
and the murder of a Brihmai^a was regarded as a very heinous 
crime. It is doubtful, however, whether they ranked above the 
Kshatriyas. It is true that in the only instance where the 
traditional four castes are enumerated, the Brihmanas occupy 
the conventional petition supremacy; but in a good many 
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instances where only the two classes are mentioned, the Ksha* 
triyas are placed before the Brahmapas, as we hnd in Buddhist 
and Jaina books in India. On the whole, the available mate¬ 
rials seem to show that the distinction between the Br&hmanas 
and the Kshatriyas was not a very rigid one, and they cannot 
be said to have formed two castes in the strict sense of the 
term. The society was really divided into two broad classes, 
the higher one composed of Brahmanas and Kshatriyas, and 
the lower one consisting of the remaining people. 

But there was another important distinction in society, viz. 
that between the aristocracy and commonalty. These two 
divisions were certainly overlapping to a great extent. In other 
words, although the members of the aristocracy most often 
belonged to the Brahmana and Kshatriya classes, it almost 
certainly comprised other people, who gained this high rank 
by virtue of wealth or services to the State. 

The external symbols of aristocracy were 
(i) Articles of dress and ornaments. 
(s) Right to use special conveyances, such as palanquins 

and elephants, to the accompaniment of music etc. 
(3) Claim to be seated near the king. 

In these respects the Indian colonists kept up the tradition 
of their motherland. In ancient India people laid a great stress 
upon the special privileges of wearing particular dresses and 
using particular conveyances, and these distinctions were 
granted by the king upon poets and other great personages in 
recognition of their merit or loyal and faithful services. Traces 
of these customs peisisted in the Native States of India, parti* 
cularly among the Rajput States, during the British rule. 

A few valuable informations regarding the dress and orna¬ 
ments of common people in ancient Champd may be derived 
from a study of sculptures. , 

First as to the dress. It is indeed very striking that the 
sculptures represent the dress of the people as very scanty. 
Only the portion below the waist is covered; the rest of the 
body, even in cases of famales, is nude. The evidence of art 
in this respect is in full agreement with the Chinese accounts. 
It is possible that iii course of time a garment for the upper 
part of the body was introduced, but this is not reflected in the 
artistic representations^ till a very late period. It may be 
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mentioned that even today the women in the island of Bali 
use no clothing above the waist. 

As to the dress which covered the lower part of the body, it 
may be broadly divided into two classes, the long and the short. 
The long one reaches down to the ankle, while the short one 
never extends beyond the knee, and sometimes even stops short 
much above it. The long dress resembles a modern petticoat, 
while the short one looks like drawers. As a rule women put 
on the former and the men, the latter. Both were tied to the 
waist by a belt which was sometimes richly decorated with 
jewds. 

The ascetics and the servants are often figured as dressed 
in an Indian langu(i, a narrow strip of cloth passing round the 
hip and between the legs. 

The Chams paid some attention to hair-dressing. The 
sculptures have preserved a number of specimens, showing the 
curious ways in which they tied their hair in various fanciful 
patterns. They also used head-coverings of various types. Only 
the upper dasses used shoes made of skin, while the common 
people walked barefooted. 

The ornaments were many and varied in character, chief 
among them being discs, rings and pendents of the ear, bracelet, 
armlet, necklace, girdles, anklet etc. 

The ideals of marriage, details of the ceremony and the 
relation of husband and wife resembled those of India. The 
Sati system was also in vogue. There were also many popular 
festivals which we find in India. The Chams were very fond 
of dance and music, and their funeral ceremony was analogous 
to that of India. 

An infamous activity of the Cham mariners was the 
systematic piracy in which they were engaged. Not only did 
they pillage defenceless towns and ports on the sea-coast by 
sudden raids, but they also captured and plundered vessels which 
passed alcmg their coast. The vessels going to or coming from 
China, which had of necessity to sail close to the shores of An- 
nam, were their special victims, and for some time the Annamese 
waters came to be regarded with terror by the trading people of 
the east.. An indirect consequence of this nefarious activity of 
the Chams was the influx of daves among them. Eegular slave- 
trade was carried on by Cham merchants, and slaves formed a 
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prominent element of the population in addition to aristocracy 
and commonalty. 

II. LITERATURE 

Indian literature was highly cultivated in Champ2, and 
Sanskrit was the official language. This is proved by more than 
one hundred Sanskrit Inscriptions that have so far been dis¬ 
covered in Champa, These were written in an alphabet derived 
from India. Not only were Indian books imported and studied, 
but even new books were written in Sanskrit, and the name of 
at least one such book and an extract from it have reached us. 

The kings themselves took a leading part in the literary 
activity. Thus king Bhadravarman is said to have been versed 
in the four Vedas. Jaya Indravarman I was proficient in the 
well-known six systems of philosophy as well as in Buddhist 
philosophy, Panini’s grammar with Kaiika, and the Akhyina 
and the Uttarakalpa of the Saivas. King Sri Jaya Indravarma- 
deva IV was versed in grammar, astrology, the MahayUna 
philosophy and the Dharmafastras, notably the Naradlya and 
the Bhmgavlya. Whether these kings were as learned as their 
court-poets would have us believe may be doubted, but that 
these different branches of Sanskrit literature formed familiar 
subjects of study in Champa may be regarded as fairly certain. 

To the list of subjects thus obtained we may add, on the 
authority of the inscriptions themselves, the two epics, viz. the 
Rdmdyana and the Mahabhdrata; the religious literature, 
particularly those of the ^aivas, Vaishnavas and the Buddhists, 
the Manu-smfUi, and the Puranas. A considerable knowledge 
of the classical Sanskrit literature, including kdvyas and prose 
romances, is reflected in the style of composition of the Sanskrit 
inscriptions. 

Tlie extent of literary activity in Champi, even at an early 
period of its history, is proved by a passing reference in a 
Chinese chronicle that after the Qiinese general Liu Fang 
had sacked the city of Champ! in 605 A.D., he carried with 
him 1350 Buddhist works. 

m. REUGION 
1. Saivism 

Of the three members of the Hindu Trinity, ^va occupied 
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a position of unquestioned supremacy in the Hindu coltmy 
of Champa. The two principal groups of temples in ancient 
Champa, viz. those of Myson and Po-Nagar, are dedicated to 
^ivaite gods. Further, ^iva was regarded as the tutelary deity 
of both the city and the kingdom of Charnpi. 

Siva is expressly referred to as “the chief of the Trinity’* 
and the “supreme God of gods” in quite a large number of 
inscriptions. We have also a brilliant picture of the assembly 
of gods, illustrating the supremacy of ^iva, “with Indra in 
front, Brahma to the right, the Moon and the Sun at the back, 
and the god Narayana to the left.” But Siva is not conceived 
in the abstract alone. He appears as a concrete divine figure 
with familiar myths and legends clustering round him. The 
old popular god of Indian masses reappears in a foreign land 
with his well-known features. 

In Champa, Siva was represented both as human figure as 
well as in his linga form. The latter occurs more frequently, 
as in India, than the image of Siva. 

One of the oldest lingas of Siva came to be regarded as the 
national deity and maintained this position throughout the 
course of Cham history. The linga was established by king 
Bhadravarman towards the close of the fourth or the beginning 
of the fifth century A.D., and was named Bhadre^vara, for it 
was customary to designate the god by a name composed of 
the first part of the king’s name and the word Ifvara. This 
linga, named Bhadrefvara or Bhadre^varavamT, was placed in 
a temple at Myson which soon became a national sanctuary 
and the centre of a group of magnificent temples. The temple 
was burnt some time between 478 and 578 A.D., but restored 
by king Sambhuvarman, who confirmed the endowments previ* 
otidy given by Bhadravarman. Following the custom set on 
foot by the latter, he ass(x:iated his own name with that of the 
god, and called him 8ambhu-Bhadxtefvara. Successive Idngs, 
such as Praki^adharma, Indravarman II, and many othm vied 
with one another in richly endowing this ‘God of gods,’ and 
composing hymns of praise in his honour. In course of time 
a mythical origin was attributed to the linga. It is said in an 
inscription, dated 875 A.D., that ^iva himself gave it to Bhpgu, 
and Uroja, having got it from the latter, estatdished it in 
Champfi. We are told that 8ambhu*Bhadrefvara, the greatest 
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ot gods, and the only one fit to be worshipped, was the guardian 
deity of Champfi, all the kings of which have become famous 
in the world through his grace and favour. 

From the middle of the eleventh century A.D. ^ISna* 
Bhadrefvara came to oompy the position of national god. It 
appears extremely likely that we find here the old god $ambhu> 
Bhadrefvara under a new name, for the god ^Ifana>Bhadreivara 
is also said to be built by Uroja. Hencefcurth king after king 
declares himself to be an incarnation of Uroja, and restores or 
endows the temple of Sriiana-Bhadrelvara which Uroja had 
formerly established on the Vagvan mountain. The temple 
suffered much in the hands of the enemies, particularly the 
Kambujas, and was therefore repaired and endowed by a suc¬ 
cession of kings, sometimes with the booty taken from the 
Kambujas themselves. 

Jaya Indravarman IV decorated the temple of ^Ifina- 
Bhadr^vara with silver and coated all the pinnacles of the 
temple with gold. The total amount of gold required for the 
above purposes was nearly 75 lbs. Troy in weight, and the 
amount of silver nearly 35,000 lbs. 

In addition to the &wsi4inga, which attained the positibn 
of the national deity, there were many others, though of less 
importance. The most remarkable among these was a Mukha- 
lihga of ^ambhu in Po-Nagar. We learn from an inscription 
of the 8th century A.D. that this Mukha-lihga was established 
by a king named Vichitrasagara. Two inscriptions even profess 
to give the exact date of this event. It was established, we 

are told, in the year 5911 of the Dvapara Yuga, about 1,780,500 

years ago. How this date ^as arrived at, it is impossible to 

say, the main idea, no doubt, being to (efer it to a hoary 

antiquity. This lihga was destroyed in 774 A.D. by mvage 

races coming by way of sea, but king Satyavarman restored it 

and called it Satyamukha-hnga. find reference to this 

lihga as late as the lath century A.D., but it never acquired 

the. status of a national deity like ^ambhu-Bhadreivara or 

drif&na-Bhadrefvara. • 

The kings of Champfi seem to have regarded it as a pious 

duty not only to maintain and endow the famous Uhgas of 

olden times but also to establish new oneL In such cases the 
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almost universal practice was to associate .the king's name with 
the new image, a practice well-known in India. 

A number of deities came to be associated with $iva. The 
most important among them was, of course, the 'Sakti’ of Siva, 
known variously as Uma, Gaurl, BhagavatT, Mahabhagavatt, 
Devi and Mahadevi. She was also called Matrilihgefvarl and 
BhUmlfvarl. She was the daughter of Himalaya and the 
incomparable and loving spouse of Siva, worthy of being 
adored with joy by that god. 

The cult of Sakti worship seems to have been most pre¬ 
valent in the southern region known as Kau^hara. Here was 
established the goddess Yapu Nagara or BhagavatT Kau^harei- 
varl, in the temple of Po-Nagara which became a national 
sanctuary of the Chams comparable to that of Sambhu-Bhad- 
relvara or Srl^ana-Bhadre^vara. 

The second deity associated with the Siva cult is Gane4a, 
also called Vinayaka. The extant images of Gane^a at Champa 
are indeed so numerous that his cult seems to have been at one 
time even more popular than that of Uma, his mother. The 
god is usually represented as seated on ^ pedestal, with a cor¬ 
pulent body and the head of an elephant. 

The third Saiva deity, Karttika, known also as Kumara, 
seems to have enjoyed a great popularity in Champa. Four 
or perhaps five images of the god have been discovered so far. 
In two of these the god has his usual Vahana, the peacock. In 
two others, however, the god rides on rhinoceros, a conception 
unknown in India, though familiar in Kambuja. 

Lastly, a word must be said about Nandin, the Vahana of 
^iva and Uma. Separate images of Nandin are found in large 
number in the vestibules of temples. The figure is that of a 
recumbent humped bull looking towards the god in the temple. 

I 

a. Vaishnwism 

Although not so prominent as ^aivism, Vaishnavism also 
played an important part in Champ&. Vishnu was known by 
various names, such as Purushottama, Narayana, Hari, Govinda 
and Madhava. But as in India, the incarnations of Vishiiu 
probably claimed greater homage than the god himself. Two 
dt these, Rama and Krishna, are again and again referred to. 
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Vishnu is said to have divided his essence under the form of 
four Ramas t'iz. Rama and his three younger brothers. Pro¬ 
minence is given to the heroic feats performed by Vishi^u in 
his incarnation as Krishna. He held aloft mount Govardhana 
and destroyed Kamsa, Kelt, ChSnura, Arishta and Pralamba. 

Kings of Champa took delight in comparing themselves to 
Vishnu, and sometimes even regarded themselves as his incar¬ 
nation. Thus Jaya Rudravarman was regarded as incarnation 
of Vishnu and his son, king Sri Jaya Harivarmadeva ^ivanandana 
regarded himself as a unique Vishnu, whose glories surpassed 
those of Rama and Krishna, firmly established in all directions. 

The concrete conception of Vishnu is that of a god with 
four arms. His Vdhana is Garuda, but he sometimes lies down 
on the fathomless bed of the ocean of milk, served by V&suki, 
the serpent king, with infinite hood. 

Lakshml, the ^aktX of Vishnu, also referred to as Padma 
and ^rl, was a well-known goddess of Champa and is frequently 
referred to in inscriptions. 

Like Nandin, the Vdhana of Siva, Garuda, the Vdhana of 
Vishnu, was also a familiar image in Champa. 

3. Brahma and other gods 

Brahma, the third god of the Hindu Trinity, is referred to 
as creator in several inscriptions, but does not seem to hold a 
very prominent position in Champa. 

The characteristic features of the image of Brahma are his 
four faces—of course* only three being visible in most cases— 
and his Vdhana, the goose. His common attributes are rosary 
and lotus stems. 

Although the great gods of the JHLindu Trinity, viz, 
Brahma, Vishnu and ^iva almost monopolised the homage and 
worship of the people, the lesser gods of the Hindu pantheon 
were not altogether forgotten. Among them may be men¬ 
tioned Indra, the king of the gods; Yama, the god of death; 
Chandra, the Moon-god; Surya, the Sun-god; Kuvera, the god 
of wealth, and Sarasvatl, the goddess of learning. * 

In order to complete the sketch of Brahmanical religion in 
Champa we must briefly allude to certain general conceptions. 

In the first place, the abstract conception of a supreme God 
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was not altogether superseded by the images of Siva, Vishnu 
etc. We find reference to Him in an inscription. He is referred 
to as the Creator whose ways are incomprehensible to men. 

Secondly, emphasis is laid upon the performance of sacri¬ 
fices. Merits of sacrifices are extolled again and again. 

The pessimistic current of Indian thought seems to have 
made a deep impression upon the Chams. Again and again 
we read in the inscriptions how the kings and nobles, recog¬ 
nising the unsubstantial nature of wealth and wordly gain and 
thinking that this body is as impermanent as the foam floating 
on waters, performed "meritorious works,*’ to atone for all evil 
deeds as well as for the sake of salvation, or, as is often expressed 
in a more concrete form, for gaining the heaven of ^iva. 

4. Buddhism 

Buddha is known by various names such as Jina, Lokanatha, 
Lokeivara, Sugata, SSkyamuni, Amitabha, Vajrapa^i, Vairochana 
and Framuditaloke^vara. That Buddhism had a fairly strong 
hold on the people of Champa is evidenced by the fact that a 
victorious Chinese general carried away 1350 Buddhist works 
from Champa in 605 A.D. 

Buddhism seems to have obtained a great deal of royal 
favour, and statues and temples of Buddha were erected by 
kings and people alike. There was also a powerful communit) 
of Buddhist monks and we hear of erection of monasteries in 
different parts of the kingdom. 

King M Jaya Indravarman, also known as Lakshmlndra 
GrSmasvimI, installed an image of Lokelvara, called after him 
Lakshmindra-Lokeivara, in 875 A.D. He also founded a 
monastery for the perpetual enjoyment of the Bhikshu-samgha 
or the community of monks, and placed therein all the neces¬ 
saries of life. 

Dong Duong appears to have been an impcartant strong¬ 
hold of Buddhism. The excavations at that place have un¬ 
earthed the remains of a Buddhist temple, far greato* in dimen¬ 
sions than the largest Brahmanical temple in ChampS. Several 
images of Buddha have also been discovered amid the ruins. 
An image of Buddha found at Dong Duong is nearly 5 ft. in 
hdght. A fine standing image of Buddha in bronze ^ also 
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been found at Dong Duong. It is regarded as the most artistic 
representation of Buddha so far discovered in Champs 
(PL XVI). 

A characteristic feature of the religious development in 
Champa is the spirit of toleration that marked it from beginning 
to end. Although sectarianism prevailed, and two or three pre> 
dominant Brahmanical sects flourished side by side with Bud¬ 
dhism, we hear of no animosity in the field of religion. On 
the other hand, we find a liberal and catholic spirit paying 
reverence to all religious sects. The kings, too, often practically 
demonstrated their eclecticism. Thus king PrakSfadharma 
installed &iy2i4iAgas, and at the same time erected a temjde of 
Vishi^u. King Indravarman, too, showed equal zeal towards 
^aivism and Buddhism. Such instances can be multiplied 
almost to any extent. The people, too, followed the example 
of the kings. In this respect the Indian colonists maintained 
the best traditions of their motherland. 

IV. ART 

Although Champa cannot boast of such splendid edifices 
at we find in Cambodia and Java, and her monuments, mainly 
built of bricks, have mostly disappeared, yet the remains, such 
as still exist, indicate a fairly developed artistic sense and 
manual skill of her people. As in India, the art in ChampS 
was mostly the hand-maid of religion, and the people lavished 
their skill and resources mainly on religious edifices and ima^s 
of gods and goddesses (Plates XIV, XV, XVI). 

All the temples in Champa belong essentially to one charac¬ 
teristic type, though varying a great deal in detail. TThey are 
generally built in bricks and are situated on an eminence. The 
sanctuary or the cella containing the image of god occupies the 
centre. It generally faces the east and has sometimes, in front 
of it, another building of similar shape running from east to 
west which serves as the pordi or Natamandir. Sometimes we 
find two subsidiary sanctuaries built in the same line from 
nenth to south as the principal sanctuar)'. These are <^en liter 
additions. In rare cases this central group of shrines is accom¬ 
panied by subsidiary temples. Sometimes these are very small 
and atuched to the wall enclosure. 
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All these buildings are enclosed by a wall and the only 
access to this sacred enclosure is through a Gate-Tower towards 
the east. It has the shape of the principal sanctuary, and its 
two doorways opposite each other, are approached by two flights 
of stairs on the east and west. Beyond this is often found a 
Big Hall with tiled roofs, supported by thin walls or merely 
pillars. 

The interior of the sanctuary is a square chamber. Its 
vertical walls are plain but polished. Above, the roof consists 
of one conical vault formed by a succession of rings which rise 
in gradually diminished proportions as far as the top. 

The sanctuary opens into a vaulted passage which leads to 
an elaborate doorway with threshold, lintel and frames, all 
made of stone, and above the lintel is a tympanum of brick 
or stone. This tympanum often contains sculptures which are 
sometimes of an elaborate character. 

Externally, the sanctuary consists of a square tower with a 
Sikhara. There are at least three distinct types of ^ikharas. 
The normal type consists of a series of four storeys, one above 
the other, diminishing as they rise, and crowned by a curvilinear 
pyramidal stone slab (PI. XIV). The second type consists of 
two storeys, the upper one having the shape of an elongated 
arched vault with ogival ends at two sides. The third type of 
^ikhara consists of a curvilinear pyramidal dome springing 
directly from the walls of the sanctuary, and surmounted by a 
massive circular member of corrugated form, resembling what 
is called the Amalaka in the ^ikharas of North Indian temples. 

The temples in Champa are made of brick, though stone 

slabs are used to add strength or for decorative purposes. Thus 

the door-frame, lintel, angular pieces etc. are frequently made 

of stone. , 

There are three important groups of temples in Champ§ 

viz. those of Myson, Dong Duong and Po Nagar, the second 

being Buddhist, and the other two ^aivite in charact^. 

The Myson group of temfdes are situated in a valley^ about 

SI 4niles south-south-east of Touranne. The valley is almost 

circular and measures about a mile from the top of one ridge 

to another. It has only one opening to the north through 

which runs a small river. The temples at Myson are more than 
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thirty in number, with halls, gate-towers and a number o£ sub¬ 
sidiary buildings. 

Tlie ruins of Dong Duong, about is miles to the south-east 
of Myson, cover a rectangular area, 3*8 yds. by 164 yds. It 
ts enclosed by a low brick wall which has only one opening to 
the east. The rectangle is divided lengthwise in three long 
narrow blocks of slightly unequal dimensions running east to 
west. At the western end of the central block is situated the 
principal sanctuary, surrounded by four sanctuaries built on the 
same terrace. An imposing building with four bays stands in 
front of it, and there are two other temples and two residential 
blocks. The whole is surrounded by a wall, forming the first 
courtyard. Along the sides of this wall, within the courtyard, 
arc seven small temples, and beyond it are two other court-yards 
containing chambers, halls etc. 

The temples at Po Nagar, near Nha Trang in the district 
of Khanh Hoa, are six in number, arranged in two lines, run¬ 
ning north to south, on the top of a hillock. All these build¬ 
ings were enclosed by a wall (PI. XV). 

The art of sculptor was highly developed in Champa. The 
best specimens are, of course, the numerous images of gods and 
goddesses discovered in all parts of the country (PI. XVI). The 
decorations in temples are sometimes of high quality. 

The Cham artists excelled in floral decorations. Although 
they treated foliage in a conventional manner, they added an 
element of grace and beauty which made it highly charming. 
The style is purely Indian. Most of the foliage patterns occur 
on pillars and pilasters, and are in the shape of scrolls; some¬ 
times, as in India, the whole scroll is deeply sunk and very 
clearly and carefully carved. 

A few words must be said in conclusion regarding the origin 
of the peculiar style of architecture prevalent in Champa. The 
characteristic feature of a Cham temple seems to be its storied 
roof of several stages, in gradually diminishing proportions, each 
of which is again a minaure of the whole. Now this is the 
characteristic feature of ivhat is kriown as the Dravidian style 
and makes its appearance as early as the seventh century A.D. 
in the Mamallapuram Raths and the temples at Conjeeverana 
and Badami. Any one who compares the Dhramaraja Rath 
and Aijuna Rath with the normal type of temples in Champi 
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cannot but be struck with the essential resemblance between 
the Sikharas of the two. It may not also be uninteresting to 
note that the Dharmaraja Rath is expressly designated as a 
temple of $iva named after the king as *Atyantakama-Pallave4- 
vara/ as was the case with the Myson temple which was known 
as that of Sambhu-Bhadrcsvara after its founders. Again, some 
of the temples of Champa have an elongated curved roof with 
ogival ends, and this has its counterpart in Ganesh Rath and 
Sahadeva Rath. The third type of !$ikharas. viz. the curved 
ones, resembles Draupadi’s Rath and is probably derived from 
those of North-Indian style. The basement of the temples at 
Champa also resembles those at Conjeeveram and Badami. On 
the whole, it seems unreasonable not to connect the style of 
Champs with the early Dravidian style, both of which rose into 
prominence more or less about the same time. If we remem¬ 
ber that the Indians from the eastern part of India played a 
prominent part in the colonisation of the Far East, and also the 
great extent to which Indian civilisation had influenced that of 
Champs, we need not hesitate to trace the origin of Cham style 
to Indian temples at Badami, Conjeeveram and Mamallapuram, 
particularly as this part of India was the nearest by way of sea 
to the kingdom of ChampS. It is quite true that the Chams 
did not blindly imitate the Indian proto-types and added new 
dements of their own, but the fact that their style was through¬ 
out based upon the essential and characteristic featiures of 
Indian style, seems to be beyond question. 
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BOOK IV 

KAMBUJA 

CHAPTER I 

FU-NAN, THE EARLIEST HINDU EMPIRE 

Kambuja, from which the name Cambodia is derived, roughly 
corre^onded, in extent, to this modern State with Cochin-China 
added to it. It thus comprised the valley of the Mekong river 
with the three provinces of Kampot on the west and Svay Rieng 
and Thbong Khmum on the cast. The last two are, however, 
watered by the two branches of the river Vaicos which are joined 
to the Mekong across the vast marshy plains by innumerable 
canals, both natural and artificial, and may be regarded as its 
tributaries forming a common delta in Indo-China. 

It has been suggested that the name of the river Mekong 
is derived from M&GangS, the Mother-Ganges. Whatever we 
may think of this, there is no doubt that the Mekong played as 
important a rdle in the history of Kambuja as the Ganges did 
in the early history and civilisation of Northern India. 

The Mekong is to Cambodia what the Nile is to Egypt. 
It is its very life. Its banks supply the habitations of the people 
and its regular annual inundations fertilise the country. The 
region beyond the reach of the flood-water is nothing but an 
arid desert. * 

From the point, below the rapid of Prah Patang, where the 
Mekong enteis Cambodia, it is enlarged, and its bed is nearly 
doubled, by the large marshy depressions running parallel to its 
course, which have been mostly formed by the old beds of the 
river. It covers the country by its ramifications and is joined, 
near Pnom Penh, by a wuie sheet of water, which connects It 
to the vast lake of Tonle Sap, about 6a miles to the north-west. 
From this point ot junction the river branches off into two wide 
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streams, connected by numerous cross canals and forming 
islands in the intervening region, till they both fall into the 
China Sea forming the rich delta of Cochin-China. 

When in June the sun-rays melt the snow on the Tibetan 
plateau and the water comes rushing down the hill streams, the 
Mekong and its tributaries rapidly rise, cut through their steep 
banks by numerous sluices, and overflow the w'hole region right 
up to the borders of the forest on the ‘Highlands.’ Then 
behind the steep river banks, marked by fruit trees, gardens 
and dwelling houses, one secs only a vast sheet of water sub¬ 
merging beneath it the lakes, the marshes and the plain. It is 
not till October that the water recedes and the ground becomes 
dry enough for cultivation. 

This vast area of ‘lowlands,’ annually inundated by the 
Mekong, forms practically the whole of the inhabited area of 
Cambodia at the present day. In the region north of Phnom 
Penh, the people are settled mostly in groups along the bank 
of the Mekong and its tributaries, or on the borders of the 
highlands. In the dry season they temporarily settle in the 
outlying areas for purposes of cultivation, but immediately 
after the harvest is over they return to their homes on the river 
in time before it is flooded again. 

In the region south of Pnom Penh the habited area is 
not so strictly confined to the river banks. There the people 
also spread here and there, wherever there are highlands fit 
for cultivation. This region abounds in palm-trees, and, 
viewed from the top of a high temple, looks like a vast palm- 
forest dotted by marshes or rice-fields. The region to the ntnrth 
and west of the ‘lowlands,’ beyond the reach of the annual 
flood, may be termed the highlands, which extends up to the 
Dangrek mountains in the north. The low grounds of this 
region arc full of muddy depressions, covered with high thick 
grass, while the Higher part, mostly covered by a reddish gravel 
stone without moss or naked sandstone, is nothing but an arid 
limidess forest. The whole of this area now lies deserted and 
uncultivated and is merely haunted by wild animals. But it 
was in the southern part of this region, called Angkor, that the 
Hindus built mighty cities and magnificent monuments which 
still excite the wonder of the world. The Hindu colonists, 
after a hard struggle with nature, converted it into a flourishing 
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centre of civilisation. When they passed away, nature trium^ 
phed aiul the region relapsed to its old primaeval condition. 

The beginnings of Indian colonies in Cambodia, like those in 
other parts of Indo-China, are lost in oblivion, but are echoed 
in local legends and traditions. These legends and traditions 
cannot, of course, be regarded as true chronides of events, but 
they possess historical importance inasmuch as they have pre¬ 
served the popular beliefs about the foundation of Hindu civi¬ 
lisation, and indicate in a general way the process of Hindu 
colonisation of these lands. 

The earliest Hindu kingdom in Cambodia is known as 
Fu-nan, the name by which the Chinese called it. It corres¬ 
ponded roughly to Cambodia and Cochin-China. The legend 
current in Fu-nan, as recorded by a Chinese named Kang Tai 
in the third century A.D., runs as follows: — 

"The sovereign of Fu-nan was originally a female called Lieu-ye. 
There was a person called Huen-chen of Ho-fu. He was a staunch devotee 
of a Brahmanical god who was pleased with his piety. He dreamt that 
the god gave him a divine bow and asked him to take to sea in a trading 
vessel. In the morning he went to the temple of the god and found a bow. 
Then he embarked on a trading vessel and the god dunged the course of 
wind in such a manner that he came to Fu-nan. Lieu-ye came in a boat 
to plunder the vessel. Huen-chen raised his bow and shot an arrow which 
pierced through the queen’s boat from one side to the other. The queen 
was overtaken by fear and submitted to him. Thereupon Huen-chen ruled 
over the country." 

The same story is repeated in later Chinese texts, in some 
cases with additional details, such as the marriage between 
Huen-chen and Lieu-ye. The names of the king and queen are 
variously written as Huen-huei or Huen-tien and Ye-lieu. 
Huen-tien and Lieu-ye may be accepted as the correct forms, 
Huen-tien and the other variant forms represent the Indian 
name Kaundinya. Lieu-ye probably meahs “Leaf of Willow." 
It is interesting to note that the Brahmanas of Kaundinya gotra 
are mentioned in an inscription of Mysore, belonging probably 
to the second century AJD. 

According to the Chinese account, the primitive people of 
Fu-nan were semi-savages. They went about naked and deco¬ 
rated themselves with tattoo marks. Huen-tien, who was a 
follower of the Brahmanical religion, introduced the elements 
ol civilised life among them; in particular he made the women 
wear dothes. 
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This Huen-tien was most probably a Hindu colonist who 
tame direct from India, though the possibility is not altogether 
excluded that he might have been a Hinduised colonist from 
some part of Malay Peninsula or Malay Archipelago. From the 
accounts of subsequent events his arrival cannot be placed later 
than the first century A.D. No particulars of Huen-tien’s reign 
are known to us, but his son is said to have been given an 
appanage of seven towns. His descendants continued to rule 
for about loo years. Pan-Pan, the last ruler, left the cares of 
government to his great general Fan-man, or Fan-che-man. 
When the king died after a reign of three years Fan-che-man 
was elected king by the people (c. *oo A.D.). 

Fan-che-man was an able ruler and laid the foundations of 
the greatness of Fu-nan. He constructed a powerful navy and 
conquered about ten kingdoms. He established his authority 
over the neighbouring States to a distance of five or six thousand 
li which henceforth became vassals of Fu-nan. Although the 
Chinese names of the vassal States cannot all be satisfactorily 
identified, we may hold in a general way that nearly the whole 
of Siam and parts of Laos and Malay Peninsula acknowwledged 
the authority of Fu-nan which thus became the first Hindu 
Colonial Empire in Indo-China. It is held by some scholars 
that Fan-che-man is to be identified with iSrT Mara, the first 
Hindu king of Champa mentioned above, and that this king¬ 
dom was then a vassal State of Fu-nan. But this view has not 
gained general acceptance. Fan-che-man assumed the title 
“Great king of Fu-nan,” and was about to lead a campaign 
against Kin-lin (Suvarnabhumi or SuvarnadvTpa) when he fell 
ill and died. During his illness he had sent his eldest son Fan- 
kin-cheng to take charge of the army, but the general Fan-chan, 
son of the elder sister of Fan-che-man, taking ‘advantage of the 
absence of Fan-km-cheng, declared himself lung and put Fan- 
kin-cheng to death (c. asf5 A.D.). 

The reign of Fan-chan is of special importance as we know 
definitely that he established diplomatic relations with both 
China and India. He sent an embassy to China in *43 A.D., 
offering as presents a few musicians and some products of the 
country. He also sent one of his relations nam^ Su-Wu as an 
ambassador to India. Su-Wu embarked at Teu-kiu-li, probably 
the famous port of Takkola, and reached the mouth the great 
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river of India (Ganges) after about a year. Having proceeded 
up the river for 7000 li he met the king of India. The latter 
cordially welcomed Su-Wu and arranged for his visit to the 
different parts of the kingdom. He sent two envoys to accom¬ 
pany Su-Wu to the king of Fu-nan with a present of four horses 
of the Yu-che country, and they came to Fu-nan four years 
after Su-Wu had left the country. 

These four years, however, witnessed great political changes. 
King Fan-chan was no longer on the throne of Fu-nart. He was 
assassinated by Fan-chang, a younger son of Fan-che-man. Fan- 
chang was a baby at the time of his father’s death, but when he 
was twenty years old, he collected a few brave persons and killed 
Fan-chan in order to avenge the murder of his elder brother. 
It is not definitely known whether Fan-chang ascended the 
throne, but even if he did so, his reign must have been short. 
He was assassinated by the general Fan-siun who succeeded him 
as king of Fu-nan. 

It was during the reign of Fan-siun, probably some time 
between 945 and S50 A.D., that the Chinese ambassadors K’ang 
T’ai and Chu Ying visited Fu-nan. It was evidently in recogni¬ 
tion of the embassy sent by him to China. The Chinese amba- 
ssadcxrs met there Chen-song, one of the envoys sent by the king 
of India. 

K’ang T’ai wrote an interesting account of Fu-nan. The 
only point that need be referred to here is his observation that 
though the country is beautiful, it is strange that the men went 
about naked. King Fan-siun, however, stopped this indecent 
habit. 

Fan-siun had a long reign and sent several embassies to 
China in the years «63, <85, a86 and 287 A.p. 

The next reference to Fu-nan in Chinese history is in con¬ 
nection with an embassy sent in A.D. 357 by a Hindu, or Indian, 
named Chantan. According to the Chinese texts this Hindu 
took the title of . the king of Fu-nan. This indicates a period 
of political troubles with several claimants for the throne. The 
name of the Hindu may be restored as Chandana or Chandrar 
S. L6vi has suggested that this foreign ruler might be a member 
of the royal Kushana family, who, dispossessed of territories in 
Eastern India by the Guptas, might have come to Fu-nan to 
try his fortunes. 
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Towards the end of the fourth or the beginning of the fifth 
century A.D. the throne of Fu-nan was occupied by Kiao-chen-ju 
or Kaui^^inya. The History of the Udng Dynasty has preserved 
the following story about him: 

"KauQ4inya was a Brahman and an inhabiunt of India. One day he 
heard a supernatural voice asking him to go and reign in Fu>nan. He 
reached Pan-pan to the south ci Fu-nan. The people of Fu-nan cordially 
welcomed him and elected him king. He introduced Indian laws, manners 
and customs." 

This story preserves an echo of a fresh stream of influence 
coming direct from India, as a result of which the country was 
thoroughly Brahmanised. Coed^s holds that this is also due 
to the downfall of royal dynasties, like the Pallavas on the 
eastern coast of India, on account of the successful military 
expedition of Samudragupta. 

Next we hear of Che-li-to-pa-mo, a successor of Kaundinya, 
sending embassies, with presents, to the imperial Court in 454, 
435 and 438 A.D. The name may be the rendering of an 
Indian name like Sri Indravarman or ^reshthavarman. 

The Chinese texts tell us a great deal more about another 
successor of Kaundinya. 

"Towards the close of the Song period (420-478 A.D.) king Cho-ye-pa- 
mo (Jayavarman) ruled in Fu-nan. His family name as Kaundinya. He 
sent some merchants to Canton for purposes of trade. On their return 
journey the Indian monk Na-Kia-sien (N3gasena) joined them for coming 
back to his country. But a storm forced them to land in Champ3 whose 
people plundered all their goods. NSgasena, however, reached Fu-nan. 

In A.D. 484 Jayavarman sent NSgasena to the imperial court with a 
long petition, the full text of which is given in the Chinese chronicles. 
The petition narrates in detail how a rebellious subject of Fu-nan, named 
Kieu-cbeu-lo, fled to Champ3, organised a rebellion there and made himself 
master of ChampS. He was there indulging in all sorts of violence and 
injustice, and what was worse, adopted an attitude open hostility against 
the king of Fu-nan, his original master. Jayavarman a^ed for hdp from 
the emperor. Even if the emperor were unwilling to send a powerful army 
to chastise the king of Chamj^, Jayavarman requested him to send a small 
force to help him in punishing the wicked king. Nl^asena proceeded to 
the imperial capital and gave an account of the manners and customs of 
Fu-nan, the most interesting point in which isi ai reference to the dominant 
cult of Mahefvara. He also presented m poem, which is somewhat obstruse 
but evidently enlogises the god Mahefvara, Buddha and the emperor. 

The emperor praised die god Mahefvara and condemned the wkked 
usurper of Ae throne of ChampS. But then be added; "Jt is only by 
the culture and virtue that I attract the distant people, bUt 1 do not Hke 
to have recourse to arms." 
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In 503 A.D* Jayavarman again sent an embassy to the 
imperial court with presents including an image of Buddha, 
made of coral. He sent two more embassies to the imperial 
court, ope in 511 and the other in 514 A.D. There is no doubt 
that throughout his reign a very cordial and intimate relation 
subsisted between the two countries. This is further evidenced 
by the fact that two Buddhist monks of Fu-nan settled in China, 
and translated canonical texts. 

Jayavarman’s chief queen was named KulaprabhavatT. His 
death in 514 A.D. was followed by a struggle for the throne. 
His elder son Rudravarman, born of a concubine, succeeded 
him after having killed the younger son born of a legitimate 
wife. Most probably this son was Gunavarman, and his mother 
was KulaprabhavatT, of both of whom we possess Sanskrit 
inscriptions. 

Rudravarman sent no less than six embassies to China 
between 517 and 539 A.D. He is also known to us from a 
Sanskrit Buddhist inscription. He is the last king of Fu-nan 
referred to by name in the Chinese texts. During or shortly 
after his reign Fu-nan was invaded by the rulers of Kambuja, 
which was originally a vassal State in northern Cambodia but 
had become independent and grown very powerful under able 
rulers. The king of Fu-nan was defeated and removed 
his capital from Vyadhapura (near Ba Phnom) to Naravara- 
nagara (Angkor Borei), in the southern part. But before the 
end of the seventh century A.D., Fu-nan was completely con¬ 
quered by Kambuja and ceased to exist as a separate political 
unit. 

The early history of Fu-nan is a repetition of that of almost 
every ancient Hindu colony in the Far East. Originally a 
country of savages or semi-barbarians, it imbibes the element of 
civilisation from a Hindu or Hinduised chief who establishes his 
authority either by conquest or by more peaceful methods. 
Gradually it comes more and more into direct contact with 
India and Hindu culture and civilisation becomes the dominant 

feature. 
In the case of Fu-nan we can distinctly trace two broad 

stages of Indianisation, one in the first and another in the 
foiuth century A.D., and in both cases under the influence 6f 
its rulers, whose names are supposed to represent the same 
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Indian name, (Kaundinya. The earlier, H'U<(tien, is said to 
have followed the Brahmanical cult; but there is no definite 
information of his original home. There is, however, no doubt 
that Kaundinya of the fourth century A.D. came direct from 
India, as this is explicitly stated in the Chinese Texts. 

The earliest general account of Fu-nan is give^ in the 
History of the Tsin Dynasty which covers the period from 265 
to 419 A.D. It runs as follows.— 

“The kingdom of Fu-nan is more than jooo li to the west of Lin-yi 
(ChampS) in a great bay of the ocean. The country is three thousand U 
in extent. There are many walled towns, palaces, and houses. The 
people are black and ugly. They have curly hair and go about naked 
and barefooted. Their nature is simple and they are not at all given to 
theft or robbery. They apply themselves to agriculture. They sow one 
year and gather harvest during next three years. Moreover they love to 
engrave and chisel their ornaments. They mostly take their food on 
silvo: utensils. The taxes are paid in gold, silver, pearls and perfumes. 
They have many books and there are libraries and archives. In writing 
they use an alphabet derived from India. Their funeral and marriage 
ceremonies are like those of Champs.*' 

Other Chinese texts also contain accounts of Fu-nan. 
These, along with the three Sanskrit inscriptions so far dis¬ 
covered, leave no doubt that the people of Fu-nan had imbibed 
Hindu culture and civilisation to a very large extent. 

The three principal religions of India, viz. Saivism, Vaishna- 
vism and Buddhism all flourished in Fu-nan. Indian philo¬ 
sophical ideas, religious beliefs and mythology were familiar, 
and the rituals and forms of worship were well-known. Sanskrit 
language and literature were cultivated and the Indian alpha¬ 
bets were used in writing. The Brahmanas versed in the Veda, 
Upaveda and Vedanga settled there in large number. Indian 
art also made its influence felt, and temples and images of gods, 
similar to those in India, were set up in various parts of the 
kingdom. The caste system, at least in its general form, was 
introduced, though it appears that even the' Brahmanas often 
adopted various* secular professions. The essential elements 
of Hindu culture were thus thoroughly established in Fu-nan 
by the sixth century A.D. From this centre they radiated 
on all sides and this process was facilitated by the conquests 
of Fan<he-man and other kings. 
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THE KINGDOM OF KAMBUJA 

Although Fu-nan was the earliest Hindu colonial kingdom in 
Cambodia and played a great part in spreading Hindu culture 
in that region, it gradually passed into oblivion after the 
seventh century A.D., when Kambuja took its place as the 
leading State and established its supremacy over the whole 
country. Since that time Kambuja continued its glorious career 
for nearly seven hundred years till the inevitable decline set 
in about the fourteenth century A.D. But although shorn of 
power and glory, it still continues to be a political entity. 

The legendary account of the origin of the kingdom runs 
as follows: — 

In the dim past Cambodia was a desert of sand and rocks. One day 
Kambu Sv&yambhuva, the king of Aryade^a, found himself in this dreary 
landscape. The death of his wife Mer9, whom the great god Siva himself 
gave to him, made him disconsolate and he left his country "in order to 
die in the wildest desert” he could find. Having reached Cambodia he 
entered into a grotto. To his horror Kambu found himself in the midst 
of a large number of huge, many-headed snakes whose piercing eyes.were 
turned towards him. Kambu, however, boldly unsheathed his sword and 
advanced towards the bluest snake. To the utter amazement of Kambu, 
the snake spoke in a human voice and asked his whereabouts. On hearing 
Kambu’s story the serpent said: ”Your name is unknown to me, stranger, 
but you spoke of $iva, and $iva is my king, as I am the king of the NSgas, 
the great snakes. You seem to be courageous too; therefore abide with 
us in this land you have chosen and end your grief." Kambu remained, 
and came to like the Nigas who could take human shape. Several years 
later he married the Niga king’s daughter. The king of the NSgas possessed 
magic power and turned the arid land into a beautiful country like that 
of Aryade^a. Kambu ruled over the land and the kii^dom came to be 
called after him ‘Kambuja’. 

This story is undoubtedly an echo of the beginning of Hindu 
colonisation in central Cambodia, the early seat of the Kambuja 
kingdom. But whether its early colonists came from Fu-nan 
on the sea-coast along the Mekong river, or reached this region 
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by overland route through Siam on the west or Champs on 
the east cannot be determined. Nor can we fix the date of 
the foundation of this Hindu kingdom with any degree of 
certainty. Its earliest historical king is Srutavarman who 
founded a royal family, but we do not know the name of any 
other member except his son Sreshthavarman. Kambuja was 
originally a vassal State, but Srutavarman or one of his successors 
established its independence. Sreshthapura, the capital of the 
kingdom, probably named after the second king, was in the 
immediate neighbourhood of Vat Phu Hill near Bassac in Laos. 
On the summit of this hill, then called Lingaparvata, was a 
temple of Bhadre^vara 5iva, the tutelary deity of the royal 
fomily. For a long time it was believed that the kings of 
this hunily were vassals of Fu-nan. But it is now known that 
a king named Devanika, probably a ruler of Champa, was in 
possession of the Mekong Valley above the fall of Khong, i.e. 
the region round Bassac (the real name of which was Cham- 
pasak), some time before the end of the fifth century A.D. 
It is therefore likely that the family of Srutavarman ruled over 
the plain to the south of the Dangrek mountains and the valley 
of the Mekong immediately to the south of Khong, and were 
at first vassals, either of Fu-nan or of Champa. In the sixth 
century A.D. these chiefs of Kambuja threw off their yoke 
and extended their authority as far north as Bassac. It is 
interesting to note that Bhadrefvara Siva whom they accepted 
as the tutelary deity was also the tutelary deity of the kings 
of Champa. 

The dynasty of Srutavarman was followed by that of Bhava* 
varman who was probably connected with the royal families 
of Kambuja and Fu-nan or QiampS. Bhavavarman became king 
about the middle of the sixth century A.D., and, like kings of 
Fu-nan. he claimed descent from Kaundinya, rather than from 
Kambu. It has been accordingly suggested that he was connected 
with the ruling family of Fu-nan. But it is equally, if not 
more, probable that his association was with Champs rather 
than Fu-nan. He had his capital at Bhavapura, situated 
about go miles to the north-west of Kompon Thom, i.e. with¬ 
in the original limits of the Kambuja kingdom before it was 
extended to Bassac region. Bhavavarman was a great con¬ 
queror and considerably increased the power and extent of the 
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kingdom of Kambuja. His brother Chitrasena, who a»um^ 
the name Mahendravarman on ascending the throne, succeeded 
either Bhavavarman, or the latter's son who had a short reign. 
Mahcndravarman led many military expeditions against the 
king of Fu-nan who was either Rudravarman, mentioned above, 
or one of his successors. Unable to resist the growing powCT 
of Kambuja, the king of Fu-nan fled to the south and ruled 
over a petty State from a new capital city. Mahendravarman, 
who thus conquered nearly the whole of the ancient kingdom 
of Fu-nan, died some time before 616 A.D. and was succeeded 
by his son I^navarman (or I^nasena). The new king con¬ 
tinued the war against Fu-nan and finally subjugated it, pro¬ 
bably about 630 A.D. His kingdom comprised the whole of 
Cambodia and Cochin-China, and also the valley of the Mun 
river to the north of the Dangrek mountains. He transferred 
the capital to a new city, called after him Iflinapura, which 
may be identified with Sambor Prei Kuk. Hanavarman sent 
an embassy to China in 616 or 617 A.D., and had also probably 
diplomatic relations with India. His name is also intimately 
associated with the kingdom of Champa. As noted above 
(p. isi), Champa was then passing through a series of palace 
revolutions and political intrigues, and the Kambuja kings, 
specially Mahendravarman and Ifanavarman, took an active 
part in its affairs. Mahendravarman sent an ambassador to 
Champa, and Ifanavarman’s daughter Sri ^arvani was married 
to Jagaddharma. Some time before 653 A.D. Praka^adharma, 
son of SarvanT, became king of Cham[» and restored order 
and tranquillity. The last known date of Hanavannan is 
6*7 A.D. 

The next two kings of Kambuja known to us are Bhava¬ 
varman II and Jayavarman I. Nothing of importance is known 
of them, not even their relationship with ,each other or with 
the previous kings. They are described as great and powerful 
in their records, and probably maintained intact the kingdom 
of Kambuja. The only known date of Bhavavarman II is 
639 A.D. Jayavarman is known to have been on the throne 
at least from 657 to 681 A.D. and with him ends the royal line 
founded by Bhavavarman. One of these kings sent an embassy 
to Kao Tsong, the T’ang Emperor of China, who ruled from 

650 to 683 A.D. 
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For more than a century after the death of Jayavarman I 
our knowledge of the history of Kambuja is very meagre and 
confused. In an inscription^ dated 713 A.D., Queen JayadevT, 
perhaps the widow of Jayavarman I, laments ‘that the times 
are out of joint’. According to the Chinese chronicles, Kam¬ 
buja was divided into two States at the beginning of the eighth 
century A.D. They call them *Chen-la (the Chinese name for 
Kambuja) of the land' and ‘Chen la of the water’.. The former, 
‘full of hills and dales’, probably denoted a kingdom in the 
northern part of Cambodia proper. This kingdom was a power¬ 
ful one. It maintained diplomatic relations with China and 
sent an embassy to the Imperial court in 717 A.D. But five 
years later it sent military help to an Annamite chief who had 
rebelled against China, and the combined force defeated the 
Chinese army. The friendly relations with China were, how¬ 
ever, soon restored, and in 753 A.D. the son of the king visited 
the Chinese court and accompanied the Chinese military 
expedition against the kingdom of Nan-Chao (Yunnan). 

In 771 the king himself paid a visit to the Chinese Emperor. 
The last embassy was sent to China in 799 A.D. Although 
details are lacking, we must presume that the Kambuja king¬ 
dom of the north, which extended along the middle course of 
the Mekong, was both extensive and powerful. It is, however, 
likely that more than one kingdom flourished in this region, 
corresponding to the old kingdom of Bhavapura. 

By the Chen-la or Kambuja of water, covered by lakes and 
extending up to the sea, the Chinese evidently denoted the 
southern part of Cambodia proper. But we have no precise 
knowledge of its history during the eighth century. We know 
the names of a few kingdoms, such as ^ambhupura, Anin- 
ditapura and Vyadhapura. The first may be reasonably identi¬ 
fied with Sambor on the Mekong, and the third was the old 
capital of Fu-nap (p. 187); the location of tKe second is uncer¬ 
tain. We do not know also whether these kingdoms flourished 
side by side or one after another. The former seems to be 
the case as king Pushkariksha, a member of the royal family 
of Aninditapura, is said to have obtained the kingdom of 
jamUtupura. It would then follow that southern Kambuja 
was divided into a number of States. We also know the names 
of a few kings, such as Nripatlndravarman and his son Push- 
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karSksha. who ruled over Sambhupura, BSl&ditya^ who ruled 
over Aninditapura, and ^ambhuvarman and Nfipiditya who 
probably ruled respectively over these two kingdoms. The 
names of some other kings are also known, but we have no 
idea where they ruled. Only one date is definitely known, 
viz. 716 A.D. for Pushkaraksha. 

It would thus appear that there was a political disinte¬ 
gration in Kambuja, in the eighth century A.D. The situation 
was rendered worse by the growing power of the ^ailendras 
towards the close of that century, and we know definitely that 
Kambuja was for some time a vassal State of Java. But we 
possess no details, and the whole of the eighth century A.D. 
is a dark period in the history of Kambuja. The mighty 
kingdom which Bhavavarman and his successors built up by 
their conquests had slowly crumbled away, and Kambuja had 
even ceased to be an independent kingdom. 

Before proceeding further with the history of Kambuja, 
it is necessary to refer to a few kingdoms which existed between 
the Kambuja kingdom on the east and the Mon kingdoms in 
the Menam Valley on the west, to which reference will be 
made in Book V, Chapter II. 

The most important among these was the kingdom of 
Chanala, in Korat, which existed from 7th to loth century A.D. 
Of its kings we know the names of Bhagadatta, Sundarapara- 
krama, his son Sundaravarman, and his two sons Narapatisiih- 
havarman and Mahgalavarman. The last-named ruled in 
A.D. 937. At the beginning Buddhism flourished in this 
kingdom, but it was supplanted later by Brahmanical religion. 
Inscriptions of 7th or 8th century A.D. refer to two other 
kingdoms in this region, named Tahgur and Sambuka, and to 
king Jayasimhavarman, without mentioning the name of his 
kingdom. Whether these kingdoms formed parts of the Khmer- 
kingdom of Kambuja or the Mon kingdom of DvaravatT, or 
were subordinate to them, cannot be determined. 

A Sanskrit copper-plate inscription found at U T’ong 
records the gift of king Harshavarman, grandson of I^anavar- 
man, to the iSaivite God Amratakelvara. On palaeographic 
evidence the record may be referred to the 7th or 8th century 
A.D. One is tempted, therefore, to identify T<§navannan with 
the Kambuja king of that name, mentioned above (p. 185). 
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Hanhavarman would then be a king of Kambuja, otherwise 
unknown, who either preceded or foliowod Bhavavarman U. 
But the inscription presents some features which are not met 
with in Kambuja inscriptions of the time, and we have no 
independent evidence to show that the boundary of the 
Kambuja kingdom extended so far to the west. But in any 
case, the inscription proves the existence of a kingdom in 
U T’ong as early as the seventh century A.D. This place so 
far figured in history only in the 14th century A.D., when it 
was devastated by an epidemic of cholera and a Thai prince 
left it in A.D. 1^49 to found the kingdom of Ayuthia in Siam. 
Another mutilated Sanskrit inscription found at Hin Tang 
in the province of Chaiyaphun refers to a Buddhist king 
Chandrfiditya. 



CHAPTER III 

THE RISE OF ANGKOR 

The obscurity which envelops the history of Kambuja for more 
than a century after the death of Jayavarman I lifts a little 
with the accession of Jayavarman II at the beginning of the 
ninth century A.D. With him begins a new era in the histcxry 
of Kambuja, and we can follow the course of events without a 
break down to our own days. Jayavarman II figures promi¬ 
nently in the annals of Kambuja and posterity has regarded 
him almost as a divine hero who was a powerful conqueror and 
mighty builder. Until recent years modern historians shared 
this view and gave him credit for building some of the greatest 
monuments of Kambuja. But recent discoveries have made a 
great change in our conception of the achievements of the king. 

We hardly know anything about the early life of Jaya- 
varman, his family and antecedents. Genealogical accounts of a 
later age represent his grandmother (mother's mother) as a niece 
(sister’s daughter) of Puskaraksha, ruler of the united kingdoms 
of Sambhupura and Aninditapura mentioned above, and his 
queen as a niece (sister’s daughter) of king Rudravarman, of 
whom nothing else is known. One account refers to his mater¬ 
nal unde as a king. These relationships, even if we accept 
them as true, are not such as would make him a legitimate heir 
to the throne. Nor does it appear that he got the kingdom 
by normal rig^t of succession. 

All that we definitely know is that he resided for some time 
in Java and then returned to Kambuja which was under the 
domination of Java. He established an independent kingdom 
in Kambuja in A.D. 8oa and invited a Brahma^ia' named 
Hiranyadama, vorsed in magic, in order to perform some Tantric 
rites so that Kambujadela might no longer be dependent on 
Java and have a paramount nder of its own. This Brahma^a, 
who probably came fiom India, performed the Tantrik rites 
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and instituted the cult of Devaraja, which henceforth became 
the State religion. Hiranyadama initiated the royal priest 
^ivakaivalya into the mysteries of this cult, and the king 
ordained that henceforth the royal priest should be chosen 
exclusively from the members of Sivakaivalya’s family. This 
was followed in practice for at least 250 years, and a remote 
descendant of Sivakaivalya, who flourished about the middle 
of the eleventh century A.D., has left a long record of the 
activities of his family from the time of Jayavarman 11 when 
it first came into prominence in connection with the cult of 
Devaraja. Practically all that we know of Jayavarman 11 is 
derived from this record, supplemented by two others of a 
similar type. We are told that the king first fixed his capital' 
at Indrapura, which has been located, with great probability, 
in the province of Thbong Khmum, to the east of Kompong 
Chan. He next launched a campaign of conquest and pro¬ 
ceeded to Purva-diia, to the east of Angkor region. He then 
changed his capital, first to Hariharalaya (Roluos, about 15 miles 
to the south-east of Angkor Thom) and then to Amarendrapura, 
whose identity is uncertain, but which probably was situated 
close to Angkor. He then fixed his abode on the top of the 
hill called Mahendraparvata (Phnom Kulen, to the north-west 
of Angkor Thom). It was there that the mysterious cult of 
Devaraja was instituted. Then he returned to Hariharalaya 
and reigned from this capital till his death. 

It would thus appear that Jayavarman gradually changed 
his capital from the eastern to the western part of Kambuja 
and finally fixed it in the Angkor region. 

The names of the successive capitals indicate that Jaya¬ 
varman II established his sway over the whole of Kambuja. 
He ascended the throne in 80* A.D. and ruled till 850 A.D. 
These were eventful years which saw the rise of Angkor region 
into importance. Unfortunately we do not know any details. 
The fact that for four centuries the kings of Kambuja 
referred to Jayavarman II as a grand and powerful monarch 
shows the deep impression that his reign and personality made 
upon posterity. His memory is still preserved under the 
legendary name of Ketu Mala, and the folk-tradition of Cam¬ 
bodia ascribes to him all the grand temples including Angkor 
Vat. He was really the son of Indra, so we are tdid, and was 
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taken to heaven by his father. He returned with an architect, 
who was the son of an Apsara (heavenly nymph) and had learnt 
architecture in Indra’s court from the Devaputras. He built 
all the monuments of Kambuja. Jayavarman’s name is also 
associated with the sacred sword which is still preserved in the 
royal palace and put on by each king at the time of coronation. 
It is still guarded day and night by a class of persons, said to 
be descendants of old Brahmanas. It is very likely that Jaya- 
varman II built some notable monuments,. as his residence in 
Java must have made him familiar with massive constructions. 
Unfortunately no existing monument of any importance can 
be ascribed to him. 

Jayavarman II is generally credited by the historians 
with the conquest of the whole of Kambuja and consolidation 
of a powerful kingdoni with the Angkor region as its centre. 
But apart from later traditions there is no evidence to support 
this view. So far as can be judged from available evidence, 
his kingdom extended from Angkor region and part of Battam- 
bang on the west to the Mekong—Indrapura region—on the 
east. To the north it reached the Dangrek mountains, but 
in the south it did not probably extend beyond the Mekong 
Valley at the latitude of Kompong Cham. It is more reason¬ 
able to hold that there were other kingdoms, too, in Cambodia 
rivalling that of Jayavarman II. 

The real ground of Jayavarman’s posthumous fame probably 
lies, neither in the large extent of his kingdom nor in the 
number and magnificence of his monuments, but in the fact 
that he set himself up as an independent king and received 
religions consecration as such, at a time when Java exercised 
suzerainty over Cambodia. 

Jayavarman II revived the old tradition of Kambuja as 
against that of Fu-nan. He traced his origin to Kambu and 
Suryavaih^a and not to Kaundinya and Somavam^a. He is 
referred to as Kambuja-rajendra and guardian of the honour 
of the solar race of king Kambu. His queen bore the name or 
epithet Kambuja-rajalakshmI. After him Kambujendra and 
Kambuje^vara became the official titles of kings and even fore¬ 
igners refer to the country as Kambuja. 

Jayavarman II died in 850 A.D. and was succeeded by his 
son Jayavardhana, who assumed the name Jayavarman on his 
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accession to the throne. The only thing that we know definitely 
o£ him is his inordinate passion for elephant-hunting. He died 
in 877 A.D. and with him ended the line of Jayavarman 11. 

Although Jayavarman 11 and 111 ruled for less than a 
century, their reigns constitute an important landmark in the 
history of Kambuja. According to a Chinese chronicle written 
in 863 A.D., the Khmer kingdom at that time included the 
whole of Central Indo-China and touched the frontiers of 
Yunnan in southern China. The Arab writers also describe 
the Khmer kingdom as vast and powerful, the king of which 
receives homage of other kings. In spite of possible exaggera¬ 
tions it may be said that the two kings laid the foundations of 
the great Kambuja empire which was destined one day to com¬ 
prise nearly the whole of Indo-China. Considering the great 
reputation of Jayavarman II, as a powefful conqueror, as men¬ 
tioned above, he may be credited with the greater part of these 
conquests, but Jayavarman HI might have also a large share in 
this political expansion. It reflects no small credit upon the 
two kings that they raised a small subject kingdom to the status 
of a powerful kingdom in Indo-China. 

Secondly, the change of capital to the Angkor region was 
the first step in the process which led to the growth of the 
famous capital of Angkor Thom which could vie in grandeur 
with any imperial capital city that the world had seen before. 

Thirdly, the establishment of the cult of Devaraja as the 
State religion and the predominance given to the family of 
royal priests by Jayavarman II became a permanent feature of 
the court-life, and ushered in that sacerdotal influence over the 
polity and social life of Kambuja which so sharply distinguished 
it from the other Hindu colonies in the Far East. 

*9* 



CHAPTER IV 

THE KAMBUJA EMPIRE 

I. THE DYNASTY OF INDRAVARMAN 

Jayavarman III was succeeded by Indravannan who ascended 
the throne in 877 A.D. He was the son of king PrithivTndra- 
varman, and was descended, through his mother, from king 
NripatTndravarman. The royal genealogy represents him as 
remotely related to the queen of Jayavarman II. Indravar- 
man’s queen, IndradevT, is also said to be descended through 
her father and mother, from three royal families, of Vyadhapura, 
Sambhupura and Aninditapura. She was a descendant of king 
Pushkaraksha, and Indravarman obtained through her the 
right over 5ambhupura. In spite of the labours of the royal 
genealogists, it is difficult to hold that Indravarman was the 
legitimate heir to Jayavarman III. We do not know the means 
by which he secured the throne, but it may be taken for granted 
that he did not rebel against the ruling family. For his inscrip¬ 
tions and those of his successors refer to Jayavarman II and III 
with resf>ect, and he appointed as his guru (preceptor) the 
grandson of the maternal uncle of Jayavarman II. 

These relationships of the king and queen indicate the 
division of Cambodia into a number of principalities. Jaya¬ 
varman II began the task of uniting them under one command. 
Indravarman, who continued to rule from the capital city of 
Hariharalaya, pursued the task left unfinished by hi.s two 
predecessors. He did more than this. He claims in his record 
that his commands were respectfully obeyed by the rulers of 
China, Champa and YavadvTpa. We have no means of verify¬ 
ing how far these claims were justified. He was a great builderj 
We are told in one of his records, that immediately after 
ascending the throne he took a vow that within five days he 
would begin the work of construction. He built many temples, 
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set up images of gods therein, and excavated big tanks. His 
temples belong to a type of architecture which has been styled 
the art of Indravarman. 

Indravarman was succeeded by Yasovardhana who ascended 
the throne under the name Ya^ovarraan in 889 A.D. He is 
said to have been educated by Vatna^iva, the grand-nephew of 
8ivakaivalya, and mastered various idsiras and kdvyas. We 
possess a large number of Sanskrit inscriptions belonging to his 
reign, some of which are quite long and written in a high-flown 
kdvya style. They indicate that Sanskrit literature, both reli¬ 
gious and secular, was highly patronised in his court. In one 
of these records the king is compared to the grammarian Panini 
and is said to have composed a commentary on Patafijali’s 
Mahdbftdshya. He built a large number of temples and 
niramas, and some of his records give detailed regulations for 
the inmates of the monastic establishments which throw interest¬ 
ing light on the religious and social life of Kambuja, perfectly 
modelled on Hindu ideals. 

The king also distinguished himself by his military cam¬ 
paigns both by land and sea, and is said to have reinstated 
many vanquished kings and married their daughters. In spite 
of his preoccupations with religious and literary activities he 
maintained his hold over the vast empire inherited by him. 

Yaiovarman transferred the capital to a new city founded 
by him, which was at first called Kambupurl, and later, Ya4o- 
dharapura. The royal citadel was on the summit of the hill 
called Ya^odharagiri which is undoubtedly the hill now known 
as Phnom Bakhen, just outside the southern enclosure of 
Angkor Thom. To the north-east of the new capital city he 
dug a vast tank, more than four miles long and one mile broad, 
known as Ya4odhara-tataka, now represented by the dry bed of 
Eastern Baray, For a long time it was believed that Angkor 
Thom represented the new capital city of Ya^ovarraan. But 
although this view has proved to be wrong, there is no doubt that 
a large part of Angkor Thom was included within the extensive 
enclosure of Yasodharapura which spread on all sides round the 
.Phnom Bakhen. The region round the newly founded capital 
city of Ya^ovariuan remained the seal of Kambuja empire 
throughout the period of its greatness, and he may thus be 
credited with the foundation of the Angkor civilisation which 
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forms the most brilliant chapter in the history of Kambuja. 
Ya^ovarman ruled over an extensive kingdom which included 
Bafflac (in Laos) in the north, and extended up to Chantabun 
on the frontier of Siam and Ha-tien on the border of Cochin* 
China. He was a great Sanskrit scholar, erected several big 
monuments and founded many airamas or religious institutions 
to which reference will be made later. Of all the kings of 
Kambuja Yasovarman appeals to us most by his personality and 
achievements, and he must be regarded as a great king in every 
sense of the term. Perhaps the court-poet did not exaggerate 
very much when he said that the glory of Yasovarman was sung, 
even after his death, by the people “in their games, on their 
beds and in their travels.” 

The region periods of Indravarman and Yasovarman saw 
the completion of the task attempted by Jayavarman. The king¬ 
dom of Kambuja was united and consolidated and the word 
Kambuja came into use as a general appellation of the people. 

Yafovarman died about 900 A.D. and his two sons Harsha- 
varman I and Ilanavarman II ascended the throne one after 
another. But Jayavarman IV, the husband of a sister of Yafo- 
varman, rebelled against I^anavarman II and set up as an inde¬ 
pendent king, some time before gai A.D., even before the death 
of the latter. For seven years the kingdom was partitioned 
between the two, and it was not till the death of Hanavarman 
II, about 928 A.D., that Jayavarman IV reigned as the sole 
monarch of Kambuja. 

Jayavarman IV had from the very beginning fixed his 
capital at Koh Ker, situated in a wild barren country about 50 
miles north-east of Angkor. Even after the death of Hanavar- 
man II Koh Ker continued to be the capital of Kambuja, and 
it was adorned by temples, artificial lake» and other monuments 
by Jayavarman IV. He died in 941 A.D. and was succeeded 
by his son Harshavarman II. His reign was short and unevent¬ 
ful, and on his death in 944 A.D. the throne passed to his elder 
cousin Rajendravarman, the son of a younger sister of Yalovar- 
man. Rajendravarman probably seized the throne by violent 
means, though we have no definite evidence about this. Rajen¬ 
dravarman re-transferred the capital to Yaiodharapura, and 
embellished the city which was deserted for nearly a quarter of 
a century. We possess a large number of inscriptions contain- 
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ing very long eulogies of the king, but they do not supply much 
historical information. He is credited with victorious campaigns 
in all directions,—north, south, east and west—but no details 
are given. These were probably no mere empty boasts. For 
we know that he invaded Champa and gained some success. 

Rajendravarman died in 968 A.D. and his son Jayavar- 
man ascended the throne. He continued the aggressive policy 
against Champa with equal success. His reign was marked by 
a predominance of Buddhism. Although the official religion 
was Saivism as before, the king issued instructions and regula¬ 
tions for the propagation of Buddhist doctrines. The king also 
erected some notable monuments such as Hema^rihgagiri, but 
its identification is uncertain. Jayavarman V died in 1001 A.D. 

The period of a century and a quarter (877-1001 A.D.) 
covered by the reigns of Indravarman and his seven successors 
constitutes an important landmark in the growth of Kambuja 
empire. The Chinese history gives us a detailed picture of the 
political condition of Indo-China about 960 A.D., and we find 
in it a definite evidence of the consolidation and extension of 
the political power of Kambuja. In the north its hold over 
the whole of Laos right up to southern China and the Chinese 
province of Tonkin was secured by the foundation of strong¬ 
holds and new vassal States. The records of this dynasty refer 
to China as the boundary of Kambuja, and Indravarman even 
claims some sort of supremacy over China. The reference, here, 
is probably not to China proper, but the Thai kingdom in 
Yunnan in south China. It is very likely that the Kambuja 
kings gained some success at the cost of this kingdom. The 
Kambuja authority was also extended to Siam. The country 
of LavapurT (Lopburi), comprising the tract between the Gulf 
of Siam in the soifth and Karapheng Phet on the north, formed 
an integral part of the Kambuja empire. The Kambuja kings, 
however, also exercised political influence over the petty prin¬ 
cipalities lying to its north. The name Khmera-rashtra, borne 
by the northernmost of these States, recalls the suzerainty of 
Kambuja almost throughout the Menam valley. The Kambu- 
jas also established their suzerainty over the northern part of 
Malay Peninsula up to the isthmus of Kra. This great empire 
was ruled by a number of aristocratic families. They held the 
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various high offices,' the highest being reserved for the members 
of the royal family. 

II. S0RYAVARMAN I AND II 

The death of Jayavarraan V was followed by a disputed 
succession and civil war lasting for ten years. None of the three 
claimants,—Udayadityavarman, Suryavarman and JayavTravar- 
man—seems to have any legitimate daim to the throne, but each 
proclaimed himself king, and seems to have actually ruled in 
some part of the kingdom. Udayadityavarman was eliminated 
early, but the struggle between the other two continued till 
about loio A.D., when Suryavarman established his undisputed 
authority over the whole kingdom. He, however, dated his 
accession from looa A.D., probably the date of the death of 
Udayadityavarman or his elimination in the struggle for 
succession. 

The antecedents of Suryavarman I are not definitely known. 
According to official genealogy he was born in the family of 
Indravarman’s mother, and his queen VTralakshmT belonged to 
the royal line of. Ya^ovarman. Other connections with old 
royal families are also mentioned, but none gives him a clear 
title to the throne. On the other hand, according to some later 
chronicles preserved in Siam, he was the son of a ruling chief 
in north Malay Peninsula, conquered the lower Menam valley 
with Lopburi, and then seized the kingdom of Cambodia. What¬ 
ever that may be, there is no doubt that there was a prolonged 
civil war in the early part of his reign and he had to engage in 
many wars. To safeguard his position and prevent future 
revolts the king instituted a novel system. He made the dis¬ 
trict officers, more than four thousand in number, take an oath 
in the presence of the sacred fire, th^ Brahmanas and the 
acharyas, offering unswerving and lifelong homage and alleg¬ 
iance to the king and dedicating their lives to his service. 
These officers solemnly swore that they "shall not honour any 
other king, shall never be hostile to this king, and shall not be 
the accomplices of any enemy." It is interesting to note that 
almost an identical oath is taken by the royal officials of Cam¬ 
bodia even to-day on the occasion of the royal coronation. 

Suryavarman I seems to have established the authority of 
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Kambuja over north Siam on a Arm foundation and appointed 
Kambuja chiefs to rule over the population. From this time 
Khmer art and culture were Armly implanted in the Menam 
valley, and Khmer civilisation spread over the north as far as 
Sukhothai and Savankalok. There are reasons to believe that 
Siiryavarman overran the whole of Siam and even invaded 
Lower Burma. But we have no knowledge of the details of 
the campaign or its results. 

Siiryavarman 1 excelled equally in arts of war and peace. 
He was versed in Bhdshyas, Kavya, six philosophical systems and 
DharmaJdstras. He was an ardent follower of Buddhism, but 
did not give up the ofAcial religion and constructed both Saiva 
and Vaishnava temples. He issued edicts containing regulation 
about monasteries in which it was laid down that the ascetics 
and Buddhist monks should offer to the king the merits of their 
piety. 

On the death of Siiryavarman in A.D, 1050, his ministers 
placed Udayadityavarman II on the throne. This shows that 
the latter had no legitimate right to the throne, but owed his 
succession to the inAuence of a party in Court. That perhaps 
explains the series of revolutions that harassed the king 
throughout his reign. A record gives us a graphic description 
of three of these rebellious outbreaks and their suppression by 
the Coramander-in-Chief, Sahgraraa, who was richly rewarded by 
the grateful king for his loyalty and devotion. The kingdom 
also suffered much from the invasions of the Chams. The 
Cham general Yuvaraja Mahasenapati defeated the Kambuja 
forces, took the town of ^ambhupura on the Mekong, and 
destroyed all its sanctuaries. In spite of all these troubles the 
king excavated, to the west of the Capital city, a tank bigger 
than Ya^odharatataka in dimensions. It was about Ave miles 
long and one and^a half mile wide. It is noW represented by 
the Western Baray. 

The king seems to have been an accomplished schcdar. 
The royal priest Jayendrapandita taught him astronomy, mathe¬ 
matics, grammar, Dharmaidstra and all the other idstras. The 
king had also another guru named ^hkarapandita. We are 
told that in imitation of the golden mountain of JambudvTpa 
(India) where dwell the gods, he had a golden mountain built 
in the capital city and consecrated a $iva-lihga in a golden 
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temple an the summit of the mountain. iSahkarapan^ita 
evidently wielded a great influence in the court. For we are 
told that when Udayadityavarman died in 1066 A.D., Sankara- 
pan^ita* along with his ministers, placed his younger brother 
Harshavarman on the throne. 

Harshavarman III was involved in wars with his two 
powerful neighbours in the east, Annam and Champa. The 
former comprised Tonkin and the two northern districts of 
modern Annam and had thrown off the Chinese yoke in the 
10th century A.D. In 1076 A.D. the Chinese emperor, having 
decided upon an expedition against Annam, invited the rulers 
of Champa and Kambiija to help him. They sent military ex¬ 
peditions which retreated after the defeat of the Chinese. Not 
long after this hostility broke out between the kings of Kambuja 
and Champa. A great battle took place at Some^vara, some 
time before 1080 A.D. The Kambuja forces were defeated and 
their general, prince 5rI-Nandanavarmadeva, was captured. 

Harshavarman III was succeeded by Jayavarman VI in A.D. 
1080. Nothing is known about his relationship with the pre¬ 
vious kings. Later inscriptions describe him as belonging to a 
noble family of MahTdharapura. Probably he was a governor 
who took advantage of the political disintegration and weak¬ 
ness of the central authority to seize the throne. It is not 
definitely known whether Jayavarman ever reigned at Angkor, 
and. it is not unlikely that NripatTndravarman ruled in that 
region till 1113 A.D. jayavarman VI died in 1107 A.D. and 
was succeeded by his elder brother DharanTndravarman I. The 
latter was defeated by Suryavarman II, the daughter's son of 
his sister, who ascended the throne in 1113 A.D. 

Suryavarman II proved to be one of the greatest kings of 
Kambuja. He once more established the unity of the kingdom 
by defeating the rival king, NripatTndravarman, probably a 
descendant of Harshavarman III. He resumed diplomatic 
relations with China which had been interrupted since 8th cen¬ 
tury A.D., and sent two embassies to the Imperial Court in 1116 
and I ISO A.D. The Chinese emperor conferred high titles on 
the Kambuja king whose dominions are said to have include.d 
Lower Burma and the northern part of the Malay Peninsula. 
The Chinese give grandiloquent description of the royal tower, 
and mention that the king maintained 900,000 war elephants. 
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Under the inspiration of his guru, DivSkarapandita, Surya- 
varman performed the kotihoma, lakshahoma, mahahoma and 
various other sacrifices. He was a devotee of Vishnu and has 
earned undying fame by constructing the famous Angkor Vat, 
one of the veritable wonders of the world. This magnificent 
monument of massive grandeur, which will be described later, 
was consecrated to god Vishnu, and its bas-reliefs represent the 
king and his court, his victorious campaigns, hunting scenes, etc. 

The Kambuja inscriptions refer in rapturous terms to the 
victories of Suryavarman and his triumph over hostile kings. 
We are also told that the kings of other islands whom he wanted 
to conquer voluntarily submitted to him. 

The king’s expeditions against Annam and Champa, how¬ 
ever, proved disastrous. He sent an army and a fleet against 
Annam in iis8, but in spite of initial successes they were forced 
to beat retreat. Two more expeditions, in 1132 and 1137, 
proved equally unsuccessful. 

Suryavarman had at first greater success in Champa and 
reduced its northern pan, the kingdom of Vijaya, almost to a 
vassal State of Kambuja. But Jaya Harivarraan, the new king 
of southern Champa, defeated the Kambuja troops and brought 
the whole kingdom under his authority, as has already been 
mentioned above (Bk. Ill, Ch. V). There are good grounds 
to believe that Suryavarman also sent two expeditions against 
the Mon king of Haripufiyaya (Lampun), who had invaded 
Lobo, which then formed part of the Kambuja empire. But 
the Mon king, probably Adityaraja, successfully resisted the 
Khmer array which had advanced as far as his capital city. 
It is to be noted, however, that according to the Chinese account 
the Kambuja empire extended, about the middle of the i*th 
century, as far as Pagan in Burma, and the Bay of Bandon in 
the Malay Peniqsula. 

The last known date of Suryavarman II is 1145 A.D., 
though he probably ruled for some years more. He was suc¬ 
ceeded by Dharanlndravarman II, of whom we know nothing. 
The next king, Ya^ovarman II, was faced with a rebellion. 
Eyidently tlxe rebellion assumed at one time serious proportions, 
for we are told that the rebels attacked even the palace, and 
the royalist troops in the capital took to flight. Prince iSrlndra- 
kumara, son of the future king Jayavarinan VII, came to the 
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rescue of the king. He himself fought in person with the 
rebels and defeated them. 

It is in connection with this fight that we come across the 
term Sanjak, which presumably means a chief bound by a 
special oath or obligation to defend the person of tho king or a 
prince. When SrJndrakumara came out to fight with the rebels, 
his body was covered by two Sanjaks, who were killed before 
his very eyes. The king showed appreciation of their service 
in a befitting manner. Posthumous honours were bestowed on 
them and their statues were istalled in shrines. The fact that 
the inscriptions refer to these statues as gods show§ that they 
w'ere deified like kings. Needless to add that the king bestowed 
wealth, favours and honours on the members of their families. 

The rebellion did not seriously affect the solidarity of the 
kingdom. For Yasovannan felt powerful enough to send an 
expedition against the kingdom of Champa, led by the same 
prince Srindrakumara. At first his enterprise proved successful. 
He seized the fort which Jaya Indravarman, king of Champa, 
had built on Mount Vek, and placed a Cham general on the 
throne of that kingdom. But the re-organi.sed Cham troops 
caught SrJndrakumara in an ambush and suritounded him. 
On this occasion, too, he owed his life to the deliberate self 
sacrifice of two of his Sanjaks who gave their lives in defending 
his person. As on the previous occasion, the king conferred 
posthumous honours on the two heroes and installed their 
statues in a shrine. Though the prince safely returned with 
his army to his kingdom, the whole expedition was an igno¬ 
minious failure. 

The prince Srindrakumara died, while young, and his statue 
was also placed in the same shrine where those of his four 
faithful Sanjaks were installed. 

The war with Champa, however, continued, and another 
expedition was sent to Vijaya (Central Champa) under the 
future king Jayavarman VII. About this time, and evidently 
taking advantage of the absence of royal troops in Champa, 
another rebellion took place in Kambuja, headed by Tribhu- 
vanadityavarman. As soon as he heard of this outbreak, 
Jayavarman returned with his troops to Kambuja, but he was 
too late. For Yaiovarman II had been already defeated and 
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killed, and Tribhuvanadityavarman ascended the throne of 
Kambuja. This took place before 1166 A.D. 

The new king of Kambuja was involved in a prolonged 
fight with Champa, with disastrous consequences. Jaya Indra- 
varman, king of Champa, invaded Kambuja about 1170 A.D., 
and the war went on for seven years without any decisive result. 
At last the Cham king equipped a fleet and sent a naval expe¬ 
dition in 1177 A.D. The fleet sailed up the Mekong river and 
reached the capital city, and Jaya Indravarman plundered the 
capital and then retired, carrying an immense booty with him. 
According to the Kambuja inscription, Tribhuvanadityavarman 
was killed In this fight, but Kambuja was saved by the heroism 
of Jayavarman. He defeated the Chams in a naval engage¬ 
ment, and made himself master of the kingdom of Kambuja 
four years later. He was the son of Dharanindravarman II 
and ChGdamani, daughter of Harshavarman III. 

III. JAYAVARMAN VII, THE GRAND MONARCH 

With the accession of Jayavarman VII in A.D. 1181 we are 
again on the firm, ground. He was the last great king of 
Kambuja, and we know a great deal about him,—his military 
campaigns, his religious foundations and his works of public 
utility. 

As regards the first, he attained conspicuous success in his 
wars with Champa, the eternal enemy of Kambuja. As already 
noted above (Bk. Ill, Ch. V), he invaded Champa, dethroned 
its prince, and put one of his own men in his place, and for 
long Champa remained a vassal State of Kambuja. 

Jayavarman VII was also involved in war with the old 
enemy, the Annamites. He invaded Annam jand- a series of 
battles followed, bfetween 1*07 and i*i8 A.D., without leading 
to any decisive result. It is interesting to note that the 
Kambuja army fighting in Annam not only included Cham 
soldiers, but also contingents brom Siam and Pugan, i.e. Burma. 

Although Jayavarman VII commanded the resources of an 
extensive empire, the long-drawn . battles« with Annam and 
Champa since 1190 A.D. must have exhausted the kingdom 
and proved too great a burden for the people. To make 
matters worse, the Thais in .Siam were fast gathering strength 
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and proving a source of alarm and anxiety. So at last the 
Kambujas evacuated Champa in i*so A.D. and concluded a 
peace with her two years later. It is not definitely known 
whether Jayavarman VII was still alive when this final with¬ 
drawal took place, for we do not know the year of his death. 
He was certainly alive in laoo A.D., as he sent an embassy in 
that year to China, and probably ruled at least till isi8 A.D. 
But in any case, the credit of conquering Champa belongs to 
him. This brilliant triumph at the end of an age-long struggle 
extended the frontier of his empire to the China Sea on the 
east. Jayavarman VII was also successful in his military 
enterprise on the west. His authority was established beyond 
the Menam Valley to the northern part of .Siam, and he also 
conquered a considerable portion of Lower Burma. Thus the 
Kambuja empire reached its greatest extent during his reign 
and embraced the whole of Indo-China with the exception of 
Upper Burma, Tonkin and the southern part of Malay Peninsula. 

Jayavarman VII planned a new capital city worthy of his 
great empire. This is the famous Angkor Thom {Nagara- 

dhdma?). The town was surrounded by a high stone wall 
with a ditch beyond it, no yds. wide. The ditch, like the 
wall, has a total length of nearly 8^- miles and its sides 
are paved with enormous blocks of stone. The enclosing wall 
was pierced by five huge gates which gave access to the city by 
means of five grand avenues each too ft. wide and running 
straight from one end of the town to the other. Each gateway 
consisted of a huge arched opening more than 30 ft. high and 
15 ft. wide, surmounted by figures of four human heads placed 
back to. back (PI. XVII). The town was square in shape, each 
side measuring about two miles. The grand avenues converge 
to the Temple of Bayon which occupies almost the central 
position of Uie city, and is justly regaided* as a masterpiece of 
Kambuja architecture. To the north of Bayon is a great 
public square, a sort of forum, about 765 yds. long and 165 yds. 
wide, surrounded by famous structures such as the Baphuon, the 
Phimeanakas, the Terrace of Honour etc., each of which forms 
a splendid monument .by itself. 

The religious foundations and works <3f public utility 
undertaken by Jayavarman VII were also on a scale befitting 
the mighty empire over which he ruled. The account of royal 
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donations engraved in a temple makes interesting reading, and 
reveals the magnitude of his resources and depth of religious 
sentiments. It is not possible here to record all the details, 
but a few facts may be noted. Altogether 66,625 persons were 
employed in the service of the deities of the temple and 3,400 
vHlages were given for defraying its expenses. There were 
439 Professors, and 970 scholars studying under them, making 
a total of 1409 whose food and other daily necessaries of life 
were supplied. There were altogether 566 groups of stone 
houses and «88 groups of brick. Needless to say that the other 
articles, of which a minute list is given, were in the same pro¬ 
portion, and included huge quantities of gold and silver, 35 
diamonds, 40,620 pearls and 4,540 other precious stones. The 
inscription informs us that there were 798 temples and 102 
hospitals in the whole kingdom, and these were given every 
year 117,200 khdrikds of rice, each khdrikd being equivalent to 
3 mds. 8 srs. Jayavarman VII also established 121 Vahni-grihas 

which were travellers’ rest-houses like the dharamidlds of the 
present day. They were set up along the principal highways 
of the kingdom for the convenience of pilgrims. 

IV. DECLINE AND DOWNFALL 

We possess very little definite knowledge of the history of 
Rambuja during the century following the death of Jayavar¬ 
man VII. He was succeeded by Indravarman II who died in 
1243 A.D. The next king known to us is Jayavarman Vlll 
who abdicated the throne in 1295-6 A.D. in favour of his son- 
in-law ^rlndravarman. Jayavarman's son, who contested the 
throne, was defeated, ^rlndravarman, after having mutilated 
and imprisoned him, ascended the throne in 1296. Some time 
before this th^ great Mongol chief Kublai Khan had made 
himself master of China and asked the rulers of various king¬ 
doms in Indo-China to acknowledge his suzerainty. The 
Kambuja rulers at first refused to submit but later, in 1285, 
thought it prudent to send tribute to Kublai Khan. In 1296 
A.D. a Chinese embassy came to Angkor Thom, and Cheu-ta- 
kuan, who accompanied it, has left a detailed account of the 
iiiarmers and customs of the people. Srlndravarman abdicated 
I he throne in 1307 in favour of SrTndra-Jayavarman who was 
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related to him. The latter was probably succeeded by Jaya 
varma-Parame^vara. He ascended the throne in 13*7 A.D. and 
is the last king known from inscriptions, so far discovered in 
Kambuja. 

The subsequent history of Kambuja is only recorded in 
chronicles which were composed at a very late period and are 
very unreliable. It is impossible to determine the relation 
between Jayavarma-Parame^vara and the first king mentioned 
in the chronicles—only known by his posthumous name 
Mahanippean—who ascended the throne about 1350 A.D. It 
is, however, possible to trace the general course of events which 
led to the decline and downfall of the Kambuja Empire. It 
appears that the Thais in the northern and western parts of 
the empire were organised under able military leaders and 
openly broke into revolt in Siam in the thirteenth century 
A.D. A Thai chief, Indraditya, founded an independent king¬ 
dom with Sukhodaya as capital some time about 1250 A.D. 
After the conquest of the Thai principality in Yunnan by the 
great Mongol chief Kublai Khan in 1254. the newly founded 
Thai kingdom of Sukhodaya and other Thai principalities in 
Siam received a tremendous wave of Thai immigrants who fled 
from Yunnan. Ram Kamheng, the famous Thai king of 
Sukhodaya towards the close of the 13th century, was a great 
conqueror. He carried his arms to Lower Burma on the west 
and to the heart of Kambuja on tlie east. Cheu-ta-kuan, who 
visited Kambuja shortly after, mentions that in the recent wars 
with the Siamese the region round Angkor was utterly devas¬ 
tated. But it is clear from the Chinese memoir that Kambuja 
was still a mighty kingdom and that Ram Kamheng’s invasion 
was more of the nature of a predatory raid than a regular 
conquest. The Thai kingdom of Sukhodtiya came to an end 
soon after, and a new Thai dynasty, which founded the king¬ 
dom of Ayodhya (Ayuthia) about 1350 A.D., soon made itself 
the master of nearly the whole of Siam and Laos. On the 
east of Kambuja the Annamites gradually conquered nearly the 
whole of the kingdom of Champa by the ’ fifteenth century. 
Kambuja was now hard pressed by these two important Thai 
powers on two sides, who steadily encroached upon its territory. 
This simultaneous pressure from the two flanks proved the 
ruin of Kambuja. Its weak and helpless rulers tried to save 
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themselves by playing off their two powerful enemies against 
each other, but with disastrous consequences to themselves. 
For centuries Kambuja remained the victim of her two pitiless 
aggressive neighbours. At last, shorn of power and prestige. 
Ang Duong, the king of Kambuja, now reduced to a petty State, 
threw himself under the protection of the French in 1854, and 
thus the once mighty kingdom of Kambuja became a petty 
French Protectorate. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE HINDU CULTURE IN KAMBUJA 

'I'he Hindu colonists of Kanibuja set up a highly organised 
system of administration on Indian model. The Arthaiastras 
or Sanskrit texts on political science, like those of Kau(ilya, 
were regularly studied and mostly followed in practice. 

The king's authority was supreme and a divine origin was 
claimed for him. He was served by ministers and a hierarchy 
of officers, both civil and military. A long list of these officers 
is given in the inscriptions, but it is not always easy to define 
their status and function. The Chinese refer to the pomp, 
splendour and elaborate ceremonials of the Court. As in 
India, the posts of ministers and other high offices were often 
hereditary. 

The kingdom was divided into a large number of districts, 
each under a governor with his headquarters in a city. There 
were many towns, with Indian names, such as Tamrapura, 
Adhyapura, Dhruvapura, Jyeshihapura, Vikramapura, Ugrapura 
etc. Many towns were named after their royal founders e.g. 
^reshthapura, Bhavapura, X^anapura etc. 

The towns were surrounded by walls and ditches and had 
big tanks. Many of them had useful public institutions like 
Viprai&m (learned assembly?'), Sarasvafi (public school), Puslak- 
dirama (Library), Satra (guest house), and ArogjaMld (hospital). 
Vahnigrihas (DharamSdtds) were set up on all principal roads 
for the convenience of travellers. 

The Puranic form of Hindu religion had a strong hold on 
Kambuja, and Buddhism, <;oniparaiively' speaking, exercised 
less influence, except occasionally under kings and ministers 
who professed that religion. Saivism was the most dominant 
form of religion, though worship of Vishnu was also very 
popular. The composite god $iva-Vishnu, under various names. 
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was also in great favour. The entire Hindu pantheon of 

Puranic deities was known in Kambuja, and we meet with the 

Hindu gods in their innumerable names and forms known in 

India. Even the mystic philosophy of Upanishads and the 

magical Tantrik rites were not absent. Indeed the Hindu 

religion, in all its aspeMf, appears on the soil of Kambuja to 

such an extent, that to Scribe it in details would be to recount 

at length the religious history of India. The study of the 

Indian Saslras (sacred scriptures) supplied the basis of the 

religion, and inscriptions frequently refer to Brahmanas pro- 

licient in Veda, Vedahga, Samaveda and Buddhist scriptures, 

and kings and ministers possessing a profound knowledge of 

the Dharmaiastra. A Sanskrit inscription of the fifth century’ 

A.D. describes in eighteen verses the sacred character of Kuru- 

kshetra-tir^Aa, ablutions in which produce as much merit as the 

performance of looo AiSvamedhas, too Vajapeyas, and the 

gift of 100,000 cows. Naimisha was a sacred place, and so was 

Pushkara, but Kurukshetra excelled them. Several verses of the 

Mahdhhdrata occur in this inscription. We learn from 

another Sanskrit inscription of the sixth century A.D. that 

arrangements were made for the daily recitation of the Rdmd- 

yana, Mahdhhdrata and the Puranas, and it was considered a 

pious act to present copies of these texts to temples. The secular 

literature was also regularly studied. Inscriptions, earlier than 

ninth century A.D., refer to many of its branches such as JSabda. 

Vaikshika, Nyaya, SamTksha, and Artha^astra. Sanskrit Kavya 

was a favourite subject of study. 

But the ninth and tenth centuries A.D. saw the highest 

development of Sanskrit literature in Kambuja. This may be 

clearly deduced from the large number of Sanskrit inscriptions 

belonging to this period. These are composed in beautiful 

and almost flawless kdvya style, and some of them run to great 

lengths. Four inscriptions of Ya^ovarman contain respectively 

50,75,93 and 108 verses each, and there are many containing 

less than fifty. An in.scripiion of Rajendravarman contains 

218, and another, 298 verses. 

The authors of these inscriptiohs have very successfully 

used almost all the Sanskrit metres, and exhibit a thorough 

acquaintance with the most developed rules and conventions 

of Sanskrit rhetoric and prosody. Besides, they show an inti- 
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mate knowledge of the Indian Epics, K&ifyes, Puranas, and 

other branches of literature, and a deep penetrating insight 
into Indian philosophical and spiritual ideas; thev are also 
saturated with, the religious and mythological conceptions of 
the different sects of India,—all this to an extent which may 

be justly regarded as marvellous in a community separated 
from India by thousands of miles. They were thoroughly 
conversant with the grammatical treatise of Panini. The 

Mahdbhashya was studied, and according to an inscription of 
YaSovarman, the king himself composed a commentary on it. 

A minister of the king was an expert in Hora^astra. Manii is 
mentioned as a legislator and a verse from Manu-Smriti is 

reproduced verbatim. Reference is also made to Vatsyayana, 

as the author of Kamasuira, and Vi^alaksha as having composed 

a treatise on NTti. The famous medical treatise of .Su.<ruta is 
also mentioned. 

The Pre-Rup Inscription contains no less than four verses 
which are distinct echoes of four verses of the Ragfiuvath.sa, 

repeating sometimes the very words used by poet Kalidasa. 

The inscriptions of Yasovarman refer to Pravara.sena and 
Mayura as the authors of Setubandka and Surytdaiaka, and to 

Gunadhya as a writer in Prakrit with allusion to the legend 
about him contained in Kathdsarit-sdgara. The records fre¬ 
quently refer to the TrayT or Vedas, the Vedanta, Smriti, the 

sacred canon of the Buddhists and Jainas. and religious texts 
of various Brahma nical .sects and schools of philosophy. As to 

the Puranic religion and mythology, legends contained in the 
Rdtndyana, Mahdbhdrata and Harivam.s, and the allusion, 

alliteration, simile etc., usually met with in Sanskrit literature, 
one will meet with them at every step as he proceeds through 

these inscriptions. 
Although we have no .Sanskrit texts composed during this 

period, these inscriptions bear ample testimony to the highly 
flourishing state of .Sanskrit literature in Kambuja during this 

period. 
But apart from their literary merit these inscriptions are 

invaluable as testifying to the thoroughness with which Indian 
culture and civilisation, in all its aspects, was imbibed in 

Kambuja. This is particularly applicable to the religious and 

spiritual life. The inscriptions ^ve evidence of the minute 
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knowledge of the rules, regulations and practices of religion, 

particularly of the $aiva and Vaishnava sects, and show a 

thorough acquaintance not only with the various gods and 

goddesses in their numerous names and forms, but also with 

the philosophical conceptions lying behind them. The pro¬ 

minent place occupied by religion in the life of the people is 

also demonstrated by the large number of temples and images 

erected and installed by kings and others. Most of the 

inscriptions refer to these pious foundations, and ruins of many 

of them are now lying scattered all over the country. But 

what strikes one more is that we find in Kambuja not only 

the external forms of Indian religion but that ethical and 

spiritual view of life which was the most distinguishing feature 

of ancient Indian civilisation. Anyone who carefully studies 

the inscriptions of Kambuja c.annot fail to be struck with the 

spirit of piety and renunciation, a deep yearning for emanci¬ 

pation from the trammels of birth and evils of the world, and 

a longing for the attainment of the highest bliss by union with 

Brahma, which formed the keynote of their life and is expressed 

with beauty and elegance in language at once sombre and 

sincere. 

Even the kings, high officials and the nobility of the king¬ 

dom were inspired by these high ideals. One of the interesting 

characteristics of the Kambu ja court-life is the very intimate 

association between the secular and spiritual heads. The kings 

received their instruction in early life from etninent religious 

acharyas, and there are many instances where sons of kings 

and members of the royal family became high priests and 

achdryas. 'I'he intermarriage between the royal and priestly 

families was also a matter of frequent occurrence. The pre¬ 

dominance of the priestly families who supplied royal priests 

for successive generations, such as that of ^ivakaivalya already 

referred to above, is both an index and a cause of the spiritual 

outlook of the king and the people. The tutelary deity of the 

kingdom with the cult of Devarija, placed in charge of a long 

line of High Priests who were the gwrtM or preceptors of the 

kings, must have helped to a great extent in moulding the 

v^hole view of life in the kingdom. 

But while all these causes undoubtedly operated in deve¬ 

loping the religious and spiritual life of the people, its main 
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source must have been a close, constant and intimate contact 
with India. Fortunately this is not merely a hypothesis but 
may be proved by definite examples recorded in inscriptions 
of Kambuja. We know from an inscription dated 715 A.D, 
that a daughter of King Jayavarman I married a $aiva 
Brahmana, named ^akrasvimin, who was bom in India. Raja- 
lakshmi, the daughter of Rajendravarman and the younger 
sister of Jayavarman V, was married to a Brahmana, DivSkara 
Bhatta, who was born on the bank of the river KalindT, sacred 
with the association of Krishna’s boyhood. Two other BrSh- 
inanas are said to have come from foreign lands (presumably 
India) during the reign of Jayavarman V. They purchased 
lands and built a temple of Siva. One of the ancestors of 
Yaiiovarman’s mother is said to be a Briihmana of Aryadefa, 
versed in Vedas and Vedahgas. Another Brihmana named 
Sarvajnamuni, versed in the four Vedas and all the dgamas, 

devoted to Siva, and born in Aryade^a, came to Kambujade^a, 
and his descendants occupied high religious offices. There is 
also evidence that the learned Brahmanas of Kambuja visited 
India. The most important instance is that of .'^ivasoma, the 
guru of Indravarman. We learn from an inscription that 
.^ivasoma was the grandson of king .<rT Jayendradhipativarman, 
maternal uncle of Jayavarman II, and learnt the SSstras from 
Bhagavat-!$ahkara whose lotus feel were touched by the heads 
of all the sages. It has been rightly conjectured by the editor 
of the inscription that the reference here is undoubtedly to 
the famous Sankaracharya, and presumably ^ivasoma must have 
come to India to sit at the feet of the venerable Sankara. It 
may be noted in passing that as Indravarman lived towards 
the close of the ninth century A.D., Sivasoma must have flour¬ 
ished about the middle of the ninth century A.D. which agrees 
with the date generally assumed for Sankarichlrya. 

The visit of Kambuja scholars to India may also be pre¬ 
sumed on indirect evidence. M. Coedis, while editing the Vat 
Thipedi Inscription, has pointed out that it exhibits all the 
characteristics of the Gauda style, described by Sanskrit rhetori¬ 
cians, in such a striking manner that its author must have either 
been born in Gau^ or lived in that region. 

Though we can cite only a few actiial instances of the 
learned Brahmanas of India, versed in sacred scriptures, settling 
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in Kambujade^a, and the learned priests of the latter country 
visiting India, they corroborate what may be regarded as the 
only reasonable hypothesis which offers a satisfactory explana¬ 
tion of the thoroughness witii which literary, religious and 
spiritual culture of India was imbibed by the people of Kambuja. 

It appears from the Kambuja inscriptions that the centres 
of Indian culture in Kambuja, from which it radiated ail over 
the country, were the large number of d^ramns which were 
founded by royal munificence and private efforts. These 
d$ramas were homes of pious devotees who consecrated their 
lives to study and meditation. They were constructed by the 
generous donations of kings and people who made endowments 
to provide for all their necessaries. King Yasovaniian alone is 
said to have founded one hundred dsramas in all parts of his 
kingdom. Whatever we might think of this number, there is 
no doubt that there was quite a large number of them in Kam¬ 
buja and they formed a characteristic feature of her religious 
and social life. Detailed and definite regulations issued by the 
king for the conduct of these dsramas are found in many records. 
These throw very interesting light on the actual working of 
these institutions, and exhibit the high moral and spiritual ideal 
and the thoroughly humanitarian spirit which guided their 
activities. They remind us of the hermitages in ancient India 
which exercised such a profound influence over the lives of all 
—from the highest to the lowest in State and society. Many of 
the Brahmana sages who were the leading spirits in these 
diramas obtained a dominant position in State and society, and 
we possess elaborate and lengthy records of quite a large num¬ 
ber of such eminent families. 

We do not find in Kambuja any literary development akin 
to the growth of the Indo-Javanese literature. But. with this 
exception. Kambuja may be regarded as having imbil>ed Indian 
culture and civilisation to a much fuller degree than any other 
colony. In one respect, however, viz, art, Kambuja may even 
be said to have surpassed the motherland. 

The monuments and sculptures of Kambuja fall readily 
into two broad divisions, the primitive and the classic. The 
latter is associated with Angkor, and dates from about the loth 
century. The primitive art began from the age of Fu-nan and 
was continued by the early rulers of Kambuja which took its 
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place ill the 7th century A.D. As most of the monuments of 
the early period were made of perishable materials like wood 
or brick, there are not enough remains to reconstruct the art 
of Fu-nan. The temples, mostly of brick, consisted of a square 
or rectangular cella, with plain walls surmounted by a roof 
which consisted of a number of gradually receding stages. This 
is a characteristic of the Gupta art. The affinity with the Gupta 
art is more evident in the sculptures. In recent years a number 
of sculptures have been discovered in Siam and Cambodia 
whose style is surprisingly akin to that of the Gupta art. There 
is, therefore, no doubt that the primitive art of Kambuja was 
a direct product of the Indian school. Indeed Groslier has 
even advanced the theory that the original Indian colonists 
brought with them artists and craftsmen from India and they 
were entrusted with the task of building temples and images of 
gods. In short, the scholars are agreed in their view that the 
art of Fu-iian was purely Indian, and through Fu*nan this 
Indian Art of the Gupta age spread over a wide territory in 
Indo-China along with other phases of Indian culture. 

'J’his primitive art of Fu-nan was developed, by natural 
stages of evolution, to what may be called the classical art of 
Kambuja. the best specimens of which arc in the region of 
Angkor and its neighbourhood, though some are found even in 
distant places like Bantay Chmar. These monuments, both by 
their massive character and unparalleled grandeur, furnish 
undying testimony to the richness and splendour of a civilisa¬ 
tion of which the written records form but an imperfect picture. 

It is not easy to Ax the precise date of most of the monu¬ 
ments, and there is thus considerable difficulty in tracing the 
stages of evolution of Kambuja art. The old ideas about their 
chronology have recently undergone a radical change, but we 
can assign approximate dates, with a tolerable degree of cer¬ 
tainty, to some of them. 

The most famous of the moniinients of Kambuja, x/iz. 

Angkor Vat, was built by king Suryavarman II, who ruled 
between 1113 and 1145 A.D. The Baphuon, another noble 
monuincnt, was formerly referred to the 9th and 10th centifiries 
A.D., but is now referred to the reign of Udayadityavarraan II 
(1050-1066 A.D.). The famous Angkor Thom, with its gate- 
towers, ramparts and ditches, and the Temple of Bayon in the 
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centre of the city were formerly attributed to Ya^varman 
(889*900 A.D.), but are now believed by some to be the work of 
Jayavarman VII, who ascended the throne in the year ii8i A,D. 
Another famous monument, that of Bantay Chmar, whidi was 
formerly attributed to Jayavarman 11 (9th century), is also 
referred by some to Jayavarman VII, and by others to YaSovar- 
man II about 1160 A.I). In short, whereas the majority of 
the splendid moiiumenis of Kambuja were formerly placed in 
the 9th and loih centuries A.D., their date is now pushed for¬ 
ward by nearly two hundred years, and instead of Jayavarman 
11 and Ya^ovariiian 1, the hve successive kings, Suryavarman 11, 
Dharani'ndi aval man 11, Ya^ovarman II, Iribhuvanadityavarman, 
and Jayavarman Vll, whose reigns prattiially cover the whole 
ol the twelfth century A.U., appear to be the great builders of 
Kambuja monuments. We must therefore give up the old idea 
that the twelfth century was a period of decay in the history 
of Kambuja, and rather regard it as a period of the greatest 
glory of Kambuja. 

It is not possible to give such a detailed description, even 
of the most famous monuments of Kambuja, as would convey 
a fair idea of their nature and artistic excellence. I would, 
therefore, merely attempt to indicate, in a general way, the 
special features which characterise them. The earlier series of 
monuments at Angkor consists of isolated temples which show 
great resemblance with Indian temples. But gradually a new 
style is evolved in the eleventh and twelfth centuries A.D., 
hrst by the introduction of gallery, and later still by pyramidal 
construction in several stages. The combination of these two 
features resulted in a series of concentric galleries, enclosing each 
successive stage of the pyramid, with a crowning tower at the 
centre of the top or the highest stage. Similaj* towers are added 
at the four corners of each stage of the pyramid, and finally 
we have the gopurams at one or all the four faces, each consist¬ 
ing of a gateway with a vestibule, surmounted by an ornamen¬ 
tal tower in the form of a stepped pyramid as we see in South 
India. The central and corner towers are of the North-Indian 
or'^ikhara style. The best and the complete example of this 
type is Angkor Vat. An innovation was introduced in Bayon, 
where the towers are capped by four heads facing the four 
directions. 
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The gallery, referred to above, is, in ii» final shape, a long 
narrow running chamber with vaulted roof supported by a wall 
on one side and a series of pillars on the other. It has a veran¬ 

dah with a half-vaulted roof of lower height supported by 
columns of smaller dimensions. The walls of these galleries 
are generally covered with conrimious friezes of bas-reliefs and 
other sculptures. 

The wide ditches surrounding the temples and cities, with 
paved causeways over them, form an important feature of 
construction, and the figures of long rows of giants pulling the 
!)ody of a serpent, which serve as the balustrades of the cause- 
way on its two sides, are justly regarded as one of the most 
ingenious and interesting architectural devices to he seen any¬ 
where in the world. 

An idea of the massive character of these monuments may 
be had from the measurements of Angkor Vat (PI. XVII). I'he 
moat or ditch surrounding the temple and running close to its 
boundary walls is more than 650 ft. wide, and is spanned on 
the western-side by a stone caujpway, 36 ft. broad. This ditch, 
like the wall of enclosure which completely surrounds the 
temple, has a total length of two miles and a half. The broad 
paved avenue which runs from the western gateway to the first 
gallery is 1560 ft. long and raised 7 ft. above the ground. The 
first gallery measures about 800 ft. frmn east to west and 675 ft. 
from north to south, with a total running length of nearly 
3000 ft. The central tower, on the third or highest stage, rises 
to a height of more than *10 ft. above the ground level. 

These few details would serve to convey an idea of the 
massive character of Kambuja architecture. But it is not by 
the massive form alone that they appeal to us-. Their fine pro¬ 
portions. the general symmetry of the plan, and above all the 
decorative sculptures invest them with a peculiar grandeur. 

The sculptures in Kambuja, both bas-reliefs and figures in 
the round, attained to a high level of excellence. Here, again, 
we find that while the earlier sculptures show a close affinity 
with Indian models, specially Gupta art, new elements were 
added in course of time which give a distinctive character fb 
Kambuja sculpture. The peculiar smiling countenance, with 
half-closed eyes, of divine figures, known as ‘the smile of 
Angkmr', has been variously interpreted, and opinions differ on 
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iu aesthetic value. It has been - suggested that this unchanging 
and elusive smile, which mysteriously reflects the illumination 
of inward nirvana and expresses supreme Buddhist beatitude, 
is the most notable contribution of Khmer art. But this smile 
of Angkor is not found in Buddhist heads alone, as is gene¬ 
rally supposed. It appears in Brahmanical images, and should 
therefore be regarded as a divine expression rather than any¬ 
thing peculiarly Buddhist. Although the figures often show 
traces of Khmer physiognomy, some of the best figures, exhibit¬ 
ing plastic quality of a high order, are marked by the purity of 
Aryan profile. 

The bas-reliefs which adorn the temples of Kambuja form 
the most important class of Kambuja sculpture. The earlier 
specimens show the figures in fairly high relief like those of 
Java and India, but gradually the depth of the relief is dimi¬ 
nished till the figures are merely incised or scratched on the 
surface, and the whole thing looks like a tcpcstry on stone. 
But, subject to this limitation, the bas-relief sculptures show 
balance, harmony and rhythm of a high order. 'Fhey arc 
marked for their narrative skill and cover a wide range of fields 
embracing almost all phases of human and animal lives. The 
scenes, largely drawn from the Indian epics, are full of life and 
movements, and are graceful without being exuberant. The 
vast lengths of galleries covered by these interminable scenes 
display the decorative faculties of Kambuja art at their very 
best, which, like true art, are subordinated to the architecture. 

It is needless to give further details. But whether we look 
at the massive temples with elegant proportions or the sculp¬ 
tures which adorn their walls, we cannot withhold the highest 
tribute to their truly classic composition of the highest order. 
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BOOK V 

BURMA AND THAILAND 

CHAPTER I 

BEGINNINGS OF INDIAN COLONISATION 
IN BURMA 

I. LOCAL TRADITIONS 

Burma is the biggest country in Indo-China covering an area 
of 237,000 square miles, its greatest length being 1200 miles and 
greatest breadth about 500 miles. It has two natural divisions, 
Upper Burma and Lower Burma, the boundary between the 
two running along the 20th parallel of latitude. 

Arakan, which forms the western part of Burma, may be 
regarded as a continuation of south-eastern Bengal. Beyond 
this a series of high mountain ranges,—the Arakan Yoma, Chin 
Hills, Naga Hills and Patkoi Hills,—shut off the country from 
India. But though constituting effective barriers and prevent¬ 
ing easy access, they are not impassable, and from earliest histo¬ 
rical times roads from Assam and Manipur led through them 
to Upper Burma. The same thing is true of the eastern hills 
that separate Burma from the southern provinces of China and 
the heart of Indo-China. There was always an overland route 
through Burma which joined Lastern India to China and 
Tonkin. 

The rich delta and the valley of *the Irawadi constitute the 
most important region in the country. This great river is 
navigable for nearly 800 miles from its mouth, and most of the 
important towns and harbours, in all ages, such as Bhamo, Ava, 
Mandalay, Prome, Rangoon and Bassein were situated on its 
banks or near its mouth. The Salween, though a longer fiver, 
is not navigable, but in its lower course its valley opens out into 
a wide fertile plain which contained some of the most impor¬ 
tant colonial .settlements of tlie ancient Hindus who came by 
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sea. The more important ports, besides Bassein and Rangoon 
on the Irawadi, are Akyab, the chief town of Arakan, Moulmein, 
at the mouth of the Salween, and Mergui and Tavoy on the 
coast of the Tenasserini Peninsula. 

Burma, being the nearest to India, and directly accessible 
both by land and sea, naturally attracted Indian traders, iner- 
chanls, missionaries and more ardent military spirits from a 
very early period. There is no doubt that by the first century 
A.D„ and probably long before that, there were already large 
Hindu settlements both along the coastal region as well as in 
the interior of Burma. Unfortunately, the beginnings of Indian 
colonisation in Burma, as in the rest of Indo-China, are 
shrouded in darkness and are merely echoed in hxal legends. 
These legendary accounts (»f early Indian ivimigrants into 
Burma are many and varied in character, and have been record 
ed in local chronicles of wliich we possess quite a large number. 
The most widely accepted legends about Indian settlements in 
Burma may be summed up as follows: 

"Abhiraja, a prince of the Sikya clan of Kapilavastu, inarched with 
an army to Upper Burma, founded the city of Sankissa (Tagaung) on the 
Upper Irawadi, and .set himself up as the king of the surrounding region. 
After his death the kingdom was divided in two parts. The elder son 
ruled over Arakan and the younger over Tagaung. Thirty-one generations 
of kings ruled over Tagaung when the kingdom was overthrown by tribes 
coming from the east. Aboiit this time, when Gautama was still alive, a 
second band of Kshatriyas from the Gangetic valley in India arrived in 
Upper Burma under Daza (DasSa or Disa) Raja. He occupied the old 
capital and married the widow of its last king. After sixteen generations 
of kings of the second dynasty had ruled, the kingdom of Tagaung was 
overrun by foreign invaders, who dethroned the king. 

‘"The elder son of this king had a miraculous escape and founded a new 
kingdom with his capital near modem Prome. His son Duttabaung 
founded the great city of Thare Khettara (SrTkshetra) ,near by and made 
it his capital. E^hteen kings ruled after him till 84 A.D., when a civil 
war broke out. Of the three constituent tribes, Pyu, Kanran and Mramma, 
the first two fought for supremacy for eleven years. The Pyus having 
gained the contest by an arti^e, the Kanrans went off to Arakan. The Pyus 
themselves were shortly after defeated by the Mons or Talaings of the 
south, and after wandering in various r^kms founded the city - of Pagan 
and settled there. After this the chronicles do not mention the separate 
tribes* and the name Mramma, from which is derived the modem name 
Burma, appears as the national designation for all the peoples.” 

The Mons or Talaings in the coastal districts of Lower 
Burma have their own traditions regarding the early history of 
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their country. According to traditions current among the 
people of Pegu, Indian colonists from the lower courses of the 
rivers Krishna and Godavari had at a remote lime crossed the 
sea and formed settlements in the delta of the Irawadi and on 
the adjoining coast. We are told that Buddha himself, who 
came to this country, was stoned and driven away. The lirst 
settlement from India among these savage tribes is said to have 
been made by the two sous of king Tissa, who reigned in the 
country of Karanaka and the city of Thubinna. These princes 
lived as hermits and brought up a child born of a dragon on 
the seashore. This child, when grown up, built the city of 
rhaton and reigned as Siharaja (Siiiiharaja). A list ol Ufty-nine 
kings who reigned at T'lialon (Sudhammavatl) is given in the 

(tlironides. 
Some time about the sixth century A.D. (573 A.D.) two 

sons of the reigning king of Thaton, Thamala (.‘lyamala) and 
Vimala, excluded from succession to the throne, collected people 
from the surrounding country, and moving north-west founded 
a new city called Bogo or Pegu, known also by the sacred or 

cla.ssic name Haihsavatl. 
Syamala, king, of Pegu, promised his younger brother 

Vimala succession to the throne. But when Vimala went to 
Taxila to study, a son was born to ^yamala, atid Vimala, find¬ 
ing on his return that his brother had forgotten his promise, 
killed him and ascended the throne. Sixteen years later Hindu 
strangers came in ships to Pegu and surrounded it. 2§yamala's 
son came out from concealment, fought with the invaders, and 
defeated them, capturing seven ships and three thousand and 
hve hundred Hindu strangers. He succeeded Vimala as king. 
There were altogether 17 kings in this dynasty, the last of 
whom, Tissa, ascended the throne in 761 A.D. A legend 
describes how this heretic king was converted to Buddhirai by 
the devotion of a lady who became his chief queen. 

The deltaic country including Thaton and Pegu, is‘‘gene¬ 
rally identified by local traditions with Suvarnabhuitti in 
Indian Buddhist literature, and is regarded as the region con¬ 
verted by Asoka’s missionaries, Sona and Uttara. Even ^he 
birth-place of the two merchants, Tapusa and BKalluka, who, 
according to Buddhist canon, saw the Buddha and became his 
first converts, is located in the same country. They are said 
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to have brought home eight hairs of Byddha’s head and 
enshrined them in a pagoda since known as the Shwe Dagoii, 
near Rangoon. 

Leaving aside the chronological system, and the references 
to the Buddha and the ^akya clan, which are easily explained 
by the Buddhist proclivities of the chroniclers and the people 
at large, the broad facts underlying these legends are the settle¬ 
ment of the Indian colonists in Arakan and Burma, among the 
Pyus, Mramma and Karens, who were branches of the same 
race, and the Mons or Talaings in the south who belonged to 
a different race; the foundation of the Hindu kingdoms of 
Arakan, 'I'agaung, iSrikshetra, Thaton and Pegu; and destruc¬ 
tion of the Hiiiduised Pyu kingdom of ^rlkshetra by the Mons 
or I'alaings of Pegu leading to the foundation of the new king¬ 
dom of Pagan where the Hinduised Mrammas or the Burmans 
came to occupy the supreme place. 

The historical character of these broad facts rests on 
unimpeachable testimony. I’he literary and archaeological 
evidences prove beyond dispute that the entire culture and 
civilisation of Burma was of Indian origin, and although the 
Chinese were nearer neighbours of the Burmese, and more allied 
to them in blood and speech, they exercised no influence, worth 
speaking of, in 'this direction. This indirectly testifies to the 
immigration of Indians into Burma on a large scale which is 
positively proved by the memorials they have left behind, from 
remote antiquity, in various parts of the country. But although 
a mass of interesting facts about Hindu colonisation have come 
to light, suflicient materials are not yet available for writing 
a history of Burma, in the form of a consecutive narrative, 
till after the nth century A.D. For the period before that we’ 
can only draw a general picture of Hindu colonisation, and it 
will be convenient to discuss it briefly before we deal separately 
with the different tribes, viz., the Mons, the Pyus, the Mrammas 
and the Arakanese, who came under the influence of the Hindu 
colonists and imbibed Hindu culture and civilisation. 

II. THE ANTIQUITY AND GENERAL NATURE OF 
HINDU CIVILISATION 

It appears very probable on general grounds that the earliest 
colonial activities of the Indians were directed towards the 
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neighbouring country of Burma; for its upper highlands could 
be reached from Eastern India by well-frequented routes over 
the Patkoi hills and Arakan Yoma, and its vast coastal region 
was easily accessible by sea fnnn the whole of eastern sea-board 
of India. That such was indeed the case may be gatliered from 
a careful study of the evidence available to us, in addition to 
the Burmese traditions referred to above. 

First of all, we have the.Ceylonese Buddhist tradition that 
Asoka's missionaries visited SuVariuabhumi, which has been 
identified with Lower Burma. Although the identification, and 
even the tradition itself, cannot be regarded as absolutely 
proved, the testinioiiy of Buddhaghosha, the famous commen¬ 
tator of the Pali canon, is highly important. This author, who 
lived in the beginning of the fifth century A.D., not only locates 
the scene of activities of Asoka’s missionaries in Burma, but 
also regards, as natives of the same country, the two merchants 
who became the first lay disciples of the Buddha shortly after 
he attained Bodhi at Gaya. Improbable as these stories might 
seem, Buddhaghosha’s writings prove that early in the fifth 
century A.D. people regarded the introduction of Hindu culture 
in Burma as reaching back to hoary antiquity, and even going 
hack to the time of Gautama Buddha. 

Howsoever that may be, the settlement of Indians in Burma 
long before the second century A.D. is proved by Sanskrit place- 
names mentioned by Ptolemy which have been located with a 
tolerable degree of certainty in Burma. The discovery of 
isolated Indian Brahml alphabets on stones in Burma also points 
to the same direction. According to the Chinese chronicles of 
the third' century A.D., a kingdom, called Lin-yang, which has 
been located in central Burma, had an ardent Buddhist popu¬ 
lation of over 100,000 families including several thousand 
monks. On the whole we shall be justified, on these grounds 
alone, in dating the beginning of Hindu colonisation in Burma 
certainly before, and probably long before, the beginning of 
Christian era. 

The archaeological explorations in Burma are of recent 
growth, and so far only a few important old sites have betyi 
systematically excavated. But even these few excavations have 
yielded very interesting evidence of Indian culture. The finds 
may be broadly classified as written records, images, votive 
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tablets (mostly terra-cottas), and religious structures. Tlie 
records, mainly engraved on stones and terra-cotta tablets, and 
occasionally on gold plates and funeral urns, are written in 
Sanskrit, Pali, Mon and Pyu languages, and the alphabets used 
are either Indian, or derived from them. The use of both North 
and South Indian alphabets indicates that colonists from 
different parts of India settled in Burma. So far as we can 
judge from the form of alphabets, the records cover the period 
from about third or fourth to tenth century A.D. 

These records prove that Indian languages and literature, 
both Sanskrit and Pali, were cultivated, and Indian religions, 
both Brahmanical and Buddhist, were adopted by the people 
at a remote antiquity, certainly not later than the earlier cen¬ 
turies of the Christian era and probably long before it. The 
two main Brahmanical sects, iaivism and Vaishnavism, were 
known, though the latter seems to have been more in favour. 
As regards Buddhism, we can trace the existence of various sects 
of both HTnayana and Mahayana, and even the Tantric form 
of a somewhat debased character. Religious structures, parti¬ 
cularly stupas, belonging to sth-^th century A.D., images of 
various gods and goddesses, Brahmanical and Buddhist, of the 
Gupta style, extracts from Buddhist scriptures engraved on gold 
plates in Indian character of fifth or sixth century A.D., and 
a large number of terra-cotta votive tablets with bas-reliefs, 
representing scenes from Buddha’s life, and inscribed with the 
well-known Buddhist formula "Ye dharma heluprahhaxfd'* etc. 

in late Gupta alphabets prove the dominance of Indian culture, 
introduced by colonists emanating both from Northern and 
Southern India, during the first millennium of the Christian 
era. The archaeological finds also prove the existence of im¬ 
portant centres of Indian culture at or near Prome, Pegu, 
Thaton and Pagan. 



CHAPTER II 

THE EARLY HINDU KINGDOMS IN BURMA 

I. RAMA555iADESA 

It appears fruni the legends and the archaeological evidence 
that the Hinduised Pyus and Mons in Lower Burma formed the 
most powerful political units in Burma during the first mille¬ 
nnium of the Christian era. This is evidently due to the fact 
that Indian colonists who went by sea to Lower Burma were 
far larger in number than those who proceeded by difficult land- 
routes to Upper Burma. The racial characteristics of the 
original tribes with whom they came into contact also probably 
partially account for the difference. In any case, the Hinduised 
Mons seem to have been the most advanced in culture and civi 
lisation, and at the beginning, also politically the most powerful. 

The Mons were also known as Talaings. The origin of this 
name has been a matter of dispute. The most reasonable view 
seems to be that the name originally denoted the Indian 
colonists who came from Telingana in India (the Telugu- 
speaking region on the coast of Bay of Bengal). It is probable 
that this name, originally confined to Indian colonists, or a 
section of them, was ultimately used to denote the whole people. 
It must be remembered, however, that the Mons themselves 
never used this term as a national name or designation. Even 
if we accept this explanation of the name Talaing we must not 
suppose that the Indian colonists, who settlled in the deltaic 
regions of Burma, all came from the Kalinga or Andhra coun¬ 
try. Apart from general considerations and evidence of culture 
and archaeology, this is disproved even by the names of 
localities. ^ 

According to the Kalyani Inscriptions, dated 1476 A.D., the 
capital of the kingdom, when Asoka’s missionaries visited it, was 
Golamattikanagara or Golanagara (modem Ayetthema, so miles 
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north of Thaton) on the seacoast. The city, we are told, was so 
named because “it contains many mud and wattle houses 
resembling those of the Gola people.” This Gola has been 
identified by scholars with Gauda, and it has been pointed out 
that this name gradually became the Mon and Burmese appella¬ 
tions for all foreigners from the west. Thus the people of 
Gauda or Bengal must be supposed to have played a consider¬ 
able part in the Hindu colonisation of Lower Burma, a conclu¬ 
sion fully in keeping with the geographical position of Bengal, 
and the importance of its sea-ports, specially Tamralipta, during 
the first millennium of the Christian era. 

Classical Pali names are given to certain cities and localities. 
Thus we find Sudhamma (or “vatl) and HamsavatT as well- 
known names of Thaton and Pegu. Thaton is really a corrupt¬ 
ed form of Sudhamma. 

The name Utkalade^a, denoting the Hindu colonial settle¬ 
ments from Rangoon to Pegu, is of special interest. Every 
reader of the Buddhist Pali canon knows the story of the two 
merchants, Tapussa and Bhalluka, who met the Buddha at the 
end of the seventh week after his enlightenment, offered him 
food and became his first lay devotees. It is said that the 
Buddha gave the merchants a few hairs of his head and these 
were deposited as relics in a shrine which they erected in their 
native city. Now, the Pali canon mentions Utkala as the home 
of the merchants. This presumably refers to the well-known 
coastal region now called Orissa, but the Buddhists in Lower 
Burma regard the merchants as natives of Utkalade^a in Burma, 
and identifies the famous Shwe Dagon Pagoda near Rangoon 
as the shrine containing the hairs of Buddha. It is possible 
that the name Utkala was originally applied to a region in the 
delta in Lower Burma bv the colonists from Orissa coast, and 
the resemblance of the name led to the localisation of the story 
of Tapussa and Bhalluka in this country. It is less probable, 
as has been suggested, that the name Utkalade^a was applied to 
this region in Burma, in order to localise the story there. The 
names of many other Hindu settlements in Lower Burma are 
known from inscriptions and literature. Thus we have Rama- 
vati and Asitafijana-nagara (near Rangoon), Kusima-nagara or 
‘mandala (Bassein), RSmapura (Moulmein) and Muttima- 
mandala (Martaban). 
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The Hinduised Mon settlements in Lower Burma were 
known collectively as Ramahha-desa. It was evidently so called 
after the racial name Ramen, found in an eleventh century 
inscription, from which, through the medieval form *Rman,’ 
is derived the modern word ‘Mon* as the designation of the 
people. 

Except the legendary accounts referred to above, we possess 
no information about the history of the Mons till we come to 
the seventh century A.D. The names of the kingdoms beyond 
the frontiers of Samatata (Lower Bengal) which we find in 
Hiuen Tsang’s accounts supply valuable information regarding 
the political geography of Burma. These are (i) Shih-li<ha*ta-lo 
near the sea, north-east of Samatata; (a) Ka-mo-lang-ka to the 
south-east of the preceding; (3) To-lo-po-ti further to the east; 
(4) I-shang-na-pu-la, further east; (5) Mo-ha-chen-po or Lin-yi, 
further east; and (6) Yen-mo-na-chou, south-'west of the preced¬ 
ing. I-tsing also refers the countries 1-3 and 5, the second 
kingdom being called Lankasu. 

The identification of these localities has given rise to a 
great deal of controversy into which we need not enter. There 
can be hardly any reasonable doubt that Nos. 4 and 5 refer, 
respectively, to Kambuja, known as I^anapura, and Champi. 
There is equally little doubt that No. 3 refers to the kingdom 
of Dvaravatl on the lower Menam Valley. The identification 
of No. 1 with ^rfkshetra or Old Prome in Burma is the most 
reasonable view. It is true that the direction, north-east of 
Samatata. does not apply, but on the other hand, this direction 

cannot lead to any locality near the sea. Besides, I-tsing places 

^rlkshetra dose to the sea-coast and south of the range of hills 

between Tibet and China. If we assume these identifications 

to be true. No. a can only refer to the Mon country in Lower 

Burma and its identification with Tenasserim appears very rea¬ 

sonable. Although the exact name of the Mon kingdom can¬ 
not be restored, Hiuen Tsang’s account proves the existence, 

side by side, of the Pyu kingdom round Prome and the Mon 

kingdom to its south-east. It also shows that these kingdoms 

were well-known in India, at least in East India, and there was 

intercourse between the two. It may be noted here that the 

KatkSsaritsagara refers to a kingdom called Kalasapura, which 
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is also referred to in Chinese history and may be placed to the 
south-east of Prome at the mouth of the Sittang river. 

There are good reasons to believe that the kingdom of 
Dvaravatl mentioned by Hiuen Tsang, in the valley of the 
Menam, was also a Mon kingdom. This kingdom comprised 
the lower valley of the Menam river, and its capital, Dvaravatl, 
was probably located near Nakon Fathom, about 40 miles to 
the west of Bangkok. It was divided into a number of princi¬ 
palities, the most important one having its capital at Lavapurl 
(modern Lopbhuri). Several Mon Inscriptions, in archaic 
character, probably belonging to the seventh or eighth century 
A.D., and the formula 'ye dhamma’, etc. in Pali, found in these 
two cities, indicate that the people were Mon and they followed 
HTnayana Buddhism. The Pali chronicles Chdmadevivamsa 

and the Jinakalamdlim fully support the same view. These 
two annals of the kingdom of Haripuhjaya (modern Lamphun 
and Chieng Mai in N. Siam), based on vernacular local texts, 
were written, respectively, at the beginning of the fifteenth and 
the sixteenth century A.D., and give an interesting account of 
the spread of Budhhism in this region from the earliest time. 
Leaving aside the legendary accounts of the Buddha and his im¬ 
mediate followers, the historical account of the Medieval age, 
preserved in them, is on the whole fairly reliable, as is proved 
by inscriptions and other evidence. According to these chro¬ 
nicles, the fishi (ascetic) Vasudeva founded the town of Hari- 
punjaya in 661 A.D. Two years later, on his invitation, Chama- 
devl, daughter of the king of Lavanagara or Lavapurl and a 
spouse, probably a widow, of the king of Ramanna-nagara, came 
from her father’s capital with a large number of followers and 
Buddhist teachers, and was placed on the throne of Haripufijaya 
(modern Lamphun). Her descendants ruled over the kingdom 
and Buddhism was spread over the surrounding country. The 
people of this kingdom fled during an epidemic to Lower 
Burma, whose people, we are told, spoke the same language. 

The dates, as recorded in the chronicles, cannot be impli¬ 
citly accepted, and checked by those derived from inscriptions, 
appear to be about a century too early. The Mon settlement 
at Haripufijaya may therefore be placed about the eighth 

century A.D. 
We may thus reasonably infer that not only was Dvaravatl 
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a Hinduised Mon kingdom in the sixth or seventh century A.D.^ 
but that from this centre the Hinduised Mons spread their 
power and influence in the more inaccessible regions in North 
Siam and West Laos. In any case there is no doubt that by the 
eighth century A.D. the Hindu colonists in the Mon country in 
Lower Burma had spread their power along the coast right up 
to the valley of the Menam river. The history of the kingdoms 
founded by them has been preserved in local chronicles, written 
in vernaculars, as well as in P^li texts. They give us a long list 
of royal names (mostly in Indian form), and describe their fight 
with the Mlechchhas (the aborigines) and pious foundations of 
Buddhist monasteries.. Archaeological discoveries fully confirm 
their general picture of the Hindu culture and civilisation estab¬ 
lished in these regions. 

The power and prestige which the Mons had established in 
Lower Burma and North Siam in the 7th and 8th centuries A.D. 
lend support to the statement in the Burmese chronicles that 
they defeated the Pyus of SrTkshetra (old Prome) and extended 
their authority over this region. But we possess no detailed 
account of their history. 

II. 8RIKSHETRA 

To the ncHTth of the Mons in Lower Burma the Hinduised 
Pyus established a kingdom with Srlkshetra (modern Hihawza, 
near Prome) as the capital. According to the legends quoted 
above, this kingdom was founded by a member of the Hindu 
or Hinduised royal dynasty of Tagaung on the Irawadi in 
Upper Burma. There is no inherent improbability in the 
assumption that the Indian colonists who went by land-route 
to Upper Burma from East India, through Manipur, gradually 
spread southwards along the Irawadi. But in view of the fact 
that Prome was much nearer the sea in those days than at pre¬ 
sent, arrival of fresh Indian colonists by sea, or by land through 
Arakan, cannot be altogether discounted, and even appears 
quite probable. This view gathers further strength from |he 
undisguised attempt in the Burmese chronides to regard the 
later Burmese kingdom proper of Pagan as a mere continuation 
of the kingdom of Prome. Philological evidence, however, 
proves that the Pyus who undoubtedly dominated in Srlkshetra 
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or Prome, were very distantly related to the Mramraas or 
Burmese proper who ruled over the kingdom of Pagan. On 
the whole it would be much safer to take the Pyu as a distinct 
political unit, and regard the kingdom of iSiikshetra as a separate 
Hindu colony, rather than a mere offshoot of that of Upper 
Burma. There is no doubt that the Hinduised Pyus were much 
more advanced in culture than the Mrammas, for the former 
possessed a script of their own from an early period wheireas the 
latter do not seem to have any knowledge of writing before the 
eleventh century A.D. A large number of fragmentary Buddhist 
texts have been found in the region round Prome. Reference 
may be made to the two gold plates found at Maunggun which 
contain quotations from Buddhist scriptures inscribed in charac¬ 
ters which were in vogue in the first century A.D. Twenty 
gold-leaves, containing passages from the Buddhist Pali canon, 
and three inscriptions on terra-cotta, containing a fragment of 
Vibhanga, have been found at Moza and its neighbourhood. 
Although the inscribed records of the Pyus, discovered so far, 
do not enable us to reconstruct even an outline of their political 
history, they furnish the names of certain kings and throw light 
upon their culture and civilisation. The records were all found 
at or near Hmawza (old Prome), the ancient Pyu capital, and 
we may notice a few of them. 

(i) An inscription, engraved on the pedestal of a Buddha image, com¬ 
posed in beautiful Sanskrit verses, interspersed with Pyu tenderings, of 
Sanskrit Text. The script and the style of the image both resemble those 
of Eastern India of about the seventh century A.D. It appears from the 
record that the image of Buddha was set up by king Jayachandravarman 
at the instance his guru (religious preceptor) for maintaining peace and 
goodwill between the king and his younger brother Harivikrama. We are 
further told that king Jayachandra built two cities side by side. 

(a) Seven inscriptions on live funeral urns, found at Payagi Pagoda, 
contain the namel of three successive kings, StlryavikTama, Harivikrama. 
and Siha(Siiiiha)vikrama. If the dates of these inscriptions are referred 
to the Burmese era of 638 A.D., the death of these kings hills, respectively, 
in 688, and 718 A.D., and there is also an earlier date. 673 A.D. But 
this is by no means certain. The inscriptions are written in Pyu lanj^ge 
and ar^aic South-Indian alphabets which appear to belong to a much earlier 
period. 

(s) The Pyu inscription on a stupa gives the names or titles of ddnors 
as 8rl Prabhuvarma and 8tf Prahhudevi, and most probably these are the 
n.uiiM of a king and his queen. 

The antiquity and the importance of the Pyus is proved 
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by the fact that the earliest notices in Chinese texts r^arding 
Burma refer to the people as P*iao, which undoubtedly is the 
same as Pyu. These notices go back to the third century A.D., 
and show that the Pyus then occupied the vdley.of the Irawadi. 
The continued existence of the Pyus is conRrmed by references 
in Chinese texts between the third and the seventh century 
A.D. The account of Hiuen Tsang, referred to above, shows 
that the Hinduised Pyu kingdom of iSrIkshetra was the first 
great Hindu kingdom beyond the frontier of East India. The 
several inscriptions, noted above, probably also’ belong to the 
same period, i.e., 7th century A.D. 

The rise of the powerful Thai kingdom of Nan-chao in 
Yunnan proved a source of great danger to the Pyus. The Thais 
of Nan-chao seem to have dominated upper Burma in the 8th 
and gth centuries. Ko-lo-fong, the king of Nan-chao, inflicted 
a defeat upon the Chinese in 754 A.D., and the internal dissen¬ 
sions of the Chinese empire, following shortly after, fre6d him 
from any danger in that quarter. He, therefore, turned his 
attention to the west and invaded the Pyu kingdom. The Pyu- 
Nan-chao frontier corresponded with the present Sino-Burman 
frontier in the neighbourhood of Bhamo. Some time between 
757 and 768 A.D. Ko-lo-fong conquered the upper Irawadi 
Valley and the Pyu king seems to have submitted to his power¬ 
ful neighbour. When I-meu-sin, the grandson of Ko-lo-fong, 
submitted to China towards the close of the eighth century and 
sent embassies to the Imperial court, the Pyu king also imitated 
his example. In 80a A.D., he sent an embassy led by his brother 
(or son) Sunandana, governor of the city of (perhaps Bhamo 
or Tagaung), and sent the musicians of his court as present to 
the Chinese emperor. Another embassy was sent in 807 A.I^. 
It is presumably from these embassies that the Chinese derived 
the information about the country which we find recorded in 
Chinese chronicles. According to the Chinese account the Pyu 
kingdom was 500 miles from east to west and 700 or 800 miles 
from north to south. It adjoined to Kambuja on the east and 
the sea on the south. On its south-west (probably meaning 
south-east) was Dvarava’tl, and on its west Eastern India. It 
extended up to Nan-chao on the north. The Pyus claimed to 
have 18 subject kingdoms, mostly to the south of Burma, but 
as the list includes Palembang, Java, Sravasti, etc. it seems to 
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be largely an empty boast. Lists of 8 or 9 garrison towns and 
of the most imporunt among the agS tribes or settlements, 
are algo given. 

The Old History of the Tang Dynasty contains an account 
of the Pyu kingdom from which the following extracts are 
quoted: — 

“The lung’s name is MahSrija. His chief minister is Mahisena. The 
city-wall is faced with glazed bricks; it is <7 miles in circumference. The 
banks of the moat, too, are faced with brick. Within the walls the inhabi¬ 
tants number several thousands families. There are over a hundred 
Buddhist monasteries with courts and rooms all decked with gold and silver. 
It is their custom to love life and hate killing. Their, laws contain no 
mention of punishment nor any kind of chains or fetters. When they come 
to the age seven, both boys and girls crop their hair and stop in a 
monastery where they take refuge in the Sangha. On reaching the age of 
twenty, if they have not awakened to the principles of Buddha they let 
their hair grow again and become ordinary townsfolk. Their clothes are 
all made of silk-cotton cloth (?). They do not wear silk, because they say 
it comes from silk-worms and involves injury to life.” 

The ManShu, another Chinese chronicle, adds that the Pyu 
custom is ‘‘to esteem modesty and decency. Their disposition 
is peaceful and good. They are men of few words. There are 
many fortune-tellers and astrologers.*’ 

The new history of the Tang Dynasty contains a long 
passage about the Pyus from which the following extracts are 
quoted: — 

There are twelve gates with pagodas at the four corners: the people all 
live within. They make their tiles of lead and tin, and their timber of 
lychee. They are acquainted with astronomy and delight in Buddha’s law. 
There is a great white image, too ft. high (“opposite the gate of the 
palace,” adds the ManShu). Their money is of silver and gold (ManShu 
says only of silver) shaped like the hal^moon. They traffic with their 
ndghbouring tribes in glazed ware and earthen jars, among other things. 
The married women wear their hair piled in coils on the top of the head 
and ornamented with silver and strings of pearls. They wear blue skirts of 
silk-cotton (?) and throw about them pieces of guaze silk. When out for a 
walk, they hold a Ian. Those of high rank have five or six attendants at 
their side, all holding fans. They have as musical instruments, made of 
8 different substances—of metal, a; of shell, 1; of string, 7; of bamboo, a; 

gourd, a; of leather, a; of ivory, 1; and of horn, g, (detailed description 
follows of these musical instruments and the dress of the musicians and 
dancers). .The twelve songs they sang at the Chinese Court were on 
Buddhist themes.” 

The musicar instruments appear to be mostly those with 
which we are familiar in India. The number and variety of 
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instruments and the excellence of the musical performance which 
produced great impression on the Chinese court indicate that 
the Hinduised Pyus had attained to a high degree of civilisation. 
This is fully borne out by the other facts that we know about 
them, from their inscriptions, artistic remains, and the manner 
and customs described by the Chinese. 

How and when this glorious Pyu civilisation came to an 
end is not known with certainty. In 83a A.D. the king of 
Nan-chao invaded the Pyu kingdom. According to ManShu 

the invaders “plundered the Pyu capital, took more than 3000 
persons as prisoners and banished them into servitude at 
Yunnanfu,” Nan-chao’s eastern capital. Some scholars are of 
opinion that this brought about the sudden end of the Pyu civi¬ 
lisation. But Pelliot points out that the Pyu kingdom contin¬ 
ued after that and sent an embassy to China in 86a A.D. 

It would appear from the Chinese accounts that the Pyu 
kingdom in the ninth century A.D. included a large part, if not 
the whole, of Upper and Central Burma. But we know very 
little of this kingdom after the gth century. It is probable that 
they were worsted in a fight with the Mons of the south and 
removed their capital higher up on the Irawadi, probably at 
Pagan. 

When the Mrammas (Burmans) came into prominence at 
Pagan by the middle of the 11th century A.D. they borrowed 
the religion and script of the Mons. This seems to confirm the 
legends that the Pyu dynasty was conquered by the Mons, and 
possibly the latter incorporated the southern part of the Pyu 
kingdom, including Prome, within their kingdom. Pressed by 
the Mons from the south and the Mrammas from the north the 
Pyus gradually lost all political power, and were ultimately 
merged into their powerful neighbours. This alone satisfac¬ 
torily explains the complete disappearance of the Pyus from the 
subsequent history of Burma. 

III. TAMRAPATTANA AND VAI8ALI (ARAKAN) 
11- 

Arakan extends for nearly 350 miles along the shore of Bay 
of Bengal and is shut oflf by a mountain range—the Arakan 
Yoma—^from Burma. Its northern part, which may be regarded 
as almost a continuation of E. Bengal, is intersected by chains 
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o{ hills, and watered by the two rivers, the Myu and the Kali^an. 
Its southern part, specially the Sandoway district/ had, generally 
speaking, a separate history of its own. 

Arakan, like Burma, possesses traditions of e^ly colonisa¬ 
tion by Indian setders, and some of the Burmese chronicles 
represent the royal family of Arakan as elder branch of the old 
Indian royal family of Tagaung in Upper Burma. The chro¬ 
nicles also refer to inroads into Arakan by the Kanran, the Pyus, 
Shans and other Burmese tribes. Whatever may be the amount 
of truth in these traditions, there is no doubt that the Arakanese 
were connected, by blood and language, to the Burmese. 

The geographical position of Arakan makes it likely that it 
received Indian colonies and Indian culture and civilisation 
from a remote antiquity, a period certainly anterior tp that of 
the Indian colonisation in Burma, and probably centuries before 
the Christian Era. But we have no reliable record of this early 
period of its history. 

According to the chronicles of Arakan the first Indian royal 
dynasty was founded by the son of a king of Varanasi, who fixed 
his capital in a city called Ranravatl. The second royal dynasty 
was founded by a Brahmana, in Arakan district, who had 
married a daughter of the earlier royal family. A female 
descendant, again, of this family became the progenitor of the 
third royal family ruling at Dhanyavatl which became the 
classical name of the whole country. A Kshatriya chief of 
Tagaung in Upper Burma came to Arakan, after leaving the 
ancestral kingdom to his younger brother, married the daughter 
of this royal family and founded the fourth royal family which 
reigned, first on the top of the hill called Kyauk-panduang and 
then in the city of Dhanyavatl, now known as Rakhaingmyu. 
In A.D. 146, during the reign of a king called Chandra-SQrya, 
was cast the famous Buddha image called Mah:&muni which has 
been regarded as the tutelary deity of Arakan throughout the 
historic period. 

In the eighth century A.D. Vesali (Vai^all) was founded 
as the new capital. According to the chronicles it was built in 
789 A.D. by Maha-tain Chandra who had abandoned the previ¬ 
ous 4:apital Dhanyavatl where some revolultion or war had taken 
pla'ce during his i^ther Sdryaketu’s reign. Suryaketu, we are 
told, was the fifty-third king in lineal descent from the Tagaung 
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prints who founded the fourth royal family in* Arakan. The 
Vesalli dynasty came to an end during the dosing years of the 
tenth century when the city was abandoned. This episode is 
connected in local legends with Shwe-daung, the Golden Hillock, 
a large monumcmt, of which the ruins still exist near the village 
Vethali, which represents the site occupied by the palace of the 
old capital Vesali. King Chula-tain Chandra, so runs the 
legend, went about his kingdom with a retinue of unwise and 
dissolute companions and never came back. This happened at 
about 957 A.D. Some time later, Amratu, chief of the Mron 
tribe living in the hills of Arakan, seized the throne of Vesali 
by treachery and married the late king’s queen Chandadevl. 
Angry at the conduct of this Mron chief, the Pyu' king invaded 
Arakan with 90,000 men. Aniratu’s nephew, who later became 
king of Vesali, enticed the Pyu king to a spot not far from 
where the Shwenlaung stands, and defeated him. 80,000 Pyu 
were massacred and the Pyu king fled with the rest of his army. 
The place where the property—gold, jewels etc.—of the Pyu 
king and his army was buried is marked by Shwe-daung. This 
happened about 964 A.D. or somewhat later. The abandon* 
ment of Vesali took place about 1018 A.D. 

These legends, like those of Burma, seem to contain a 
kernel of truth. The discovery of a Buddha image, with 
inscriptions in Gupta character, proves the introduction of 
Buddhism aiid probably also the establishment of Indian settle¬ 
ments in the early centuries of the Christian era. Although 
we have no record of the early history, the existence of kings 
with names ending in Chandra, is definitely proved by coins 
and inscriptions. A large number of coins have been discovered 
in various parts of Arakan, issued by kings Dharmachandra, 
Pritichandra, Dharmavijaya, NTtichandra and VTrachandra. The 
inscriptions of the last two kings have been found at Vesali, 
and they probably ruled in the first half of the sixth century 
A.D. 

The most important historical record is an inscription 
engraved on a pillar which is now in Shitthaung temple at 
Mrohaung. It is a praiasti (eulogy) of king Anandachandjra 
belonging to a family called devSndaj-cnvaya or Sri-Dharmardj- 
dndaja-vathia, which may be interpreted as a Bimily daiming 
descent from the celestial bird Garuda. The inscription gives* 
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in three sections, the names of kings of this dynasty with their 
regnal years. The first section, which gives a list of kings who 
togeth^ ruled for more than a thousand years, is mythical. 
The second gives a list of 13 kings who ruled for <30 years. 
The third gives the names of eight predecessors of Ananda- 
chandra, ruling for a total period of 119 years. These twenty- 
one kings may be assigned to the period from A.D. 370 to 7^0. 

The inscription was issued in the reign of Anandachandra 
who is said to have erected many vihdras and Buddhist temples, 
and set up beautiful images of copper. He gave every day 
linen cloth to the monks coming from different parts of the 
country and constructed various dwellings and roads in different 
parts for the use of the Arya-saihgha. He also granted land 
with servants to fifty Brahmanas. 

As Anandachandra is described as the king of Tamrapa- 
ttana, that must be regarded as the name of Arakan. The 
chronicles name the capital city as Vesali (VailalT), presumably 
named after the famous city of that name in North Bihar. 
Ruins of this city still exist in and near a village called Vethali 
(Vesali), 8 miles to the north-west of Brohaung. Remnants of 
an old moat and the surrounding walls of the old palace have 
been traced. Other remains of both buildings and sculptures, 
scattered through the surrounding jungle, now the haunts of 
tigers and leopards, indicate the once wide extent of the ancient 
city and bear unmistakable signs of Gupta influence. In addi¬ 
tion to the two inscriptions mentioned above, a bronze bell 
with a short Sanskrit inscription of about the sixth century 
A.D. engraved on it and an inscription probably of the 7th or 
8th century A.D., have been found in Vesali. It is possible 
that there were two branches of the royal family, if not two 
separate royal families, of kings bearing names ending in 
Chandra. The 'fact that Anandachandra 'was probably a 
Buddhist, while the coins bear 8aiva and Vaishi;iava symbols, 
lends some support to this theory. But these questions, as well 
as the relationship, if any, of these kings with those of the 
Buddhist Chandra family, ruling in South-East Bengal, some¬ 
what later, cannot be settled at present. It is probable, how¬ 
ever, that the Chandra kings represent fresh batches of colonists 
from Bengal. 

According to the chronicles, the SHans invaded Arakan in 
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the tenth century A.D., and occupied it for eighteen years. 
This probably refers to the invasion of the Pyus, as we have no 
evidence of ^e advance of the Shans so far west about this 
period, or it may be due to confusion with. the later Shan 
invasions. 

The sculptures discovered so far in Arakan are predomi* 
nantly Buddhist, but, as noted above, there are Saiva and 
Vaishnava symbols on the coins. It is probable that the kings 
and people were mainly Buddhist, though Brahmanical religion 
was also favoured. This also follows from the inscription of 
king Anandachandra, who was evidently a Buddhist, but also 
granted lands to fifty Brahmanas. 

As we shall see later, North Arakan was conquered by the 
Burmese king Aniruddha, though the southern part of the 
country remained an independent kingdom. But the Burmese 
supremacy over North Arakan was, generally speaking, more 
nominal than real, and it was ruled over by its hereditary kings. 
The Burmese suzerainty ceased with the fall of Pagan, though 
once in the fourteenth century the people asked the Ava court 
to nominate a king, and there were occasional raids both by the 
Burmese and the Talaings. In 1404 the king of Arakan, driven 
by the Burmese, fled to Bengal, and with the help of the Muslim 
ruler of Gaur, regained his kingdom in 1430. He founded a 
new capital at the city of Mrohaung. From this time the 
Buddhist kings of Arakan added Muhammadan designations 
to their names. 

Mrohaung is situated in the rocky plain forming the water- 
shed between the Lemro (Anjanadi) and the Kaladan rivers. 
There was a great deal of architectural activity in Mrohaung 
during the 15th and 16th centuries A.D., and the best temples 
and sculptures of Arakan, all Buddhist and made of stone, 
belong to these two centuries. Mrohaung remained the capital 
up to 1785 when Arakan was conquered by Burma and became 
a province of this kingdom. 

IV. THE RISE OF ARIMARDANAPURA 

Popular philolc^ derives the tribal name Bunnan from tUe 
Sanskrit word Brahma, invested with a sacred character. It 
seems to be mOTe probable, however, that Mramma {vat. 
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Myamma) was the original ethnic appellation of a branch of 
the Tibeto-Dravidian tribe who setded in Burma and ultimately 
gave its name to the whole country and its peoples of diverse 
mrigin. It has been suggested that the name of the tribe was 
derived from the Brahmaputra river, on whose banks it lived 
for a' long time. 

The Burmese chronicles refer to the Mrammas and the 
Pyus as branches of the same race, but this may be doubted. 
The affinity, if there were any, must be of a remote character. 
The Mrammas were a rude unlettered people, without any 
knowledge of writing, even when the Hinduised Pyu kingdom 
and civilisation flourished at ^rlkshetra (near Prome), and there 
is nothing to indicate that they attained to any considerable 
political power long before the iith century A.D. Far from 
the Pyus and the Mrammas coalescing to give birth to the 
united Burmans, as the chronicles would have us believe, the 
Mrammas seem to have borrowed the essential elements of 
civilisation, such as religion, language and literature from the 
alien Mons conquered by them, and not from the Pyus. This 
seems to indicate that the Mrammas had little in. common 
with the Hinduised Pyus, and that the civilisation of the latter 
was a spent up force before the iith century A.D. when the 
Mrammas gained political ascendancy in the territories once 
occupied by them. 

In the light of what we know about the Pyus the legendary 
account of the early Hinduised kingdom in Tagaung should be 
held as applicable to the Pyu rather than to the Mramma. 

How and when the Mrammas first attained political impor¬ 
tance we do not know. It is probable that when the rule of 
the Pyus in Upper Burma was weakened by the raids of Nan- 
chao, the Mrammas found their opportunity to establish inde¬ 
pendent authority. Later, when the Pyus were worsted in their 
fights with their southern neighbours, the Mons, and were 
forced to retire northwards, the Mrammas gradually acquired a 
supreme position. According to the legendary laccount ,the 
Pyus, driven from iSrikshetra (PrOme), founded a new capital 
at Pagan further up the Irawadi river. This may be true, 
but there is no doubt that Pagan soon became the centre of 
the Mramma power, and the capital of a mighty Mramma 
kingdom. 
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U is very likely that ^ the Mrammas poured in Burma, in 
large number in the ninth or tenth century A.D., and their 
first important setlcment in the plains was in the Kyaukse 
district. The Burmese national era, which starts front 638 A.D., 
is attributed by the chronicles to a chief of Pagan, and this, 
if true, might be regarded as marking the foundation of the 
Mramma power in that city. But. the origin pf the era is 
involved in obscurity, and is a matter of keen dispute among 
scholars. The latest view regards it as a Pyu era inaugurated 
by the Vikrama dynasty ruling at Promc referred to above. . 

According to some chronicles the city of Pagan was 
founded by king Pyahpya in 849 A.D. Its classical name was 
Arimardanapura. The kingdom was called Tambradipa, and 
the region, Tattadefa. The Ari heretics are^aid to have flourish¬ 
ed in the neighbourhood about the tenth century A.D. The 
chronicles refer to many kings of Pagan before the accession 
of Anawratha, but only one, Saw Rahan, is mentioned in 
inscription. He built a Buddhist STma (Ordination Hall) at 
Mt. Turan, about 8 miles east of Pagan. 

According to Burmese legends a king of Pagan, named 
Theinhke (Sirhha), w'hile roaming in the forest, felt hungry 
and ate a cucumber in a farmer’s held. For this offence, the 
farmer struck him dead, and, strange to say, became himself 
king through the favour of the widowed queen. The farmer 
king. Saw Rahan, was overthrown by Kyaunghpyu. The latter 
was forced to take to monastic life with his son Anawratha, by 
two sons of Saw Rahan who ruled one after another. The 
younger of this was challenged to a single fight by Anawratha 
and killed. Thereupon Anawratha ascended his father’s throne. 

This legend, which is typical of the rest, can hardly be 
accepted as true without further evidence? but seems to indicate 
that the kingdom of Pagan was neither powerful nor very 
extensive. 

With the accession of Anawratha we enter upon a' period 
in the history of the Mrammas, where the inscriptions enable 
us to check the accounts of the late Burmese chronicles, and 
supply reliable historical information. They show that the 
dates recorded in the. chronicles are mostly wrong, though not 
by a very wide margin, and that the names borne by the kings 
were resilly Indian, though presented in the chronicles in a 
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Burmese form, whose Indian original is not always easy to 
discover. Thus according to Burmese chronides Anawratha 
became king in A.D. loio. But from inscriptions we know 
that the king’s name was really Aniruddha, and he ascended 
the throne in A.D.-1044. In dealing with the history of Burma, 
we should, therefore, use the Indian names and correct the 
dates of kings from inscriptions, whenever it is possible 
to do so. Further, we may henceforth use the modern name 
Burman to denote the Mrammas, who seem to have absorbed 
the Pyus, as we can no longer trace their separate existence as 
political or racial unit, except in stray references to individuals 
or small groups still bearing the old name. It may be added 
also that most of the localities in Burma had an Indian name 
along with a local one. Pagan, as noted above, was called 
Arimardanapura, and was also known by other names of 
Sanskritic origin. These Indian names will be indicated 
whenever possible. 



CHAPTER III 

THE ARIMARDANPURA EMPIRE 

I. KING ANIRUDDHA, THE GREAT 

The reign of Aniruddha was a turning point in the history of 
the Burmans. He raised the small principality of Pagan into 
an extensive kingdom, including the greater part of modern 
Burma, and introduced elements of higher culture and civilisa¬ 
tion among a rude unlettered people. 

At the time when he ascended the throne, a Buddhist sect, 
called the Ari, dominated the religious and social life of the 
people of Upper Burma. The practices of the Aris were of 
debased Tantric character, and to this they added a naga-cult 
in which Buddha and his Saktis played a prominent part. The 
Aris kept long hair and beards, wore black dresses, drank heavily, 
practised riding and boxing, fought battles, and pretended to a 
knowledge of charm and magic. They professed MahSylna 
Buddhism in name, but seem to have been greatly influenced 
by its Tibetan form. The village of Thamahti, a few miles 
south-east of Pagan, was the stronghold of 30 Ari Iwds and 
their 60,000 pupils and -their teachings and authority were 
accepted by the king and the people. 

The chronicles describe how king Aniruddha was converted 
to the pure Theravada form of Buddhism by a Brahmana monk 
oi Thaton named Arahan, known as DharmadariT. Encouraged 
by the sympathy of the king, Arahan sent for more monks 
from the Mon country in the south and soon they began a 
crusade against the powerful sect of the Aris. The efforts of 
Aniruddha and Arahan were successful. The power of 
Aris was broken; many of them retired to Shan States in the 
east, and others took to peaceful life of cultivators. Thus a 
great religious reform was brought about by the king. Necessity 
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was now felt of sacred books of the new religion, without which 
it could not make further progress, or be placed on a solid 
foundation. Arahan urged the king to secure complete copies 
of Buddhist Tripitaka from the Mon kingdom of Thaton. 
The king accordingly sent envoys to the Mon king. The latter, 
however, not only refused the sacred books, but insulted the 
royal messengers. Aniruddha now decided to carry by force 
what he could not secure by peaceful means. He marched with 
an army and besieged Thaton. After 3 months’ siege Thaton 
capitulated, probably in 1057 ^.D. Aniruddha returned in 
triumph to Pagan with the royal captive Manuha, bound in 
golden chains, and accompanied by all the monks and a large 
number of prisoners including artisans and craftsmen. But 
the most priceless treasure in the eye of the king was the 
Buddhist scriptures and sacred relics which were carried by 
thirty-two white elephants of the vanquished king. On his way 
king Aniruddha razed the walls of the ancient *Pyu capital 
^rikshetra (near Prome) and carried away the relics enshrined 
in its pagodas for many centuries. Practically the whole of the 
Delta, except Pegu, was incorporated into his dominions. 

Aniruddha next led an expedition against North Arakan 
and defeated its king. The Shan chief of the east also acknow¬ 
ledged his suzerainty. Aniruddha is also credited with con¬ 
quests outside the frontier of Burma. He is said to have visited 
’’the Indian land of Bengal.” Probably in course of his expedi¬ 
tion against Arakan he advanced within the Chittagong district, 
but there is nothing to show that he attained any conspicuous 
success. The Burmese , chronicles, however, represent his king¬ 
dom as bounded by Pauikera, a principality in the district of 
Tippera. To the east he led his victorious army against 
Burma’s old enemy, the Thais of Nan-chao. He is said to 
have besieged the capital Tali, but ultimately a peace was 
concluded and the two chiefs exchanged presents. On his 
return journey he- passed through the Shan States, received the 
homage of their chiefs, and married the daughter of one of 
th<m. When the Chief ctf Chieng-Mai in North Siam attacked 
Pegu, Aniruddha sent a detachment of picked Indians who 
drove away the invader. 

■ Aniruddha carried out great irrigation works, which enriched 
the Kyaukse region and made it the granary of Burma. He 
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married an Indian princess, Panchakalyani of Vesali (Vai^ill), 
and the chronicles give a long account of her journey to Burma 
and some romantic episodes in that connegtion. 

Aniruddha’s victories had far-reaching results. They placed 
nearly the whole of Burma, excluding Tenasserim, under his 
authority, and brought about a political union of the country, 
probably for the first time in its history. Far more important 
was the complete transformation of Burmese culture under the 
influence of the Mons. The Burmese adopted their religion, 
script and sacred literature, and while the Mon kingdom was 
destroyed, the Mon culture commenced a new career in Pagan. 
Never before was a conquering power so completely captivated 
by the vanquished. Even the classical example of Rome and 
Greece was far surpassed. Henceforth the kings of Pagan 
became great champions of the HTnayana form of Buddhism 
hitherto current in Lower Burma, and it has flourished over 
the whole country down to our own time. 

Aniruddha was fired by the zeal of a new convert. He 
built numerous pagodas or temples and monasteries, and his 
example was followed by his successors. There is one inter¬ 
esting feature which characterises the religious faith of the 
great king. He had the well-known Buddhist formula ‘ye 
dharmd’ etc. engraved on votive tablets, but in the concluding 
portion, instead of “so said the great .^ramana i.e. Buddha,’* 
we find “so said Aniruddha-deva”. This is a striking example 
of the zeal of a new convert carried to excess. 

Aniruddha’s name and fame spread far and wide, and he 
came to be recognised as the Defender of Buddhist Faith. 
When Ceylon was invaded by the Cholas, its king Vijayavahu I 
sent ships asking Aniruddha to come to his aid. When the 
invaders were driven out without the help of the Burmese king, 
the king of Ceylon, in order to repair die ravages done by the 
enemy, requested Aniruddha to send him monks and scriptures. 
Aniruddha complied with it, and asked, in return, for the tooth 
of Buddha which was enshrined as a priceless relic in Ceylon. 
The Ceylonese king sent him a duplicate. When the ship 

carrying the jewelled casket, containing the relic, reached the 
Irawadi, below Pagan, a mighty procession went out to receive 
it. King Aniruddha himself waded into the river up to the 
neck, placed the casket on his head, and carried it in procession 
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io the shrine he had built for it,—the famous Shwezigon 
Pagoda which still attracts worshippers from all over Burma. 

II. KYANZITTHA 

Aniruddha died in 1077 A.D. and was succeeded by his son 
Sawlu (iSalya?). His reign was an inglorious one. The Mons 
of Pegu revolted, and marched up to Pagan. The king fell into 
their hands and was executed in 1084 A.D. 

Kyanzittha, the other son of Aniruddha, born of the Indian 
Princess of Vesali, who had fled to the north, now marched 
against the rebels and defeated them. He was formally crowned, 
probably in 1086 A.D., and assumed the title 5rT-Tribhuva- 
naditya-dharmaraja. His early romantic career is described 
in great details in the chronicles, but need not be repeated 
here. He buUt a new palace and many pagodas. He 
desired to marry his daughter to the prince of Patdkera, but 
the minister objected to it. The prince’s love for the daughter 
of Kyanzittha, ending in suicide, forms the theme of Burmese 
poems and dramas, which are acted on the stage even now. 

During Kyanzittha’s reign, Burma was in intimate touch 
with India. Many Buddhists and Vaishnavas went from India 
and settled in his kingdom. It is said that the king fed eight 
Indian monks with his own hands for three months, and hear¬ 
ing from them the description of Indian temples, designed and 
built the famous temple of Ananda, the master-piece of Burman 
architecture. Whatever we might think of this story, there is 
no doubt that the Ananda temple was designed on Indian 
models. A modern European author writes: 

“Still in daily use as a house of prayer, the Ananda, with its dag/ling 
garb of white and its gilt spire glittering in the morning sun, is to-day 
one of the wonders,of Pagan. Inside the temple, two' life-size statues kned 
at the feet of a gigantic Buddha; they have knelt there for more than 
eight centuries. One oi these is the king and the other his teacher Arahan. 
The face of the king is ndt Burmese—his mother was an Indian lady.” 

Kyanzittha completed the Shwezigon Pagoda begun by his 
fcither and built some 40 smaller pagodas. He even repaired 
the,famous temple of Bodh-Gaya. We read in the chronicles: 

“King Kyanzittha gathered tog^er gems divers kinds and sent 
them in a ship to build up the h<dy temple at Buddha-GayS, and to ofer 
li^ts which s^uld bum to ever there. Thereafter khig Kyanzittha builded 
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anew, making them Bner than before, the great buildings of king Asoka. 
for the^ were old and in ruins.” 

Kyanzittha is also said to have persuaded a Chola king o£ 
India to adopt Buddhism. The latter ofiEered his daughter with 
rich presents to the Burmese king. 

Kyanzittha sent an expedition against South Arakan and 
compelled its chief to acknowledge his suzerainty. He also 
sent a mission to China in 1106 and insisted on precedence 
over the Chola ruler. The Board of Rites reported in favour 
of Pagan as it was a sovereign state. 

III. THE LATER KINGS OF ARIMARDANAPURA 

Kyanzittha died about 111s A.D. and was succeeded by his 
grandson (daughter’s son) Alaungsithu who had a long reign of 
fifty-five years. His reign was troubled with rebellions. The 
chief of South Arakan, who raided frontier villages, was behead¬ 
ed and the king himself suppressed a rising in Tennaserim. 
The king of North Arakan, dispossessed of his throne by a 
usurper, sought the protection of the court of Pagan. Alaung¬ 
sithu sent an expedition both by land and sea and restored the 
rightful owner to his throne. When the grateful king of Arakan 
wanted to do something in return, he was asked by Alaungsithu 
to repair the Bodh-Gaya temple; he sent his agent with enough 
funds to do the same. 

Alaungsithu spent much of his time in travelling and is said 
to have visited Malaya, Arakan and Bengal. He is also reported 
to have gone to Nan-chao with an army to obtain the tooth- 
relic of Buddha, but without success. He built the famous 
Thatpyinnu temple at Pagan and many minor ones. He married 
a daughter of the king of Pattikera. He was murdered in his 
old age by his younger son Narathu Who ascended the throne 
in 1167 A.D. 

Narathu was cruel and blood-thirsty. He treacherously 
killed his elder brother who claimed the throne, and slew 
numerous members of the royal family. He oppressed monks 
and people alike, and at last killed with his own hand his 
step-mother, the princess of Pattikera. The father of this "lady 
was determined to take vengeance. Eight of his best guards 
ufEered to sacrifice their lives for this purpose. They entered 
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Narathu’s palace in the disguise of priests, and when the king 
tame' to take their blessings, drew out the daggers concealed 
Uhder their robes and killed him. Thus died the cruel monster 
bif a king after an inglorious reign of three years. 

Narasiihha (Naratheinkha). who succeeded his father 
Narathu, was engaged in distreputable palace intrigues and killed 
after a reign of three years by his younger brother Narapatisithu. 
The latter ascended the throne in 1173 A.D. and his reign is 
chiefly remarkable for the dominance of Ceylon in religious 
matters. The Ceylonese Buddhism was introduced in Pagan in 
iiga A.D., and ultimately replaced the Buddhism introduced 
from the Mon country in 1056 A.D. by Aiiiruddha. The king 
built the two beautiful temples known as Gawdaw-palin and 
Sulamani at Pagan and undertook many irrigation works. He 
nominated his youngest son Jayasiiiiha (Zeyatheinkha) as his 
successor, and died in is 10. 

Jayasiihha, also known as Htilominlo and Nantaungmya, 
left the cares of State to his brothers and busied himself with 
religious activities, specially building temples. He built the 
Mahabodhi temple, in imitation of the famous temple at Bodh- 
Gaya, and another magnificent temple, called Htilominlo. 

Kyaswa, who succeeded his father Jayasiihha in 1234, 
still more devoted to religious activities and spent his time in 
reading Buddhist scriptures and writing religious texts. He 
made the famous artificial reservoir known as the Emerald 
Lake, in Minbu district. 

Uzana (Udayana?), who succeeded his father Kyaswa in 1x50, 
was a great contrast to his two predecessors. He was given to 
drinking and hunting, and was trampled to death by an elephant 
(1254 A.D.). 

IV. THE MONGOL CONQUEST AND DISINTEGRATION 

Uzana’s younger son Narasimhapati (Narathihapate) suc¬ 
ceeded him. He was a pompous glutton who boasted that he 
swallowed three hundred dishes of curry daily and had three 
thousand concubines. Such a king was eminently unfit to face 
the storm which swept over the country. In 1253 the Mongol 
Chief Kublai Khan had annexed Yunnan. In 1271 he sent 
envoys to Burma asking the king to accept his suzerainty. As 
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this was refused, an imperial ambassador was sent in U73. But 
as he and his colleagues refused to take off their shoes as often 
as was demanded by the etiquette, Narasiihhapati executed 
them with their numerous retinue. Four years later the 
Burmese king even invaded Kangai, a State on the Taping river, 
70 miles above Bhamo, on the ground that its chief had sub¬ 
mitted to Kublai. The Governor of Yunnan defeated the 
Burmese army. In isSg the Burmese again raided the frontier 
and were again defeated with heavy loss. As soon as he heard 
the news, king Narasiihhapati fled from Pagan in panic and 
reached Bassein. The Mongols did not proceed to invade 
Burma, and when the king sent a monk offering submission, 
he received a sympathetic reply. But the defeat and cowardly 
flight of the king was a signal for revolt and conspiracy on all 
sides, and the king was poisoned by his son at Prome (ia86 
A.D.). The news of the king’s death induced the Mongols to 
strike a final blow in 1287. Led by a grandson of Kublai Khan 
they marched to Pagan which perished ‘amid the blood and 
flame of the Tartar Terror'. Thus ended the great kingdom 
founded by Aniruddha after a glorious existence of two hundred 
and forty years. 

The conquest of Burma by Kublai Khan ushered in a period 
of political disintegration and cultural decay. Burma was now 
divided into a number of small principalities among which there 
stood out prominently three leading States: (1) Upper Burma, 
with its capital first at Pinya and then at Ava on the Upper 
Irawadi, dominated by the Shans; (*) Mon or Talaing kingdom 
of Pegu in the Delta; and (3) the Burmese kingdom of Toungoo 
intermediate between the two. The stories of the interminable 
fights, intrigues, cruelty and treachery of their chiefs fill the 
pages of the chronicles. As the Chirfese empire now extended 
to the border of Burma, and she was politically subject to that 
great centre of civilisation, one might expect that a new era of 
culture, under Chinese influence, would dawn upon Burma. 
But the fact was just the opposite. The period of two hun¬ 
dred and fifty years that followed is almost a dark period in 
the history of Burmese civilisation. Civil wars among the j^tty 
States ruined the peace and prosperity of the people; art and 
literature languished; and the framework of civilisation built 
up by the Indians maintained a precarious existence. Pagodas 
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continued to be built, but "most of them are of a sort which 
might just as well remain unbuilt, while even the best cannot 
be mentioned in the same breath as the temples of Pagan." It 
was not till the i6th century, when Burma was ont» more re¬ 
united under a single dynasty, that the torch of civilisation 
lighted by the Indians, which feebly flickered so long, again 
flared up, removed the darkness that enveloped the country and 
ushered in a new era of progress and prosperity. 

V. HINDU CULTURE IN ARIMARDANAPURA 

It is unnecessary to describe in detail the elements of Indian 
culture and civilisation in Burma during the rule of the Pagan 
dynasty, for they are substantially present even today. The 
chief notable factor is the gradual disappearance of Brahmani- 
cal religion leading to the exclusive predominance of the 
Theravada form of Buddhism. The kings of the new dynasty 
showed great zeal in the propagation of the new doctrine, and 
many of them have left evidence of unparalleled piety and 
devotion to it. The old Pali literature was cultivated with great 
assiduity, and a new Pali literature grew on the soil of Burma. 
This was facilitated by a close association with Ceylon, which 
became stronger in proportion as Buddhism lost its hold in 
India. 

One singular trait in Burmese Buddhism is an attempt to 
transfer to the soil of Burma the important events and localities 
associated with Buddhism. Thus the Buddha, according to 
Burmese legends, visited many places in the country, and many 
episodes in the career of the great master, as found in the scrip¬ 
tures, are supposed to have taken place in various localities in 
Burma. Sometimes the Buddha is even made'to prophesy the 
growth of important cities like Pagan and Mandalay. Of 
similar psychological import is the endeavour to trace the ruling 
dynasties of Burma as directly descended from the ^kya clan, 
of which Buddha was a meml^, as in the case of Tagaung; or, 
as in the case of Arakan, to explain the origin of the royal 
family by adopting a Jataka story with suitable modifications 
df localities. 

The dynastic pride, religious fervour and the natural 
instincts of the colonists to import familiar place-n^es in their 
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land of adoption have all resulted in the introduction of quite 
a large number of well-known Indian geographical names into 
Burma. Some of these names are fairly early. The name 
Maurya, used in Burmese inscriptions to denote Mwcyin on 
the Upper Irawadi, is probably the origin of Ptolemy's .Mareura, 
and thus goes back to the second century A.D. ^rlksheira and 
Hamsavatt also must be older than 5th or 6th century A.D. 
Some of the other old and important names are Aparanta, 
Asitahjana, Avanti, Varanasi, Champanagara, Dhanyavatl, 
Dvaravatl, Gandhara, Kamboja, Kelasa (Kailasa), Kusumapura, 
Mithila, Pushkara, PushkaravatT, Rajagriha, Sahkasya, Utkala, 
VailalT etc. This list may be multiplied almost to any extent. 
Not only legends concerning Buddha, but even scenes of subse¬ 
quent episodes in the history of Buddhism and in the lives of 
previous Buddhas or holy men referred to in Buddhist litera¬ 
ture are located in Burma. Most of the places visited by 
Asoka’s missionaries are also placed there. Nowhere else, in 
Indian colonies, we find such a deliberate attempt to create a 
new India. 

The most important aspect of the development of Buddhism 
in Burma is the growth of a distinct and voluminous Pali 
literature. The knowledge and study of the Buddhist canon 
may be regarded as a common feature in every Indian colony 
where Buddhism made its influence felt, but nowhere else, 
except in Ceylon, has it led to the adoption of the language of 
the sacred texts as a classic, which has evolved a new literature 
and continued its unbroken career down to the present times. 

Even a brief outline of the Pali literature of Burma cannot 
be attempted here. Fortunately there are standard works, by 
Dr. Bode and others, which give adequate account of this 
fascinating subject. It is only necessasy to emphasise its exten¬ 
sive scope which embraced not only the different aspscts of 
Buddhism, its doctrine, monastic discipline and philosophical 
speculations, but also an intensified study of the grammar of 
the language, and various secular subjects including law and 
politics. So vtffuminous did it grow that it became necessary to 
write a history of this literature. One such treatise, Gandha- 
vofhsa, was written in the seventeenth, and another, Sdsana- 
varHsa, in the nineteenth century. 

There was a great literary activity in Burma even in the 
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nineteenth century when the country was conquered by the 
British. The reign of Mindon Min (1853*1878) has been des* 
cribed as a golden age both of Buddhism and Pali literature, 
when the Burmese theras made a conscious attempt to revive 
the ancient tradition as faithfully as possible. As Bode has 
observed: "Thus the nineteenth century is linked with the 
twelfth, the history of Pali literature in Burma repeats itself." 
But this scholarship has not died out in Burma. The same 
scholar has pointed out that “scholarship in the twentieth 
century followed the lines first traced as long ago as the twelfth 
century in Burma." Bode has given a long list of works com¬ 
posed by a learned monk at the beginning of this century which 
is fairly representative of the fields covered by Pali literature. 

Some idea of the literary activity in Burma may be obtained 
from an inscription, dated 1442 A.D., recording the gifts by a 
Governor and his wife to the Buddhist Order. In addition to 
a monastery, garden, paddy lands and slaves, they offered a 
collection of manuscripts. Fortunately a list is given of the 
texts thus offered, and it includes 295 separate works. It gives 
us a clear idea of the Pali literature in Burma before the 15th 
century A.D. and enables us to fix the dates of many works. 

The list contains a number of titles of Sanskrit works. 
We have already seen above that knowledge of Sanskrit was 
cultivated in Burma as far back as the early centuries of the 
Christian era. The list proves that, in spite of the dominance 
of Buddhism and Pali, Sanskrit language and literature had not 
altogether vanished from its soil. As a matter of fact the 
Burmese Pali literature on Law—Dhammasathas—was based on 
Sanskrit originals, and did not owe anything to Ceylon which 
inspired its other branches. It is now generally agreed that the 
law-codes of Burma, both ancient and moderpi, were based on 
the Hindu Dharma^astras like those of Manu, Narada and 
Yajfiavalkya. Of course, the dominance of Buddhism has 
modified the provisions of this law in many respects, but there 
is no doubt of the Indian origin. The Dhammasatha, compiled 
by king Wagaru of Lower Burma towards the dose of the 
thirteenth century A.D., was translated into Pali in the 16th 
century by a Talaing jurist named Buddhaghosha, as the work 
was known till then only in the Talaing language. The Pali 
book was named Manu-sara, and a good many works of the 
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sanie kind» composed in the 17th and i8th centuries, were 
named after Manu, thus showing the association of the Burmese 
law-code with the Indian Dharmalastras. It is difficult to rea¬ 
lise fully the part played by the Pali literature in developing 
the intellectual, moral and social life in Burma. As a foreign 
critic has observed: 

"Burma shows how the leaven of Indian thought worked in a race and 
idiom having no close relationship with India. We may say that the essen¬ 
tially Indian genius, the psychological subtleties, the high thoughts of 
Buddhism have forced the Burmese language to grow, deepen and expand 
continually. When Burmese was at last raised (in or about the fourteenth 
century) to the level of a literary language, it was by the addition of a 
great body of Indian words necessary to express ideas beyond the scope of 
that picturesque vernacular." 

We may conclude this topic with a few more observations 
of the same author: 

"The great historical service of the Pali literature is to show the 
peculiarly Buddhistic character of Burmese civilization. If we follow the 
calm main stream of Buddhist belief, as we see it in the religious and 
scholarly literature of Burma, we cannot but feel impressed by the con¬ 
tinuity of its progress, and the force of its unbroken tradition. When we 
follow in the chronicles the struggle of the neighbouring states we must 
needs wonder at the Law that never failed, in the end, to dominate bar¬ 
barism, to make customs milder and laws more just, to do away with 
barriers by raising men above them. Of that Righteous Law as a social 
and intellectual influence the Pali literature is an almost complete embodi¬ 
ment. Thus to use the ancient metaphor, India conquered Burma. Of 
all the conquests in history none has been more enduring or more 
beneficent". 

Reference has been made above to the building of temples 
by various kings. Many of them are fine pieces of architecture 
and reflect great credit on the artistic skill of the people. There 
was an extraordinary activity in architecture, sculpture and 
painting, but practically everything bears the stamp of Indian 
workmanship. Indeed constant and intimate intercourse be¬ 
tween India and Burma was an important feature in the evolu¬ 
tion of Burmese civilisation, and we find streams of merchants, 
artisans. Brahmins, soldiers, astrologers and Buddhist mission¬ 
aries from India visiting and settling in different parts of 
Burma. On the other hand, the Burmese visited India in lafge 
number for purposes of trade and paying visit to holy shrines. 
A story preserved in a local chronicle depicts the Burmese 
captain of a ship regularly trading in divine images. He 
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bou^t at Varanasi the holy images picked by men from the 
ruins of old temples washed by the Ganges, and carried them 
for sale to Pegu. This may be one of the ways in which Indian 
art influenced that of Burma. But the easy facilities of com¬ 
munication between India and Burma both by land and sea 
must be regarded as the primary cause which intensifled the 
Indian culture and made it durable in Burma. 

The Ananda temple in Pagan, to which reference has been 
made above in connection with king Kyanzittha, is the finest 
in the whole of Burma (PI. XVIII). It occupies the centre of a 
spacious courtyard which is 564 ft, square. The main temple, 
made of bricks, is square in plan, each side measuring 175 ft. 
A large gabled porch, 57 ft. long, projects from the centre of 
each face of this square, so that the total length of the temple, 
from end to end, on every side, is nearly ago ft. In the interior 
the centre is occupied by a cubical mass of brickworks, with a 
deep niche on each side, containing a colossal standing Buddha 
image, ft. in height above the throne which is about 8 ft. 
high. The central mass is surrounded by two parallel corridors, 
with cross passages for communication between the porch and 
the Buddha image on each side. 

Externally, the walls of the temple, 39 ft. high, are crowned 
with a battlemented parapet, having a ringed pagoda at each 
corner. Above the parapet rise in succession the two roofs over 
the two parallel corridors below, each having a curvilinear 
oudine and an elongated stupa at the corner and a dormer- 
window in imitation of the porches at the centre. Above these 
two roofs are four receding narrow terraces which serve as the 
basement of a iikhara crowned by a stupa with an elongated 
bell-shaped dome and a tapering iron hti as its finial. Each of 
the receding stages has the figure of a lion' at the corner' and 
small imitation porch openings in the centre. Apart from the 
graceful proportions and the symmetry of design, the beauty 
of the Ananda temple is enhanced by the numerous stone 
sculptured reliefr and ^azed terra-cotta plaques that adorn its 
walls. The stone-reliefr, ei^ty in number, and some of the 
plaques illustrate the principal episodes in the Buddha*s life, 
and 946 plaques depict the Jitaka stories. The unique charac¬ 
ter of the plan of the temple has evoked much discussion about 
its origin. But, as noted above, there is no doubt of its Indian 
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CHTigin. Temples of the same type existed in Bengal and most 
probably suggested the model of the Ananda temple. This is 
the view of Duroiselle who has made a special study of the 
subject in recent times. He further observes as follows: 

"Hiere can be no doubt tbat the architects who planned and built the 
Ananda were Indians. Everything in this temple horn Sikhara to base¬ 
ment, as well as the numerous stone sculptures found in its corridors and 
the terra<otta plaques adorning its basement and terraces, bear the indu¬ 
bitable stamp of Indian genius and craftsmanship ... In this sense, we 
may take it, therefore, that the Ananda, though built in the Burmese capi¬ 
tal, is an Indian temple.*' 

The plain around Pagan, about one hundred square miles 
in area, is full of ruins and must have once been covered by 
numerous shrines. It was estimated by Yule that there are 
remains of no less than 800 or 1000 temples in the city of Pagan 
itself, extending >about 8 miles along the Irawadi with an 
average depth of 2 miles. A few of them, in a hiir state of 
preservation, are quite magnificent. Their plan is the same 
as that of Ananda, the difiEerence being only in details. All 
these were built before the fall of Pagan i.e. before the end of 
the 13th century .A.D., and practically nothing is to be found 
in them that does not bear the stamp of Indian workmanship. 



CHAPTER IV 

BEGINNINGS OF INDIAN COLONISATION 
IN SIAM (THAILAND) 

The country, until recently known as Siam, is now called 
Thailand, or the land of the Thais. In spite of the popular 
etymology which seeks to explain it as the land of the Free 
(Thai), there is no doubt that Thai is a tribal name and Thai¬ 
land properly denotes the land of the Thais. 

The Thais, however, did not establish political ascendancy 
in Siam till the thirteenth century. For at least one thousand 
years before that, Siam was colonised by the Hindus and a 
number of Hindu principalities flourished in various parts of it. 

The beginnings of Hindu colonisation in Siam may be 
traced to the first two centuries of the Christian era, if not 
earlier still. The oldest examples of Indian sculpture, dug up 
at Pra Fathom, belong to the second century A.D., or possibly 
a somewhat earlier date. The remains recently dug up at Pong 
Tuk, twenty miles further to the west, including remains of a 
temple and a little statuette of a walking Buddha, may also he 
referred to the same period. Buddhist sculptures of the Gupta 
style, a bronze Buddha statue of the Amaravatl school and 
remains of temples have also been found in the same locality. 
Images of both Brahmanical and Buddhist deities, of the 
Gupta style, have been found all over the country. A Sanskrit 
inscription, belonging to the fourth century A.D., has been 
found at Mung Si Tep near Pechaburi. along with ^aiva and 
Vaishnava sculptures. A bronze Buddha image of Amaravatl 
school has been found as far east as Korat. 

The character of some of the Buddhist sculptures, which 
reflect the most primitive ideas of Buddhism, forms, according 
to Coed^s, “a very strong argument in favour of an early 
colonisation of Southern Siam by Indian Buddhists." "One is 
even induced," says he, "to wonder whether that region with 
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its many to^nyms like Supan, Kanburi, U. Thong, meaning 
“Golden Land,” has not a better claim than Burma to represent 
Suvarnabhumi, the “Golden Land,” where according to Pali 
scriptures and ancient traditions, Buddhist teaching spread 
very early. 

Whatever we may think of this there cannot be any doubt 
that there were many Hindu colonies in Siam since the first or 
second century A.D. 

But none of these early colonies grew up into any powerful 
kingdom. As already noted above, the major part of Siam was 
subject to the kingdom of Fu-nan. It was not till after the fall 
of Fu-nan that we find an important principality in Siam called 
Dvaravatl, which sent embassies to China in A.D. 658 and 649 
and seems to have extended from the borders of Cambodia to the 
Bay of Bengal. As stated above (p, aa6) the Hinduised Mons 
dominated over this kingdom and extended their influence as 
far north as Haripunjaya or Lamphun. This kingdom flour¬ 
ished till the tenth century when the kings of Kambuja extended 
their supremacy over the Lower Menani valley. Gradually the 
Kambuja authority was established over the whole of Siam. 
The Kambuja control continued till the 13th century A.D. 
when the Thais established several independent States. 

A very interesting record of the pre-Thai period is engraved 
on the two faces of a stone slab, found at Ban Map Makham 
(District of Banpot in the Province of Nakon Savan) in the 
central Menam Valley in Siam, to the north of the junction of 
the Me Ping with the Menam river. The first face contains a 
Pali inscription in so lines, of which the first ten alone are 
partly legible. The second face contains 33 lines written in 
Khmer which are almost wholly legible. It contains the date, 
1089 Saka (1167 A.D.). Both the records tefer to the holy body- 
relic of Kamrateh Jagat Sri Dharma^oka and gifts of land etc., 
in its honour. Mah^enapati Sri Bhuvanaditya Ilvaradvipa 
carried the order of Maharajadhiraja Kuruh Sri Dharmafoka to 
the local ruler of Dhanyapura, Sunatta, who actually made the 
gifts. As the title 'Kamrateh Jagat’ is usually reserved fo|r 
divinities or deified persons, the body-relic may be that of the 
great Buddhist Emperor Asoka of India who is traditionally 
believed to have sent Buddhist misskmaries to this region. Maha^ 
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rajadhiraja Dharmaioka, the doncnr, was probably a ruler of 
Haripunjaya. 

Before taking up the history of the Thais, we must say a 
few words about the culture of Siam before their advent to 
power. As proved by the inscriptions, sculpture and architec¬ 
ture, Siam thoroughly imbibed Indian civilisation during this 
period. Indian religions and religious texts, and Indian lan¬ 
guage and literature exercised a predominant influence all over 
the country which exists even to this day. The early Buddhist 
sculptures of the Dv^avatl period show a very close resemblance 
to the contemporary Gupta art of India, and the face of the 
images is typically Indian. Although the later images, both 
Buddhist and Brahmanical, have a more Mongoloid face, they 
clearly belong to Indian scliool of art somewhat modified by 
local influence. Some of the sculptures are of high artistic 
value, and it is surprising that these have been found even far 
into the interior, remote from the sea-shore where we naturally 
expect the strongholds of Indian colonists. Siam has yielded 
quite a large number of sculptures, both in stone and bronze. 
The oldest examples, dug up at Pra Fathom, represent the 
Wheel of the Law (Dharmachakra) associated with figures of 
crouching deer. This presumably belongs to that stage in 
Indian art when the Buddha was never represented as human 
being and was only indicated by symbols. The actual specimen 
of Siam may not be so old, but is certainly not later than the 
first or second century A.D. In that case we must suppose that 
the original Buddhist shrine at P!ra Fathom, which was decorat¬ 
ed by these sculptures, belonged to an earlier period when the 
figure of the Buddha was still unknown in Indian iconography, 
t.e., before the beginning of the Christian era, and the tradition 
was continued in later times. These sculptures therefore furnish 
a very strong* evidence for the early colonisation of Southern 
Siam by Indian Buddhists. The Bronze Buddha image found 
at Pong Tuk belongs to the Amaravatl school of art of the 
second century A.D. A IsU-ge number Buddhist images show 
distinctly the Gupta style, of an earlier and a later type. Two 
stone statues, of the later type, appear from inscriptions engraved 
on them to belong to the fifth and sixth centuries A.D. The 
earlier images may, therefore, be referred to the fourth century 
A.D. The torso of a Yakshinl. belonging to this period, is a 
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remarkably fine piece of sculpture. It was found at Si Tep 
(&:! Dcva) near Pechaburi, remote from the sea-8hore» and 
shows the influence of Indian culture spreading far into the 
interior. 

Some Brahmanical sculptures, though belonging to the 
same period, are not so close copies of the Gupta original, indi* 
eating the influence of indigenous elements. Nevertheless, the 
sculpture of the DvaravatT period must be regarded as products 
of the Gupta art with more or less local modifications. During 
the tenth, eleventh and twelfth centuries the Hinduised Khmer 
art of Kambuja profoundly influenced that of Siam, but the 
original Indian character was never lost. 

As in sculpture, so in architecture, Siam seems to have 
copied Indian models of different periods. Unfortunately the 
early examples, mostly builtl of perishable materials, have 
vanished. But the fact that in later examples we get almost all 
the types, derived from India, which are met with in different 
Indian colonies in the Far East, such as Java, Kambuja, Champa 
and Burma, seems to indicate their existence in old times. The 
conservative character of Siamese art is indicated by the curious 
example of a thirteenth century stone-railing at Savankalok 
which offers striking resemblance to that of Sanchi stupa. The 
most distinctive architectural type in Siam is what is known 
as Prang, a square temple with a very high roof consisting of a 
number of low stages which, taken together, have the aspect 
of a curvilinear Sikhara. This has been a fashionable mode 
of building since the fourteenth century, and is no doubt 
evolved from earlier examples which were made up of a curious 
blend of the ^ikharas of North and South India. 



CHAPTER V 

THE THAIS 

I. EARLY HISTORY 

The Thais are a Mongolian tribe and are generally believed 
to be ethnically related to the Chinese. They lived in southern 
and south-eastern part of the country now known as China. 
Long before the beginning of the Christian era large groups 
of them migrated to the south and south-west, and set up a 
number of independent principalities. The date and gradual 
stages of their advance cannot be determined with certainty, 
but by the 8th or 9th century A.D. they advanced as far as the 
Upper Irawadi and the Salween Rivers in the west and the 
frontiers of Siam and Cambodia in the south. 

The most powerful of the Thai principalities comprised the 
territory which we now call Yunnan. It did not then form a 
part of China, but was frequently invaded by the Chinese. 
The Thais of Yunnan, though occasionally defeated, and sub¬ 
jugated for longer or shorter periods, never ceased to defy the 
authority of the Chinese. By the seventh century A.D. they 
had freed themselves completely from Chinese control and 
established a powerful kingdom which played an important 
r61e in Indo-China for six hundred years. 

Although allied to the Chinese in blood, and living near 
them under their political control for centuries, the Thais of 
Yunnan were brought under the influence of Indian culture. 
Although the Chinese referred to the country as Nan-Chao, it 
was known in Indo-China as Gandhara; one part of it was also 
called Videha-rajya, and its capital was known as Mithila. 
The ]>eople used an alphabet of Hindu origin. Local tradi¬ 
tions in Yunnan affirm that AvalokiteSvara came from India 
and converted the region to Buddhism. It is said that when, 
towards the dc»e of the 8th century A.D., the ruler of this 
kingdom became enamoured of Chinese civilisation, seven 
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religious teachers of India rebuked the king. In the hrst half 
of the ninth century A.D. a Hindu monk named Chandra- 
gupia, born in Magadha and therefore designated Magadha» 
led a brilliant career of a thaumaturgist in Yunnan. There 
was in Yunnan the famous Pippala cave, the Bodhi tree, the 
sacred hill Gridhrakuta and many other localities associated 
with Buddhism. A Chinese traveller of the tenth century A.D. 
refers to a local tradition that Sakyamuni obtained Bodhi near 
Lake Ta-li in Yunnan. The Buddhist influence in Yunnan is 
still attested by two bells of the nth century with inscriptions 
in Chinese and Sanskrit. The king of Nan-chao had the title 
Maharaja and also another Hindu title, which means the king 
of the east. According to local tradition the royal family was 
descended from Asoka. Rasiduddin, writing in the i3ih 
century, not only calls the country Gandhara but asserts that 
its people came from India and China. All these demonstrate 
that the Thais of Yunnan had imbibed Hindu culture and 
civilisation to a very large extent. 

There were many other Thai States to the west and south 
of Yunnan. The Chinese refer to the Brahmana kingdom of 
Ta-tsin to the east of the mountain ranges that border Manipur 
and Assam, and another about 150 miles further east, beyond 
the Chindwin river. Whether these were mainly peopled by 
the Hinduised Thais we cannot say. But a group of. Thai 
States, united in a sort of loose federation, which occupied the 
region between the Irawadi and the Salween, was known as 
Kau^ambT. The southern part of this is now known as the 
Shan States, the Shan tribe being that branch of the Thais 
which proceeded farthest in the western direction. To the cast 
of these were a series of small States extending from the frontier 
of Yunnan to those of Kambuja and Slam. These were, from 
north to South, Alavirashura, Khmerarashtra, Suvarna-grama, 
Unmarga^ila, Yonakarashpra, Haripunjaya and many others 
whose internecine wars and consequent changes in boundaries 
and sometimes also in names are recorded in the local chro¬ 
nicles, written in Pali, of which we possess quite a large number. 
According to the chronicles, the first Thai prince to settle on 
the southern bank of the Mekong was Brahma (Prom) who 
founded the city of Jayaprakar in the district of Chieng Rai 
early in the second half of the ninth century A.D. The Pali 
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chronicles give detailed accounts of the ruling dynasties and 
the religious foundations erf the different local States. These 
cannot be regarded as historical annals in the sense in which 
we understand the term, but they leave no doubt that the 
main source of the civilisation of most of the Thai States lay 
in India and not in China. The evidence of the Pali Chronicles 
is fully corroborated by the archaeological finds, for images of 
the Gupta style and those of somewhat later date have been 
found in these regions. It is a significant fact that these Thais, 
though ethnically belonging to the same race as the Chinese, 
and living nearer to them, should have been brought so pro¬ 
foundly under the influence of Hindu culture and civilisation 
rather than Chinese. It is accordingly very likely that the 
Hindus had set up colonies in these regions, or at least settled 
there in large number. 

There is nothing to be surprised at this. For we have 
definite evidence that as early as the second century B.C. there 
was regular communication, by overland route, between East 
India and Yunnan. In the second century B.C. Chang-kien. 
the famous Chinese ambassador in Bactria was surprised to 
find there Chinese silk and bamboo products which, he learnt 
on inquiry, came from Yunnan and Szechuan across the whole 
breadth of Northern India right up to Afghanistan and Bactria 
beyond the Hindu Kush. The two Indian Buddhist missionaries 
who visited China in the first century A.D. most probably 
passed through the upper valley of the Irawadi and Yunnan. 
There are references also to the regular communication between 
China and Western Asia via Yunnan, Upper Burma and India, 
in the first, second and third centuries A.D. I-tsing also refers 
to 20 Chinese pilgrims as having gone to India from Szechuan 
through Uppe# Burma in the third or fourth century A.D. 
The geographical memoir of Kia Tan, written between 785 and 
805 A.D., describes two routes leading from Tonkin through 
Yunnan and Burma to India. That this route was well fre¬ 
quented in the tenth century A.D. is attested by the fact that 
the 500 religious missionaries sent by the Chinese Emperor to 
India in 964 A.D. in search of sacred texts, returned by way 
of Yunnan. Thus although the direct land-route from India 
to hinterland in Indo-Ghina was comparatively little known 
in recent past, the case was different in ancient times, and a 
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constant stream of Indian emigrants passed by this route- to 
spread Indian culture and civilisation in this region. 

The independent Hinduised Thai Kingdom of Gandhara 
grew to be a powerful and organised State. At first it lived 
in peace with China and concluded treaties of friendship with 
her. Ko-lo-fong, who ascended the throne in A.D. 750, and 
made Tali-fu his capital, paid a visit to China. Being insulted 
there, he returned indignant and invaded China. He captured 
thirty-two towns and villages and thrice defeated the Chinese 
forces sent against him. He formed an alliance with Tibet 
and defeated the Chinese again in 754 A.D., inflicting heavy 
losses upon them, hnoshun, who succeeded his grandfather, 
Ko-lo-fong, in A.D. 770, invaded China with his Tibetan allies, 
but was defeated. Thereupon he conduded a treaty with China, 
massacred the Tibetans in his kingdom and successfully invaded 
Tibet, capturing sixteen towns and carrying away an immense 
booty. But the peace with China did not last long. In A.D. 
8so China was again invaded by a successor of Imoshun who 
brought back many captives, induding skilled artisans. In 
A.D. 850 the king- of Gandhara assumed the title of Emperor. 
This gave great offence to the T'ang Emperor of China, and 
a long war followed in which the Chinese were consistently 
unsticcesssful. The emperor of GandhSra invaded Tonkin in 
A.D. 858 and conquered Annam in 863 A.D. But the Chinese 
recovered it three years later. A new emperor of Gandhara, 
called Fa by the Chinese, succeeded to the throne in 877 A.D. 
He made peace with China and in A.D. 884 his son married 

a daughter of the Chinese emp>eror. Henceforth China left 

Gandhara in peace. The failure of the great Tang dynasty 

in its protracted strug^e with her made deep impression in 

China about her power. Indeed so painful was the memory 

of this fruitless campaign that when the general of the first 

Song Emperor (gfio-gyfl A.D.) proposed to invade Gandhira, 

the latter, rdlecting upon the disasters sustained by the Chinese 

under the Tang dynasty, refused to have anything to do with 

that kingdom. * 
Excepting GandhSra or Videharijya in modern Yunnan, 

the other Hinduised Thai States could not rise to great power 

or influence, being mostly subordinate to and often annexed 
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by their more powerful neighbours, the Hinduised Burmans, 

Mons and Khmers. 
The Hinduised Thai kingdom of Gandhsura flourished till 

1*53 A.D. when it was conquered by the great Mongol Chief 
Kublai Khan. In an attempt to attack China from the south 
Kublai performed one of the niost daring military feats recorded 
in the annals of the world. Marching at the head of 100,000 
men from Ning-hsia in Mongolia he passed over the snow¬ 
capped mountain chains, several hundreds of miles in length,— 
savage outliers of the Kuen Lun mountains and the Himalayas 
—which stood like an impenetrable wall between China and 
the lofty plateau of Tibet. Fighting intermittently with war¬ 
like hill tribes, he made his way for a thousand of miles 

through ice-bound valleys till he reached the banks of the Yang- 

se-kiang on the border of Yunnan. The king of Gandhara 

refused to submit and resisted the Mongols with all his might. 

He was defeated in several engagements, and his capital was 

captured. At last the king surrendered in 1253 

Hinduised Thai kingdom of Gandhara ceased to exist. 

It is generally held that the destruction of the kingdom 

of Gandhara perhaps led to a general movement of the 

Hinduised Thais from this State towards the south and west, 

and accounts for the gradual expansion and consolidation of 

the Thai kingdoms in these regions. It has been suggested, 

however, that a slow peneration of the Thais in southern 

region had begun long before the Mongols had conquered 

Gandhara. This view gains some support from the traditional 

date of the foundation of the Thai principality of Mogaung 

to the north of Bhamo in 1215 A.D. and of Mone or Muong 

Nai in 1225. tn 1229 the Thais conquered Assam in the north 

and advanced up to Tennasserim and Arakan in the west. 

Further, the Shans, who lived in the hilly region along the 

eastern border of Burma, grew more powerful and became 

the real rulers of Upper Burma for nearly two centuries and 
a half (1287-1531) A.D.). But it was in the south that the Thai 

conquest was more brilliant and enduring, for they established 

their authority over the whole of Siam and rule there to 
this day. 
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II. THE THAIS IN SIAM 

As in Burma, the Thais must have settled in Siam long 
before the 15th century, and it is probable that they set up 
small principalities. King Phrom of Sib Song Chu Thai and 
his successors extended the Thai dominion over what is now 
French Laos, including the Mekong valley with the cities of 
Luang Prabang and Vieng Chan as well as Northern Udon, 
and right over westwards to Pechabun and Chalieng (old 
Savankalok). The Mons reigned over the kingdom of Hari- 
puhjaya at the beginning of the igth century A.D. King 
Sabbadhisiddhi is known from several inscriptions written in 
mixed Pali and Mon, dated 1213, 1218 and 1219 A.D. A few 
other kings followed, according to the Qironicles, before its 
conquest by the Thais. But the first Thai kingdom of impor¬ 
tance was that of Sukhodaya, founded in the thirteenth century 
by a chief named Indraditya. It was the result of a successful 
rebellion against the king of Kambuja to whom the whole of 
Siam was subject at this time. A Kambuja general was sent 
to put down the revolt, but was defeated in a pitched battle, 
and the victorious Indraditya founded an independent king¬ 
dom with his capital at Sukhodaya (Sukhothai). Indraditya 
spread his dominions in all directions by constant fights with 
his neighbours, and in one of these his son Ram Kamheng 
distinguished himself. The date of Indraditya cannot be 
determined with certainty, but may be provisionally fixed at 
about the middle of the thirteenth centuiy A.D. He was 
succeeded by his second son who ruled for a few years, and 
after his death Rain Kamheng ascended the throne some 
time before 1283 A.D. He has left a long record which gives 
us detailed information about his family and his own achieve¬ 
ments. It contains a long list of countries conquered by him. 
This includes not only several Thai States in Siam, but also 
Haihs&vati or Pegu in Lower Burma, Nakhon Si Thammarat 
in Malay Pennisula, and several Khmer States on the Menam 
and Mekong as far as Luang PTabang on the other side of 
the last-named river. Even making due allowance for exa^e- 
rations he must be regarded as a great and powerful ruler 
who raised Sukhodaya to a powerful State. In addition to Sukh¬ 
odaya, the kingdom had another capital called Sajjanalaya, 
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and the kingdom is sometimes referred to as Sajjanalaya- 
Sukhodaya. The Mon kingdom of Haripuhjaya was conquered 
in 1291-a by an allied Thai Chief Mangray, prince of Chieng 
Ray, who transferred the capital to Chieng May. 

Although Ram Kamheng's conquests extendi from Luang 
Prabang to Ligor and Vieng Chan to Pegu, it must not be 
presumed that the whole of Siam really formed a united king¬ 
dom under him. As a matter of fact Siam proper was divided 
into sevoral States, of which at least three others, under inde¬ 
pendent Thai rulers, are well-known, viz., two in Lan Na Thai 
embracing the ancient Yonok of North Siam, and Lan Na 
Chang with its capital at Vieng Chan. Further, to the south 
of Sukhodaya, in the Lower Menam valley, was Lvo or Lopburi. 
All or most of these were under Kambuja sovereignty and seem 
to have acquired independence under adventurous Thai chiefs 
during the thirteenth century. The Chinese historians refer 
to frequent embassies from two States, Sien and Lo-hu, between 
1282 and 1323 A.D. There is hardly any doubt that these 
two Chinese names stand for Shyam and Lopburi. It is thus 
apparent that Lopburi was still an important State, even though 
it had to acknowledge the suzerainty of Sukhodaya. It is inter¬ 
esting to note that the name Shyanr (Siam) was still confined to 
the northern part of the country and was not applied to the 
whole of it. This distinction is also met with in Kambuja, 
whore, in the south-west gallory of Angkm Vat, soldiers dressed 
like Cambodians are described in the inscribed labels as troops 
of Lvo, while others dressed and armed in a different manner 
are called soldiers of Shyam-kut. That the name Shyam, 
originally denoting Sukhodaya, was afterwards applied to the 
whole country is no doubt due to the supremacy of Sukhodaya 
over other States in Siam, brought about by the victories of 
Ram Kamheng. 

Apart from military skill Ram Kamheng possessed other 
qualities of a high order, and he truly deserves the title Ram 
Kamheng the Great. The hig^ ideals of justice, and humanity 
which ring through his Icmg record are remarkable for the age 
and surroundings in which he lived. He describes the people 
as happy and enjoying plenty and prosperity under a just and 
benign rule. The king scrupulously obscrv^ the rights of his 
subjects and dealt even-handed , justice to great and small alikje. 
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In order that even the m^nest of his subjects can get his pro* 
tectKHi, he hung up a bell near the gate. Anyone who felt 
aggrieved and sought for royal {u-otection was only to ring 
the bell. The king would hear this and mete out justice to him. 

But the greatest boon that Ram Kamheng conferred upon 
his people was the introduction of a reformed system of alphabet 
suitable for the Thai language. The Indian alphabet, as 
modified in Kambuja, was hitherto current in Siam; he adapted 
it to suit the special needs of the Thais, and it has become the 
national alphabet of Siam. The king was an ardent follower 
of Buddhism and decorated Sukhodaya with temples, monas¬ 
teries and images of Buddha. The Buddhist sacred texts were 
held in great honour and regularly studied. 

Ram Kamheng's known dates are 1x85 and isga A.D., 
but we have no exact idea of the reign-period of the king. 
Coed^ suggests that he probably reigned till A.D. 1318. 
In that case he was the king who sent the military expedition 
to Champa in A.D. 1313. In any case, this expedition shows 
the gprowing power of the Thais and the rapid decline of the 
Kambujas through whose territories the Thais must have 
passed in order to reach ChampS. 

Ram Kamheng*s son and successor, Lo-Thai (Lodaiya), 
reconquered Tavoy and Tenasserim, but suffered a defeat 
when he attempted to conquer Martaban. He probably died 
in 1347 A.D. Lo-Thai’s son, Lu-Thai (Lidaiya), served as a 
regent during his hither's reign for seven years (1340-1347 A.D.) 
and was formally consecrated to the throne in 1347 A.D. under 
the title 8rf Suryavamfa Rama Mahidharma-rajadhiraja. He 
was a Buddhist and studied Vinaya, Abhidharma and Jyotisha. 
He set up images of Vishnu and 3iva, and in 1361 A.D. 
invited a learned Buddhist priest from Ceylon to his capital. 
He was a pious king devoted to religious activities,, but was 
unable to keep his hold upon the extensive dominions con¬ 
quered by Ram Kamheng. 

Even during the reign of Ram Kamheng the old kingdom 
of Lopburi had maintained independence as a Thai principality, 
and had sent several embassies to China between laSg and 
IJ199 AJ>. Its Thai ruler, named JayaM, was succeeded by 
his son and then by his son-in4aw, the Chief of U Tong, who 
was forced by an ^identic of chcdera to leave U Tong and 
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fixed his residence on an island in the Menain, about 31 mUcs 
south of Labo (Lopburi), in 1350 A.D, The new city was 
called Dvaravatl Sri Ayodhya (Ayuthia) and the new king took 
the title Ramtdhipati. He had already, in 1349, invaded 
Sukhodaya and imposed his suzerainty over its ruler. Hence¬ 
forth, the kingdom of Ayodhya took the place of Sukhodaya 
as the leading Thai State in Siam. Rulers of Sukhodaya, shorn 
of power and glory, at first became vassals of Ayodhya, and 
were gradually reduced to the position of hereditary governors 
of Sukhodaya. The kingdom of Ayodhya gradually extended 
its authority over Laos and a large part of Cambodia, but 
suffered serious defeats in the hands of Burmese king. Having 
passed through periods of power and glory as well as reverses 
and misfortunes, it has continued down to our own times. The 
city of Ayodhya was destroyed in course of the Burmese invasion 
of 1767 A.D., and the capital was removed to Bangkok, which 
still occupies the same position. 

The Thais were partially Hinduised even in their original 
homes, as already noted above. After the conquest of Siam 
they imbibed the Indian culture and civilisation, which was 
already flourishing in the land. The people and rulers of 
Sukhodaya and Ayodhya were followers of Buddhism, and this 
is still the religion of the country. The Pali was the sacred 
language, and in the 15th and 16th centuries historical chroni¬ 
cles and other texts were written in this language. Thus Siam, 
like Burma, has still preserved the Indian culture through 
language, literature, art and religion. Further, we find the 
same tendency as in Burma to give Indian names to cities and 
to connect the history with events recorded in the legends of 
the Buddha. 

The Thai rulers of Siam also showed great zeal in building 
temples and imag|^s. The Thai art, though influenced by the 
Hinduised art of Kambuja and Dvaravatl, shows new elements 
and developed new tendencies which formed the basis of the 
classical Siamese art. An eminent authority observes: 

"At that time Indian influence was no longer felt directly, but such 
was the vitality and personality of the architectural forms of the stUpas 
and the iiMuirs, of the sculptural type of the Buddha images, and of so 
many decorative designs, that even without a preliminary study of how 
and when these forms reached Siam, a layman would at once, without the 
lightest difficulty, recognise in Siamese art a branch Indian colonial 
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art. Even Siamese minor arts as exemplified by silver work, lacquer work, 
carving and textile, show the Indian origin and stand in close connection 
with Indian art.*' - 

Indeed the archaeological evidence leaves no doubt that 
Siamese art owes its origin to Indian colonists and was inspired 
and dominated throughout the ages by the classical art of India. 

In conclusion, reference should be made to the Thai 
principality of Laos. Even after the conquest of Vieng Chan 
by Ram Kamheng, the Kambuja rulers exercised authority as 
far n(M*th as the grand bend of the Mekong river, up to the 
middle of the 14th century. 

But soon after the fall of Sukhodaya Fa Ngum founded 
the independent kingdom of Vieng Chan in 1553, and gradually 
conquered Luang Prabang and other neighbouring regions. 
Thus was created the powerful Thai kingdom of Laos which 
forced the Kambujas to retire towards the south beyond Bassak 
and Korat. The establishment of this kingdom had one good 
effect. It brought the Indian culture of Siam and Cambodia 
to the regions of Upper Mekong. 
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Amoghavajra, 30 
Amratakenara, 187 
Amratu, aas 
AmOrwabaOini, 53 
Anak WuQgsu, 8a 
A-Nan, igi 
Ananda. Temple, a4a, ago 
Ananda^ndra. agg ff. 
Anavnadia, a37 
Andlua, aas ’ 
Ang Duong, ao6 
Angkor. 178, 189 ff., igg. aia, ai4 
Angkor Tbom. 19a, 194, aos, aig 

Angkor Vat, 105, 190, aoo, a 13 ff.. 
a6i 

Anh Hoang, 150 
Anh-Ton, 149, 150 
Animal Edifices, 101 
Aninditapura. 1S6, 189, 193 
Aniruddba, agg, agg ff., a44, 845 
Annam 1 ff., ig, 19, a7, 113 ff.. 

ia7 ff., iga, 153, 137, 158, 144 ff., 
149, iga, 157, 199 ff., agg 

AnOshapati, gg, 109. iia 
ApaiUnta, a47 
Arabia, 74, 79 
Aragani, gg, g6 
Arahan, agg, a40, >49 
Arakan, 1, 14, 15, ai7, ai8. aao, 

aa7, agi ff.; agg, a40, a4s, a46. 
a6o 

Arakan Yoma, ai7, aai, agi 
ArddharSja, g6, g8 
Arimardanapura, agg, a37, agg ff.. 

a46 
Aris, as7, agg 
Aruh(a, 169 
Arjuna Rath, 173 
Arjunavivdha, go, 93 
Arogya^ilS, ao7 
Arthaiastra, aoy, ao8 
Aryadeia, 183, an 
Arya Sahgba, as4 
Arya Vlrarlja, gg 
Aryeivara. gi 
Aaitlftjana-nagara. aa4, a47 
Asoka, 13, 14, a4s. agg, agy; Mis¬ 

sionaries ol, aig, aai, sag, a47 
Assam, 14, aiy, agy, ato 
Astina, at 
Astrologers, tgg 
Astronomy, tj^ 
Aivametlha, a^ 
Alvavarman, a4 
AtUa Dlpaffkaxa, 99 
Austro-Aaiadc, 7 
Austronesijui race, 6, 7, iig 
Ava, ai7, agg, a4g 
Avadlnas, 107 
Avah^tdhnua, 106, agO 
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Avanti, <47 
Avatfiras, 97 
Ayetthema, aag 
AyodhyS, 164 
Ayuthia (AyodhySpura), 66. 188. 

*05 

B 

Bactria, 158 
Badami. 179 
Bahu-Suvatnakam, 14 
Bakulapura, 54 
Bilidiiya, 187 
Balamtianxan, 81, 83, 84 
BSlaputradeva, 35 
Bal Chanar. 158 
Bali, 4, 6, 15, ao, *6, 37, 44, 47, 

5*. S4. 80 ff., 85, 87, 89, 
too S., 164 

Balinese religion, 100 ff. 
Bamboo’s Path (Vaihjapatha), 10 
Bandon, i8-ao, 23, aoo 
Bangkok, a, 264 
Banka, 24, 88 
Ban-La Tra-Toan, 156 
Ban Map Makham, 253 
Bantay Chmar, 213, 214 
Baphuon, 203, 213 
Barabu^ur, 33, 98', 105 ff. 
Basma, 72 
Bassac, 184, 195, 265 
Ba^in, 217, 245 
Bataratamurel, (Bhatara Tumapel), 

75 
Batavia, 21 
Battambang, igi 
Batu-Kenggong, 83 
Bayon, 203, 213. 214 
Belahan, 50. 112 
Benares, 10, 15 
Bendahara, 77, 78 
Bengal. 13, 14, 19. 33, 37. Sd> 66, 

75. 99. **7. *»4. *35. *40. *43. 
*5* 

Besokl, 64 t 
Betelnut Clan, 135 
Bhadr&dhipat^ara, 123 
Bhadravarman, 117, 124. 163 
Bhadravarman Ill, 125, 132 
Bhadreivara, 166 
Bhadre4vara Siva, 184 
Bhadre^varasvSml, 117, 166 
Bhagadato, 17 
Bhagadatta, 187 
Mu^vatl, 126, 168 
BhaiavatX RauthireivarT. t66 
Bhairava, 97 
Bhalluka, 219 
Uuuno, 217, 229, 248t 260 

Bhag^Sgirika, 77 
Bhiratayuddha, 51, 93 
Bhargavlya, 160 
Bhaimat^chha, 10 
BhiskaradevI, 150 
Bhafira Guru, 98 
Bhavapura, 184, 186, 207 
Bhavavarman, I, 184, 187 
Bhavavannan, 11, 185, 188 
Bhikshu-Saihgha, 170 
BhomakSvya, 93 
Bhra Param^vara, 68 
Bhreng Kahuripan, 87 
Bhre Tumapel, 68, 69 
Bhylgu, 124; family, 124 ff. 
BhuvanSditya HvaradvTpa, 253 
Bihar, 35 
Bin-IMnh, 129, 159 
Bo Chanh, 130 
Bode, Dr., 247, 248 
Bo De, 151 ff. 
Bodh-Gayi, 242, 243, 244 
Bodhi, 221, 257 
Bodhisatva, 107 
Bodhi Tree, 257 
Borneo, 4, 6, 15, 20, 22, 24 ff., 52, 

54, 64 
Bo Tri Tri, 157 
Brahma (Prom.), K, 257 
Brahma, 25, 28, 32, 52, 97, 98, 104, 

107, 166, 169 
Brahma-K^atriya, 120 
Br&hmana, 8, 9, 24, 31, 48, 66, 85, 

162, 211 
Brahminda-Puriifia, 95 
Brahmanical rdigion, 20, 24, 25, 

*8, 31, 32, 96, 104, 108, 177, 187, 
222, 23s, 246, 252 

BrShml alphabets, 221 
Birantas, 49 
Bfihathathd, 10 
Bfishu, family of Kings, 154 
Byidiu Indiavarman, 154 
Broach, 13 
Brohaung, 234 
Buddha. 13, 22. 23, 27, 85, 97, 

106 ff., 124, 170, 180, 210, 228, 
233. 239, 246, 252, 234. 2^. 264 

Buddhaghosha, 221, 2^ 
Buddhagupta, 19 
Buddhism, 8, g, 18, 20, 23, 23. 90. 

32, 41, 96. 99. 222, 252 
Buddhist Canon, 219, 224. 228, 247 
Buddhist JStaka, 9 
Budhiditya of KUIcU. 68 
Burma, 1, 9 ff., 13 ff., 31, 202, 

217 ff.. 229. 231, 235 ff., 243 ff.. 
253. 25S, 260 

Butas, 100, 101 

a68 
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C 

Caiy«, i8, 19, 10 
Canton. 4a. 180 
Caste System, 85, 86 
Celebes. 4, 6, ay. 66 
Ceylon, 4, 13, ag. 30, 41. a4i, a44, 

846, a47, 863 
Chai-Ya.Ma-Fu-Ngan, 158 
Chaiyaphun, 188 
ChaUyan, 139 
Chakn, 88 
Cha-ku>Pu-Lo, 158 
Chalieng, 361 
Cham, 5, 6, 113 IF., lag, 146, 153, 

158, 161, ao8 
ChSmadevT, 336 
ChimadeuivaihSa, 336 
Champa, 5, 9, 34, 36, 55, 56, 66. 

113-174, 178, 180. 184, 185, 193. 
196, 199 ff., 335. 355, 363 

Champanagara, 347 
Champapura, 159 
Champasak, see Bassac, 
ChSvMkya-iataka, 94 
ChanB^a, 187 
ChandadevT, 333 
Chandana or Chandra, 179 
Chandi, 103 
Chapdi Banon, 108 
Chandi Jago, 109, 111 
Chandi Kalasan, 33, 105 
Chandi Kidal, 109' 
Chandi Mendut. 105, 107. 108 
Chandi Panataran, 111 
Chandi Pavan, 105 
Chandi Sari, 105 
Chapdi Sevu, 105, 109 
Chandi Singhasari, 109 
Chandra, 169 
Chandra. D^asty, 833**35 
Chandrabha^, 38 
Chandrabhanu, 40, 41 
Ohandrabhayasingha Vamiadeva. 83 
Chandraditya. 1S8 
Chandragupta, 357 
Chandra-SOrya, 333 
Changal. 44 
Chang-Kien. 358 
Chantabun, 195 
Chan Tan, 179 
ChanOra, 169 
Chayarl^, 55 
Che Bong Nga, 153 ff., 157, 161 
Che-da-bi-niem, im 
Che-li-to-pa-mo, 180 
Che Mo, 151 
Che Nang, igo, 151 
Ch’en. Dyneity, lao 
Cheni^ Khan, 145 

Chen-soiw, 179 
Cheii-ta.Kuan. 304 
Chhatrapatha, 11 
Chleng-Mai, 340. 363 
Chieng Rai. 357, 363 
China, 1, 3, 13, 14, 15 ft., 

*§• SO. 34. 3®. 40. 47. 55. ®4. <>6. 
00 73.'75. 78. >»5. t*». 
186, 138. 133 141. 146, 135, 178. 
*85. *93, *98. *03, 317, 339, 343. 
*53. *56. *59. *63 

Chindwin. 14, 357 
Chinese Annals. 17, 34, 31, 36, 

196; Court, 116, 130, 138, I 
*30. *37. *5*. *58. *80, 199, 339, 
330: Embassy, 75, 76. 304 

Chin Hills, 317 
Chitrasena, 185 
Chittagong, 340 
Chola, 37 ff., 341, 343 
ChfidSmani, 303 

ChOdamanivarman, 37, 38 
Chula-tain Chandra,'333' 
Chullavathsa, 40 
Chumphon, 19 
Chu Ying, 179 
Cochin-China, 1 ff., ir„ 113, 175, 

176. 185. 195 
Cocoanut Clan, 135 
Coedes, 180, 311,'353. 363 
Conjeeveram, 175 
Coomaraswamy, 105 
Cornelian Seal, 18 
Corvee, 160 
CrawFurd, 98 
"Creepers’* path (Vetrapatha), 10 

Daha, 50, 60. 63 
Dahana, 51 
Dakshottama, 45 
Da Li, 153 

Dangrek mountains, 184, 185. 191 
Dantspura, 13 
Dara-iingga. 73 
Dara-Petak, 6a, 73 
Dayaks, 6 
Daza raja, 818 
Ded«, 5*. 58. *»* 
Deva-agung, 84 
Devanik*, 184 
Devapaia, 35, 37 
Devarilfa, im. 193, 310 • 
Devaraja MahBsenapati, 133 
DevatSmflrti, 135 
Devavarman, 33 
DevT, 97. 168 
Dhamimugthas, *48 
lAaaapatlgiliiia, 143 S. 

•69 
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Dhanyapura, 253 
Dhanyavatl, 232. 247 
DharanTndravarman, I, igg 
DharanTndravarman, II, 200, 202 
Dharmachakra, 254 
Dharmachandra, 233 
Dharmadar^i. 239 
Dharmanagarl {Ligor), 66 
Dharmapala, 30, 99 
Dharmar&ia, 12^ 
DharTnaT3j-9nda}a vam^a, 233 
DharmarSja Rath, 173 
Dhanna^stras, ifo, 198, 208, 248 
DharmS^ka, I. 253; ill, 253-4 
Dharmavaihia, 47. 48, 82, 92 
Dharmavaihlavardhana, 82 
Dharmavijaya. 233 
Dharmaya, 51 
Dharminodaya Maha-$ambhu, 44, 

45 
Dhruvapura, 207 
Dhy9nT-Buddha, 106 
Dia Ly, 133 
Dieng, 104, 105 
Dinh Bo Linh, 128 
Div9kara Bhat^a, 211 
Div3kara-pandita, 200 
Do I^, 120 
Dompo, 65 
Dong-Diiong, 114, 124, 159, 170, 

172 
DraupadT’s Rath, 174 
Dravida, 49 
Dravidian Style, 173 
Driddasyu, 95 
Duarte Barb^, 78 
Du Hoang, 152 
Durgg, 28, 97, loi, 104 
Duroisdle, 251 
Dutch, 65, 84 
Duttabaung, 218 
Dv9para Yuga. 122 
Dv9ravatT. 187, 225, 226, 229, 247, 

*53 

£ 

Eastern Baray, 194 
F,astern Benfi^l, 14, 231 
Eastern India, 179, 221, 228, 229, 

258 
East Indies. 4, 6, 7, 8, 13, 15, 65 
Emerald I>ake, 244 

F 

Fa, Emperor, 259 
Fa.hien, 12, 29 
Fan,. it6 
Fan-Chan, 178, 179 

Fan-Chang, 179 
Fan-Che-man, 182 
Fan Chen*C!heng, 119 
Fan Chen-Long, 121 
Fan Chu-Nong, 119 
Fan Fo, 116, 117 
Fan Fu Lora, 118, 119 
Fa-Ngum, 265 
Fan Hiong, 116 
Fan-Huta, 116, 117 
Fan-King-Cheng, 178 
Fan-man, or Fan-Che-man, 178 
Fan-Siun, 179 
Fan Tang-Ken, Chuen, 119 
Fan Wen, 116, 160 
Fan Yang Mai, 118 
Fan Yang Mai, II, 118, 119 
Fan-yi, 116 
Fcrlec, 75, 74 
Formosa, 78 
French Protectorate, 206 
Fii-nan, 18, 116, 119, 120, 175, 

177 ff., 183, 185, 191, 212, 213, 
*53 

G 

Gaiah Enggom. 67 
Gajah Msma, 63, 64, 66 
Galathee, SS, 158 
Gandh9ra, 247, 256 ff. 
Gandhavafhsa, 247 
Gane^a, 25, 28, 97, 104, 166 
Ganedi Rath, 174 
Gang9r9ja, 118, 120 
Ganges. 13, 28, 39, 101, 118, 120, 

»75. *50 
Garuda, 18, 50, i6g, an, 233 
G9ru4eya mantra, 94 
Gauda, 66, 97. **4. *35 
GaudendralakshmT, 149 
GaurT, 168 
Gautama Buddha, 107. 221 
Gautama Subhadra, 24 
Gawdaw-palin, 244 
Gay9, 221 ' 
G9yati:f, 62 
Gelangi^lang, 50 
Gdgel, 83 
Gian Hoang, 153 
GiiTndravardhana Ra^a-Vijaya, 

69, 80 
GR9rij8, 64 
Goata^ path {Ajapatha), 11 
Godavari, 14 
Gola, 224 
Golamatttkanagara. 223 
Golanagara, 223 
Golden Hillock, 233 
Golden Land. 253 



INDEX 

Gomati, a8 
Gopalpur (Ganjam), 13, 14 
Gopuram, 
Gramapura Vijaya, 141 
Gfidhraktlta, 157 
G|ihya<SQtras, 100 
Groslier, *13 
Gujarat. 13, ai, 74. 79 
Gun9dhya, <09 
Gupapriy3dhamttpatnT. 47. 87 
Gu^avarman, Indian Mnce, xg 
Gunavarroan, of Fu-nan, 18s 
Gunong Jerai (Keddah I^k), 18 
Gupta aiphab^s, sax 
Gupta Art, as, aig. ais, asa, ass 

> Gupta influence, 834, asa, as8 
Gurun, 54 

H 

Hai Nan, 141 
Haihsavatl, aig, aa4, 347, a6i 
Han, Dynasty, 115 
Harideva, 159 
Hari-Hara, image of Simping, iia 
Harihai^Iaya, im, iga 
Harijit, 146, 149 
HarijitStmaja, 150 
Haripufljaya, 200, 226, 253. 257, 

a6i 
Harivath^a. 93, 209 
Harivarman, K. of ChampS; I, 123; 

II. 129-30; III, 130; IV, 135 ff., 
159-60; V, 137 

Harivikrama, aa8 
Harshavarman, K, 187 
Harshavarman, K. of Kambuja; I, 

195; II, 195; in. 199, aoa 
HastinSpura, 21 
Ha-tien, 195 
Ha-tinh, 113 
Hayam Wuruk, 64, 94 
Hemaiyingagiri, igfl 
HTnaySna, aaa, aafl. 241 
Hindu, 8. 18, ai ff., 36, 43 
Hi-ning-kuan, 60 
Hin-Tang, 188 
HirapyadSma, 189, 190 
Hitopade^, 96 
Hiuen Tsang, 225, 229 
Hmawza, aaS 
Hoa Chau. 15a, 157 
Hoan Sonh, 5, 110 
Ho>ling or Raliflga, aa 
HoJo-tan, aa 
HorSAstra, xog 
H»ng~Cha Sheng-Um, 88 
Hdlominlo, 244 
Hue, 117 
Hueo'tien, 177, 178 

Hunen-Chen, 177 
Hyang Vifesha, 67 

I 

Ibn Batutah, 74 
Ibn-Kluvdadzb^, 35 
Imeu-Sin, 229 
Iraoshun, 259 
India, 1 ff., la, 15, 17, 19, aa, 23. 

28 ff., 74, 79, 81. 178. 185, 189, 
207, ail, aio, 217, 230, 242, 247. 
*55 ff- 

Indra, x8, 166, 190 
Indrabhadrotvara, 123 
Indrabhogeivara, 123 
IndradevT, 193 
IndrSditya, 265. a6i 
Indragin, 76, 79 
Indraloka, 70 
Indraparame^vara, 123 
Indraprastha. 15 
Indrapura, 125, 130, 155, 159, 190 
Indravarman, K. of (^amp5; I, 

123, 124; II, 124; III, 125-6; IV, 
129; V, 145-9: VI, 154.5 

Indravarman, K. of Fu-nan, 180, 
181 

Indravarman, K. of Kambuja; I, 
193-4; *04 

HSnadharma, 51 
IifSnapura, 185, 207,' 225 
I^atung^-Vnaya, 47 
IfSnavarman, I, 121, 185. 187 
HSnavarman II, 195 
I^ina-Vikrama Dharmottungadcva, 

46 
I-Shang-na-pu-la, 225 
Islam, 26, 43. 73, 79, 83 
HvaH, 67 
I-Tsing, 23, 27, 29, 225, 258 

J 
, agaddirarma, 121, 185 
^ agir, 160 
' ainism, 32 
.' ambi, 54 
, ambudvipa, 66, 198 
' ana^dbuvarmadeva, 82 
^anggala, 50. 51 
annupatha, 11 

' itaka, 106, 246, 2M 
' atlvarman Vm PS^ya, 41 < 
; ava, 4. 6, 13-5, 10^29, 33-fl. 41, 44. 

47. 49, 52, 54 ff., 58 ff.. 61 ff., 
78. 75. 7« ff-. 85, 87 ff., 96, 

102, 125, 151, 171. 187. 189, 216, 

A*. 
*7* 
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ayabhaya. 51, 93 
.ayachandra, as8 
Jayadeva, 186 

aya Harivannan, K. of Qiampi; 
I, iM ff.. aoo; 11, 140, 141, 144 

Jaya Indravarman, K. of Champi; 
I. 1*6, 117, *65; II, ff., 160: 
III, 138, 159, aor. IV, 140 ff., 
160, 165, soa; V, 148-3; VI. 145 

ayakatvang, 56-61 
ayanSga, 83 
ayananra,' 68-4, 87 
ayanSii, 83 
ayapangus, 8a 
aya Paramefvaravarmadcva Hvara- 

mQrti, 131, 13a 
aya Paratne^varavartnan, 144. 145 
ayaprZUr, 357 
aya Rudrava'rman, 147 
ayafakti, K. of Bali, 82 
ayaiaktivarman, K. of Champi, 

125 iayasiiiiha, K. of Bunna. 244 
ayasimhavarman, K., 187 
ayasimhavarman, K. of Champa; 
I, 185; II, 130-31; III, 55, 149, 
150; IV, 154 iayafrl, 363 

ayavardhana, 191 
ayavarman, K. of Fu-nan, 180, 

181 
Jayavarman, K. of Kambuja; I, 

185, 186, 189, an; II, 35, 189 ff., 
»93. »95 *»*. **4: ni, iga-y IV, 
>95: V, 196-7, an; VI, im; VII, 
14a, 200, 801 ff., 214; Vlll, 204 

layavarma-Parame^vara, 205 
Jayavarsha Digjaya Sistraprabhu, 

51 
ayavlravarman, 197 
aya Vish^uvaxdhana, 54. log 

^ ayendridhipaUvarman, a 11 
' ayendrapan<}ita, 198 
] can De Barros, 79 
] en Tsong, 151 
] inakSlamdlirii,^ aa6 
, Tvana, Prince of, 64 
(^akerta, 105 
i<*or, 79 
uni Demung, 63 
yeshlhapura, 207 

K 

Ka^ira, 38, 39, 43 
Ka^hri, sp ff., 58 ff. 
Kahuripan, 50, 63, 64 
Kakawin, 94 
RakkhaUl, 41 
Kilt, 101, lo* 

KSla (Keddah), 18, 31, 43 
Kaladan river, aga, 235 
Ralah, 36 
Kila-heM, 103 
KUa-Makara, 103 ff., 110 
Kalasapura, 18, 225 
KSUdlaa, 93, 209 
KSlindT, an 
Kalifiga, 13, 14, 21, aa, 33, 39. 

**8 
Kalyini li»cripti(»i.s, 223 
Kftma, 51 
KlmalankS or KarmaraAga, 18 
KSfnandaka, 70 
KamasUtra, tog 
KSmhoja, 15. 247 
Kamhu, 183, 184, 191 
Kambuja, 34, 35, 98, 66, 96, 121, 

123, 126, 131, 132, 138, 141, 143, 
»55« *58. »75. «>. ‘83 ff. *89 ff-. 
*95. »99. *»4. **5. **9. *53. 
*55. *57. *8» ff.. *85 

Kambuja Architecture. 203, 215 
Kambuja art, 212 ff. 
Kambuja Court-life, 192. 210 
Kambuja empire, 193, 194, 196, 

200, 203. *05 ff. 
Kambuja inscriptions, aoo, 202, 

205, 209 ff. 
Kambuja monuments, 214 ff. 
Kambuiarijalakriiml, 191 
Kambuja sculpture, aia, 215 ff. 
Kambbujefvara, 191 
Kambupuif, 194 
Kimelvara. K; I, 51; II, 51, 93 
Ka-mo-lang-ka, 225 
Kampar, 76. 79 
Kampheng Fliet, 171, 196 
Kaihsa, 
Kanaka, 69 
KiRcbl, 90 
Kandarpadharma, 120. lai 
Kangai, 245 
Kang Tai, 177. 179 
KanijadA. 86 
Kano, 21 
Kanran, 218. 232 
Kan.to-li, 24 
Kanva, 50, 93 
Kao Tsoi^r, 185 
Kapilavastu, 15, 218 
Kapuas, 22, 25 
Karanaka, 219 
Kanu^iaaem^ 83 
Kar^faka, 66 
KIrtikcya, 07, 168 
Kadimir (Kipin), 29 
KlUki. 126 
Katfiia. 38, 39 
K»tNbarft-siggr0t 209, *fg 

*7* 
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Kau^^iiiya tS; K. of Bali, a6: K. 
of Fu-nan, 177, i8o, 184, 101 

KaufSmbl, <57 
Kauthira, laa, 157, 159. 168 
Kaujilya, 807 
Kaveri, 101 
KSvya Style, 194, 908 
Kayev, 139 
Ke^da, 19, 74 
Ke^iri, 50 
Kedu, 44, 105 
Kelasa (Kail3sa), 947 
Ken AnCTok, kx. 05 
KesarTvarman,* 8a 
Kefi, i6g 
Keu, 64 
Ketu Mila, igo 
Kham Hoang, 15a, 153 
Kjbanh-Hoa, 157 S., 173 
Khasi. 7 
Khmer, 5, 13a, 187, 19a, aoo, ai6, 

953, aoo, 961; art and culture, 
*55 

Khmera-rishtra, 196, 957 
Khong, 184 
Kia Che (Tonkin), 113 
Kiao-Che (Hanoi), 117" 
Kiao-Chen-ju, 180 
Kia Tan, 958 
Kidung, 95, 96 
Kieu Ch’eu Lo, 180' 
Kindin, 178 
Kiong Cheu, 141 
Kiratas, 11, 113, 139, 140 
KIrttimukha, 103 
Kieu Lien, 114,' 115 
Kieu Su, 115, 117, 118, 190, 150 
Kling, 91, 109 
Klungkung, 73, 84 
Kmir, 49 
Koh Ker, 195 
Kok Thlok, 15 
Ko-lo-fong, aag. 959 
Kombeng, 95 
Kompong Chan, 190, igi 
Korat, 187, 959, 965 
KoravSirama, 94 
Kota-Bangun, 95 
Koti (Kutei), 94, 95 
Kotib^a, 900 
Kra, 196 
Kyi^na, 14, 97, 168, an 
Krishndyana, 51, 93, no 
Kyitajaya, 51-3 
Kyitanagara, 41, 4a, 54 ff., 57, 6*. 

«4. 7*. 89 
Kyitarijasa, 61-4, iia 
Kyitavijaya, 69 
Krofidiary^pa, 51 

Kshatriym, 8, 15, 31, 84-5* 
ai8 

Kuangyi, laS 
Kublai Khan, 55, 58, 59, 73, 

146 ff., 904, 944 ff., 960 
Kuen Lun, 960 
Ku-Kang, 49 
Ku Lai, 
Kulaprabhivatl, 181 
Kulottui^, 39 
Kumira, 168 
K-um&raglKMha, 35 
Kumirajambhavam, 93 
Ku^^uhga (Kaupi^iny^, 94 
Kudjarakarna, 99 
Kurukshetra<t?rt/ui, 908 
Kudiipa, 179 
Kuslma-nagva, 994 
Kusumapura, 947 
Kusumavardhanl, 67 
Kutei (Koti), 94, 98 
Kufi, 63 
Kuvera, 169 
Kwan-Tung, 93 
Kyanzittha, 949, 943 
Kyaswa, 944 
Kyauk-panduang, 903, 939 
Kyaulue, 937, 940 
Kyaunghphyii, 937 

L 

La Khai, 154 
Lakshahoma, aoo 
Lakshml, 97, 169 
Lakshmlndra BhttmUvara Giihna- 

svSmin, 194 
Lambri, 73 
Lamphmi, ^3 
Lamuri or Great Atjeh, 73 
Lang-ra-Su, so 
Lang-Kia-Su, 17, 18 
Lahl^, 108 
Lankasu, 995 
Lan Na Chang, 969 
Lan-Na Thai, 969 
Lanya^ 90 
Laos, 1-5, 14, 178, 184, 196. 9<^ 

997, 964 ff. 
Lara> Jorijpang, 107-11 
Lavapuri, 1^, 996 
Le Hoan, 198 ff. 
Lemro, 935 
Lcn^, 79 
Levi, S., 179 
Liang dyAa^, 96, 180 
Lieu Cheng, 146. 
lien Fang, 190, 165 
Lieu-Ye, 177 
Lieor, 13, 18, 93, jw. aSa 
Linga, 97.- ijyt, 180 
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Lineaparvata, 184 
Linn Giang. iso 
Lin-yang, sti 
Lin-yi, 18s, 835 
Liu-Fang, iso 
Lobo, soo 
Lo*hu. s6s 
Lokanitha, 170 
LokapSla, K., 47 
Lokesvara, 170 
Lombok. 4, 6, 84, 85, 86 
Lopburi, 196, 197, s6a, S65 
Lo-Tbai (Lodaiya), 363 
Lower Burma. 14. 18, 198, 199, 

303, S17. 831. 333. 337, 341, 348, 
361 

LuaM Prabang. 361, 363, 365 
LU'lnai ^idaiya). 363 
Lu’u-Ky-Tong, 139 
LVO, 303 
Ly Bon. 137 
Ly Thanh Ton. 133 

M 

' Mada. 140 
Madhura. 54 
Madhyamagrima. 140 
MSdhyamika. 19 
Madras. 13 
Madura. 6. 30, 59, 64, 85 
Magadha. 13. ^7 
Maha Ban-La Tra Nguyet, 156 
MahSbhagavatl. 168 
MahSbhdrata, 31. 70. 89. gs ff.. 

104. 165, ao8 
MahSbhSshya, 194. 309 
MahSbodhi temple. 344 
MahSdeva. 97. 109, 134 
MahSdevl, 97, 168 
MahShoma, 300 
MahkkSla. 35. aS. 97 
MahSUlf. 97 
Mahakam. 34. 35 
MahSmuni, 333 
MahSnlvika, ig 
Mah&nippean. 305 
MaliS Qui-Lai, 156 
Maharaja. 34-6. 330 
Mahasena. 330 
Maha-tain Chandra. 333 
MahatTrtha, 41 
Mahavijaya, 155-6 
Mahayana. 19. 30. 33. 35. 98. 333, 

Mt^endradatta, 47. 83 
Mahendraparvata (Minom Kulen), 

190 
Mahendravarman, R.; of Champa. 

150; of Kambujt. 185 

Maheivara, 134, 180 
Mahidhar^ura. igg 
Mahi^a Rangkah, 55 
Mabishasuramarddinf, 97 
Mahlsha Walungan, 53 
Mahmud, Sultan,’ 77 
Ma Huan, 79 
Mai Thue Loan, 137 
Majapahit, 53, 59 ff., 65 ff.. 80 ff., 

8*. 94. 95 
Makara, 103 
Makara-head, 103 
Makufavaihfavardhana. 47 
Malacca, so, 74 ff., 76, 79 
Malaya Archipelago. 4, 5, 30, 33, 

*4. 38. 5*. 65, 178 
Malayasia, 6, 33 
Malay Peninsula, 1, 3, 4, 9, 13, 14, 

17 ff., 33, 37, 38, 33, 34, 36, 40, 
4*. 54. 65, 66, 69, 73, 79, 89, 
178. 196. 199. 203. 

Maiayu (modem Jambi), 33, 34, 
4». 4*. 54. 63, 73 

Malik, Sultan, 74 
Mamallapuram, Rathas of. 173 
Mandalay. 317, 346 
Mahgalavarman, 187 
Mangku, 146 
Mangray, 363 
Manipur, 317, 337, 357 
Mafijuiri, 107 
Man-shu, 330 
Mansur, Sultan, 77 
Manu, 44, 160, 3og, 348 
Manuha, 
Manu-Samhita, 70. 85. 165, 309 
Manu-SSra, 3^8 
Miravijayottungavarman, 37.8 
Marco Polo, 58, 73, 74, 149 
Mareura, 347 
Marmadeva, 73 
Martaban, 66, 363 
Masudi, 36 
Masulipatam, 13, 14 
Mataram, 44, 45, 53, 84 
Mitrilihg^varl, 168 
Matsya, 97 
Maulivarmadeva, 73 
Maunggun, 338 
Maurya, 347 
MayOra, sog, 347 
Mekong. 3, 4, 5, 14. *4*. »75. 183, 

191, 303, 357, 361, 365 
Menam, 4, 5, 187, 196 ff., 303, 336, 

337, 353, 361 
Men, 183 
Mergui, si8 
Minbu, 344 
Min-don-min, 348 
Ming Dynasty, 43, 68 
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MithilS, 1, 10. <47. <56 
Mlecho^as. 113, <17 
Monung, <60 
M<wia-Chen>po, <<5 
Moluccas, 4 
Mono (or Muong Nai). a6o 
Mongols. 145-48, 151, <44 ff., a6o 
Mon-Khmer, 5, 7 
Mods, 5, 187, <18, «o, <<3, <<5 ff., 

<31, <36, <39, <41, <45, <60 ff. 
MouJmein, ai8 
Mount Kavi, 5< 
Mount Vek, <01 
Moza, «8 
Mrammas, <18, «o, «8, <31, 

<36 ff. 
Mrohaung, <33, *35 
Mron, <33 
Muara Kaman, <4 
Mukha-Iihga, i<a, 167 
MOlasarv3stiv3danik3ya, <7 
MQlavarman, <4, <8 
Mun, river, 185 
Munda. 7 
Mung Si Tep, <5* 
Murmidabad, ig 
Mutali Sahridaya, 66 
Muttima-mandaia, <<4 
Muzaffar Shah, 76, 79 
Mweyin, <47 
Myson, 114, 117, las, 135, 136, 

138, 166, i7< 
Mywre, 177 
Myu, river, <3* 

N 

Niga, no, 183: cult, <39; hill, <17 
Ni^pattana, 37 
NSgarSja, 15 
NSgara-KptSgama', 56, 57, 65 ff., 

94 
NSgaravarddhani, 67 
NSgasena, 180 
Nakon Fathom. aa6 
Nakhon Sri Dhammarat, 18. 19, 

<0, <61 
NilandS, 30, 35, 37, 99 
Nambi, 63 
Nan-chao, 14, 186, <<9, <31, <36, 

<40, <43, <56 ff. 
Nandanavarmadeva, 199 
NandT, <5, <8, 168 
Nandin, <9 
Nand^vara. <5 
Nan-hai, 41 
Nan Kin, <9 
Nantaungmya, <44 
Niradlya, 160, <48 
Narapatisiihhavarman, 187 

Narapatisithu. <44 
Narasiihha {auatara), 97 
Narasiihha (Naratheinka), K, <44 
Narasiihhapati (Narathihapati), K, 

>44. >45 
Narathu, <43, <44 
Narav3hanavarman, i« 
Naravaxanagara, 181 
N3rSyana, 166 
Narmada, 13, 101 
N3tamandir, 171 
Nauk Glaun Vijaya, 154 
Navaruchi, 95 
Ngan-Si, 14 
Nghe-an, 113, 138, 148 
Nghia-Hoang, i5< 
Ngo Nhut Khanh, i<8 
Ngo Quyen, 128 
Nra Bo, 131 
Nhan Bieu, 125 
Nha Trang, 173 
Nho’n-Ton, 149 
Nhut Nam, 116 ff. 
Ning-hsia, <60 
Ninh Hoang, 151 
Niti, 209 
Nitichandra, <33 
Nltipraya, 70 
NltisSra, 94 
NltiSSstra-kaivin, 94 
NyipSditya, 187 
NfipatTndravarman, 186, 193, igg 
Ny3ya, 208 

O 

Odoric of Pordenone, 53,' 161 
Ogotai, 145 
Oman, 36 
Orissa, 13. <24 

P 

Pagan. 14, 200, 218, «o, <«, <28, 
as*' *35. >36, 839' *4*. *4S» 
>454 >5' 

Pagan Dynasty, 246 
Pahang, 18, 41, 54, 76, 79 
P5la, 85 
Palembang, «, 23, 75 
Pali, 8, 2«, <26, 227, <46 ff., 

<53* >57- *6*. *64 
Pallavas, 37, 180 
Palura, 13 
Pamanchangah, 95 
Panataran, 64, 109 * 
PaAchakalySnI. 241 
PaUchatantra, 94-6 
pa^ijiu, <1 
PSndu Oeva Nfttha, 21 
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Plptjluraftga, 117, tts ff., 151» 131, 
136. iS9> 140> i57> 159 

Pt^t^ya, 41, 63 
Panga, ao 
Patifflcur, 5a 
PSoini, las, 194, aog 
Panjalu, go 
Panji, 96 
Pan-Pan, 18, 178 
Panran, 143 
Panuluh, 51, 93 
Par, ia3 
Parlkramab9hu, II. 41 
Paramabodhisattva, 137, 139 
Parameivara, 75, 76, 79, ia4 
Parame^vara Sri Hyang ning hyang 

Adilaflchana, 8a 
ParameSvara SiT VlrSma, 8a 
ParameSvaravannan, K., lay, ia8 
ParameSvaravarman, K., II, 130 
Parame^varT, 75 
ParBntaka, I, 37 
Pararaton, 51, 55 ff., 63 ff., 69, 

ParSaara, ai 
Parthia, 9 
Pasai, 76 
Paae, 73, 75, 80 
Paaunihan, 48. 81 
Pataluiw, ao 
Pataftjalt, 194 
Patkoi, hills, aiy, aai 
Pattikera, a4o-43 
Payagl, aa8 
Peoiabun, a6i 
P<gu„ lA, aig, aaa, a4o, 845, ago, 

aoi, aoa 
Pelliot, agi 
Perlak, 73, 74 
Persia, 79 
Phat Ma. 131 
Philippines, 4, 6, 6g 
Phimeanakas, aog 
Phrom, a6i 
Phu, iga 
Piao, aag 
Pinya, a45 • 
Pippala cave, agy 
Pnom-Penh, 3, 173-6 
Po Bia, ig8 
Po Chong, 158 
Po LI, a6 
Po Nagara, ia6, 13a, 138, 166, t68, 

17a 
Poi^g Tbk aga, ag4 
Po-ni, a6 
Porte de Annam, 116 
Prabhtedhanna, lai 
Prabhudevi, aa8 
Prabhitivanna, aaS 

PraiftlpSrainitS, 111, 11a 
PrakSSadharma, lai, laa 
Prakrit, aog 
Praley^vara DhaimarSja, 133 , 
Pramoanan, 104, 107 
PrajnuditalokeSvara, 170 
Pnrng. *55 
Prapaficha, 94 
Pra Pathi^, aga, *54 
Pra^astadharma, lao 
Pratipakshakshaya, 45 
Pravarasena, aog 
Pre-N3gan, alphabat, 33 
Pre-Rup, aog 
Pyithivlndravannan, laa, 1*4, 193 
Prltichandra, agg 
Prome, 14, a 17, aaa, **5, »st^, a37, 

*45 
Province Wellesley, 18 ff. 
Ptolemy, 18, ai, aai, a47 
Pugan, aoa 
Puket, ao 
Pulan Sembilan, 76 
Pula Sara, ai 
Pu-lyan Sxf YuvarSja Mah9senSpati, 

136 
Pu-ni, 68 
PurS^as, a8. ga, 165, ao8 
POrnavarman, aa, 44, 91 
Purushottama, 168 
PQrvadiSa, 190 
Pushkaia, a47 
Pushkarkksha, 186. 187, 189. igg 
Pushkaravatl, a47 
Pustakabhama (Library), aoy 
Putau Ajfta Ku, 144 
PyaRpya, agy 
Pyus, ai8, aao, sag, aag, aay ff., 

aga, agS 

Q 
Quang Nam, 114, laa, igo, igg 
Qui-Do, ig6 

R 

Rade, 1^, 
RaganStha, gg 
Ra^huvathSa, gg, aog 
Rijidhirija, aa 
RSiadvlra^, lag, 136 
Rkiagiiha, 847 
Raja Ibrahim, 76 
RSialakshml, an 
RSianlti, 70 
RSiapatnT, 56, 57 
RS' 
RS 
R9 

Rt 

apura, 66, 199, 143, igg 
arSja the Great, 37, 38 
arsoi. aa 

Hajasa, 93 
lasani^n, 64-67 



tNt>E9t 

RSjavidySdhara SSmanta, 39 
RSjetidra Chola, 37-9 
Rajendravarman. 195, 196, io6, at I 
Raldiain^^, asa 
RaktampttiKl, 19 
Rama, 97, 168 
Ramadhipati, a64 
Ramafifla’desa, a»g, xMg 
Ramapura, aa4 
RamavatT, 15, aa4, a3a 
RSmayana, 70, 78, 89, 9a, 108, 

110, 165, ao8 
Rambyi, 15 
Ramen, aas 
Rami, 15, 36 
Ram Kamheng, 305, s6i ff., 365 
Rangamati, 19 

^Ranga Wuni, 53 
Rangga Lawe, 68 
Rangoon, 817, 884 
Rasiduddin, 857 
Rasupati, 143 
Ratna^BhOmivijaya, 139 
Riau, 79 
Rman, 885 
Rudra, 84 
Rudravarman, K. of Fu.nan, 181 

185 
Rudravarman, K.. of Kambuja, 189 
Rudravarman, K. of Champa*, i, 

180 ff., 184, »*7I' ***; 
138 137 

Rudravarman, Parama Brahmaloka, 
K. of Champa, 139, 151 

S 

Sabbadhisiddhi, s6i 
8abda, 808 
Sabdavidya, 30 
Sadeng, 64 
S&garamatipariprichchhi, 19 
Saratu, 146, 147, 148 
Sahadeva Rath, 174 
8ailendra. 33-41, 44, 45, 47, 54, 

78, 98, 106, 187 
8ailendra-ChQ<^amanivaTma-vihara, 

40 
8aivism, 38, 184. 165. 188, 196, 

888 
Sajjanaiaya, 861 
8aJia Era. 8i 
Sakai, 7 
Sakalendakira^a, 88 
Sakalend'U, Sa 
Sakrasvamin, 811 
Sakti, 97, 1^, 889 
8akya, 15. 818, 8^ 
8SkyamuAi, \jo, 857 
Samara, country, 73 
Samaragravlra, 35 

Samatafa, 885 
SSmavffda, 8^ 
Sambawa, 8« 
Sambhubhaorejvara, 184, 166 
Sambhupura, 138, 186, 189, 193, 

198 
Sambbuvarman, lao, lai, 187 
Sambor, 186 
Sambor Prei Kuk, 185 
Sambuka, 187 
Samlkaha, 808 
Samudra (Sumatra), 73, 74 
Samudragupta, 180 
Sanchi Stupa, 855 
San-fo-tsi, 36, 40, 41, 48, 43, 47, 

68 ff., 88 
SaAgrkma, 198 
Sangriimavijaya Dharmapfasldot 

tungadevT, 87 
Safiiak, 801 
Safljaya, 44, 81 
SaAkara, General, 139 
SaAkadchSrya, 8ti 
SaAkara-NSrSyana, 183 
SaAkarapandita, 198, 199 
SankSsya, 847 
Sankissa, 818 
SaAkupatha, 11 
Sannuia, 44 
Sanskrit, 8, 18, 19. 88, 88, 91, 

165, 188, 8o8, 888« 888, 848, 85* 
SSnudisa, 10, 11 
Sdra-Samuchchaya, 94 
Sara-Sevati (Sarasvatl), 101 
SarasvatT, Goddess, 1^ 
SaraswatT (public school), 807 
SarayQ, 101 
SarvajAamuni, 811 
Sarvesvara, 51 
Sarwa^T, 181 
Sasak, 83 
Sdsanavaifisa, 847 
Satl, 86, 164 
Satra, 807 
Satyakausika-svamT, lai 
Satyaq[iukha-lii^, 167 
Satyavarman, iss, 183, 184 
Savankalok, 198, 855. 861 
Sivitrf, 88 
Sawlu (Salya?), 848 
Saw Rahan, 837 
Schmidt, 7 
Sei}ah, 51. 93 
Sekandar Shah, 76 
Selinsing, i8-80 
Semang. 7 
Sempaga, 87 
Setana, m 
Setubandba, 809 
Shan, 838, 834, 839, 840, 84$. #37 
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^•li>dia-ta*!o, 115 
Shitthaung. ags 
Sho-po, 5a 
Shwe Dagon, pagoda, aso 
Shwe-da>ung (Golden Hillock), agj 
Shwezigon, pagoda, a4a 
ShySm, a6a 
Shy9m<kut, a6a 
Siam, 1 ff., 14, 19, 31, 4a, 66, ya, 

75, 178, 184, 195, 196, 198, aoa, 
ao5, ai3, aay, asa ff., asd, a6o ff., 
a65 

Siamese art, a64 ff. 
Siang'lln, 114 
Sib Song Chu Thai, a6i 
Sien, aoa 
SiharSja (Simharaja), a 19 
Siha(Siihha)vikrama, aa8 
Sikhara, 17a, a14, a55 
Silingkia (Syinga), 31 
SLndhu, 101 
Sin^, 45 ff., 51 
Singapore, a, 75, 76 
Singhala, 49 
SinghanaraiT, 66 
Singhasari, 5a-6a, 95 
Sino-Burraan, aag 
Si Tep, »S5 
Siva, as, a8, 3a, sa, 85, 97, 100, 

104, 107, 118, 165, an, 863 
Siva-Buddha cult, gg 
Sivakaivalya, 190, 194, a 10 
Siva-Mahayogin, 98 
Sivamukha, lag 
Sivamukhalihga, las 
Sivasoma, an 
Siva-Vishnu, aoy 
Skanda, as, a8 
Slavery. 87, 160 
Slave trade, 164 
Slay, 140 
Smaradaham, Si, 93 
Smeroe (Sumeru), 81 
Somavaima, 191 
Some^vara, igg 
Sona, aig 
Sang, dynasty, )8o 
Song, Emperor, 859 
Sora. 63 
Soudi Indian alphabet. aa8 
SravastI, 889 
Sreshthapura, 184. aoy 
Sreshthavarman, 180 
SrT (Bhamo or Tagatmg), aag 
SrSvastl, aag 
SrfBanoy, 133, 147 
SiT-Kirana, 51 
SrTkshetra, ai8, aas, aay ff., 836, 

140. *47 
$il Maliaraja, R, of MalftPPt, 76 

Sri Maharaja Tun Mutahir, 77 
SzT-Mara, 115, 116. 178 
Silndra-Jayavarman, 804 
Stlndrakumara, aoo, aoi 
Srfndravarman, 804 
SrI-Paramesvara Dcva Shah, 76 
Srl^anaUiadrelvara, 13a, 136. 167 
SrI-SCiryavaiiila Rlma Mahadhar- 

mailjadhiraja, aBg 
Srl-Vijaya, 83, 84, 33, 36, 38, 

54. 7* 
Sil-Vijayamahadevi, 8a 
Sif Vinaya, 159 
Sil Vini, 157 
Snitavarman, 184 
Strait of Malacca, a, ig, 84, 40 
Suddhodana. a6 
Sudhammavatl, 319, 334 
Sudhanakundira, 106 
SQdra, 85, 16a 
Sugata, 170 
Suhita, 6g, 87 
Sui, dynasty, lao 
Sukhoaaya, 303, 361, 363, 363 
Sukhothai, 198 
Sulamani, 344 
Sulayman. 34. 33 
SumanasSntaka, 93 
Sumatra, 4, 6, 15, 19, ao, aa ff., 

*7. 33. 40, 44. 54. 69, 7* ff- 
78 ff., 83, 98 

Sunandana, aag 
Sunatta, 353 
Sunda, ao, 34, 63, 80 ff., 
Sundaraparaiuama, 187 
Sundaravarman, 187 
Sung, dynasty, 146 
Sungai ^tu, 18 
Sungeneb, 33 
Surabaya, ai, 49, 60 
SOradlupa, 8a 
Swakerta, 105 
SQrya, 100, 169 
SQrya Jayavarman, 148, 143 
SQryaketu, 333 
SUryaSataka, aog 
SDrya-SevSna, 94, 100 
SQryavaih^, 191 
SOryavarman, I, 138, 197 ff. 
SQryavarman, 11, 197, 199 ff., an 
SQryavarman.VidySnandana, 14a S. 
Sflryavikrama, aa8 
SuSruta, aog 
Sutasoma, 99 
Suvar^alAQmi, 4-10, ay, 3*. 34, 

*»9. *53 
Suvar^advlpa, 4, 5, 8, 10, 30, 33 ff., 

40, 34, 68. 73, 79, 83, ^ ff., 
loa 

Suvar^a-grSma, 337 

178 



Su-Wu, 178 
Svayamvara, 87 
Szeuuan, 258 

T 

Tabanendravarmadeva, 8a 
Tagalas, 6 
Tanung. 14. a 18, aa7, asa, agC 
TaUcola, 18, ig, 178 
Takua Pa, t8, ig, so 
Talaings, a 18, aao, aas, as5, 345, 

248 

Ta-li, 14, 840, 257 
Tali-fu, asg 
Tambradipa, 227 
Tamil. 41 
T&mraiipta, 13, 14. aa4 
TSmrapaUana, 231, 234 
Timrapura, 207 
T’ang, dynasty. 120, 127, 185, 230, 

*59 
Tangur, 187 
T'an Ho-Che, 118, iig 
Tan-Tan, 31 
Tantri, g6 
Tantrik, 30, 57. gg, i8g, 208, 222, 

^39 
TapasT, 55, i4g 
Tapusa, 2ig 
Tarka, 56 
TarumS, 22 
Tat-sin, 14, 257 
Tattade^, 237 
Tavoy, 218, 263 
Taxila, aig 
Telingana, 223 
Tenasserim, 20, a 18, 225, 241, 243. 

260, 263 
Teu-Kiu-u, 178 
Thai, 5^, 42. 202, 205, 240, 252 ff., 

256 ff., 261 ff. 
Thai. Kingdom. ig6, aag 
Thailand, 252 
Thamahti, agg 
Thamala (Syamala), aig 
Than-Hoa, 113, 117, 138, 148 
Thanh Ton, 156, 157 
Than-yan Vish^umOrtti, 133 
nrhare Khettara, 218 
Thaton, aig, 222, 224, 239 ff. 
Thatpyinnu, 243 
TTibong Khmum, igo 
Theinnxe. 237 
Theravada, 239, 246 
Thien Kien, 153 
Thubinna, 219 
Tibet, 259-60 
'nbeto imvidian, 236 
Tl.Chen, 118 

Ti-Kai, 118 
TimutarSja or UltimutarSja, 77 
Tippera, 240 
Tissa. aig 
Togan, 147, 148 
Tohjaya, 53 
To-fo-pa-ti, 225 
Tonkin, 1 ff., 113-8, 127-30, 148. 

i96> 199* *0S> *58 
Tonle-Sap. g, 175 
Toungoo, 245 
Tra-kieu, 114 
Tra-Toan, 157 
Tribhuvanaditya-Dharmaraja, 24 s 
Tribhuvanadityavarman, 141, 

201 ff. 
TribhuvanottuAggadevT, 64 
Triguna, 51, 93 
Trik. 59 
Trimtkrti, 98 
Tripitaka, 240 
Trirala, 28 
Tsin, Dynasty, 182 
Tuban, 49. 54, 60 
Tuen-suin, g 
Tuhan Janaka, 72 
Tuk Mas, 28 
Tulodong, 45 
Tu Mao, 133 
Tumapel (Smghasari), 51-3 
Tung^ Ametung, ga 

U 

Udayldityavarman, K; I, 197: 11, 
»98, 199. *»S 

Udayana, 47 82 
Udon, 261 
Ugrapura, 207 
Ugrasena, 82 
Uma, 97, 168 
Unmaiguila, 257 
Upanishads, 2<^ 
Upaveda, 182 
Upper Burma, 14, ig, 203, 217, 

22>, 236, 230, 245. 258, 260 
Uroja, 124, 166-7 
Usana Java, 95 
Utkala. 224, 247 
Utkridi(araja, igg 
Ut’ong, 187, 263 
Uttara, 219 
Uttarakalpa, 126 
Uzana (Udayana), 244 

V 

Vahninihas, 204. 207 
Vairomana, 170 
VaiOIT (Ankan), 231, 247 
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Vaifeshika, ao8 
Vaishoavism. 97, 168 ff.. 18a, aaa 
Vai^ya. 85, i6a 
VS^ap^a, ao8 
Vajrabahu, 45 
Varabodhi, go 
Vajrap&Ti, 170 
Vimaaiva. 194 
Vaxiiiar3ja, 140 
Vaprakelvara, a4 
VariUia {aoatHre^, 97 
Varanarendra, 14 
VirSpasT, aga, ago 
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General Flan of Chandi Sevu (Java) 
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